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Abstract

This thesis presents the results of spectroscopic investigations of several molecules relevant to 

atmospheric physics and astrophysics. The experimental techniques of photoabsorption and 

electron energy loss spectroscopy have been used. Critical comparisons are made with the 

results of other studies, both experimental and theoretical, where available.

The atmospheric molecules studied were ozone, selected chlorine oxides, and some simple 

hydrocarbons such as methane. In addition to their significance in the Earth’s ozone 

depletion problem, some of these compounds are also present in other planetary atmospheres. 

Molecules studied out of astrophysical interest include formamide, benzyl alcohol and 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. These compounds have all been reported in the 

interstellar medium, whilst simple amides have also been discovered in the chemical 

compositions of comets. Studies of formamide and benzyl alcohol are also relevant to an 

emerging field of study - that of electron scattering from liquid surfaces. New spectral 

information has been obtained for each of the molecules studied.

The thesis is arranged in nine chapters. The first discusses the structure and spectroscopy of 

polyatomic molecules, including those theoretical concepts relevant to the experimental scope 

of this work. The next chapter describes in detail the apparatus used to obtain the 

experimental results. The third chapter investigates the spectroscopy of simple molecular 

targets, allowing comparisons with earlier studies to validate the techniques and equipment 

used. Chapters 4-8 present the results obtained for the molecules studied using the different 

techniques; the results are shown to be in good agreement with previous data, where 

available. The thesis concludes with chapter nine, a summary of all the results and 

suggestions for future investigations are proposed.
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C h a p t e r  O ne  

In tr o d u c tio n  to  M o l e c u l a r  Sp e c t r o sc o py

“I f  any Body says fie can tfiinB^aBout quantum proBfems untfiout getting giddy, tfiat onCy 

shows fie has not understood the first thing aBout them.

!Niefs (Bohr

1.1 Introduction

One hundred years before this thesis was written, J. J. Thomson peered into a small glass tube and 

discovered the first and perhaps the most important of all the subatomic particles - the electron 

[Tl]. His discovery at Cambridge in 1897 provided the incentive for some of the greatest names 

in the world of physics to influence modem science and technology during the dawn of the 

twentieth century. In 1900, Planck formulated the new theory of quantum mechanics based upon 

his observations of accelerated electrons emitting radiation in discrete amounts, or quanta, rather 

than a continuous range of values. Five years later, Einstein elaborated on this with his famous 

paper on the photoelectric effect suggesting that light consists of particles (later called photons) 

rather than existing as a wave. Over the next decade, Thomson’s student Rutherford and his co

workers, Geiger and Marsden, performed the classic Rutherford scattering experiments 

culminating with the nuclear model of the atom - a minuscule positively charged nucleus orbited 

by a whirling array of negatively charged electrons. Another of Rutherford’s assistants, Bohr, 

applied the new theories of quantum mechanics to the model and successfully explained the 

spectmm of atomic hydrogen in 1913. However the Bohr model of the atom was not without fault 

and attempts to rectify its discrepancies over the next few years resulted in the concepts of wave 

mechanics, wave-particle duality and tiie uncertainty principle; the combination of these, taken 

together with Einstein’s theory of relativity, would become the basis of a theory first formulated in 

1928 that is still being used and tested today - quantum electrodynamics (QED).



One of the great triumphs of the new quantum physics was the atomic model. The dynamics of 

the electron cloud surrounding the central nucleus was found to govern the emission and 

absorption spectra exhibited by atoms, and it was subsequently deduced that these electrons are 

responsible for holding atoms together to form molecules.

Throughout the twentieth century, the binding electrons of molecules have been extensively 

studied through combinations of theory and experiment to obtain information on molecular 

structure and spectroscopy, and ultimately to test the predictions of QED theory. Theoretical and 

experimental techniques have developed rapidly with the progresses made in computer technology, 

allowing investigations to be made with an increasing level of accuracy and sophistication. This 

thesis concerns such experimental studies, using modem methods to obtain detailed information on 

a selection of polyatomic molecules.

Many of the experiments presented in this thesis involve the absorption of photons by molecules. 

The methods used are almost identical to those used by the pioneers of modem physics, with the 

exception that more sophisticated equipment is available for use at the later end of the century. 

However it is known that large errors can be incurred in such experiments, mainly due to 

limitations imposed by the Beer-Lambert law, hence alternative techniques without such 

restrictions have been developed over the last few decades. One such technique adopted in the 

work presented here is electron energy-loss spectroscopy. This approach uses free electrons as 

projectiles to excite the electrons bound within molecules, an inventive application of Thomson's 

original cathode rays. The results of such experiments complement those of photoabsorption 

studies, and together the methods can yield much spectroscopic information about the molecule 

under investigation.

If meaningful information is to be obtained from any experiment, it is necessary to understand the 

theory underlying the processes under investigation. This first chapter reviews molecular 

spectroscopy, paying particular attention to the structure of molecules and their rotational, 

vibrational and electronic excitations. A definition of the photoabsorption cross-section is given, 

and the theoretical foundations of the techniques used to measure them are recounted. Finally,



some of the algorithms used to calculate the absorption spectra of molecules are reviewed and the 

limitations of such methods are discussed.

1.2 Molecular Structure

1.2.1 Molecules

A molecule can be defined as a group of atoms chemically bound together to form a system that 

can exist in isolation of external influences. A large proportion of the materials we come into 

contact with in everyday life are constituted of molecules, since the conditions experienced on 

Earth are favourable for atoms to combine in such a manner. Molecular structures vary 

considerably, from the simplest diatomic molecules prevalent in the atmosphere (e.g. nitrogen, N2) 

to the giant molecules we find in our bodies (e.g. DNA), and molecular substances can exist as 

solids, liquids and gases depending on the ambient conditions. Experimental spectroscopy 

provides the main methods of identifying molecules in many different environments; if we are to 

understand the spectra obtained from such studies, we must fully appreciate the nature of the 

chemical bond and the molecular structures hence formed.

1.2.2 Chemical bonding

There are two principal types of non-metallic chemical bond: ionic and covalent. Ionic bonding 

occurs when a compound adopts a regular lattice structure consisting of an array of positively and 

negatively charged ions; such substances are held together by electrostatic forces between the 

ions. This thesis does not concern ionic compounds, but concentrates on molecules that are held 

together with covalent bonds.

The essence of covalent bonding is that atoms are joined by sharing their electrons, forming a 

system that is more energetically favourable than the atoms in isolation. Descriptions of 

molecular structure are more complicated than those of isolated atoms because of the greater 

number of interacting particles. However, the situation is greatly simplified due to the mass of the 

electron being much less than the nuclear mass whilst the forces experienced by the electrons and 

the nuclei are of comparable intensity. As a result, the motions of the electrons are much faster 

than those of the nuclei which occupy almost fixed positions within the molecule; the main 

challenge in understanding the chemical bond is hence to determine the dynamics of the electron 

cloud.



In an isolated atom, the electrons have a particular spatial arrangement according to Pauli’s 

exclusion principle, e.g. the electronic configuration of atomic nitrogen is: Is^ 2s  ̂2p^, with the Is 

electrons tending to occupy a region of space closer to the nucleus than the others; such electrons 

are referred to as belonging to the inner shell. When atoms are brought together to form a 

molecule, inner shell electrons remain localised around their parent nuclei, whilst the electrons of 

the outermost orbitals redistribute throughout the molecule to form a stable charge distribution 

which provides a binding force. Hence it is these outer shell, or valence, electrons that are 

responsible for molecular bonding.

As in atoms, the electrons in molecules reside in orbitals. However, orbitals in molecules are 

often associated with more than one nucleus and usually have different shapes to atomic orbitals. 

The description of chemical bonding based on these orbitals is called molecular orbital (MO) 

theory and is formulated from the linear combination o f  atomic orbitals (LCAO). In this 

approach the wave functions of the atomic orbitals are mathematically combined to obtain the 

wave functions of the molecular orbitals; the process necessarily generates the same number of 

molecular orbitals as the number of component atomic orbitals.

A simple example can be given in the case of molecular hydrogen. Consider the wave function of 

the hydrogen Is electron (figure 1.2 .1).

Figure 1.2.1. The wave function of the hydrogen Is electron.

If two such atoms are brought together the wave functions can be added in two ways, 

constructively and destructively, to produce two quite different molecular orbitals (figure 1.2 .2).



In-phase addition:

Out-of-phase addition:

Key:

Figure 1.2.2. Linear combinations of two hydrogen Is wave functions.

In the constructive case the resultant molecular orbital has electron density concentrated between 

the two nuclei. The effect is to screen the nuclei from each other hence the two electrons hold the 

molecule together; orbitals in which the electron density is so located are bonding orbitals. The 

other molecular orbital, obtained from out-of-phase addition, has the bulk of its electron density 

situated away from the intemuclear region. The electrons do not screen the nuclei from each other 

and the net force obtained is repulsive; such an orbital is termed antibonding. The wave functions 

obtained, both bonding and antibonding, arc seen to have cylindrical symmetry as opposed to the 

spherical symmetry of the atomic Is orbitals. Such molecular orbitals with cylindrical symmetry 

are referred to as a  orbitals, with the antibonding orbital being further labelled with an asterisk, 

i.e. (5*. The relative energies of the molecular hydrogen orbitals are shown in figure 1.2.3.

Figure 1.2.3. Energy levels of molecular hydrogen deduced from LCAO.

It is immediately apparent that it is energetically more favourable for the two atoms to exist as a 

molecule rather than independently. Indeed, energy must be put into the system to break the 

molecule into its constituent atoms; this process is called dissociation and will be discussed later.



The case of molecular hydrogen is simple in that it only involves two atoms and the atomic 

orbitals involved have spherical s>Tnmetiy. To understand the structure of more complicated 

molecules the combination of orbitals of other s\Tnmetries must be considered. For example, the 

different ways in which two atomic p-orbitals can be combined is shown in figure 1.2.4.

Key: ^  poeltlv# V

Figure 1.2.4. Linear combinations of atomic p-orbitals.

The end-on overlap of p-orbitals is analogous to the overlap of s-orbitals, producing a  and a* 

orbitals. However, the side-on overlap produces two new types of molecular orbital; the 

symmetry in this case is clearly not cylindrical, so the label a  is not appropriate. Orbitals of this 

type, in which electron density is greatest above and below the intemuclear axis (or plane), are 

referred to as 7t orbitals. Again, the molecular orbital which results in repulsive forces is known 

as the antibonding K* orbital.

These are the two basic types of covalent bond. A a  bond holds atoms together by an 

accumulation of charge between the nuclei, and a n bond holds atoms together by the electrons 

accumulating alongside the nuclei. As a general rule, a  bonds are stronger than 7i bonds.



We now have the framework from which to build polyatomic molecules: the orbitals of the 

constituent atoms combine to form molecular orbitals which bind the atoms together. However, it 

is not possible for any particular orbital to mix with just any other orbital. Certain criteria must 

be met, in particular the shape and distributions of the wave functions in space are important; the 

symmetry of the orbitals is crucial. In order for mixing to take place there must be a net 

reinforcement or destruction of the wave functions when they overlap. For example, consider the 

mixing of an atomic s-orbital with an atomic p-orbital (figure 1.2.5).

s

0 + 0 0  
■p

Key: y  po#W  V  negatltfd

Figure 1.2.5. Mixing of atomic s and p orbitals.

In the case of end-on overlapping there is always a net reinforcement or destruction of the wave 

functions depending on the relative phase of the atomic orbitals. This results in a pair of bonding 

and antibonding molecular orbitals. However m the case of side-on overlapping, equal amounts of 

reinforcement and destruction are experienced hence there is no net bonding or antibonding effect; 

such orbitals are known as non-bonding orbitals. Other orbital overlaps for which there is 

expected to be some degree of mixing, and some for which there is not, are shown in figure 1.2 .6 .



Mixing configurations

Non-mixing configurations

Figure 1.2.6. Mixing and non-mixing orbital overlaps.

There is one further concept that must be kept in mind when considering the overlap of atomic 

orbitals; hybridisation. Hybridisation is a mathematical concept which allows the orbitals of an 

individual atom to combine and form new atomic orbitals known as hybrid orbitals. These hybrid 

orbitals may then overlap with the orbitals of other atoms to form covalent bonds; in practice, 

hybrid orbitals are required to describe the structures of most polyatomic molecules. Examples of 

hybrid orbital formations are shown m figure 1.2.7.

Atomic orbitals:

«+P C g D

s+p+p 

s+p+p+p

Hybrid orbitals:

sp (linear)

sp^ (trigonal planar) 

sp® (tetrahedral)

Figure 1.2.7. Examples of sp hybridisation.

This section on chemical bonding w ill now end with an example of an energy level diagram for the 

ozone (O3) molecule. In this molecule the 2s and 2p orbitals of the oxygen atoms combine to form 

the chemical bonds. The Is electrons are essentially localised around the nuclei and have little (if



any) effect on the bonding - they are referred to as core electrons. The linear combination of the 

atomic orbitals produces the energy level diagram shown in figure 1.2 .8.

2s - 2s
28 +  28

2px - 2px 
2Px + 2px
2py + 2py 
2py - 2py
2Pz - 2pz
2 P z  +  2 p z

Central 
O atom

O, molecule 2 Outer 
O atoms

Key: symmetry

Figure 1.2.8. Energy level diagram for ozone deduced from LCAO.

It is found that the ozone molecule has twelve filled molecular orbitals. However, only an 

experimental measurement or a detailed calculation can determine the relative energies of these 

orbitals precisely. Nevertheless, the methods of molecular orbital theory provide a useful tool for 

determining the types of orbital that are expected for any polyatomic molecule.

Figure 1.2.8 shows that atomic orbitals of the same symmetry type combine to form molecular 

orbitals of the same symmetry, the different types being labelled a%, a], bi and b] for ozone. The 

use of symmetry can be advantageous when constructing (and interpreting) such energy level 

diagrams, and it has many other applications in physics and chemistry. The subject of symmetry 

is broad and wide-ranging, hence a brief review is presented in the next section.

1.2.3 Molecular symmetry and group theory

The concept of symmetry can be a powerful tool when considering molecules, especially when the 

molecule under consideration is highly symmetric. Once the symmetry of a molecule has been
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classified, simple rules can be followed to obtain a great deal of useful information, e.g. whether 

any of the orbitals are expected to be degenerate or whether any single photon transitions between 

orbitals are strongly forbidden. Although symmetry considerations cannot give quantitative 

information, they can give an invaluable qualitative picture of what should be expected.

The symmetry of a molecule can be described by considering the symmetry elements associated 

with it. There are five such elements and all molecules can have their symmetry specified by a 

particular combination of elements. Each symmetry element has a symmetry operation associated 

with it. It is essential to distinguish between symmetry elements and operations: an element is the 

geometrical property of the molecule that allows the symmetry operation to transform the 

structure into a state indistinguishable from the original. The elements are shown in table 1.2.1.

Symmetry Element Symbol Symmetry Operation

Identity E Molecule unchanged

Proper rotation axis (n-fold) c„ Rotation about axis by 27r/n

Plane of reflection a Reflection in plane

Inversion centre i Inversion of all atoms through centre

Improper rotation axis (n-fold) Sn Rotation about axis by In/n followed 

by reflection in a plane perpendicular 

to the axis

Table 1.2.1. Symmetry elements and symmetry operations.

The different elements and operations are best described with the aid of diagrams. The identity 

element is common to all molecules and its operation simply leaves the molecule unchanged; this 

may seem trivial but has to be included if mathematical group theory is to be applied. The proper 

rotation element and operation is shown in figure 1.2.9.

operationCg axis

Figure 1.2.9. The proper rotation symmetry element and operation.
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In this case the Cj axis is the syinmetty element, and the proper rotation operation transforms the 

triangle into a state indistinguishable from the original; both triangles retain the Cj symmetry 

element. The subscript of the symbol (C„) shows the order of rotation, i.e. the fraction of a circle 

through which the structure is rotated (2k//7 radians).

Planes o f reflection divide a structure into two parts which are mirror images of each other. An 

equilateral triangle has four such reflection plane elements: one in the plane of the triangle 

(labelled Oh, h=horizontal since it is perpendicular to the C3 axis) and three vertical planes 

intersecting the triangle along C2 proper rotation axes (Oy, and Gy”). Examples of these 

elements are shown in figure 1.2 .10.

(one of 3)

' Cg (one of 3)

Figure 1.2.10. Reflection planes.

The inversion centre is more eomplicated than the other elements, but with a little thought its 

operation is straightforward. If a molecule has this symmetry element, a line drawn from any 

point in the molecule through the inversion centre will reach an equivalent point at the same 

distance from the centre on the other side (e.g. figure 1.2.11). The inversion centre need not be 

occupied by an atom, but may be located in space at the centre of a molecule.

Figure 1.2.11. Example of an inversion centre.
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The last sxTnmetrv element is the improper rotation axis, sometimes known as the rotation- 

reflection axis, and has the symbol S„. The operation is a rotation through Inln  (as for proper 

rotation) followed by reflection in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. As for all symmetry 

operations, the molecule is left in a state indistinguishable from the original (e.g. figure 1.2 .12).

Figure 1.2.12. The improper rotation symmetry operation.

For any molecular structure a set of symmetiy elements that transform the structure into an 

indistinguishable form can be obtained Such sets of symmetiy elements that obey the postulates 

of group theory are called point groups, most of which are given a characteristic symbol of the 

form X na  where:

/I is a number indicating the order of the principal (highest order) axis, 

conventionally taken to define the vertical direction 

X is a capital letter D if the «-fold principal axis is accompanied by 

n 2-fold axes perpendicular to it, otherwise the letter is C. 

a  is a lower ease letter: h if a horizontal plane is present, d if vertical 

planes are present for a D group, or v if vertical planes are present 

for a C group (h takes precedence over d or v). If no reflection 

planes are present, a  is not required.

Other symbols exist for point groups of special symmetry, e.g. tetrahedral groups are labelled Tj. 

The point group of any molecule can be classified by the scheme shown in figure 1.2.13.
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Is a Cn axis present?

Other elements present

Are n horizontal Cg axes present?

No other elements 
present, except t - Sgn

Horizontal plane 
(*h) present - Dnh

Find Cn of highest n; 
take this axis as vertical

Horizontal plane 
(<Th) present - Cph

colinear with €„ present?

n vertical planes 
(<Tv) present?

<T present - Cg 
i present - C|
E present only - Ci

n vertical planes bisecting 
angles between Cg 
axes (ad) present?

Examine for special groups;
a) Linear, a perpendicular to axis - c«,v
b) Linear, no a perpendicular to axis -
c) Tetrahedral - Tj
d) Octahedral - Oh
e) Dodecahedral or icosahedral - In

Figure 1.2.13. Systematic classification of point groups.

Each point group has a character table containing information relating the symmetry operations 

of the group to the geometric properties of the molecule; these tables can be found in chemistry 

data books (e.g. [VI]), and a typical example is given in table 1.2.2. The numbers in the table are 

the characters of the irreducible representations Ai, A%, B] and B2; irreducible representations 

are sets of numbers which describe particular geometric properties pertaining to the point group. 

The columns to the right of the table show the representations to which some of the basic 

geometric features belong, e.g. the z-axis (vertical) has Ai symmetry in the C2V point group, 

whereas rotation about the z-axis (R )̂ has A2 symmetry .
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C 2V E Q Cv (XZ) CTv’ (yz)

A, 1 1 1 1 z

A , 1 1 -1 -1 Rz xy

B, 1 -1 1 -1 X, Ry XZ

B : 1 -1 -1 1 y, Rx yz

Table 1.2.2. The Civ character table.

Once the point group of a molecule has been determined these irreducible representations can be 

used to obtain useful information about the molecular orbitals. This is best described with the aid 

of an example: the ozone molecule (O3) has an identity' element (£), a C2 axis and two vertical

planes of reflection (ay and Gy’) hence it belongs to the Civ point group (figure 1.2.14).

Figure 1.2.14. Symmetry elements of the ozone molecule.

The 2py orbital of the central oxygen atom lies in the Gy’ plane and is perpendicular to the Q  

axis; the 2s orbitals of the other atoms also lie in the Gy’ plane (figure 1.2.15).

Figure 1.2.15. Symmetry of some of the orbitals of ozone.
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These orbitals can be described in group theory by reducible representations, given the symbols 

Tj. Reducible representations are obtained by considering the extent to which each symmetry 

operation maps the orbitals onto themselves. For example, the outer 2s orbitals are transformed 

onto themselves by the E and Gv' operations (character 1+1=2), whereas they are not transformed 

onto themselves by the Q  and Gy operations (character 0) but are transformed onto each other. 

The outer 2s orbitals must be treated together in the C2v point group as they are indistinguishable. 

The reducible representations corresponding to figure 1.2.15 are shown in table 1.2.3.

r , E C2 CTv Gv’ Orbitals

r , 1 - 1 - 1 1 2py (central atom)

T2 2 0 0 2 2S] & 2s2 (outer atoms)

Table 1.2.3. Reducible representations for some orbitals of ozone.

By inspection T% is the same as the irreducible representation B] hence the 2py orbital of the 

central atom has b] symmetry (lower case letters are used to describe orbitals, upper case for 

representations). On the other hand, T2 can be reduced to a linear combination of irreducible 

representations; A1+B2 This reduction reflects the two possible linear combinations of the 2s 

orbitals, i.e. in-phase and out-of-phase: the in-phase combination (2s%+2s2) has a% symmetry, and 

the out-of-phase combination (2si-2s2) has b2 symmetry (figure 1.2.16).

2py : bz 2py : bz

2si + 2sa : ai 2si - 2sz : bg
No net mixing effect Net mixing effect

Figure 1.2.16. Mixing effects determined by symmetry.

Of the two possible eombinations of 2s orbitals only the b2 configuration has a net mixing effect 

with the 2 p y  orbital of the central atom. This is the key point to symmetry considerations when 

using molecular orbital theory : atomic orbital configurations on different atoms will only
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interact i f  they belong to the same irreducible representation o f the point group. This 

principle can be used to construct molecular orbital diagrams such as that shown for ozone in 

figure 1.2 .8, although the relative energies of the molecular orbitals can only be obtained through 

experimentation or detailed calculations. However, as a general rule the more nodal planes an 

orbital has (planes of zero electron density) the higher its energy will be; this gives an approximate 

ordering of the orbitals.

Another application of symmetry is to reveal the presence of degenerate molecular orbitals. 

Consider benzene (CôH^), a member of the D6h point group (table 1.2.4).

I>6h E  2C 6 2C3 C2 3C2" 3C 2" y 2^3 % CTh 3cTd 3 av

A ig 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 x V . z ^

A2g 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 R z

B ig 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

B2g 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

E ig 2 1 -2 0 0 2 1 -2 0 0 ( R \ ,  R y ) (X Z,yz)

E2g 2 -1 2 0 0 2 -1 2 0 0 (x^-y^, xy)

A iu 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

A 2 u 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 z

B lu 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1

B 2u 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1

E lu 2 1 -2 0 0 -2 -1 1 2 0 0 (X, y)

E 2 u 2 -1 2 0 0 -2 1 1 -2 0 0

Table 1.2.4. The D̂ h character table.

The six carbon atoms in the ring each contribute an out-of-plane p-orbital to form K orbitals 

above and below the plane of the ring (figure 1.2.17).

Figure 1.2.17. Out-of-plane p-orhitals of benzene.
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A reducible representation can be constructed for the six p-orbitals (table 1.2.5):

'6h E 2Ce 2C3 C2 3C2 ’ 3C2” i 253 256 (% 3od 3a,

0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1.2.5. Reducible representation for the out-of-plane p orbitals of benzene.

This can be reduced into irreducible representations giving molecular orbitals of Â2u, 62g, Ê g and 

E2u s\Tnmetry. The Eig and E2U svmmetry types are both doubly degenerate, i.e. these labels 

each describe two orbitals of the same energy, hence the six atomic p-orbitals combine to form six 

molecular orbitals, three of which are bonding with the other three being antibonding. The 

ordering of these orbitals cannot be obtained unless their structures are known (presence or 

absence of nodal planes); a calculation must be performed to derive such information. In this 

example, the Hiickel method [W1 ] can be used to determine the structures of these orbitals, and 

hence the approximate relative energies as shown in figure 1.2.18. It turns out that the HOMO 

{highest occupied molecular orbital) and the LUMO {lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of 

benzene are the doubly degenerate e%g and e2u orbitals respectively.

6Pz f  f  f  f  f  f  <

Figure 1.2.18. Energ) ordering of the benzene 7t-orbitals.

A further application of symmetry arguments is the determination of allowed and forbidden 

transitions. The probabilities of single photon electronic transitions between molecular orbitals of 

different symmetries can be determined through a straightforward procedure: if a transition 

between two states (\|/i and Y2) is formally allowed, the transition probability integral (I) must be 

finite (equation 1.2 .1).

I = <V|/ilp|vi/2> (1.2.1)
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where \jl is the electric dipole operator. The s\Tnmetr\ of \x is obtained from the representation of 

x+y+z in the point group of the molecule, e.g. p has A1+B1+B2 symmetry for molecules (see 

table 1.2.2). The transition probabilit} integral can then be written as a product of irreducible 

representations using the symmetries of the two states and the operator:

I = <F(v|/i)xr(p)xr(\|;2)> (1.2.2)

Since the integral is evaluated over all space it must include a contribution from the totally 

symmetric representation (A%) to be non-zero. If the value of the integral is zero a transition 

between the two orbitals is strictly forbidden. For example, consider the transitions from an A% 

orbital into orbitals of A2 and B2 symmetry in the C2V point group (figure 1.2.19).

I -  <r(vi) X r(ii) X r(\|/2)>

Ai to A2

F(vi) " Ai 
F(p) -  A1+B1+B2
T(V2) -  &2

I = < A1XA1XA2 + 
A1XB1XA2 + 
A1XB2XA2 >

But :
A1XA1XA2 -  (1 1 -1 -1) -  A2
A1XB1XA2 " (1 -1 -1 1) “ B2
A1XB2XA2 " (1 -1 1 -1) "  Bi

I ■ <A2+B2+Bi> 
doQS not Include Ay 

hence transition 
FORBIDDEN

Ay to B2

r(VKl) -  Ay 
F(p) -  Ay+By+B2 
T(V2) -  82

/ .  I = < AyXAyXB2 + 
AyXByXB2 + 
AyXB2XB2 >

But :
AyXAyXB2 “ (1 "1 -1 1) “ B2 
AyXByXBg -  (1 1 -1 -1) -  Ag 
AyXBgXBg -  ( 1 1 1 1 )  -  Ay

I -  <B2+Ag+Ay> 
does Include Ay 
hence transition 

ALLOWED

Figure 1.2.19. Examples of forbidden and allowed transitions for the C2y point group.

It follows that for the C2V point group all transitions are allowed except Ai<->A2 and B]f^B2 which 

are forbidden by symmetiy. In practice, those transitions which are allowed by symmetiy may not 

be observed; the transition probabilit} integral may be equal to zero for reasons other than the 

symmetiy of the molecule. The importance of molecular symmetry is that any transitions which 

are not allowed by symmetry tend to be strongly forbidden in practice, i.e. such transitions are
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usually found to have very low photoabsorption cross-sections (for single photons). This provides 

a method for determining a set of electron transition selection rules for a molecule - a basic 

structural knowledge of a molecule can hence be used to greatly simplify the interpretation of its 

absorption spectroscopy.

1.3 Molecular Spectroscopy

Molecular spectroscopy concerns the study of interactions between molecules and electromagnetic 

radiation. For such interactions to occur there must be a change in the electric dipole moment of 

the molecule (neglecting higher order effects such as changes in quadrupole moment). In an 

isolated atom this can only be achieved by a change in motion of an electron with respect to the 

nucleus. However, in the case of a molecule the dipole moment can also be changed by the 

motions of the nuclei; this causes the spectroscopy of molecules to be considerably more 

complicated than that of atoms.

There are three types of nuclear motion experienced by molecules: translation (also experienced 

by atoms), rotation and vibration. Translations can be separated from the other motions by 

considering the kinetics of a molecule’s centre of mass: this moves as a free particle causing no 

change in the electric dipole moment. Molecular rotations cause the orientations of any dipole 

moments to change (assuming the intemuclear distances remain constant) thus allowing 

interactions with radiation to occur. Molecular vibrations, on the other hand, involve the motions 

of nuclei with respect to each other (so disturbing the electron cloud) which can lead to changes of 

electric dipole moments. Finally, as is the case for atoms, changes in the electron cloud 

distribution brought about by transitions between electronic states may also change the electric 

dipole moment of a molecule.

Hence there are three internal degrees of freedom within a molecule which may interact with a 

radiation field: rotation, vibration, and electronic transitions. Fortunately the treatment of these 

mechanisms is simplified by the fact that the motions occur on completely different timescales: in 

the time it takes a molecule to complete one rotation it may go through hundreds of vibrations, 

whereas electronic transitions are so rapid that the nuclear positions do not change appreciably 

throughout a transition between two electronic states. The energy changes involved for each of 

these mechanisms are also quite different: rotational energy levels are typically separated by
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~5 meV, vibrational levels have separations of -100 meV, and electronic transition energies range 

from -1  eV to -10 eV. This leads to interactions with different regions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum (table 1.3.1).

Type of Motion Typical Energy 

Level Separation

Electromagnetic 

Spectrum Region

Rotation 1-10 meV Microwave

Vibration 50-500 meV Infra-red

Electronic transition 1-100 eV Visible and ultra-violet

Table 1.3.1. Interactions with electromagnetic radiation.

The different types of motion can occur simultaneously in a molecule, i.e. a vibrating molecule 

may also rotate, whilst an electronically excited molecule may be vibrating and rotating. 

However, since the energies of the motions are so different they may, to a first approximation, be 

treated independently of each other. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and 

is simply an assumption that the combined energy of the motions is equal to the sum of the 

separate contributions:

Etotal ~ Efotation Evibration Eclcctronic (1.3 .1)

L 3.1 Rotational excitation

The purely rotational motion of molecules is studied using microwave spectroscopy. To calculate 

the expected rotational energy levels of a molecule the assumption is made that the intemuclear 

distances are fixed; this is the rigid-rotor approximation. For a simple diatomic molecule (linear 

by default), this approximation yields equation 1.3.2 to predict the rotational energy levels:

Ej = Bhc J(J+1) [Joules] (1.3.2)

where

B = h / 8jt^Ic = h / 8jt^Hr^c [cm '] (1.3.3)

and h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light in vacuo, B is the rotational constant, J is the 

rotational quantum number (J=0, 1, 2, ...), I is the moment of inertia (I=|tr^), |l  is the reduced 

mass and r is the bond length.
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However in real molecules the intemuclear distances do not remain fixed: as the rotation becomes 

faster the centrifugal force increases and the nuclei are pushed further apart. This is taken into 

account in the non-rigid rotor model which includes equation 1.3.2 plus a correction term:

Ej = Bhc J(J+1) - Dhc [Joules] (1.3.4)

where D is the centrifugal distortion constant. 

and k is the force constant.

D = / 32 Tt" iV kc [cm '] (1.3.5)

k = 47C^C9^cV [N.m '] (1.3.6)

frequency c

equation 1.3.6 to be valid).

where © is the vibrational frequency of the bond undergoing centrifugal distortion (in cm'^ for

The energy levels for rotational excitation thus increase in separation as the rotational quantum 

number (J) increases, and transitions between the rotational levels of molecules are governed by 

the selection rule AJ=±1. Experimental spectra may hence be analysed to obtain values for the 

molecular properties p, r and ©. However, pure rotational spectra are not relevant to the work 

presented in this thesis hence a full discussion is not given here.

1.3.2 Vibrational excitation

Vibrational spectroscopy of molecules is studied at infra-red wavelengths and is the subject of 

many texts (e.g. [HI]). Vibrational spectroscopy concerns the motions of nuclei relative to one 

another within a molecule, the equilibrium positions of the vibrations being determined by a 

balance of forces:

i) the repulsive forces between the positively charged nuclei

ii) the repulsive forces between the inner shell electrons surrounding each nucleus

iii) the attractive forces between the nuclei and the electrons throughout the molecule.

The energy of the molecular system is a minimum when the forces are balanced and the 

equilibrium intemuclear distances are then defined as bond lengths.

To describe the motion of nuclei within a molecule we may choose the Cartesian coordinate 

system. If a molecule contains N nuclei, the positions and motions of them can be described using 

3N coordinate values. However, translations along the axes and rotations about the axes do not
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affect the vibrational motion of a molecule, hence information on them is not required to describe 

the vibrations. Thus for an N-atomic molecule there are 3N-6 (3N-5 for linear molecules which 

have only two distinguishable rotational modes) vibrational degrees o f freedom, i.e. the molecule 

has 3N-6 (3N-5) fundamental vibrational frequencies, or fundamental modes o f vibration.

A simple diatomic molecule is linear by default and has only one fundamental mode of vibration; 

stretching and contracting of the bond. To a first approximation the bond can be likened to a 

spring obeying Hooke's law; in this case the potential energy curve is parabolic having the form:

[J] (1.3.7)

where k is the force constant, r is the intemuclear separation and r̂ q is the equilibrium separation. 

This model of a diatomic molecule is called the simple harmonic oscillator model and the 

oscillation frequency is given by:

U(r) = '/a k (r - r̂ q)

(13.8)

where p is the reduced mass of the system and c is the speed of light in vacuo. Using this 

potential function to solve the Schrodinger equation it is found that the allowed vibrational 

energies of the molecule are quantised and given by:

Evib = h CÛOSC (o + '/a) [J] (1.3.9)

where h is Planck's constant and u is the vibrational quantum number (u=0, 1, 2, ...). This 

shows that the molecule can never have zero vibrational energy (when u=0, Evib='/2hc0osc’. the zero 

point energy), i.e. the nuclei can never be completely at rest relative to each other. The energy 

levels thus obtained for the simple harmonic oscillator model are shown in figure 1 3 .1.

U(r)

u-0

Figure 1.3.1. Vibrational energy levels of the diatomic simple harmonic oscillator.

Further use of the Schrodinger equation yields the selection rule for the simple harmonic oscillator 

model: Ao= ±1.
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However, real molecules do not execute simple harmonic motion: the potential in which the nuclei 

of a diatomic molecule are bound can typically be described by the Morse function:

U(r) = Deq [1 -exp{o(req-r)}f [JJ (1.3.10)

where Dgq is the dissociation energy (the depth of the potential well) and a is a constant for the 

molecule. A system vibrating in such a potential is called an anharmonic oscillator (figure 

1.3.2). Replacing the harmonic oscillator potential function with equation 1.3.10 in the 

Schrodinger equation gives the allowed vibrational energy levels for the anharmonic oscillator:

Evib = h Cùe (u + Vz) - h ©e Xe (U + Vzf [J] (1.3.11)

where is the anharmonicity constant and ©e is the equilihrium oscillation frequency. 

Comparing the results for the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators (equations 1.3.9 and 1.3.11) 

shows that:

®osc = 03e {1 -Xe(u + ‘/2)} [s'^j (1.3.12)

Thus the anharmonic oscillator behaves like the harmonic oscillator but with an oscillation 

frequency which decreases as v increases (figure 1.3.2).

U(r)

Zero-point energy

Figure 1.3.2. Energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator.

The selection rule for transitions in the anharmonic oscillator model becomes: Au=±l, ±2, ±3, ... 

although the probability of a transition decreases rapidly as Au increases. The frequency of a 

transition between vibrational levels u=0 and u -1  is known as the fundamental frequency, whilst 

those corresponding to u=0 and u'>l are known as overtones.
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The case of the diatomic molecule is simple in that it can only support one vibrational mode, and 

the intemuclear potential depends on a single variable (r, the intemuclear separation). However, 

the potential functions of polyatomic molecules depend on greater numbers of variables (3N-6 for 

non-linear molecules, 3N-5 for linear) and can be mathematically complicated. These functions 

can be visualised by considering just two of the degrees of freedom (by freezing the other 

vibrational modes) and considering those two modes only. The potential energy function 

describing the interaction of the two modes can then be represented as a two-dimensional surface, 

allowing the effects of multiple vibrational modes to be considered simultaneously for the 

molecule. The allowed energy levels of such molecules are given by:

E ^,= h 2 < o ,(U i+ i) + h 2  Ê x„(U i+ i)(U j+ i) [J] (1.3.13)
i=l ĵ i i=l

where (Oi is the equilibrium frequency (or zero-order frequency) and Ui the vibrational quantum 

number of the i^ vibrational mode, n is the number of vibrational modes of the molecule (3N-6 or 

3N-5), and are the anharmonicity constants (corresponding to cOê e for diatomic molecules); 

this approximation assumes higher order terms in Oi are negligible.

For a simple triatomic molecule such as ozone (N=3, n=3N-6=3), this equation reduces to:

Evib =  hcoi ( o i  +  Yi) +  h(ù2 (U2 +  Yz) +  h©3 (03 +  Yz) [J] ( 1.3 . 14)

+  h x ii ( u i  +  YzŸ +  11x22(02 +  Y z f  +  I1X33 (03  +  Y z f

+  h x i 2  ( O i  +  Yz) {V 2 +  Yz) +  h X ] 3  ( U ]  +  * / 2 ) ( U 3  +  Yz) +  h X 23 ( v > 2  +  % ) ( l ) 3  +  /4 )

Hence it can be seen that the anharmonicity constants Xî ĵ are a measure of the interactions 

between the different vibrational modes. In practice, it is common to measure the vibrational 

energy with respect to the zero-point energy (i.e. 01=1)2=1)3=0, the lowest vibrational state):

Ezero-point = E(0,0,0) = YÙl {©1+02+0)3} + Ya\\ {%ii+X22+%33+%12+%13+%23} [J] (1.3.15)
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The vibrational energy above the zero-point for a triatomic molecule can then be represented as 

(neglecting higher order terms in u j:

E(i)i,U2,ü3) - E(0,0,0) = h (coi^O] +©2^02 +©3°03 [J] (1.3.16)

+  + X 22Ü2̂  +  %33 U3̂

+ Xi2U]U2 + X13U1U3 + X23O2O3 }

where:

[s'] (1.3.17)
2j ^ i

The observed fundamental frequencies (vi) corresponding to transitions from Oi=0 to Oi=l with 

all other oj=0 are hence:

Vi = ©i° + Xii [s'̂ ] (1.3.18)

The quantities vi, © ©i and Xÿ can thus be derived from experimental data.

The vibrational selection rule for polyatomic molecules is the same as that for diatomic molecules. 

In addition to the fundamental transitions mentioned above, infra-red absorption spectra of 

polyatomic molecules may also exhibit overtone bands (e.g. E(0,0,0) -> E(2,0,0) for a triatomic 

molecule), combination bands (e.g. E(0,0,0) E(2,l,0)) and difference bands (e.g. E(0,0,0) ->

E(2,0,-l)). However, the fundamental bands are usually observed to be the most intense. It is 

also found that as Aoi becomes large (>10) it can change by non-integer amounts, i.e. the 

approximations used in the quantum mechanical solution begin to break down.

A vibrating molecule may also be rotating, in accordance with the Bom-Oppenheimer

approximation (equation 1.3.1). The two motions interact with each other, and it may be shown 

that the selection rules for the combined motions are the same as those for each separately, i.e. 

Au=±l, ±2, ±3, ... and AJ=±1. This results in fine structure due to rotational transitions on the 

vibrational bands observed in infra-red spectra. This structure (sometimes referred to as 

rovibrational structure) is often quite complicated, although it can be analysed to yield much 

information about the molecule; very high resolution (<1 meV) spectrometers are required to 

resolve these fine structures. Such equipment was not used in the work presented in this thesis, 

hence a rigorous description of rovibrational transitions is not required here; a thorough account 

of this type of spectroscopy can be found in [Bl]. The important result of the combined motions 

is that the width of observed vibrational peaks may have a limit imposed by rotational transitions.
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Vibrational modes that do not lead to a change in permanent electric dipole moment of the 

molecule are not observed by infra-red spectroscopy, e.g. the stretching modes of homonuclear 

diatomic molecules. However, such modes may be observable using Raman-spectroscopy which 

involves the inelastic scattering of radiation by the molecular target, i.e. the Raman effect. In 

classical terms, this requires that the polarisibility of the molecule (a) must be changed by a 

nuclear motion such that a dipole moment is induced allowing an interaction with radiation. If a 

molecular state is Raman-active, photons of incident energy Am will scatter inelastically with final 

energy Am’, where A(m-m’) is the energy required to excite the molecule. The scattered light 

intensity is usually very small and decreases as the change in photon energy increases, so in 

practice a bright hght source is used (e.g. a laser beam) and the energy change kept small (<1 eV). 

A rovibrational mode of a molecule may be infra-red and/or Raman active, or inactive to both. A 

detailed discussion of Raman spectroscopy is not relevant to this thesis hence will not be given; a 

full description can be found in [Bl]. Raman active modes may also be observed using electron 

impact spectroscopy (section 1.5.3).

1.3.3 Electronic excitation

The electrons in a molecule fill the orbitals according to its internal energy, e.g. the filled orbitals 

of ozone in the ground state are shown in figure 1.2.8. If a molecule absorbs a photon of the 

required energy an electronic transition will occur, i.e. an electron will move into a molecular 

orbital of higher energy according to the selection rules (see below); only absorption processes are 

relevant to this thesis hence the following discussion refers to photoabsorption, neglecting 

photoemission. The energy required to excite electronic transitions in molecules is typically 

between 1 eV and 15 eV, such that electronic spectra are observed in the visible and ultra-violet 

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

An electronic transition may be accompanied by a change in the vibrational and/or rotational state 

of the molecule. Again, the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation (equation 1.3.1) allows the 

energies to be treated independently such that the change in internal energy for an electronic 

transition is (neglecting changes in rotational state):

AEtotal AEelectronic AEyibrational (1 3 .19)
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In photoabsorption experiments conducted at room temperature the original state is usually the 

ground electronic state with most of the population in the lowest vibrational state (i.e. o,=0); 

however, there may also be a small population in the first few vibrational levels of the ground 

state as predicted by the Boltzmann distribution:

N upper

N
= exp -AE

lower vkgTy
(1.3.20)

where Nx is the number of molecules in state x, AE is the energy difference between the states, kg 

is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. For example, at 293 K the number of 

molecules in a state 100 meV above the lowest energy state is 1.9% of the total population. The 

vast majority of the population are hence in the lowest energy state, and the absorption spectrum 

will thus be dominated by absorptions from this level. Absorptions from the vibrationally excited 

population in the ground state w ill appear as small structures shifted to the low energy side of the 

main absorption bands by an amount equal to the energy of the vibrational level above the ground 

state; such structures are known as hot hands.

The most probable intemuclear distance for a particular vibrational state depends strongly on the 

value of the vibrational quantum number (u,) as demonstrated in figure 1.3.3 for the case of a 

diatomic molecule:

U(r)

'IprobabilltyD-0

Figure 1.3.3. Probability distributions for vibrational states of a diatomic molecule.

It can be seen that for the lowest vibrational level (u=0) the most probable intemuclear separation 

is close to that at the minimum of the potential, whilst for higher levels (e.g. u=4) the most
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probable separations are the maximum and minimum values of r defined by the potential curve 

(i.e. at the classical tummg pomts of the motion). This is of great importance when considering 

transitions between two electronic states

The potential surfaces of different electronic states for a molecule often have different parameters 

such as well depths, vibrational frequencies and equilibrium mtemuclear separations. For 

example, consider the ground and excited states of a diatomic molecule (figure 1.3.4). Transitions 

between the two states are governed by the Franck-Condon principle', an electronic transition 

occurs so rapidly that the intemuclear distances do not change appreciably during the 

transition. Hence an electronic transition between two states may be represented by a vertical 

Ime (i.e. a Ime of constant r) joinmg the potential surfaces, origmating from the most probable 

mtemuclear separation m the ground state (figure 1,3.4).

V  = 0

V  =  0 V  = 0

1)01 0  2.0 .Vf) 0 0 1 .0  2.0 3 .0  4 0

Continuum

cm ” '
(b)

Figure 1.3.4. Demonstration of the Franck-Condon principle (after [Bl]).
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(a) represents the case when the equilibrium intemuclear distances (req) are the same for both the 

ground state and the excited state; the most intense peak observed in the absorption spectmm is 

the u'-O  to I)-0  transition.

(b) and (c) represent cases for which the excited state r̂ q is less than and greater than that of the 

ground state respectively, such that the most intense transition is u"=0 to u'=2 due to the overlap 

of the probability distributions for the vibrational levels involved (figure 1.3.3).

(d) represents the case where the excited state r̂ q is much greater than that of the ground state, 

such that it is possible to excite the molecule into states that are not bound in the upper state 

potential well. From such states the molecule will dissociate, the fragments taking any energy in 

excess of the dissociation energv (essentially the depth of the well) as kinetic energy; the 

continuum observed in the absorption spectrum corresponds to dissociative excitations.

There are also other ways in which a molecule may dissociate, as shown in figure 1.3.5.

DISSOCIATION

r

DISSOCIATION

r

Figure 1.3.5. Examples of dissociative excitations.

In (a), the molecule is excited into a repulsive state which leads directly to fragmentation. 

However, in (b), the molecule is first excited into a vibrational level of a bound state, and the 

molecule begins to vibrate such that the intemuclear separation (r) increases to a maximum. At 

this position, the bound state potential crosses a repulsive potential curve and it is possible for the 

molecule to undergo a mdiationless transition into this state and hence dissociate; this process is 

known as predissociation.
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It is usually quite complicated to calculate the transition probability between two molecular states. 

However, the problem can often be simplified by just considering whether a transition probability 

is non-zero or zero, i.e. allowed or forbidden, by following a number of selection rules. For all 

transitions resulting from photon absorption, the total spin quantum number of the system cannot 

change, i.e. AS=0; this rule applies to all molecules. For polyatomic molecules, other selection 

rules are given by symmetry. The symmetry of an excited state can be obtained by multiplying 

the symmetry types of the occupied orbitals together. For example, the ground state of ozone has 

an electronic configuration ...6ai^4b2^ laz  ̂ 2h \,  and that of the first excited state is ...6ai^ 4bz  ̂

la 2̂  2 b / (figure 1.2.8); the symmetry of the ground state is Ai since there are no partly filled 

orbitals, whilst that of the first excited state is B2 (a2><bi=b2; table 1.2.2). In this case, A1 0 B2 

transitions are allowed by symmetry. In general, once the state symmetries are known it can be 

determined whether the transition is allowed or forbidden as outlined in section 1.2 (figure 1.2.19).

There are two main types of excited electronic state that a ground state molecule may be excited 

into, i.e. valence states and Rydberg states, and they behave rather differently. In general, the 

atomic orbitals that combine to form the molecular orbitals define the valence shell of a molecule, 

e.g. the filled orbitals of ozone in the ground state comprise of atomic 2s and 2p orbitals (figure 

1.2.8) hence the valence shell of ozone is n=2 where n is the principal quantum number. 

Excitations into the remaining unfilled orbitals generated by the valence shell atomic orbitals are 

thus known as valence transitions. The spatial extent of valence state orbitals are of the same 

order of magnitude as the distribution of nuclei within the molecule. Excitations into orbitals 

corresponding to higher values of principal quantum number are Rydberg transitions, e.g. 

transitions into n>3 orbitals are Rydberg for ozone. Rydberg state orbitals are typically orders of 

magnitude larger than the nuclear distribution of a molecule, although the lowest Rydberg states 

(n = valence shell value + 1) are sometimes found to interfere with the valence states.

In the majority of cases molecular orbitals in the valence shell fall into one of three categories: a  

orbitals, tc orbitals, and n orbitals (non-bonding). In general, the electrons in the ct orbitals (the a  

electrons) are the most firmly bound to the nuclei, and hence require more energy to undergo 

transitions than the less strongly bound % and n electrons; the n electrons are usually (but not 

always) less weakly bound than the n electrons. The possible valence transitions are thus 

expected to be found in the spectral regions indicated schematically in figure 1.3.6:
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Visible Near-ultra-violet Vacuum ultra-violet

n—►TC'*
n-

TI T I I I I I I I I r
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 12 — eV

8.06 16.1 24.2 32.3 40.3 48.4 56.5 64.5 72.6 80.6 88.7 96.8 — 10^ cm’l
1240 620 413 310 248 207 177 155 138 124 113 103 — nm

Figure 1.3.6. Expected spectral regions for valence transitions.

Transitions into Rydberg states are usually observed above ~7 eV. A Rydberg state can be 

visualised as an electron in an orbital of large radius, travelling around a cationic core consisting 

of the nuclei and the remaining occupied molecular orbitals. All Rydberg states containing the 

same molecular ion core are related since their potential energy surfaces are determined by that of 

the molecular ion. It follows that the absorption band profiles of these states will resemble that of 

the corresponding ionisation band in a photoelectron spectrum. The fact that Rydberg states 

containing the same core are related to the corresponding molecular ion is exemplified by the 

Rydberg formula : the excitation energies of Rydberg states associated with a particular ionisation 

are found in series converging on the ionisation potential according to:

Eexcitation = Eionisation " R/(n-0)^ (1.3.21)

where R is the Rydberg constant (13.60 eV), n is the principal quantum number of the upper 

Rydberg orbital, and 6 is the quantum defect. The quantity Eionisation - Eexcitation is often used and is 

referred to as the term value of the Rydberg state. Also, in a Rydberg series converging to a 

particular ionisation state, the relative intensities of the members is expected to decrease as n ̂ .

The shapes of Rydberg states closely resemble those of atomic orbitals, i.e. the outer electron is in 

an orbital similar to an atomic orbital, but orbiting a molecular ion instead of an atomic core. 

Rydberg states are hence labelled ns, np and nd etc. (where n is the principal quantum number) in 

accordance with their distribution around the molecular ion. The quantum defect is a measure of 

the penetration of the outer Rydberg orbital into the central core, and depends on the shape of the 

orbital. Rydberg s-orbitals (5 typically ~1) penetrate the core more than p-orbitals (5-0.6), which 

penetrate more than d-orbitals (5-0).
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1.3,4 Ionisation

If a molecule absorbs sufficient energy to remove an electron from a bound state, the molecule 

becomes ionised. Ionisation energies for molecules are typically greater than ~8 eV, and series of 

Rydberg states comprising of a remote electron bound to the molecular ion core are found 

converging on each ionisation potential according to the Rydberg formula (equation 1.3.21) and 

the appropriate symmetry selection rules.

The transition into a molecular ion state is governed by the Franck-Condon principle, and the 

properties of the ion depend on the type of electron that is removed from the neutral molecule, i.e.: 

If a non-bonding electron is removed the bond strengths of the ion remain virtually the same as 

those of the neutral molecule, hence the bond lengths and vibrational spacings are also similar.

If an antibonding electron is removed the bonds become stronger, hence the bond lengths of the ion 

are generally shorter that those in the neutral and the vibrational spacings increase.

If a bonding electron is removed the bonds become weaker, thus the ionic bond lengths become 

larger than those of the neutral and the vibrational spacings decrease.

Molecular ionisation is usually observed experimentally using photoelectron spectroscopy, in 

which the molecules are ionised by photons of a particular energy and the liberated electrons are 

recorded as a function of their kinetic energy, where:

Eelcctronkinetic Ephoton " Eionisation (1.3.22)

Photoelectron spectra reveal the band structures of the molecular ions. This information can 

subsequently be used to aid the assignments of Rydberg states in photoabsorption spectra, since 

the potential surfaces of Rydberg states containing the same molecular ion core are determined by 

that of the molecular ion. The absorption band profiles of these states will thus resemble that of 

the corresponding ionisation band in a photoelectron spectrum. This technique has been used to 

analyse some of the data presented in this thesis, and will be discussed further in the relevant 

results chapters.

The Jahn-Teller effect can play an important role in the photoelectron spectroscopy of polyatomic 

molecules. The Jahn-Teller theorem states that: a symmetric, non-linear molecule in a 

degenerate electronic state distorts in such a way as to reduce the symmetry and hence 

remove the degeneracy (except in the special case of a Kramers degeneracy, see [WI]). Hence
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if an electron is removed from a degenerate state, a distortion of the ion removes the degeneracy 

and splits the energy levels resulting in separate bands in the spectrum. The Jahn-Teller effect can 

also manifest itself in electronic excitation; if the upper orbital has a degenerate symmetry class 

(e.g. E2u in the Deh point group) transitions into these orbitals will not be observed at the same 

energy in practice, i.e. the ‘degenerate’ levels will be split. However, the magnitude of the split 

between the energy levels will be difficult to predict and may be large or small (ab initio 

calculations may provide estimates, e.g. [Dl]). If the split is small, it may just be observed as a 

broadening of the appropriate band in the spectrum.

1.4 Photoabsorption Cross-Sections

1.4.1 Definition o f photoabsorption cross-section

If a molecular gas is irradiated by a monochromatic photon beam (photon energy = Am), the 

photoabsorption cross-section (Opa) may be defined as the transition probability per molecule per 

unit time per unit incident radiation flux [B2]. In other words, Opa is a measure of the likelihood 

of a single molecule absorbing a photon of energy Am per unit time. The photoabsorption cross- 

section has the dimensions of an area, and hence may be regarded as the area of a disc of 

absorbing material which, if it w ere placed in the incident photon beam, would absorb the same 

number of photons per second as the molecule under consideration. The magnitudes of these 

areas are small (typically ~10 '̂  cm )̂ and are often measured in megabams (1 Mb = 10 ** cm )̂.

The absolute photoabsorption cross-section of a molecule is a function of the wavelength of the 

incident radiation, and is often measured using the Beer-Lambert law:

1 / lo = exp (-N GpaX) (1.4.1)

where I is the intensity of radiation transmitted by the gas sample, L is the incident radiation 

intensity, N is the target number density and x the path length of the sample (figure 1.4 .1).

Incident 
radiation  ̂ ^

Gas cell
\ Transmitted 

 ̂ „ radiation
A A / ^  ®

pressure, p

^  X ►

Figure 1.4.1. Typical layout of a Beer-Lambert law experiment.
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The target number density (N) is obtained from the ideal gas law:

N = n/V = p/ksT (1.4.2)

where n is the number of moleeules present, V is the volume of the gas cell, p is the gas pressure, 

ke is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. Hence the measurement of I, lo, x, p and T 

provides sufficient information to evaluate the absolute photoabsorption cross-section, Cpa, of a 

molecule at a particular photon energy using:

The photoabsorption spectrum of the molecule can thus be obtained by measuring these quantities 

at different wavelengths across the spectral range of interest.

(1.4.3)

1.4.2 Oscillator strengths

The values of photoabsorption cross-section obtained from an experiment are dependent on the 

apparatus resolution, such that the values obtained from different experiments should not be 

compared unless the resolution differences are taken into account. This is particularly important 

if the values are to be compared with those derived from other types of experiment, e.g. electron 

energy-loss studies (section 1.5). However, although the peak cross-section values of an 

absorption band may be quite different for different experiments (figure 1.4.2), the areas beneath 

the bands should be equal for both.

- - - - High resolution 

  Low resolution+5

Energy

Figure 1.4.2. Effect of experimental resolution on peak height and width.

The area beneath a band in an absorption spectrum is known as its oscillator strength (OS). To 

obtain the oscillator strength, the photoabsorption eross-section (in Mb) must first be converted 

into differential oscillator strength (DOS) values (in units of eV*') using the simple relation:

DOS = d/7dE [eV 'l = 9.11 » 10 " o.. [Mb] (1.4.4)
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The oscillator strength of an absorption band can then be determined using:

[dimensionless]0S=  f =  J — dE
dE

(1.4.5)

where Ei and Eo are the lower and upper energy limits of the band. The oscillator strengths of the 

transitions thus obtained should not be affected by the apparatus resolution, unless effects such as 

the line saturation effect are involved.

1.4.3 The line saturation effect

Beer-Lambert law techniques are prone to large systematic errors due to an effect known as line 

saturation. This effect may lead to gross errors in measurements of the peak heights of 

absorption bands (photoabsorption cross-section/DOS) and the areas beneath them (OS); 

furthermore, the errors will be different for different peaks because of their different natural 

linewidths.

The Beer-Lambert law is an idealism and is only strictly valid for the physically impossible case 

of an optical spectrometer with zero bandwidth, i.e. infinite energy resolution. In practice all such 

spectrometers have a finite bandwidth, and the line saturation effect becomes important when the 

natural width of a spectral line is less than (or close to) the bandwidth of the apparatus. In this 

case the profile of the line may vary considerably within the sampled bandwidth (figure 1.4.3), 

and the spectrometer will record an averaged absorption over the observed range.

Spectrometer sampling 
bandwidth

Spectral line

Natural linewldth < bandwidth 

- >  poor apa

Natural linewidth > bandwidth 

»>  good C7pa

Figure 1.4.3. Comparison between spectrometer bandwidth and natural linewidths.

Subsequent use of the logarithmic transform of the Beer-Lambert law (equation 1.4.3) will result 

in a weighted average photoabsorption cross-section which will often be much less than the true 

cross-section. However if the spectrometer bandwidth is less than the width of the absorption
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feature under investigation, a Beer-Lambert analysis should yield an accurate absolute cross- 

section The line saturation effect is hence most severe m spectral regions of sharp structure.

If an experunental spectrum is subject to Ime saturation effects, it becomes apparent whmi the 

sample pressure is vaned smce the effects become enhanced as the pressure increases. The effect 

can hence be reduced by either usmg a very low sample pressure or usmg a range of pressures and 

extrapolating to zero pressure [H2]. However, the experimental errors involved in low pressure 

measurements are high, thus any cross-sections obtained for regions of sharp structure using 

Beer-Lambert techniques should be treated with caution. Detailed discussions on the line 

saturation effect can be found m the literature [Cl, Gl, 01]

Electron impact experiments do not suffer from Ime saturation effects, hence electron energy-loss 

measurements (see section 1.5) may be used to reveal the presence of line saturation effects in 

optical spectra This is clearly shown by the companson of Beer-Lambert photoabsorption data 

and electron energy-loss (dipole (e, e) spectroscopy) data for molecular nitrogen (figure 1.4.4).
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Figure 1.4.4. Illustration of the line saturation effect in Nz (after 1C2]).
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It is obvious that there are large differences in the areas beneath the peaks (oscillator strengths) 

and the relative peak heights of the spectrum: the electron impact spectrum is accurate whilst the 

optical spectrum suffers severely from the line saturation effect. This also shows that the use of 

electron impact spectroscopy, although of inherently lower resolution than optical methods, is a 

powerful aid when used in conjunction with photoabsorption spectroscopy, and the results 

obtained from the two techniques are often found to complement each other.

1.5 Electron-Molecule Scattering

1.5.1 Electron-molecule interactions

There are many different ways in which an electron can scatter from a molecule, e.g.: 

e (T) + AB -> e (T) + AB Elastic scattering

e (T) + AB* —> e' (T+E) + AB Superelastic scattering

Inelastic scattering:

e (T) + AB e (T-E) + AB* Electron impact excitation

—> e' (T-E) + A + B* Dissociative excitation

—> e' (T-E) + e (Ez) + AB^ Electron impact ionisation

-> e' (T-E) + e‘ (E2) + A + B"̂  Dissociative ionisation

-> [AB ] -> A' + B*̂*̂  Dissociative electron attachment

Here, T is the kinetic energy of the incident electron, E is the energy lost/gained by the electron, 

and E2 is the kinetic energy of an ejected electron. Many of these mechanisms can be studied both 

experimentally and theoretically, allowing much information about the target to be obtained.

Electron scattering processes differ from photoabsorption in two important ways. First, electron 

scattering is a non-resonant process, i.e. the incident electron can transfer any amount of its 

kinetic energy to the target system. Secondly, the incident electron may simultaneously excite a 

molecule and exchange some of its quantum numbers with those of a bound electron within the 

target; this process is purely a quantum mechanical effect known as the exchange interaction. 

The process allows an electron impact to excite a forbidden state of a molecule by changing the 

total spin quantum number of the target, which cannot be done by the absorption of photons.
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The electron scattering mechanisms most relevant to this thesis, electron impact excitation and 

dissociative electron attachment, are discussed in detail below.

/ .  5.2 Differential oscillator strengths

Inelastic electron-molecule scattering experiments may be used to measure differential oscillator 

strengths (DOS) of electronic transitions within the target, which can be compared to the 

photoabsorption cross-sections (apa) obtained from optical experiments. To obtain such 

information, the kinetic energy of the incident electrons (T) must be high (T>100 eV), the energy 

transferred to the target (E) should be moderate (E/T < -10%), and the scattering angle must be 

small (0s»O°). When such electrons pass close to a molecule, the electric field induced at the 

molecule closely resembles that which would have been caused by a pulse of photons. This field 

interacts most strongly with the electric dipole of the molecule such that electric dipole (optically 

allowed) transitions are predominantly excited, hence the inelastic electron scattering process 

simulates the photoabsorption process.

The boundary conditions required to make such measurements, as outlined above, are obtained 

from considering the mechanics of the scattering problem. At high incident energies the exchange 

interaction (greatest at low energies) can be neglected and the first Bom approximation^ may be 

used to describe the scattering process. This gives the differential cross section (DCS) as [II]:

do/df2 = (2/ao)" ( l/K f  (k’/k) |e,(K)|" (1.5.1)

where ao is the Bohr radius (0.53 Â), K, k’ and k are the transferred, final and initial momenta 

respectively, and le(K)| is the modulus of the transition matrix element between the final and initial 

states of the target. The DCS is proportional to the scattered electron signal as a function of angle 

recorded in an electron impact experiment.

’ The Bom approximation may be used to express the scattering amplitude of the electron scattering 

problem as a perturbation expansion in powers of the interaction potential [B2]:

/=  -(!/#  <Okf|C/ + + GGô+VGô +̂G + ...|0ki>
where U is the interaction potential, G<f'̂  is a Green’s function, and 0kf and 0ki are the final and 

incident wave functions respectively. Under suitable conditions, the first term alone is sufficient to solve 

the scattering problem; this is the first Born approximation '.

f^\ = -(1/471) «I>kf|I/|<I>iu>
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The generalised oscillator strength (GOS) was introduced by Bethe in 1930 [B3] to connect the 

cross-sections obtained from electron impact experiments to those obtained from optical studies, 

and is given by:

% K )/dE  = (BU) (1/Ka«)' M K )f (1.5.2)

where E is the energy lost by the projectile and R=1 Rydberg (13.6 eV). Equations 1.5.1 and

1.5.2 can then be combined to give [II]:

dc/dn = (4R/E)(k’/k)(l/K)"d;"j(K)/dE (1.5.3)

Also, according to Bethe-Bom theory [B3]:

<K(K)/dE = d/7dE + AK" + BiC + ... (1.5.4)

where d/7dE is the differential oscillator strength (DOS, equation 1.4.4), and A and B are 

constants. In the limit of zero momentum transfer (i.e. K->0), only the first term of this 

expansion is significant such that the GOS is equal to the DOS. Using this result in equation

1.5.3 gives the relation between the DOS and the electron scattering signal in the zero momentum 

transfer limit:

d/7dE = (E/4R) (k/k’) do/dfi (1.5.5)

In practice, this must be integrated over a solid angle to allow for the finite acceptance angle of 

the experimental apparatus (0m); this yields the expression [H3]:

d/7dE oc E {ln[l+(e^y)^]} ' do/dn (1.5.6)

where: y '= E^/[4T(T-E)] (1.5.7)

and T is the incident electron energy, T»E. Similar derivations of these relations, using slightly 

different approximations, can also be found in the literature [Cl, G l, Kl].

Equations 1.5.6 and 1.5.7 are valid only when the momentum transfer is negligible (i.e. K^->0). 

This depends on the incident energy (T), the energy-loss of the projectile (E), and the scattering 

angle (0s); in particular, K^->0 when T»E and 0s^O°. Experimentally, this can be achieved using 

high incident energy electrons (T>100 eV) and the detection of those electrons that have been 

scattered through small scattering angles at moderate energy-losses; this technique is known as 

dipole (e, e) spectroscopy, a particular type of electron energy-loss spectroscopy. This method 

can be used to obtain results which agree well with reliable sources of photoabsorption data (e.g. 

[B4, C3, G2, H4]). Such a technique has been used in the work presented in this thesis, the 

apparatus involved being described in chapter 2; equations 1.5.6 and 1.5.7 were used in the data 

analysis, the results of which are presented in chapters 3, 6, 7 and 8 of this thesis.
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If the momentum transfer is high, the Bom approximation breaks down and the exchange 

interaction becomes significant. Therefore, the experimental use of low incident energy electrons 

detected at large scattering angles and high energy-losses (E~T) allows the excitation of optically 

forbidden transitions to be observed (e.g. [Al, LI, W2]).

7.5.5 Vibrational excitation and resonance formation

The vibrational excitation of molecules and their infra-red spectroscopy was discussed in section 

1.3.2. Due to die nature of electromagnetic radiation, those vibrational modes which do not 

change the dipole moment of the molecule are not observed using infra-red techniques; however, 

electron spectroscopy has the advantage of being able to probe all the vibrational modes of a 

molecule, including those which are infra-red inactive. At low incident energies (T<20 eV) and 

large scattering angles (0s>2O°) the vibrational modes excited by electron impact are often quite 

different to those excited by infra-red photons, with the strongest vibrational excitation cross- 

sections occurring at incident energies where resonances are formed in the electron-molecule 

scattering process.

In electron-molecule scattering, negative-ion resonances are formed at well-defined incident 

energies (T<20 eV), leading to characteristic features in the observed spectra. These resonances 

are formed by the temporary attachment of an incident electron to the target molecule for 

~10-1000 times longer than the collision time (~10 ’̂  s), hence they are sometimes referred to as 

temporary negative ion resonances. There are two main types of resonances, i.e. shape 

resonances and core-excited resonances.

When a low energy electron approaches a neutral molecule, the polarisation force can become 

significant; this interaction between the electron and the charge distribution of the molecule may 

induce an electric dipole moment within the neutral. Shape resonances may thus arise due to an 

interaction between the charge of the ‘extra’ electron and the permanent and induced dipole 

moments of the neutral molecule, leading to an effective potential which supports a bound state of 

the negative ion [SI] (also see [Rl] and [S2]). The lifetimes of shape resonances are typically in 

the range lO'̂ -̂lO'*** s, and their subsequent decay may leave the neutral molecule in a rotationally 

or vibrationally excited state. Thus in low energy electron scattering experiments, the intensities
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of vibrational peaks may be observed to increase by several orders of magnitude at energies where 

shape resonances are excited.

Core-exeited resonances may be categorised into Feshhach resonances and core-excited shape 

resonances', both t\pes arise from the attachment of an electron to an excited state of the 

molecule. Feshbach resonances lie energetically below the parent state of the neutral (-0.5 eV 

lower), and tend to have long lifetimes (lO ’̂ -̂lO '̂  s) since they can only decay by a two-electron 

transition into the ground state of the neutral: one is ejected whilst the other drops back into the 

ground state configuration (figure 1.5.1). Since they have long lifetimes, Feshbach resonances 

may be observed to support vibrational structure. On the other hand, core-excited shape 

resonances lie slightly higher in energy than the parent state. The configuration of such a 

resonance is essentially that of an excited neutral molecule with an extra electron in the upper 

orbital, slightly raising the internal energy; if the extra electron is subsequently ejected, the 

configuration becomes identical to the excited state of the neutral molecule (figure 1.5.1). 

Therefore, since they can decay into the neutral parent state by single electron detachment, core- 

exeited shape resonances have shorter lifetimes (-10 ^̂ s). Core-excited shape resonance are 

hence usually observed as broad peaks with little or no vibrational structure.
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Figure 1.5.1. Electron configurations of core-excited resonances.
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L5.4 Dissociative electron attachment

Instead of decaying back into the neutral molecule, a temporary negative ion resonance may also 

undergo dissociation to produce a stable negative ion and neutral fragments:

e (T) + AB ^  [AB ] A + B̂ *̂

This process is known as dissociative electron attachment (DEA). For a particular molecule 

there will be several fragmentation pathways, leading to a set of different negative ions and 

excited states of the neutral fragments, e.g. for ozone [W3]:

e■ + O3 ^  [O3 ] -» O (X"PJ + O2  (X%)

->0(X'P„) +02(a'Ag)

- > 0 ( X X )  + O2 (b%^)

-»0(X'P„) + 0 2 (A V )

^ 0 (X'P„) + 0 2 (8 % )

O2 ( x " ry  + o f p )

O2 (x"n^ + 0  ('D)

-> 0 2 (x" n j + o  ('s)

^ 0 ( X ¥ „ )  + 2 0 ( ’P)

The threshold energies (i.e. the minimum incident electron energy required) for each of these 

processes can be predicted from:

Tthreshold Ebond Eexcitation " EafTmity (1.5.8)
where Ebond is the energy required to break the bond between the fragments, Eexdution is the 

excitation energy of the neutral fragment, and EgfFmity is the electron a_ffinity of the negative ion; the 

electron affinity is a measure of how strongly the electron is bound to the neutral particle. The 

excess energy available (T - Tthreshoid) will appear as translational kinetic energy shared between 

the fragments in accordance with Newtonian mechanics.

DEA processes can be monitored experimentally by analysis of both the masses and energies of 

the negative ion fragments as a function of incident electron energy (e.g. [A2, W3]). The recorded 

ion signal, plotted as a function of both electron energy and ion energy, reveals the energies of the 

resonances involved for each DEA process. The observed DEA processes may be identified by 

measuring the threshold energy and the relation between the ion energy and the incident electron 

energy; this is best explained with the aid of specific examples and hence will be discussed fully in 

the relevant results chapters (i.e. 4 and 5) of this thesis.
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1.6 Molecular Spectroscopy - A Theoretical Approach

At the heart of theoretical atomic and molecular physics lies the Schrodinger equation:

= ( 1.6 . 1)

where H  is the Hamiltonian, Y is the wave function of the system, and E  is the energy of the

system. The Hamiltonian is an operator that yields the total energy of the system, hence it is also

known as the total energy operator. Quantum mechanical problems of different types can be 

solved using the Schrodinger equation by constructing suitable Hamiltonians for the problem 

under consideration. In many cases the problem cannot be solved exactly and various 

approximation methods must be employed. This section hence serves as a review of some of the 

common methods used in theoretical molecular physics and chemistry.

1.6.1 Basis sets

The production of a wave function for a molecule ('P) is the goal of most quantum mechanical

calculations. The molecular wave function may be approximated as a product of the wave

fimctions of the occupied molecular orbitals, i.e.:

^  = <l>i(|)2<l>3..<t>n (1.6.2)

where (j), are wave functions which determine the properties of each of the n electrons in the 

molecule. The molecular wave fiinction may hence be obtained if the constituent molecular 

orbital wave functions ((|)i) are known, thus the problem becomes one of finding the functional 

forms of the individual (|)i. In most modem computational methods, the problem is broken down 

one stage further and the unknown molecular orbitals (<j)i) are expanded as a linear combination of 

known atomic orbital functions (LCAO):

<t>i = 2k Cik Xk (1.6.3)

where Cik are the coefficients of the atomic orbital functions (Xk) which are given by:

X k  = C k  X f(r)^ xg("^^k (1.6.4)

where Ck is a constant,/(r^k is a radial function and g(0,̂ )]n is an angular function centred on the 

relevant atomic nucleus [G3]. In equation 1.6.3, the subscript ‘i’ is used to label a particular 

molecular orbital, and ‘k’ is used as a running index (i.e. k=l,2,...) whose range depends on the 

number of atomic orbitals used in the expansion; the set of atomic orbital functions used is called 

the basis set. In practice, the quality of any calculation depends on the size of the basis set; as a 

general rule, large basis sets yield better results than smaller ones, although the computational 

time involved will increase significantly with the size of the set.
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The orbital functions used in expansion 1.6.3 are usually Slater-type atomic orbitals, derived by 

fitting exponential functions to atomic wave functions [G3]. Slater-type wave functions, also 

known as exponential wave junctions have the form:

Xk = C expK r) Tin, (1.6.5)

where C is a normalisation constant, Tim is a spherical harmonic, and Ç (zeta) is the orbital 

exponent. If one such function is used for each filled atomic orbital in the molecule, the basis set 

is referred to as a minimal basis; if twice as many functions are used, the basis set is said to be of 

double zeta quality. In practice, integrals involving Slater-type functions can cause 

computational problems, hence the more manageable gaussian forms of the orbitals are often used 

instead. In this approximation the Slater-type wave functions have a number of gaussian shapes 

fitted to them and the derived combination of gaussian functions are used to evaluate any integrals 

involved in the calculation. Gaussian basis sets constructed in this manner are usually given 

labels, such as ‘ST0-3G’, indicating that three gaussian functions have been fitted to each of the 

Slater functions in a minimal basis set.

The quality of a particular calculation will therefore be largely dependent on the size of the basis 

set used, the atomic orbitals chosen to represent the system, and the quality of the fimctions used 

to represent the atomic wave functions. However, the quality of the calculation will ultimately 

depend on the sophistication of the computational algorithm used.

1.6.2 The Hartree-Fock method (self-consistent field)

The Hartree-Fock method is a powerful technique which can be used to solve (approximately) the 

Schrodinger equation for a molecular system. A Schrodinger equation may be written for each of 

the molecular orbitals in a system, i.e.:

=  ( 1.6 .6) 

where H is  a. Hamiltonian and G, is the energy of an electron in orbital (|>i [G3]. If there were just 

one electron in the molecule, its energy would be given by the one-electron Hamiltonian, H  

containing terms relating to the electron’s kinetic energy and the attractive potential of the core:

(1.6.7)
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where Z is the charge of the core and n is the radial distance to the electron. However, this 

Hamiltonian is not sufficient to describe real molecules since they contain multiple electrons; extra 

terms need to be introduced to account for the interactions between the electrons in the molecule. 

The Hartree-Fock equations define the self-consistent field  Hamiltonian as:

= ( 1.6 .8)

+ (1.6.9)

where represents the average potential due to the other electrons in the molecule, ATÿ takes into 

account the exchange interaction, and 2j represents a sum over all the other electrons. The 

Hamiltonian is termed self-consistent since it contains within itself the wave function it is 

operating on (i.e. (|>i). The Hartree-Fock equations (1.6.8) must hence be solved by starting with a 

trial wave function ((|)i) in the Hamiltonian; the solution gives an energy (Ci) which is subsequently 

used to obtain a new wave function for the electron ((()i’). The new wave function is then fed back 

into the Hamiltonian, and the process is iterated until the resultant wave function (and hence 

energy) is identical to that which was used to produce it (within prescribed accuracy limits); the 

results are then self-consistent.

Once the molecular orbital wave functions (<j)i) are known, the wave function (40 corresponding to 

a particular electron configuration of the molecule can be derived (equation 1.6.2) allowing its 

energy to be calculated. The total energy of the system (£) is not just a sum of the molecular 

orbital energies (Ci), as this would count interactions between pairs of electrons twice, i.e.:

S,6i = Sie^i + L.SjM j-A'j) = + (1.6.10)

The total energy is hence obtained by summing the individual orbital energies and subtracting a 

sum of the interaction terms:

Eup = Zj ŝ i + ZiZj<i (Jÿ -

E ef =  Zi 8i - ZjZj<i (ĉ j - i^j) (1 .6 .11)

Since the Hartree-Fock equations are solved using an iterative process, this type of calculation is a 

variational method. A property of variational methods is that any energy values derived using 

them are always greater than (or equal to) the true energy:

•̂ tnie — -̂ calculated (1.6.12)

However, the Hartree-Fock equations contain two important sources of error. The first is due to

the theory being based on the Schrodinger equation which is not relativistically correct; fast

moving inner electrons may move with speeds which are not negligible with respect to the speed of
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light. Therefore relativistic effects may contribute although they are usually small. The second 

error is more significant and is known as the correlation energy. The source of this error is built 

into the Jî  and terms of equation 1.6.9 since the ‘other’ electrons in the molecule are 

represented by a smoothed-out average electron density. In reahty this is not the case since pairs 

of electrons tend to have their positions correlated, with a higher probability for them to be located 

at opposite sides of the core than being on the same side. The correlation energy error resulting 

from this will hence be finite in all Hartree-Fock type calculations, leading to calculated energies 

which are always greater than the true energy. The calculated energy of the system is thus an 

upper limit for the actual energy observed through experimentation [B2]. By performing such 

calculations for different electron configurations of the molecule, transition energies of the excited 

states (as observed in photoabsorption spectroscopy) can be estimated and compared with 

experimental values.

It is found that the results obtained from Hartree-Fock can be improved by allowing different 

electron configurations to interact; this is known as configuration interaction (Cl). This 

interaction is accounted for by constructing a linear combination of molecular wave functions to 

give an improved wave function;

'̂ improved = + Ĉ 2  + ••• (1.6.13)

where %  is the wave function initially found for the configuration under consideration, are 

wave functions of states close in energy to %  (of the same symmetry), and a, b, c etc. are mixing 

coefficients. By using an appropriate selection of 4^1,2..values for the mixing coefficients can be 

chosen such that the energy of the system is less than that given by %  alone. Therefore, 

configuration interaction can significantly improve the results of SCF calculations. However, 

before Cl can be used, further approximation methods are required in order to solve the Hartree- 

Fock equations.

L6.3 Ah initio methods

Ab initio calculations may be defined as those in which the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field 

Hamiltonian equation 1.6.9) is used in full with no further approximation, i.e. all integrals 

of the form <%i|77|%j> and <%i|%j> are computed from first principles. If a sufficiently large and 

flexible basis set is used, an ab initio calculation may be regarded as the most accurate method of 

solving the Hartree-Fock equations. However, the number of calculations involved in such a
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method increases rapidly with the size of the basis set, hence for large molecules (>3 atoms) rather 

short expansions tend to be used, i.e. the basis set is kept small (equation 1.6.3). The resulting 

wave functions for large molecules will thus be of lower quality than those derived for small 

molecules. However, the results of ab initio calculations are generally regarded as being the most 

reliable so long as a sufficiently flexible basis set is employed (e.g. [B5]).

1.6.4 Semi-empirical methods

Semi-empirical methods are a popular alternative to ab initio techniques since they require much 

less computing power’. The commonly used methods are valence electron calculations, i.e. they 

neglect the inner shell electrons since they play httle part in the chemistry of the molecule; the 

inner shell electrons are hence built into the nuclear framework, or core, of the system in these 

calculations. This immediately reduces the number of integrals needed to be evaluated in the 

calculation. The next stage of semi-empirical techniques is to introduce empirical parameters to 

obtain a better agreement with experiment than ab initio methods, i.e. by fitting some parameters 

to experimentally derived values it is anticipated that the calculations will produce reasonable 

estimates for other similar quantities. However, although such techniques can provide satisfactory 

results (e.g. [FI, L2]), the parameterisation processes are not clearly defined and may vary widely 

between different calculations; the results depend strongly on the empirical data used. 

Nevertheless, semi-empirical calculations are cheaper and easier to perform than ab initio 

calculations.

1.6.5 Neglect o f  differential overlap

Solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations require the evaluation of integrals involving atomic 

orbitals centred on different atoms; such integrals may be particularly difficult to evaluate. The 

neglect o f  differential overlap (NDO) approximation removes such difficulties by eliminating 

such integrals. The complete neglect o f differential overlap (CNDO) approach proceeds by 

ignoring all inner-shell electrons and using parameterised experimental values to replace some of 

the integrals required. The intermediate neglect o f  differential overlap (INDO) technique is 

slightly less drastic in the extent of NDO, and allows for differences between singlet and triplet

 ̂ One of the main disadvantages of ab initio methods is that the number of integral evaluations required 

is roughly proportional to the fourth power of the number o f basis functions used [G3].
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states of the molecule; such calculations may follow the procedure of ab initio techniques, or they 

may have a more empirical content (e.g. [L3]). Although the results of NDO calculations may be 

satisfactory for some systems, the effects of the ignored integrals are not always negligible and 

may lead to gross errors [G3].

1.6.6 Koopman’s  theorem

Koopman’s theorem states that the energy calculated for a molecular orbital using the Hartree- 

Fock equations (Si) is the energy required to remove an electron from the orbital, i.e. the 

ionisation energy of the electron. This is only an approximation since the readjustment of the 

other orbitals in the molecule after the removal of the electron has been ignored. However, 

ionisation potentials calculated using Koopman’s theorem are often quoted in the hterature, and 

can provide a useful estimate of the ordering of bands in photoelectron spectra so long as they are 

not too close in energy. In cases where ionisation energies are close together, such calculations 

must be refined to take into account reorganisation within the molecular ion if the correct energy 

ordering is to be obtained.

1.7 Summary

In this chapter, the optical spectroscopy of molecules has been reviewed as is appropriate for the 

experimental work presented in this thesis. The molecular orbitals involved in chemical bonding 

have been described, and their treatment using symmetry considerations has been discussed. The 

different types of molecular spectroscopy (i.e. rotational, vibrational, electronic and ionisation) 

have been summarised, and the concept of the measured photoabsorption cross-section has been 

introduced. An alternative to photoabsorption techniques has been presented, i.e. dipole (e , e ) 

spectroscopy, and other electron impact processes have been described. Finally, a brief review of 

the main theoretical methods (relevant to this thesis) used to calculate spectra has been presented, 

and their limitations have been discussed. Overall, this chapter serves as a review of the 

theoretical background to the experimental data presented in the later chapters of this thesis.
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C h a pter  Tw o  

Exper im en ta l  A ppa r a t u s

“Spectroscopists are the machines BuiCt By atoms to investigate themseCves. ”

JLnon.

2.1 Introduction

This thesis is predominantly experimental in nature and concerns mainly the photoabsorption 

spectroscopy and electron impact spectroscopy of polyatomic molecules. During the course of 

this work, several experimental apparatus have been used to produce a broad range of 

complimentary information on the spectroscopy of the molecules studied. This chapter describes 

the experimental methods relevant to this thesis. First, the principles of synchrotron radiation 

techniques are reviewed, and the features of the photoabsorption apparatus used are discussed in 

detail. The equipment used in electron impact experiments is then described in general, and the 

theory underlying its operation is discussed. Finally, the specific electron spectrometers used in 

this work are described in detail.

2.2 Overview of Synchrotron Techniques

Optical spectroscopy can provide detailed information on the electronic configurations of 

molecules and their internal motions (section 1.3). In this work, synchrotron radiation has been 

used to probe the electronic excitation of polyatomic molecules in the ultra-violet region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum to study their valence and Rydberg state spectroscopy.

2,2.1 Synchrotron radiation

Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation produced when charged particles moving at 

relativistic speeds are accelerated, e.g. if they are made to follow a circular orbit. The radiation 

emitted by the particles is highly collimated, linearly polarised in the plane of the orbit and is 

generally much more intense than conventional laboratory hght sources in the VUV {vacuum
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ultra-violet) and X-ray regimes [B6], For this reason, synchrotron facilities are often used as 

bright sources of VUV and X-ray radiation in experimental atomic and molecular spectroscopy.

For a particle of rest mass rriQ moving in a circular path with kinetic energy T, the energy radiated 

per cycle (e) is given by [Jl]:

e x ( T / m o c V  ( 2 . 2 . 1 )

Hence it is clear that synchrotron radiation emitted by light particles (e.g. electrons) is much more 

intense than that produced by heavier particles with the same kinetic energy (e.g. protons). This is 

exploited in synchrotron radiation facilities which typically use electrons to generate intense 

beams of radiation with a wide range of photon energies (e.g. in the UK at the Daresbury 

Laboratory synchrotron radiation facility).

Synchrotron radiation is also observed naturally in space, being emitted from a variety of 

astronomical objects. The radiation is emitted by electrons and other charged particles travelling 

at relativistic speeds being accelerated by the strong magnetic fields generated by certain objects, 

e.g. pulsars. Synchrotron radiation from space is observed as continuous ranges of wavelengths 

extending from the radio to the X-ray region; specific examples are presented in [Zl].

2.2.2 The Daresbury Laboratory synchrotron facility

The Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at the Daresbury Laboratory was built in the 1970s, 

and emits a continuous spectral range from the infra-red to the X-ray region. The SRS is an 

assembly of three particle accelerators. The first is a linear accelerator (LINAC) which injects 

12 MeV electrons into a booster synchrotron', at this energy the electrons are already travelling at 

99.92% of the speed of light. The booster synchrotron accelerates the electrons to an energy of 

600 MeV, and injects bunches of electrons into the main storage ring. Once enough current has 

been stored in the ring (typically -200 mA) the electrons are further accelerated until the ring 

current has an energy of 2 GeV; at this energy the electrons are moving at 99.999997% of the 

speed of light and have effective relativistic masses -4000 times greater than their rest mass.

The electrons are kept in a circular orbit in the storage ring by 16 dipole bending magnets (having 

fields o f -1.2 T) which produce most of the synchrotron radiation (figure 2.2.1); quadrupole and 

sextupole magnets are also used to control the stability of the electron beam.
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Electrons

Synchrotron
Radiation

Figure 2.2.1. Emission of synchrotron radiation.

Also, at certain positions in the ring there are two wigglers and an undulator; these are 

superconducting magnets producing high fields (~5 T) to increase the intensity of the X-rays 

emitted by the beam at these magnets. The layout of the accelerators at the Daresbury SRS 

facility is shown in figure 2.2.2, and some of its operating characteristics are shown in table 2.2.1.

Storage RingLiNAC

magnets

Booster

Figure 2.2.2. Layout of accelerators at the Daresbury Laboratory SRS facility.

LINAC Booster Storage Ring

Maximum energy 15 MeV Maximum energy 600 MeV Maximmn energy 2 GeV

Beam current 20 mA Ring current 20 mA Ring current 200 mA

Radius 5.06 m Radius 15.28 m

Magnetic field 0.8 T Magnetic field 1.2 T

Period of orbit 106 ns Period of orbit 320 ns

Radiated power <50 kW

Table 2.2.1. Some operating characteristics of the Daresbury synchrotron.

The emitted synchrotron radiation is transported from the storage ring, via systems of mirrors, to 

a number of experimental beam lines. The photoabsorption work presented in this thesis was 

undertaken at one of these beam lines, and the apparatus used is described in the next section.
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2.3 The Daresbury Laboratory Molecular Science Absorption Apparatus

2  3.1 The S E YA monochromator

The SKY A monochromator was connected to beam line 3.1 of the SRS. The beam line consisted 

of the necessaiy optics to transfer the synchrotron radiation from the storage ring to the 

experiment via the monochromator. The monochromator was used to select light of a narrow 

range of wavelengths from the continuous spectrum emitted by the synchrotron, the key element 

being a reflection grating. This grating dispersed the continuous incident light beam into an 

angular distribution of wavelengths according to equation 2.3.1:

sin 6 = pX/d for maxima (2.3 .1)

where 0 is the angle through which light of wavelength X was diffracted, p is the order o f 

diffraction, and d is the distance between the lines of the grating. The zero-order maximum 

contained light of all wavelengths and corresponded to specular reflection', of the diffracted 

maxima, those of the first-order were the most intense. For the first-order maxima, long 

wavelengths were diffracted through wider angles than the shorter wavelengths (figure 2.3.1).

2nd-order light

Incident beam

1st-order light

Grating Zero-order light

Figure 2.3.1. Dispersion of light by the SEYA monochromator.

The second-order maxima of the short wavelengths (blue in figure 2.3.1) were found at the same 

angles as the first order maxima of the longer wavelengths (red); the grating was constructed in 

such a way that the first-order maxima were far more intense than the higher order maxima, hence 

the contributions of second-order light were minimised.

In practice, the angle between the incident light beam and the observed reflected beam was fixed; 

the wavelength of the observed beam could then be selected and/or scanned by rotating the grating 

(figure 2.3.2). The resolution of the observed beam was selected by the use of a slit in the exit 

w indow of the monochromator; as the slit became narrower, the distribution of wavelengths that 

passed through the gap also became narrower, i.e. the resolution became higher. Another slit in
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the entrance window was used to narrow the angular spread of the incident light beam, which also 

improved the resolution of the monochromator (figure 2.3.2).

Entrance
Silts

To Experim entllrror
Mirror

Synchrotron
Radiation

S ource Reflected
B eam

Exit Silts

R otatable  
'  G ratingIncident B eam

Figure 2.3.2. Practical assembly of the SEYA monochromator.

In practice, the monochromator was used to give light in the wavelength range 30 nm to 500 nm at 

resolutions in the range 1-10 À The monochromator assembly was connected directly to the SRS 

and kept under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions (<10'* torr) by a small ion pump.

2.3.2 The absorption apparatus

The Daresbury Laboratory Molecular Science Absorption Apparatus (DLMSAA) was a simple 

apparatus, constructed from standard Conflat-flanged hardware, connected to beam line 3.1 to 

perform photoabsorption experiments [Ml]. The experimental layout is shown in figure 2.3.3.

Gate Valv# Mounted 
wttti LIF Window

Photomultiplier
TubeEntrance

Silts Mirror Exit Silts
Synchrotron

Radiation
Source

Mirror

To i  
ElectronicsQ as Cell

Rotatable 
■ Grating

Light Beam Sodium Salicylate 
Coated Window

Figure 2.3.3. Schematic diagram of the DLMSAA.

The DLMSAA was evacuated (<10'^ torr) usmg turbomolecular pumps. The monochromated 

synchrotron light passed from the SEYA through a lithium fluoride (LiF) window and into the gas 

cell where it encountered the sample under analysis. The light transmitted by the cell was then 

made incident upon a fiised-quartz wmdow coated with sodium salicylate to convert the VUV 

radiation mto visible/UV light so that it could be efficiently detected by a photomultiplier tube.
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Various gas cell designs were used with the DLMSAA throughout this work (see section 2.3.3); 

each design incorporated a system for the admission/removal of gas and pressure gauges for 

monitoring the amount of gas present inside the cell. The spectral range available using this 

apparatus extended from -2.3 eV (540 nm) to the LiF cut-off at -11.3 eV (110 nm).

The DLMSAA was used to obtain absolute photoabsorption cross-sections using a Beer-Lambert 

analysis (section 1.4.1). With the gas cell filled, the monochromator was used to scan the incident 

radiation through a range of wavelengths \  The radiation transmitted through the sample (I, 

equation 1.4.3, p. 34) was recorded over the scan range by the photomultiplier tube; the pressure 

inside the cell (measured using a baratron manometer) and the storage ring current (supplied) were 

also recorded at each wavelength within the scan range. The gas cell was then evacuated and the 

radiation transmitted by the empty cell (L) was measured along with the storage ring current at 

each wavelength in the range; the digitised data were stored on a computer. The transmitted 

radiation data were subsequently normalised to a constant storage ring current before analysis 

using the Beer-Lambert law (equation 1.4.3). Sample pressures were typically between 10'  ̂ torr 

to 1 torr, and the data were checked to ensure that the observed transitions were not subject to line 

saturation effects (section 1.4.3) by recording spectra at different pressures. By recording data 

across different wavelength ranges and fitting the obtained spectra together, absolute 

photoabsorption cross-sections for the molecules studied in this thesis were determined across the 

spectral range 2.3 eV to 11.3 eV.

2.3.3 Gas cell designs

Three different gas cells were used in the DLMSAA, the first of which is shown in figure 2.3.4. 

This cell was the most simple, consisting of a six-way Conflat-flanged cross. LiF windows 

mounted on gate valves were used to transmit the light through the cell, the absorption path length 

of which was 160 mm. On/off valves were used to trap the gas sample within the cell, and a 

baratron manometer was mounted on the back of the cross to monitor the pressure. This cell 

allowed photoabsorption data to be measured for static gas samples at fixed temperatures.

’ In practice, up to 500 data points could be recorded in any one scan. Therefore, when small wavelength 

increments (0.05 nm) were used to record high resolution spectra, the maximum scan range was 25 nm. 

Such scan ranges were recorded at different regions of the spectrum (e.g. 200-225 nm, 220-245 nm, etc.) 

and the obtained data were subsequently joined together.
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Figure 2.3.4. Simple gas cell used in the DLMSAA

The second cell was constructed with the intention to investigate the effect of temperature on 

absorption spectra, however, this facility was not used m this work. The cell was constructed 

from stainless steel and mcorporated a double wall, the required cooling/heatmg medium was 

flowed through the cavity between the walls to govern the temperature of the gas sample (figure

2,3 .5). LiF windows were sealed onto the ends of the cell to allow the synchrotron light to pass 

through the gas sample. This double walled cell was mounted on a Confiât flange which was 

bolted onto a small vacuum chamber evacuated by a turbomolecular pump, this chamber was 

inserted into the DLMSAA at the position marked ‘gas cell’ in figure 2.3.3. The absorption path 

length of the cell was 160 mm, and a baratron gauge was used to monitor the pressure.

Baratron 

To rotary pump

Double walled 
cell

On/Off valve 

Gas inlet 

/^ C o o la n t  outCoolant in

Confiât
flange

LiF window

Small vacuum 
chamber To turbo pump

Figure 2.3.5. Variable temperature gas cell.

The third gas cell was constructed from borosilicate glass to enable experiments to be performed 

with highly reactive radical species, such radicals (e.g. CIO) react readily on metal surfaces but
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less so on glass surfaces The glass cell had LiF windows fused onto the ends to allow VUV light 

to pass through. The cell was mounted on a Confiât flange, and was bolted into the vacuum 

chamber to replace the variable temperature gas cell. The glass cell had a gas inlet and a gas 

outlet, allowing the gas under analysis to flow through the cell. The pressure was monitored with 

a baratron mounted on the outlet line, and the absorption path length was 140 mm (figure 2.3.6).

Baratron
Gas Inlet To rotary 

pump

Confiât
flange

Glass cell

LIF window

Small vacuum 
chamber To turbo pump

Figure 2.3.6. Glass gas cell.

The different gas cells were used to record photoabsorption data for the molecules studied in this 

work. The results of such studies are presented m this thesis, and m some cases the data are 

compared to those obtained using tlie techniques of electron impact spectroscopy.

2.4 Electron Optics

As described in section 1.5, the methods of electron impact spectroscopy can provide detailed 

mformation on the spectroscopy of molecules and their interactions with charges. This section 

reviews the equipment used in such experiments, and describes the principles underlying the 

technology used to construct the specific spectrometers described in sections 2 5-2.8.

2.4.1 Electron beam sources

In any electron impact experiment, a source of electrons is required in order to make an incident 

electron beam. There are several different types of electron beam sources, and the particular type 

used depends on the requirements of the experiment.

If low energy electrons are required, a gas-photoionisation source may be used. In this type of 

source, a gas (e.g. argon) is irradiated and ionised with UV light (e.g. from a synchrotron), the
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ejected electrons are then formed into a beam using electron optics. Such electrons are emitted 

with low kinetic energies, allowing the formation of very low energy beams (e.g. -10 meV [R2]). 

The use of monochromated synchrotron light also allows beams of very high energy resolution to 

be obtained (~5 meV [R3]). However, although low energy beams at high resolution may be 

obtained using this technique, the beam currents obtained are typically low (-10'^^ A).

Electron beams may also be obtained by using a surface photoemission source. These systems 

exploit the photoelectric effect: light from a laser is made incident upon a metal/crystal surface 

which subsequently emits electrons. Such systems are often used as sources of spin-polarised 

electron beams, using specially prepared crystals (e.g. GaAs [G4], Pt [S3]) as the emitting 

surface. These sources may be used to form electron beams of high energy resolution (-40 meV) 

with currents of -10^ A. However, such sources have the disadvantages that the beam current 

and resolution do not remain constant over time [G4], and the emitting surface must be kept in an 

ultra-high vacuum environment of at least 10'"  ̂torr to prevent contamination.

The most commonly used electron beam sources are heated cathode filaments ', this type of source 

was used in the electron impact work presented in this thesis. Such sources consist of a metal 

wire (often bent into a hairpin shape) heated by an electric current; the metal thus emits free 

electrons by thermionic-emission. Sources of this type provide high beam currents (-10"^ A), are 

cheap and easy to use, provide stable beam currents for long lifetimes (-1000 hours), and operate 

in the presence of gaseous targets at pressures up to -10^ torr. However, the energy resolution of 

the emitted electrons is poor (-500 meV), hence the beam must be monochromated using energy 

analysers if higher resolutions are required (section 2.4.3). The emission characteristics of the 

filament depend on the material used for the wire [M2]. The material chosen for the filaments 

used in this work was thoriated tungsten (ThW); further details may be found in the descriptions 

of the individual spectrometers (sections 2.5-2.7).

2.4.2 Electron lens systems

The focusing of an electron beam may be achieved by passing the beam from one region of 

constant potential to another; the changing electrostatic field between the different potentials 

deflects the electrons in the beam, which can hence be focused. For example, the path of an 

electron moving through two cylinders held at potentials V] and V2 is shown in figure 2.4.1.
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Electron path

Equipotentials

Figure 2.4.1. Path of an electron moving between regions of different potential.

The changing electrostatic field is illustrated by the equipotential contours shown, since the 

electrostatic field (E) is obtained from the potential surface (V) using;

E = -VV (2.4.1)

There are several electrode arrangements which can be used to provide the fields necessary' to 

focus a beam of electrons; the most widely used are described in detail in [H5] and [H6]. Electron 

lenses are usually constructed in the form of apertures or cylinders. In both cases the optics are 

composed of two and three element lenses; examples of these lenses are shown in figure 2.4.2.

2 element

3 element

Cylindrical lenses Aperture lensesXJ
r o )

Figure 2.4.2. Two-element and three-element electron lenses.

The focusing properties of an electron lens depend both on the potentials held on each lens element 

and the geometric dimensions of the lens. For example, the focusing properties of a three-element 

cylindrical lens depend on the potential ratios Vo/V, and V3/V 1, and the geometric ratios G/D and 

A/D (figure 2.4.3); G is the size of the gap between the elements, A is the distance between the 

midpoints of the gaps, and D is the internal diameter of the lenses.

Figure 2.4.3. Properties of a three-element cylindrical lens.
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The focusing properties of an electron lens are analogous to those of a thick optical lens focusing 

light rays; if the cardinal points of the lens are known, the behaviour of the lens can be 

determined using Newton’s thick lens equation:

(P-F,)(Q-F2) = fif2 (2.4.2)

where P and Q are the object and image distances respectively, F] and F2 are the mid-focal 

lengths, and fi and (2 are iho. focal lengths of the lens (figure 2.4.4). The magnification of the lens 

is then given by:

M = -f,/(P-Fi) = -(Q-F2)/f2 (2.4.3)

Refetrence plane

Principal focus Principal focus

Figure 2.4.4. Cardinal points of a thick optical lens or an electron lens.

The cardinal points of an electron lens can be determined using the tables presented in [H5 J, 

relating their positions to known properties of the lens (e.g. V2/V,, Vg/Vi, G/D and A/D for a three 

element lens). Hence the positions of P and Q for any lens can be determined, and optical systems 

may be designed to transfer an electron beam from any point within the system to another.

The angular distribution of the beam is an important consideration in electron lens systems, and is 

defined in terms of the pencil angle and the beam angle. The pencil angle (Op) is defined as the 

angle between the centre of the beam and its extreme ray (figure 2.4.5); the pencil angle can never 

be zero, and the value at any point within the system will depend on the value at the point of 

emission. The beam angle (0b) is a geometric quantity set by the windows and pupils^ of the 

system and is defined as the angle subtended by the window aperture from the point at the centre

’ The pupil is an aperture which limits the size of the object which the lens can image, and the window is 

an aperture betw een the pupil and the lens which limits the angular distribution of the beam.
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of the pupil (figure 2.4.5). The angular distribution of the beam is then determined by the sum of 

these angles, i.e. 0b+Op.

window
filament

0b

electron
pathselectron

paths
Beam anglePencil angle

y tN. ^ '  %  % ;» S !

Figure 2.4.5. Illustration of the pencil angle and the beam angle.

The beam angle on the image side of the lens can be made zero if the window is imaged to an 

mfinite distance from the lens, this can be achieved by placmg the window at the principal focus 

on the object side of the lens (figure 2 .4.4). The angular spread of the beam (Op+0b) will then be 

minimised ( / 0b=O°) If the angular spread of the beam leaving an object is known, the spread at 

the image point on the other side of a lens can be determined using the Helmholtz-lxfgrange law.

rî  V] sin  ̂(|)i = r2̂  V2 sin  ̂(j>2 (2.4 4)

where r, and r2 are the object and image sizes, V, and V2 are the potentials at the object and 

image, and (j)i and (j)2 are the initial and final angular spreads respectively. For a decelerating lens 

of unit magnification (i .e. r,=r2), the angular spread of the electron beam will therefore increase.

Equations 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 only apply to paraxial electron trajectories, i.e. those which are close to 

and parallel to the central axis of the lens. However, in practice the paraxial electrons constitute 

only a small part of a typical beam. Therefore, a typical lens will focus the paraxial rays at an 

image distance quite different to that of the non-paraxial rays which pass close to the electrode 

walls. Hence the rays are not focused at a single point, but are spread out on the image side of the 

lens. The minimum diameter of the beam is termed the disc o f least confusion, and is the closest 

approximation to a sharp image that is possible for the beam; this effect is known as spherical 

aberration (figure 2.4.6). The effects of spherical aberration can be minimised by placing 

apertures at carefully selected positions along the electron lens system to keep the angular 

divergence of the beam small.
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Figure 2.4.6. Schematic representation of spherical aberration.

Another major aberration suffered by electron lenses is chromatic aberration. This arises from 

the electron beam having a range of kinetic energies (inherent from the emission process) which is 

propagated throughout the optics. The focal length of a lens is shorter for lower energy electrons 

than those with higher energies, hence the electrons emanating from an object are not all focused 

at the same image position. The effect is similar to that caused by spherical aberration, i.e. the 

object is imaged across a range of positions in space. Another important aberration of electron 

lens systems is the effect of space charge, resulting from the repulsive Coulomb forces between 

the electrons in the beam [H7]. This effect limits the sharpness of the beam for a given current as 

the repulsive force imposes a minimum diameter through which the current may be focused; space 

charge effects may also alter the energy distribution of the electrons within the beam. The overall 

effect of space charge is to restrict the magnitude of beam current which may be used in an 

electron lens system before the equations used to predict its behaviour break down. A 

comprehensive review of the aberrations affecting electron lenses may be found in [H5] and [H6].

Once constructed, the transmission of an electron lens system must be tested. Transmission may 

be defined as the effrcienc> with which electrons entering the system at different energies are 

focused and transferred through the optics. If an electron spectrometer has good transmission, 

electrons over a wide range of energy-losses will be transmitted with equal efficiency. However, 

if the optics are not properly tuned then the spectrometer may discriminate against higher (or 

lower) energy-losses which will be transferred less efficiently leading to systematic errors in 

recorded data. To check the transmission of such a spectrometer, EEL spectra should be recorded 

for compounds whose spectra are known (e.g. N]: see chapter 3).
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2.4.3 Energy selectors

The energ\ spread of an electron beam produced by a heated filament is typically >500 meV. If a 

lower energy spread is required, then the beam must be monochromated using an energy selector. 

There exist several types of selector, employing electrostatic or magnetic fields as reviewed by 

[R4]; the selectors employed in this work were of the hemispherical electrostatic analyser type.

Hemispherical electrostatic analysers consist of two hemispherical electrodes mounted on the 

same axis with a potential difference held across them (figure 2.4.7). The potential gradient 

between the electrodes (Vm > Vout) acts to disperse the electron beam, such that an incident beam 

of electrons with a range of energies is spread into a distribution of energies across the exit plane 

of the analyser (figure 2.4.7). Monochromated electrons of the required energy can then be 

obtained by using an aperture to allow only part of the distribution to leave the analyser.

Electron beam Energy

Figure 2.4.7. A hemispherical electrostatic analyser in cross section.

The energy of those electrons which follow the eentral path through the analyser is known as the 

pass energy’ (Eo); the energy spread of the monochromated electrons (AE) is given by [R5J;

AE/Eo = (ai/z) rs/2R + (bi/2) Om̂  (2.4.5)

where r* is the radius of the beam and is the angular distribution of the beam (i.e. ap+0b) at the 

entrance of the analyser, R is the mean radius of the analyser, and ai/2 and bi/2 are parameters 

which depend on the type of apertures used in the entrance and exit planes of the analyser [R5]. A 

hemispherical analyser can hence reduce the energy spread of an electron beam to -50 meV. 

However, the increase of resolution is gained at the expense of a decrease in beam current.

Equation 2 .4.5 assumes that the electrostatic field at the entrance and exit planes of the analyser is 

radial. However, this is not true in practice since the paraxial field lines of the lenses adjacent to 

the hemispheres will be perpendicular to those of the radial field This configuration inevitably
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causes severe distortions of the electron trajectories in these fringe field regions, causing the 

energy spreads to be greater than those calculated using equation 2.4.5. The situation can be 

improved by incorporating correcting hoops in the analyser design; these are ring electrodes 

placed in the entrance and exit plane of the hemispheres which help to restore the electrostatic 

field in these regions to the ideal situation. Several arrangements of these electrodes have been 

developed (e.g. [B7, J2]); in practice, the shapes of the electrodes and the potentials applied to 

them are determined empirically until the largest improvement in energ} spread is obtained.

2.5 The UCL Electron Energy-Loss Spectrometer

The UCL electron energy-loss (EEL) spectrometer was an instrument which allowed an electron 

beam to scatter from gaseous targets. The scattered beam was energy analysed and detected as a 

function of energ> -loss, such that data comparable to photoabsorption spectra could be obtained 

(if the incident beam energ} was high and the scattering angle low, section 1.5.2). Vibrational 

excitation of the target gas could also be studied if the incident beam energy was low and the 

scattering angle high (section 1.5.3). Both t>pes of measurement have been made in this work.

2.5.1 The electron spectrometer - electron optics

The optics of the UCL EEL spectrometer are shown in figure 2.5.1; the lens elements were of 

cylindrical t>pc, and the energ> selectors were hemispherical electrostatic analysers. The 

spectrometer could be divided into five principal parts: the emission system, the beam energy 

monochromator, the interaction region, the scattered beam collector, and the electron beam 

detector. The monochromating half of the spectrometer was mounted such that it could be rotated 

to allow measurements at different scattering angles.

Channeltron, detector Emission system

D )
( Collector Gas beam Monochromator

[p Ü D C f^ Z lD C Z T ' [ 0  I------ini— ql~~lhp=^n

Interaction Region

Figure 2.5.1. Electron optics of the UCL EEL spectrometer.
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The electron beam was emitted from a thoriated tungsten hairpin filament, heated by passing a 

constant current of ~2 A through it (at -2.5 V); the thickness of the wire was 0.125 mm. The 

filament was mounted on a ceramic base held in a Pierce type extraction system. This positioned 

the hairpin tip at the central aperture of an electrode surface cut at 67.5° to the central axis (figure

2.5.2), ensuring maximum emission by placing the tip in a homogenous electrostatic field [PIJ. 

The cathode housing (CH) was held at a small negative potential relative to the filament (—1 V), 

and the beam was extracted into the monochromator optics by a high voltage applied to the anode 

(-81 V). The pencil angle of the beam on emission from the filament tip (pupil) was estimated at 

2.6°±0.1°, and the beam angle at the anode aperture (window) was -1 .6°±0.1° [D2j.

The monochromating system was used to obtain a high resolution electron beam of specific 

incident energy. The electrons leaving the emission system had an energy of -81 eV (since the 

anode potential relative to the filament was -81 V) with an energy spread of -500 meV; to 

improve the energy resolution of the beam the electrons were passed around a hemispherical 

analy ser. From equation 2.4.5, the energy resolution of an analyser is greatest when the pass 

energy (EJ is low, hence a set of lenses (LI and L2) were used to reduce the energy of the 

electron beam to -3 eV on entering the analyser (figure 2.5.2).

L1 L2
E4

□  Rl

DA A2 D1 A3

Deflector plate 
arrangement E8 E 6  E5

□  Rl

RO

A6 AS A4 D2

Figure 2.5.2. The electron beam energy monochromator.

Lens LI focused the tip of the filament onto aperture A2, and imaged aperture A1 onto A3. Lens 

L2 subsequently focused the beam from A2 onto the entrance plane of the analyser. Aperture A3 

was placed in the focal plane of L2 such that it was focused to an infinite image distance; since
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A3 acted as a window for the beam leaving A2, this reduced the beam angle (0b) to zero. At the 

entrance to the analyser, the pencil angle was estimated as 5.5°±0.1° and the electron beam 

diameter as 1.2 mm [D2]. The hemispherical analyser had a mean radius of 37.5 mm and 

incorporated two field correcting hoops (Rl and RO, figure 2.5.2). The pass energy of the 

analyser was set to ~3 eV (defined by the potential on element E4), giving an energy spread of 

-50 meV for the beam passing through a virtual aperture in the centre of the exit plane; the 

virtual aperture was defined by lens L3, which focused a limited portion of the dispersed beam 

through aperture A4 onto A5. The monochromated beam at A5 was then accelerated by lens L4 

to the desired incident energy (defined by the potential on E9) and focused into the interaction 

region. Throughout the electron lens system, sets of deflector plates (DA, D l, etc.) were used to 

correct the path of the beam for any mechanical misalignment between the lens elements and any 

deviations caused to the beam by external electrostatic and magnetic fields; each deflector set 

consisted of four electrodes arranged as shown in figure 2.5.2.

In the interaction region, the perpendicular paths of the focused electron beam and the flowing gas 

target beam were crossed (figure 2.5.1). The region was surrounded by an electrically earthed 

aluminium tube to minimise any stray electrostatic fields at the collision centre; this tube had a 

horizontal slit cut from it to allow the incident and scattered electron beams to pass through. The 

gas beam entered the interaction region through a copper capillary tube (25 mm in length, 0.6 mm 

inner diameter) placed immediately above the scattering plane. This capillary tube was ahgned 

with the rotation axis of the spectrometer, and was connected to the rotating arm so that the 

monochromator/gas beam geometry was the same at all scattering angles. On emergence from the 

interaction region, the gas flowed directly into the mouth of a diffijsion pump such that the 

background pressure in the experimental chamber was minimised (section 2.5.2).

The second half of the spectrometer (figure 2.5.3) collected those electrons which had scattered 

from the gas beam into an angular cone of half-angle 1° (the acceptance angle 0m, equation 1.5.6, 

p. 39) about the desired mean scattering angle 0s. Lens L5 imaged the centre of the interaction 

region to the position marked P in figure 2.5.3, and focused the entrance window (A7) near to the 

reference plane of lens L6 (marked W). Lens L6 operated as an einzel lens, i.e. a three element 

lens with the outer two elements held at the same potential. Einzel lenses have the property that 

their nodal points are nearly coincident with each other and lie very close to the reference plane
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[H6], therefore, an object near to the reference plane will be imaged at almost the same position 

by the lens, at unit magnification. Lens L6 hence had little effect on the image of A7 placed near 

W, and was used solely to focus the beam from point P onto aperture A8. Lens L7 then focused 

the beam from A8 onto the entrance plane of the analysing hemispheres whilst simultaneously 

decelerating the electrons to ~2 eV, L7 also focused the beam from W to infinity, such that the 

beam angle (9b) of the electrons entering the analyser was zero.

R 2ID

L8
E16 E17

j L

Channeltron

D5

L7 L5
E ls  E14 E l 3" E12 E11 E10

ID G iZ Z Z i:

A7

L6 D4

Figure 2.5.3. The scattered electron beam collector.

The hemispherical analyser of the beam collector operated in the same way as that of the 

monochromator but was slightly smaller (mean radius 25 mm), hence the pass energy had to be 

lower (~2 eV) to achieve the same energy resolution (-50 meV). Those electrons which left the 

central region of the analyser exit plane were then accelerated by lens L8 into the mouth of a 

channeltron where they were detected electronically. To record the scattered electron current over 

a range of electron energy-losses, the electrode potentials m the beam collecting half of the 

spectrometer were collectively ramped, causing the energy of the electrons accepted by the optics 

to be scanned across an appropriate range of values.

The values of the potentials required to achieve the focusing conditions described above for an 

incident beam energy of 150 eV, determined using the data tables presented in [H5], are shown in 

table 2.5.1 alongside some typical values used m practice Typical beam currents recorded at 

various positions around the spectrometer are also shown. The differences observed between the
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potentials predicted by [H5] and the actual potentials used can primarily be ascribed to 

corrections required to overcome the aberration effects of the optics.

Element Potential (V) Current
(nA)

Element Potential (V) Current
(nA)Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

CH -1 -0.5 ElO 150 150 5
AN 81 125 10000 E ll 110 65
El 189 197 E12 20 20
E2 27 27 3000 E13 250 250
E3 27 27 E14 20 20 5
E4 3 3 E15 2 2
HI 5 5 H2I 5 5
HO 1.8 1.8 200 H20 0.6 0.6 3
Rl 3.5 3.5 R21 0.9 0.9
RO 2.5 2.5 R20 0.3 0.3
E5 3 3 E16 2 2 1.5
E6 27 27 50 E17 40 30
E7 27 27
E8 205 240
E9 150 150 5

Table 2.5.1. Spectrometer characteristics observed for a 150 eV incident beam.

2.5.2 The electron spectrometer - physical assembly

The lens elements of the electron spectrometer were constructed from titanium, whilst the aperture 

discs and analyser hemispheres were made from molybdenum. These materials were chosen 

because they are non-magnetic, have low electron reflection coefficients and are suitable for use in 

a baked ultra high vacuum system. The inner surfaces of the lens elements were coated with a 

graphite solution to further reduce electron reflection within the system; the hemispherical 

surfaces were coated in soot from an oxyacetylene flame for the same purpose. The lenses and 

hemispheres were mounted on aluminium supports, being electrically insulated from them using 

ceramic rods; full details on the mounting of the electron spectrometer can be found in [D2].

The electron spectrometer was housed in a cylindrical stainless steel vacuum chamber, evacuated 

by a water cooled diffusion pump backed by a rotary vane pump (figure 2.5.4); the base pressure 

of the system was -10 ’̂  torr.
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Figure 2.5.4. Schematic diagram of the vacuum system.

The experimental chamber was lined with p-metal to provide shielding against external magnetic 

fields in the region of the spectrometer. An ordinary slide-projector lamp bulb was also installed 

within the chamber to allow radiative heating of the spectrometer (to -330 K); this served to 

prevent the accumulation of condensable vapours on the surfaces of the spectrometer and the 

vacuum chamber, and hence to improve the base pressure of the system.

2.5.3 Gas inlet system

The gas inlet system was used to transport the test gas from its source to the interaction region of 

the spectrometer The system was constructed in two sections: one made from glass tubing, the 

other from metal (figure 2.5.5). The glass section allowed for the use of reactive gases in 

experiments conducted previous to those presented in this thesis fD2]. Gases supplied in lecture 

bottles were connected to the metal part of the system, whilst liquid samples were placed in a 

100 ml spherical flask connected to the glass section such that the vapour could flow into the 

system. In both cases, the gas flow rate was regulated using needle metering valves. The inlet 

system was evacuated using a rotary vane pump, and the pressure was monitored with a Pirani 

gauge. The gas could be admitted to the experimental chamber through one of two inlets. One 

inlet (the side leak) was open to the bulk of the chamber, and was used to pressurise the chamber 

w ith dry air to assist in the removal of flanges when opening the vacuum system. The other inlet 

was connected directly to the capillary tube in the interaction region to introduce the test gas to the 

spectrometer. In practice, this inlet was opened and the needle valves were adjusted until a 

background pressure of -10'^ torr was recorded in the experimental chamber; this ensured that a
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suitable amount of gas was present m the interaction region such that only single electron- 

molecule collisions could occur.
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Figure 2.5.5. Schematic diagram of the gas inlet system.

2.5. ¥ Electronic systems

The filament wire was heated by a steady current from a stabilised commercial power supply. 

Tlie mean potential held across the filament was used as a common reference potential for all the 

other power supplies of the system. The potentials held on the lens elements of the spectrometer 

were supplied by a home-built array of potentiometers connected to two commercial 300 V power 

supplies; each half of the spectrometer had its own supply to allow the beam collector potentials 

to be scanned mdependently to those of the monochromating optics. The channeltron detector 

required an operating potential of 2.5 kV, supplied by a commercial power supply.

The scattered electron current, detected by the channeltron, was fed into a home-built 

pre-amplifier before being transferred to a commercial amplifier (Ortec 575). The signal was then 

passed through a commercial discrimmator (Ortec 550) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, 

before bemg digitally recorded by a multichannel analyser (MCA, Ortec 7150). The MCA output 

was finally transferred to a computer for subsequent data analysis.

The electronic systems and power supplies for the vacuum pumps and gauge units were all 

connected to a high pressure trip system. If the pressure inside the backing Ime (between the 

diffusion pump and the rotary pump, figure 2.5 .4) rose above 0.05 torr, the trip system protected
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the apparatus from damage by cutting off the mains supply to the experiment. The trip system 

was also triggered if the supply of cooling water to the diffusion pumping stack was interrupted. 

An override facility was incorporated into the trip system so that the apparatus could be initially 

pumped down from atmospheric pressure.

2.6 The Heriot-Watt Trapped Electron Spectrometer

2.6.1 Trapped electron spectroscopy

Trapped electron spectroscopy is an electron impact technique in which post-collision electrons 

having near-zero kinetic energies are collected in an electron trap, whilst electrons with higher 

residual energies are allowed to escape [D3]. The collection of such electrons as a function of 

incident energy produces a near-threshold energy-loss spectrum (as described in the following 

section); this method is particularly suited to the excitation of spin-forbidden transitions (section

1.5.2). The equipment involved may also be used to record the total negative ion yield following 

low energy electron impact, as described in the following section.

2.6.2 The spectrometer

The Heriot-Watt University trapped electron spectrometer consisted of three sections: the 

trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM), the electron trap and the beam collector (BC) as 

shown in figure 2.6.1 [W4j.
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Figure 2.6.1. Schematic diagram of the trapped electron spectrometer.

The experimental chamber was differentially pumped by two diffusion pumps to a base pressure 

of -10'^ torr, and the pressure was monitored using ionisation gauges. The entire instrument was
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placed in an axial magnetic field which helped to collimate the low energy (0-10 eV) electron 

beam; this magnetic field was also utilised in the TEM and the coUision region. Electrons emitted 

from a heated tungsten filament were energy-selected in the TEM through the action of crossed 

magnetic and electrostatic fields. The electrons were then accelerated into the trap, where they 

entered the collision region into which the test gas was admitted via a metal inlet system. The 

incident electron energy was determined by the potential (V a+ W ) which was arranged so that W 

defined a trapping potential well (figure 2.6.1). After colliding with the target gas, those electrons 

with residual energy Er<eW (where e is the electronic charge) were trapped in the well and 

subsequently diffused around the collision region, under the action of the axial magnetic field, 

until they reached a cylindrical scattered electron collector (SC); those electrons with sufficient 

energy to escape the trap were collected by the beam collector (BC). Since negative ions were too 

heavy to be guided out of the trap region by the axial magnetic field, they were also collected at 

SC. Indeed, the negative ion current persisted when the trapping well-depth (W) was zero whilst 

the electron current disappeared, hence allowing the electron and ion signals to be separated. As 

the potential on the lens immediately preceding the trap (Va) was scanned, thus scanning the 

incident energy of the electron beam, the signal collected by SC was recorded on a computer.

For an inelastic collision process with threshold energy Eex, the trapped electron current had an 

onset when the incident energy e(VA+W)=Eex- The residual energy of the scattered electrons (Er) 

was then equal to e(VA+W)-Eex. The trapped electron current increased as Va increased (due to 

the increasing excitation function) until ^Va=Ecx, when the residual energy of the electrons was 

sufficient to escape the trap (Er=eW). Therefore, the trapped electron spectra obtained by 

scanning Va (at constant W) could be interpreted as electron energy-loss spectra with the signal 

maxima (recorded on the Va axis) equated to the excitation energies so long as the trapping 

potential (W) was small [D3].

For high values of W (~1 V), the potential at the end of the trapping region was modulated with 

an alternating voltage (AW) such that the potential barrier there fluctuated between W and 

(W-AW). A phase-sensitive detector was then used to record the component of the scattered 

current which was in phase with the modulation signal (AW). This current consisted of electrons 

which could leave the trap when the exit barrier was low (W-AW), but not when it was high (W); 

the current was thus due to electrons having residual energies between eW and g(W-AW). This
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process removed the contributions of those electrons having lower residual energies from the 

recorded signal, and also removed the negative ion current [K2].

For the work presented in this thesis, the trapped electron spectrometer was used to record spectra 

for a variet} of residual electron energies to probe the forbidden transitions of a number of 

gaseous targets. The spectrometer was also used to investigate negative ion formation by using a 

trapping potential well depth of zero; the negative ion yields observed were subsequently explored 

further using the dissociative electron attachment spectrometer.

2.7 The Heriot-Watt Dissociative Electron Attachment Spectrometer

2.7. /  Dissociative electron attachment spectroscopy

The processes involved in dissociative electron attachment (DBA) were described in section 1.5.4. 

To summarise, an incident electron may attach to a target molecule to form a temporary negative 

ion (or resonance). This ion may subsequently dissociate, yielding both neutral and negative ion 

fragments; DBA spectroscopy is concerned with monitoring the negative ion fragments produced 

in such collision processes.

2.7.2 The spectrometer

The DBA spectrometer consists of five main sections: the electron gun, the collision region, the 

ion transfer optics, the cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA) and the quadnipole mass analyser 

(QMA) as shown in figure 2.7.1 [C4],
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Figure 2.7.1. The dissociative electron attachment spectrometer.
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The electron gun was used to direct a low energy (2-10 eV) electron beam into the collision region 

through which the target gas flowed. Unscattered electrons were collected in the centre of the 

annulus plate (figure 2.7.1). This plate had an annulus cut out of it (width 1 mm, radius 10 mm)

through which negative ions formed by the collision were extracted into the ion transfer optics.

These optics were specifically designed to launch the ions into the CMA at an angle of 42.3° to 

the spectrometer axis for energy analysis. The ions were then mass analysed by the QMA and 

detected using a channeltron. The experimental chamber was differentially pumped by two 

diffusion pumps to a base pressure of -10 * torr, and the pressure was monitored using ionisation 

gauges. The spectrometer was held in a weak axial magnetic field which helped to collimate the 

electron beam but did not affect the ion trajectories [W3].

In this work the electron beam energy was set manually by adjustment of the collision region 

potential. The CMA was set to transmit ions with 20 eV kinetic energy, at which the resolution 

was ~1 eV. The ion energy was scanned under computer control (by shifting the potentials of the 

ion transfer optics), such that selected ions passed through the CMA into the QMA. The QMA 

was tuned to the mass of the required ion, and the negative ion signal recorded by the channeltron 

was stored on a computer for subsequent analysis. For each of the ions formed in an electron- 

molecule collision, spectra were recorded as functions of ion energy at different incident electron 

energies. The intensity distributions of the observed signal could then be analysed to elucidate the 

DBA processes involved in the formation of the negative ions (section 1.5.4).

2.8 Photoelectron Spectrometers

2.8.1 Photoelectron spectroscopy

Photoelectron spectroscopy concerns the observation of electrons emitted by atoms and molecules 

when they are photoionised, as discussed in section 1.3.4. If a molecule is ionised by photons of 

energy M , the kinetic energies of the emitted electrons (Edectron) will be given by:

Eelectron - Ejonisation (2 .8 .1 )

where Eionisation is an ionisation energy. For any polyatomic molecule there will be as many 

ionisation energies as there are molecular orbitals, and each will lead to a band structure observed 

for the molecular ion. Therefore, an energy analysis of the emitted electrons will reveal the band 

structures of the molecular ion, and give the ionisation energies of the neutral molecule.
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In practice, two types of experimentally determined ionisation energies are quoted in the literature; 

adiabatic and vertical. An adiabatic ionisation energy may be defined as the energy difference 

between the zero vibrational levels of the two electronic states involved [El], the lower state 

usually being the ground state of the neutral molecule. However, in molecules where significant 

changes in geometry are experienced on ionisation, the zero-zero transition may not be observed 

since the ion is vibrationally excited, hence the adiabatic ionisation potentials of many polyatomic 

molecules remain unobserved. The vertical ionisation energy is defined as the energy difference 

between the ground state of the molecule and the excited molecular ion state with nuclear 

positions identical to those of the neutral ground state [El]. Such a transition hence corresponds 

to a vertical line drawn through the potential surfeces on a potential energy diagram, and is 

usually assumed to correspond to the point of maximum intensity in an experimental spectrum. 

The vertical ionisation energy of a transition is hence the most easily obtained in an experiment. 

Ionisation energies calculated for a molecule using Koopman’s theorem (section 1.6.6) do not 

allow for reorganisation of the nuclei or electrons, hence the values obtained should be compared 

to the vertical ionisation energies derived from experiment.

2.8.2 Typical characteristics

A typical photoelectron spectrometer for investigating valence shell orbitals consists of an 

interaction region (where UV light is incident upon the target gas) and an electron energy analyser 

with the necessary electron optics to transfer the photoemitted electrons through the analyser and 

into a detector. The UV light source is usually a synchrotron [B8] or a hehum lamp [D4], 

although other noble gas lamps are sometimes used (e.g. neon [K3]). The electron energy 

analyser is often of the 127° cylindrical type or the 180° hemispherical type, and in many cases is 

large (mean radius -150 mm) to obtain a high resolution (-20 meV). The electron detector is 

usually a single channeltron, although an array of channeltrons or a position sensitive detector 

may be used to decrease data collection periods [D4].

2.8.3 The University o f  Liège photoelectron spectrometer

The photoelectron spectrometer at the University of Liège used in this work was of the 180° 

hemispherical electrostatic analyser type [D5] using a helium lamp as a UV hght source (figure 

2.8.1). The apparatus was evacuated by a diffusion pump such that the base pressure of the 

system was -10"^ torr, rising to -5x10"^ torr on the admission of the test gas.
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Figure 2.8.1. Schematic diagram of the photoelectron spectrometer.

Hel photons (Azo)=21.2 eV) were used to photoionise the gas samples, and the emitted electrons 

were energy analy sed and recorded on a computer in 2 meV steps at a resolution of 20 meV. 

These data were subsequently deconvoluted to remove instrumental dependencies from the 

recorded signal, and precise ionisation energies were obtained; relative ionisation cross-sections 

were also obtained for the observed photoelectron bands. The obtained spectra could also be used 

to aid in the assignment of Rydberg states in photoabsorption spectra as discussed in section 1.3.4 

and the relevant results chapters (4, 5 and 6) of this thesis.

2.9 Summary

In this chapter, the experimental equipment used for molecular spectroscopy has been discussed. 

In particular, the experimental apparatus used to obtain the results presented in this thesis have 

been described in detail. The DLMSAA is a simple apparatus used to record VUV

photoabsorption spectra at high resolution (~1 A). The UCL EEL spectrometer is a versatile 

electron scattering instrument, and has been used to obtain data which may be directly compared 

to photoabsorption spectra. Vibrational excitation of polyatomic molecules by electron impact 

has also been studied using this spectrometer. A trapped-electron spectrometer has been used to 

monitor the excitation of forbidden transitions, and also to record the formation of negative ions in 

electron-molecule collisions. These negative ions have been further explored using a dissociative 

electron attachment spectrometer. Finally, a photoelectron spectrometer has been used to obtain 

information on the ionisation potentials of the molecules studied; the data obtained w ere also used 

to analyse the Rydberg state spectroscopy of the molecular systems.
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C h a pter  Th r ee  
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“Ifyoure:^eriment needs statistics, you ought to have done a Better ej(periment. ”

Ernest <î^theiford

3.1 Introduction

Prior to accurate measurement, every experimental apparatus must be calibrated. For 

experiments in molecular spectroscopy, particular care must be taken with the calibration of the 

energy scale. This can be achieved by taking measurements of compounds for which the spectra 

are well established, and correcting the energy scale of the instrument. Once calibrated in this 

manner, the apparatus can confidently be used to record spectra for other compounds.

It is important to be aware of possible sample contamination when recording spectra, since such 

contaminants will provide additional features superimposed upon those of the test gas. Typical 

contaminants encountered are common laboratory solvents (used for cleaning components of the 

experimental hardware) and the constituent gases of the air (which may enter the apparatus 

through leaks in the vacuum system). It is tiierefore useful to study the spectra of these 

compounds so that they can be easily identified as contaminants if unexpected features are 

encountered in the recorded spectral data.

This chapter presents the spectra measured for several molecules commonly used in the 

cahbration of the apparatus. Those compounds most likely to be present as contaminants are also 

studied. The spectra obtained in each case are compared to those available in the literature data.
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3.2 Molecular Nitrogen

Molecular nitrogen (N2) is the most abundant molecule in the Earth’s atmosphere (~78 %), and 

plays an important role in the atmospheric energy balance [C2]. As a result of its abundance in 

the air, experimental signals due to nitrogen are to be expected if there are leaks in the vacuum or 

gas inlet systems’. Air also dissolves in many liquids, hence traces of nitrogen may be present 

when studying the vapours of such liquids. Likewise, nitrogen is often a trace contaminant in 

gases commercially supplied in pressurised cylinders. For these reasons, the electron energy-loss 

spectrum of N2 was recorded so that it could be recognised if and when it appeared in the data of 

other molecules studied. Having data for N2 also enabled its spectrum to be subtracted from any 

other data in which it appeared as a trace contaminant. Also, since the N2 spectrum is well known 

(e.g. [C2, C5, LI]), its appearance in any data allowed the energy scale to be calibrated.

The absorption spectrum of N2 is also interesting since it is known to exhibit severe line saturation 

effects in Beer-Lambert photoabsorption studies (section 1.4.3, [C2]). However, photoabsorption 

studies of N2 were not performed in this work since nitrogen does not appreciably absorb photons 

below the high energy limit o f -11.3 eV imposed by the apparatus used (section 2.3.2).

3.2.1 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy

The electron energy-loss (EEL) spectrum of N2 was recorded using the UCL EEL spectrometer 

(section 2.5) with an incident electron energy of 150 eV and a scattering angle of -0°. Under 

these conditions the momentum transfer was small (K^<0.04), hence the obtained data could be 

converted into differential oscillator strengths (DOS) using equation 1.5.6 (p. 39). The EEL 

spectrum was normalised to a cross-section of 25.2 Mb at an energy-loss of 17.47 eV [C2], and 

integrated oscillator strengths (OS, section 1.4.2) were calculated to compare the obtained 

spectrum with previously published data. The EEL spectrum obtained, in 10 meV steps at an 

energy resolution of -50 meV, is shown in figure 3.2.1.

’ A contribution from molecular oxygen (O2), the next most abundant molecule in the atmosphere 

(-21 %), is also observed. The spectrum of O2 is also required when studying the spectrum of ozone 

(O3), since laboratory synthesised ozone samples are often mixtures of O3 and O2 Therefore, the 

absorption spectrum of molecular oxygen is shown in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2.1. EEL spectrum obtained for N2.

The absorption cross-sections determined for the EEL data presented in this thesis are subject to 

experimental error from three main sources. The first arises from the normalisation procedure, 

being dependent upon the quality of the referent data; this contributes ~5% to the total error. The 

second source is statistical error m the raw energy-loss data (i.e. that obtained before conversion 

into DOS); this also amounts to -5%. The final contribution (-10%) comes from the DOS 

conversion (equation 1.5.6, p. 39), and includes errors due to uncertainties in the apparatus 

geometiy . Combining these errors leads to a maximum estimated error in the cross-section (and 

hence oscillator strength) values of -20%. The energ\-loss values quoted are more precise, 

having an estimated error of ±5 meV.

The absorption spectrum of nitrogen is dominated by the intense peak at 12.935 eV, being the 

feature by which N2 is identified when present as a trace contaminant. The absorption 

spectroscopy of N2 is comprehensively reviewed in [C2] and [G5J, so will not be repeated in frill 

here. Briefly, the intense peak at 12.935 eV is due to excitation from the ground state (X^Z\) into 

the c" 'Z \ (3pOu) Rydberg state. Below 11 eV, the structured, low intensity absorption band is the 

a'rig metastable state [M3, W5]. Above 13 eV, the rich structure observed is due to excitation of 

valence and Rydberg states [C2, G5].
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The data recorded in this work were calibrated by placing the most intense energy-loss peak at 

12.935 eV. The energy positions of the other N2 absorption bands were subsequently found to be 

in excellent agreement with literature values (examples shown in table 3.2.1).

Peak assignment Energy loss (eV)

This work (±5 meV) Literature

3og-> a’llg, 0=0 8.560 8.55 [M3]

30g->b^nu, 0=2 12.662 12.663 [C2]

30g c’’T̂ u, 0 = 0 12.935 12.935 [C2]

3og ĉ riu, 0=1 13.209 13.210 [C2]

3og o’riu, 0=3 13.824 13.820 [C2]

30g 0=17 14.302 14.300 [C2]

ItIu -> 5sOg, 0=0 15.816 15.82 [G5]

2ou -> 3dOg, 0=0 17.125 17.13 [G5]

Table 3.2.1. Energy positions of some absorption bands of N2.

The agreement across the entire energy range verified that the EEL spectrometer was functioning 

correctly. This is demonstrated further by the good agreement between the obtained integrated 

oscillator strengths and those found in the literature (table 3.2.2).

Energy range 

(eV)

Oscillator strength

This work (±20%) [C2] (±20%) [D2] (±20%)

12.15-13.08 0.428 0.447 0.422

13.08-14.10 0.369 0.366 0.369

14.10-15.07 0.277 0.270 0.286

15.07-16.16 0.261 0.268 0.271

16.16-17.33 0.274 0.280 0.284

Table 3.2.2. Comparison of oscillator strengths for N2 with literature values.

The most intense peak at 12.935 eV was used to calibrate the energy scale of those EEL spectra in 

which N2 was observed as a trace contaminant. Thus the EEL data obtained for N2 not only 

provided an energy calibration for the UCL EEL spectrometer, but they also showed that a 

correction for the transmission of the electron optics was not required, i.e. electrons with energy-
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losses up to 10% of the incident energy were focused around the spectrometer with the same 

efficiency. This gave confidence in all other sets of data obtained using the instrument, which 

were assumed to be as precise as those for N2.

3.3 Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a simple diatomic molecule, and was studied to further verify that the 

UCL EEL spectrometer could be used to record accurate data for different compounds. The 

photoabsorption spectrum of CO, obtained using a Beer-Lambert analysis, is known to exhibit 

severe line-saturation effects, hence the most reliable data (to date) have been obtained using 

EELS [C6]. The spectrum obtained using the UCL EEL spectrometer could therefore be 

compared to these data to confirm the satisfactory operation of the instrument.

To demonstrate the hazards involved in using the Beer-Lambert law, absorption spectra for CO 

were also recorded using the DLMSAA (section 2.3) at different sample pressures, so that the 

effects of line-saturation could be observed. However, although optical measurements of the CO 

spectrum are known to suffer from line-saturation, recent synchrotron experiments have been 

attempted using low pressures and small path-lengths to obtain accurate photoabsorption cross- 

sections for CO over a limited spectral range [F2]; laser spectroscopy has also yielded some 

promising results [J3].

3,3,1 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy

The EEL spectrum of CO was recorded using the UCL EEL spectrometer with an incident 

electron energy of 150 eV and a scattering angle of -0° (K^<0.04). The obtained data were 

converted into DOS, and normalised to a cross-section of 30.7 Mb at an energy-loss of 14.6 eV 

[C6]; integrated OS were calculated to compare the obtained spectrum with previously published 

data. The EEL spectrum obtained, in 10 meV steps at an energy resolution of ~50 meV, is shown 

in figure 3.3.1. Being isoelectronic with N2, the spectroscopy of CO is similar to that of N2 and is 

discussed fully in [C6]. Briefly, the A^H absorption band is observed between 8-10 eV,

the intense peaks at 11.4 eV and 11.5 eV are the u=0 peaks of the C’S^ and Ê fT states 

respectively, whilst the peaks above 12 eV are due to excitations of higher lying valence and 

Rydberg states [C6, T2].
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Figure 3.3.1. EEL spectrum of CO.

Using the obtained data, oscillator strengths were calculated and compared with literature values 

(table 3.3.1); good agreement between the measurements gave further confidence that the data 

obtained using the UCL EEL spectrometer were reliable.

Energy range 

(eV)

Oscillator strength

This work (±20%) |C6 | (±20%)

7.94 - 9.74 0.183 0.181

9.74-12.13 0.216 0.201

12.13 - 14.02 0.649 0.645

14.02-15.93 0.464 0.484

Table 3.3.1. Comparison of oscillator strengths for CO with literature values.

3.3.2 VUV photoabsorption spectroscopy

The A^n band is known to exhibit severe line-saturation effects when studied optically, hence it 

has received considerable experimental attention [C6, F2], The band is also important since the 

abundance of CO in interstellar gas clouds’ is determined primarily from ultra-violet observations.

CO is the second most abundant molecule in interstellar space, after H? [W61.
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To demonstrate the line-saturation eflfeet, photoabsorption spectra of CO were recorded using the 

DLMSAA and compared with the EEL data. The optical spectra were recorded at different gas 

pressures so that the effects of line-saturation, which var>' with pressure, could be clearly seen.
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Figure 3.3.2. Line-saturation effect in the A 'n  band of CO.

It was clear that as the pressure varied the cross-sections and relative intensities of the vibrational 

peaks of the A^n band also varied; for each peak the eross-seetion was observed to increase as the 

gas pressure decreased. As expected for line-saturation, the eross-seetion approached the true 

value as the pressure tended towards zero (section 1.4.3), however the true value was never 

obtained from the photoabsorption data. This was exemplified by calculating the oscillator 

strengths of the vibronie peaks observed in the optical spectrum, and comparing with the values 

obtained using EELS which did not suffer from line-saturation (table 3.3.2).
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Energy

Range

(eV)

o This work [C6]

EEL

±20%

[F21

Optical

±5%

[J3]

Laser

±15%

Optical (±10%) EEL

±20%40 mtorr 20 mtorr 10 mtorr 6 mtorr

7 .9 4 -8 .1 2 0 0.0023 0.0033 0.0057 0.0078 0.0175 0.0162 — —
8 .1 2 -8 .3 0 1 0.0026 0.0039 0.0070 0.0093 0.0359 0.0351 — —
8.30 - 8.47 2 0.0023 0.0035 0.0067 0.0091 0.0407 0.0402 — —

8.47 - 8.65 3 0.0021 0.0031 0.0061 0.0091 0.0341 0.0347 — —
8.65 - 8.80 4 0.0021 0.0031 0.0056 0.0079 0.0238 0.0242 — —

8.80 - 8.98 5 0.0017 0.0025 0.0046 0.0077 0.0147 0.0145 0.0145 —

8 .9 8 -9 .1 4 6 0.0020 0.0028 0.0047 0.0068 0.0082 0.0081 — —

9 .1 4 -9 .2 9 7 — — — — 0.0042 0.0041 0.0035 —

9.29 - 9.45 8 — — — — 0.0022 0.0020 0.0017 —

9.45 - 9.60 9 — — — — 0.0009 0.0010 0.0008 0.0010

9.60 - 9.74 10 — — — — 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004

Table 3.3.2. Oscillator strengths for the vihronic peaks in the A^H hand of CO.

The values derived from EEL experiments were assumed to be reliable, hence the effect of line- 

saturation on the present optical data could be seen; the optical work of [F2] used a very high 

resolution (-0.3 À) spectrometer with a very short absorption path length (2.63 mm) so that 

accurate cross-sections were obtained without severe line-saturation effects. This demonstrated 

the hazards of using the Beer-Lambert law to analyse data obtained from the DLMSAA. 

Therefore, if any other compound was found to have regions of sharp spectral lines when studied 

using this instrument, spectra were taken at different sample pressures to determine the region in 

which the effects of line-saturation were minimised.

3.4 Acetone

Acetone ((CH3)2CO) is a common laboratory solvent which is frequently used for cleaning 

components of experimental hardware. Since acetone is a highly volatile liquid, if traces remained 

on the surfaces of components within the vacuum or gas inlet systems then signals due to acetone 

vapour were likely to appear in experimental data. Therefore the absorption spectrum of acetone 

vapour was studied, using both the UCL EEL spectrometer and the DLMSAA, so that it could be 

easily identified if encountered as a contaminant.
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The absorption spectrum of acetone vapour is known (e.g. [H3, S4, 85]), hence the data obtained 

could be compared to those in the literature. Since the absorption spectrum of acetone is well 

structured, the data was also used to calibrate the energy scale of the DLMSAA.

3.4.1 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy

The spectrum of acetone was recorded using the UCL EEL spectrometer with an incident electron 

energy of 150 eV and a scattering angle of -0°. The obtained data were converted into DOS and 

normalised with the photoabsorption data (section 3.4.2) to a cross-section of 41.7 Mb at an 

energy-loss of 10.0 eV. Integrated OS were calculated to compare the obtained spectrum with 

previously published data. The EEL spectrum obtained, in 10 meV steps at an energ} resolution 

of -50 meV, is shown in figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.1. EEL spectrum of acetone vapour.

The forbidden ^̂ oTC* transition was observed between 4-5 eV as a smooth band, indicative of its 

dissociative nature [H3j. The structured band observed between 6-7 eV has been ascribed to a 3s 

Rydberg state, and the large peaks at 8.08 eV and 8.84 eV as the 4s and 5s states of the same 

series respectively [H3j. Indeed, all structures in the spectrum below the first ionisation energy 

(9.705 eV) have been assigned to Rydberg states [H3]. The position of the expected 'tctt* valence 

transition (figure 1.3.6, p.31) is not known, however it has recently been proposed to lie around 

7.7-8.0 eV [XI], The characteristic structure of the 3s Rydberg state at 6.35 eV and the large
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peak of the 4s state at 8.08 eV were used to identify acetone vapour when present as a 

contaminant in the data recorded for other molecules. The oscillator strengths obtained for 

acetone vapour were in good agreement with literature values, and also with those obtained using 

the DLMSAA (table 3.4.1, next section).

3.4.2 VUVphotoabsorption spectroscopy

The photoabsorption spectrum of acetone vapour was recorded using the DLMSAA with the 

simple gas cell (section 2.3.3), from 3-10.3 eV at a resolution of ~1 A. No line-saturation effects 

were observed, hence the data could be compared directly to the DOS distribution derived from 

the EEL data (figure 3.4.2).
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Figure 3.4.2. Photoabsorption and EEL spectra of acetone vapour (inset: the band).

As expected, the optical data consists of taller, narrower peaks than those of the EEL data due to 

the higher resolution of the DLMSAA. Indeed, discrete peaks were observed in the optical data 

which were not resolved in the EEL data. However, the integrated oscillator strengths calculated 

using the two sets of data were in good agreement, both w ith each other and with literature values 

(table 3 .4.1), indicating that both sets of experimental data were reliable.
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Energy range 

(eV)

This work [H3]

EEL (±10%)

[H8]

OpticalEEL (±20%) Optical (±10%)

3.7-5.9 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 —

6.0-7.1 0.0284 0.0248 0.0209 0.026

<9.7(IPi) 0.524 0.526 0.46 —

9.7-10.3 0.220 0.224 — —

9.7-11.0 0.534 — 0.48 —

11.0-12.0 0.507 — 0.50 —

12.0 -12.8 0.513 — 0.51 —

Table 3.4.1. Oscillator strengths of acetone vapour.

The error on the cross-sections (ct) obtained using the DLMSAA were given by;
/ .  \ 2  f  ,  \ ^  /  T \ ^

+
Act

CT
Ap 

P ) .KvôJ id W'-''» »■<«
where p represents the sample pressure, L the intensity of light transmitted by the empty cell, and 

I the intensity of light transmitted by the gas. This error was typically <±10%, although it was 

greater for bands of low absorbance (i.e. those for which Io/I~l) and for those spectra recorded at 

low sample pressures (i.e. p~Ap).

The optical data for acetone presented in this thesis were obtained after calibrating the energy 

scale of the DLMSAA using the spectrum of nitric oxide (NO, section 3.5). The energy positions 

of the observed peaks agreed with those of the EEL data, and also with those reported in the 

literature (table 3.4.2). Since the absorption spectrum of acetone vapour has sharp spectral 

features in the range 6.3-9.5 eV, the spectrum could also be used to calibrate the energy scale of 

the DLMSAA when samples of NO were not available.
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Peak

assignment

This work (eV) [H3] 

EEL (eV)Optical (+5 meV) EEL (±5 meV)

3 s, 0=0 6.34 6.35 6.35

3s, 0=1 6.48 6.49 6.49

3 s, 0=2 6.63 6.63 6.63

3p, 0=0 7.44 7.42 7.44

3d, 0=0 7.82 7.83 7.84

4s, 0=0 8.08 8.08 8.08

4d, 0=0 8.67 8.68 8.68

5s, 0=0 8.83 8.83 8.83

6s, 0=0 9.15 9.13 9.15

7s, 0=0 9.32 9.30 9.31

Table 3.4.2. Energy positions of peaks in the spectrum of acetone vapour.

3.5 Nitric Oxide

Nitric oxide (NO) is a simple diatomic molecule which is readily supplied in pressurised gas 

cylinders. The absorption spectrum is well known, consisting of much vibronic structure between 

5 eV and the first ionisation energy at 9.27 eV (e.g. [C7, E2, H9, M4, M5, M6]). In this work, 

the absorption spectrum of NO was recorded using the DLMSAA, and the energy positions of the 

observed peaks were compared to literature values so that the energy scale could be accurately 

calibrated. The recorded spectrum was also analysed using photoelectron data [T3] to determine 

the positions and quantum defects of the Rydberg states convergent on the first ionisation energy 

(section 1.3.3). The obtained data were then compared with literature values to ratify the 

technique used to identify the Rydberg states of the other molecules studied in this work.

3,5.1 VUVphotoabsorption spectroscopy

The photoabsorption spectrum of nitric oxide was recorded from 5.3-10.1 eV at a resolution of 

~1 Â using the DLMSAA with the simple gas cell (figure 3.5.1).
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Figure 3.5.1. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of NO.

The spectrum consists of transitions from the ground state to both valence and Rydberg states. 

Features 1-16 in the obtained spectrum (figure 3.5.1, positions marked by vertical lines above the 

energy axis) were identified by comparing to the literature data, and the energy scale of the 

DLMSAA was calibrated by using the known energy positions of the peaks (table 3.5.1).

Feature Upper state Energy

(eV)

Ref. Feature Upper state Energy

(eV)

Ref.

1 (A^E^)3sa, 0=0 5.481 [C7] 9 (C“n)3p7i. 0 = 2 7.063 [C7|

2 (A"S")3sa, 0=1 5.771 [C7] 10 (D"Z^)3pa, 0=2 7.168 [C7]

3 (A^Zl3sa, 0=2 6.057 fC7] 11 (D"Z^)3pa, 0=3 7.438 |C7]

4 (A"Z^)3sa, 0=3 6.340 [C7] 12 (F^A)3dÔ, 0=0 7.69 [E2]

5 (C“ll)3p7i, 0=0 6.494 1C7] 13 (F^A)3d6, 0=1 798 [E2]

6 (D^Z )3po, 0=0 6.608 [C71 14 (H ’^n)3d7ü, 0=1 8.12 [M4]

7 (C‘ri)3p7r, 0=1 6 782 [C7] 15 4p7i, 0=2 8.53 [E21

8 (D^Z^)3pa, 0=1 6.891 fC7] 16 4pa, 0=2 8 58 [E2]

Table 3.5.1. NO peak energies used to calibrate the DLMSAA.
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Once calibrated using these data, the entire spectrum could be fully analysed. The vibronic peaks 

were observed to split into 0=1/2 and 0=3/2 components, and the spectrum was complicated 

above ~8 eV due to spectral congestion. However, transitions from the ground state (X^H) into 

the B^n valence state and the C^O, , E^Z, F̂ A and H’̂ fl Rydberg states could be identified in 

the recorded data (figure 3.5.2, table 3.5.2).

u=0

(B^n)
n  ' I I I ' '

m i

Photon energy  (eV)

11 -  

10 -

Photon energy  (eV)

Figure 3.5.2. Observed states in the photoabsorption spectrum of NO.
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State Transition energy (eV)

This work [M4] [F3] [C71 [E2]

(A‘5T)3sa, u=0 5.478 ± 0.005 5.481 5.481 5.481 5.48

(C^n)3p7c, 0=0 6.493 ±0.005 6.494 — 6.494 6.49

(D^2T)3po, 0=0 6.607 ±0.005 6.608 — 6.608 6.61

4sa, 0=0 7.550 ± 0.005 7.525 7.547 — 7.78

(F^A)3d5, 0=0 7.70 ±0.01 7.694 7.693 — 7.69

(E^S)3da, 0=0 7.82 ±0.04 7.777 7.776 — —

(H'^n)3d%. 0=0 7.85 ±0.04 7.777 7.777 — 7.78

4p7t, 0=0 7.95 ±0.02 7.972 — — 7.97

4pa, 0=0 7.97 ±0.02 8.018 — — 8.02

Table 3.5.2. Transition energies of Rydberg states identified in the NO spectrum.

The Rydberg states were identified by comparing their vibrational spacings and intensity 

distributions with those of the photoeieetfon spectrum of the molecular ion ionisation

energy = 9.27 eV); the photoelectron data of [T3] were used for this purpose (figure 3.5.3).

Figure 3.5.3. Photoelectron spectrum of the hand of NO (after [T3]).

The quantum defects of the observed Rydberg states, determined using the Rydberg formula 

(equation 1.3.21, p. 31), were compared with literature values derived fi'om experimaits and 

theoretical calculations (table 3.5.3).
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State Quantum defect, 5

Experiment Theory

This work [M4] [F3] [C7] [H9] [E21 [R6] [G6]

3sct 1.106 ±0 .003 1.105 1.104 1.105 1.10 1.10 1.045 —
3pjc 0.787 ±  0.004 0.785 — 0.786 0.78 0.79 0.714 0.782

3pa 0.740 ± 0.005 0.738 — 0.739 — 0.74 0.693 —
4 sct 1.187 ± 0 .009 1.188 1.186 — 1.19 0.98 1.132 —

3d8 0.06 ±0.01 0.059 0.058 — 0.06 0.07 0.013 —
3dcT -0.06 ±  0.04 -0.021 -0.021 — — — -0.062 —

3d% -0.09 ±  0.04 -0.021 -0.022 — — -0.02 -0.051 —

4p7C 0.79 ± 0 .03 0.759 — — — 0.76 0.696 0.749

4pa 0.77 ± 0.03 0.701 — — — 0.70 0.660 —

Table 3.5.3. Properties of Rydberg states observed in the NO spectrum.

The obtained values were generally in good agreement with literature values (the results of [R6] 

were slightly low because polarisation effects were underestimated). This indicated that the 

method used to identify Rydberg states could be confidently applied to other molecules. The 

oscillator strengths measured across the spectrum were also compared to literature values (table 

3.5.4).

Energy range 

(eV)

Oscillator strength

This work (±10%) [C7J (±20%)

5.40 - 6.40 0.0013 0.0024

6.40 - 7.52 0.0099 0.0298

7.52 - 8.64 0.0179 0.0223

8.64 - 9.32 0.0172 0.0173

Table 3.5.4. Comparison of oscillator strengths for NO with literature values.

The oscillator strengths were found to be smaller than those derived from EEL data [C7]; these 

differences were ascribed to line-saturation, since NO is known to exhibit such effects [C7]. Also, 

the agreement between the oscillator strengths improved towards the continuum region of the 

spectrum (>7.5 eV); at these energies the observed peaks were less sharp, reducing the effects of 

line-saturation so that the optical data tended towards the EEL data as expected.
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3.6 Other Compounds

N2, CO, acetone vapour and NO were used to calibrate and characterise the DLMSAA and the 

UCL EEL spectrometer, the main two experimental apparatus used in this work. The other 

apparatus used, i.e. the trapped electron (TE), dissociative electron attachment (DEA) and the 

photoelectron (PE) spectrometers (sections 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8.3), had been previously characterised 

by researchers at the respective institutions. However, the energy scale of each spectrometer had 

to be calibrated before any measurements were made to ensure accurate results; the gases used to 

calibrate these spectrometers are shown in table 3.6.1. The appropriate spectroscopies of the 

calibrant gases are well known, hence the apparatus could be cahbrated by recording spectra for 

these species and comparing to the literature data.

Institution Spectrometer Calibrant gases Observed feature

Heriot-Watt

University

Trapped electron Krypton, Kr 

Helium, He

(bi)^P peak at 10.03 eV 

2̂ S peak at 19.81 eV

Heriot-Watt

University

Dissociative 

electron attachment

Chlorine, CI2 

Oxygen, O2

Cl signal from CI2 

0  signal from O2

University 

of Liège

Photoelectron Argon, Ar ^P3/2 peak at 15.759 eV 

^Pi/2 peak at 15.937 eV

Table 3.6.1. Gases used to calibrate the TE, DEA and PE spectrometers.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, the calibration and characterisation of the experimental apparatus has been 

discussed. The spectrum of N2 was recorded to provide an energy calibration for the UCL EEL 

spectrometer. The oscillator strengths obtained for N2 and CO also showed that the instrument 

yielded reliable OS results across the utilised energy range. The photoabsorption spectrum of CO 

was also recorded as a function of pressure to demonstrate the importance of the line-saturation 

effect. The spectrum of acetone vapour was studied to allow its identification in other data when 

present as a contaminant. The acetone spectrum also provided an energy cahbration reference for 

the DLMSAA, and showed that reliable oscillator strengths could be obtained using that 

apparatus. Finally, the photoabsorption spectrum of nitric oxide was recorded as another energy 

calibration reference for the DLMSAA. The spectrum of NO was also used to show that the 

analytical method used to identify Rydberg states throughout this work was reliable.
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C h a pter  Fo u r  

Spec tr o sc o pic  Stu d ies  o f  O zo ne

'‘Computers are useless. T̂ fiey can only give you answers. ”

(PaSlo (picasso

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes experimental studies of one of the most important molecules in the Earth’s 

atmosphere: ozone, O3. Although ozone is only a minor constituent of the atmosphere, its 

presence in the stratosphere is crucial in controlling the intensity of biologically harmful ultra

violet radiation reaching the Earth’s surface. Research into ozone has intensified over the last 

twenty years out of concern for possible changes in its atmospheric abundance due to the 

influence of industrial activity. In this work, the electronic structure of this important molecule 

has been probed using a combination of photoabsorption and electron impact spectroscopy.

In this chapter the role of ozone in atmospheric chemistry is discussed and some reactions leading 

to the depletion of the ozone layer are described, giving reasons and goals for experimental studies 

of this important molecule. The results of experimental investigations performed in this work are 

then presented and discussed in detail. The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of ozone between 

3-11 eV was recorded, revealing new information on its Rydberg state spectroscopy. 

Photoelectron spectra were recorded to help identify these Rydberg states, and are also presented 

here. The results of near-threshold electron energy-loss experiments are then reported, providing 

information on the forbidden states of ozone. Processes leading to the formation of negative ions 

were also studied using EELS, and the negative ion processes were explored further using 

dissociative electron attachment spectroscopy. For each type of investigation, the results are fully 

discussed and compared, wherever possible, with previous studies found in the literature. The 

results of each experiment were found to complement each other, providing a wide range of 

information and understanding on the electronic structure of this important aeronomic molecule.
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4.2 The Role of Ozone in the Earth’s Atmosphere

Ozone is a minor constituent of the Earth's atmosphere, forming only 0.2% of the terrestrial 

atmospheric mass; if all the atmospheric ozone was collected at the Earth's surface it would form 

a layer just 3 mm thick. However, at an altitude of -30  km the ozone layer defines a region of 

locally high ozone concentration -10 km in thickness [T4]. This layer of ozone absorbs virtually 

all the incoming solar ultra-violet radiation with wavelengths <295 nm. Such radiation would be 

lethal to many forms of life present on the Earth's surface (including unprotected humans), hence 

the ozone layer acts as a natural shield against UV hght [M7]. However, an annual depletion of 

the ozone layer in the polar regions has been discovered, particularly in the Southern hemisphere. 

As polar ozone depletion worsens regions of high latitude in both hemispheres are becoming 

increasingly affected, resulting in growing awareness and concern in the densely populated areas 

of Northern Europe and Australasia. Research into the mechanisms of solar UV absorption and 

UV induced reaction mechanisms has therefore grown considerably in the past decade.

Ozone is formed at the stratopause through the combination of atomic oxygen (O) and molecular 

oxygen (O2). Atomic oxygen is formed by the photodissociation of O2 by solar radiation with 

wavelengths shorter than 175 nm:

O2 (’2„) + t o  (X<175 nm) -»  OaC’Sg) ->■ 0 (’P) + 0('D ) (4.2.1)

where is the ground state of atomie oxygen, and 'D is a metastable excited state. The free 

oxygen atoms may then combine with oxygen molecules in a three-body collision to form ozone:

0  + 02 + M ^ 0 3  + M (4.2.2)

where M is any atom or molecule capable of absorbing the excess energy released by the 

exothermic formation of ozone. The localisation of the ozone layer at altitudes around 30 km is 

due to a balance between the concentration of O2 (decreases as altitude increases) and the incident 

flux of dissociating photons (increases as altitude increases).

The mechanisms of stratospheric ozone depletion are complex, but an established major 

mechanism is the catalytic destruction of ozone by chlorine atoms formed by the photodissociation 

o f chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) [M8]:

CI + O3 ^  CIO + O2 

ClO + 0  ^  CI + O2

Nett: O3 + 0  -> 2O2 (4.2.3)
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This process is extremely destructive, since a single Cl atom may catalytically destroy several 

thousand O3 molecules before being removed from the ozone chemical cycle. The Cl atoms 

released from CFCs may also form temporary sink compounds such as chlorine dioxide (OCIO) 

and dichlorine monoxide (CI2O). Such compounds form during the hours of darkness, providing 

a reservoir for the Cl atoms until they are released by photodissociation when the dawn sunlight 

becomes incident on the molecules; these chlorine oxide compounds are the subject of chapter 5.

Ozone is also an important tropospheric species since it is a dangerous pollutant caused by 

industrial activity, its strong oxidising properties making it hazardous to both plant and animal 

tissues. In addition, it is a greenhouse gas having a strong infra-red absorption band at -10 pm \ 

Therefore, increased levels of ozone near the Earth’s surface will have important consequences to 

the global radiation budget and possible contribute to global warming [W7].

Studies of the spectroscopy and dissociative pathways of ozone are essential if reliable models of 

the chemical dynamics of both the stratosphere and troposphere are to be developed. Therefore, 

there is a need for detailed data on the electronic states, spectroscopic absorption cross-sections 

and collision dynamics of ozone; this chapter presents the results of experimental investigations 

into these properties of ozone.

4.3 Molecular Structure of Ozone

Ozone is a bent triatomic molecule belonging to the C2V point group (section 1.2.3). The 

equilibrium bond angle in the ground state is 116.8° and the bond length 1.277 Â. For symmetry 

assignment, the molecule was assumed to lie in the yz plane with the C2 axis colinear with the 

z-axis (figure 1.2.14, p. 14). The molecular orbital representation of the ground state is (figure 

1.2.8, p. 9);

la," 2a," Ibz" 3a," Zbz" 4a," 5a," 3bz" lb," 6a," 4bj" la^" 2b," Sbj" 7a,"

' The atmosphere has a natural inira-red transmission window centred at —10 pm (away from strong H2O 

and CO2 absorption bands), allowing some of the terrestrial black-body radiation to escape from the 

Earth’s surface. This allows a radiative balance to be achieved between the energy absorbed and emitted 

by the Earth’s surface, so that a stable average surface temperature of 298 K is reached. Greenhouse 

gases absorb IR radiation in this window, preventing the black-body radiation from escaping the 

atmosphere. This has the nett effect of possible global warming.
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The ionisation energies of the 6ai, 4b2 and la: orbitals lie within a range of 1 eV, hence their 

ordering remains uncertain [K3]; the configuration shown above represents the currently favoured 

ordering [Ml]. Orbitals of type ai and b: are a-orbitals whilst a% and bi are %-orbitals. For the 

Czv point group, ai<->a2 and bi<->b2transitions are symmetry-forbidden (figure 1.2.19, p. 18). The 

biradical character of ozone leads to a number of low-lying (1-2 eV) electronically excited states 

which involve both single and double electron transitions into the (2bi)%* orbital; these will be 

discussed fiulher in section 4.5.

4.4 Laboratory Preparation of Ozone

Since ozone is a highly reactive compound which is explosive under certain conditions, it must be 

synthesised in the laboratory prior to use in any experiment. In this work, high concentration 

samples of ozone were prepared using the UCL mobile ozone production apparatus. The ozone 

was synthesised by passing O2 through a silent electric discharge, which dissociated the molecules 

into free oxygen atoms; some of these atoms could then react with O2 to form ozone molecules 

(O3, equation 4.2.2). The gaseous product, -5%  O3 and -95%  O2, was subsequently passed over 

silica gel maintained at a temperature of 195 K, which preferentially absorbed O3 from the 

gaseous mixture. The presence of O3 was signified by a vivid blue/violet colouration of the silica 

gel. The cooled silica gel, with the absorbed gases, was then pumped to remove the excess O2 

After isolating the silica gel from the pump it was allowed to slowly warm up, causing the trapped 

O3 to desorb. The desorbed gas was subsequently transferred into a 5 dm  ̂ glass storage bulb, 

suitably protected against explosion, which could be detached from the ozone production rig and 

connected to the experimental apparatus. Typical O3 purities obtained using this method were up 

to -90 % with the remaining gas being O2 This concentration was determined from measuring 

the intensity ratio of the Hartley band (of O3) to the longest band (of O2) in the photoabsorption 

spectrum of the mixture (section 4.5). The concentration ratio O3 O2 as measured experimentally 

was expected to be lower than that of the mixture within the storage bulb, since some of the ozone 

would have decomposed into O2 on the inner surfaces of the experimental gas inlet system.
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4.5 VUV Photoabsorption Spectroscopy

4.5.1 Data analysis

Figure 4.5.1(a) shows the VUV photoabsorption spectrum of the O3/O2 mixture recorded using 

the DLMSAA with the simple gas cell. A second spectrum recorded for pure O2, obtained under 

the same experimental conditions, is shown in figure 4.5.1(b).
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Figure 4.5.1. VUV absorption spectra for (a) O3/O2 mixture, (b) pure 0%.

By normalising the two spectra at the longest hand (9.96 eV, a feature purely due to O2), it was 

possible to determine the concentration of O2 in the O3/O2 mixture; the relative concentrations thus 

found were -45 % O3 and -55% O2 Subtraction of the O2 spectrum from that of the mixture
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should then have yielded a pure O3 absorption spectrum. However, an additional discrete vibronic 

series was observed between 8-9 eV that could not be attributed to any known structure of ozone 

or molecular oxygen. Further investigations identified this series as the A^H state of carbon 

monoxide (section 3.3); the presence of CO was ascribed to O3 reacting with the viton (rubber) 

seals in the experimental hardware, as also experienced by other workers [Nl]. The contribution 

of CO to the gas sample was <1%, and its spectral features were easily removed. Once a pure 

spectrum for ozone had been obtained, the cross-sections were normalised to the standard absolute 

value of 11.36 Mb at the peak of the Hartley band (253 nm, 4.89 eV) [M9]. The final VUV 

photoabsorption spectrum obtained for O3 between 3.5-11.3 eV is shown in figure 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.5.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of pure ozone.

Excitation energies observed in these data were compared to those of earlier works which 

employed both photoabsorption and EEL spectroscopy (table 4.5.1). Good agreement was found 

with the previous measurements, however the higher resolution of the present data revealed fine 

structures within features 4-7 that were not observed in previous experiments. Indeed, the 

vibronic structures associated with features 4-7 were properly resolved for the first time in this 

work.
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Feature Experimental energy (eV)

This work [T5] [C8] IJ41 [MlOl

(optical) (optical) (EEL) (EEL) (optical)

1 4.86 ±0.01 — 4.85 4.89 4.85

2 7.25+0.05 7.12 6.93 7.04 —

3 8.80 ± 0.05 8.75 8.69 8.76 —

4 9.31+0.01 9.30* 9.23* 9.30* —

5 10.2 1 + 0.01 10.16 10.09 10.17 —

6 10.59 + 0.01 10.59 10.44 10.59 —

7 11.10 + 0.02 11.06 11.01 11.07 —

* The mean energy of two bands reported in this region.

Table 4.5.1. Positions of band centres observed in the spectrum of O3.

4,5.2 Valence states

At low energies the absorption spectrum is dommated by the well known Hartley band (feature 1, 

figure 4.5.2) for which absolute absorption cross-sections are accurately known [M9], The 

Hartley band is ascribed to the smgle electron excitation from the ground state (X*Ai) to the 

(la2->2bi)'B2 state. Its distmctive shape (figure 4.5.3) arises from a progression m the symmetric 

stretch vibration with dissociation along the asymmetric stretching mode, causing the continuum 

associated with the band [C9, P2, T6]

5.5 6.0 6.53.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Photon energy  (eV)

Figure 4.5.3. The Hartley band of ozone.
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The Hartley band is the feature which absorbs most of the harmful solar UV radiation in the 

terrestrial atmosphere [M8], The Hartley band is also the feature by which the presence of ozone 

in the atmosphere of Mars is identified and monitored [CIO]

At lower energies the Hartley band is partially overlapped by the much weaker Huggins band 

[G7] (figure 4.5.4), the classification of which remains the subject of some debate. Present 

consensus is that it results from a two-electron transition, ’Ai<-X’Ai (having contributions from 

both ... 6a /  4bẑ  laz  ̂2b / and ... 6a /  4bẑ  lai^ 2b/) with the upper state having Cs symmetry 

[T7]. The cross-sections of the Huggins band are known to exhibit a strong temperature 

dependence, this is ascribed to the thermal population of a vibrationally excited ground state from 

which the upper state is preferentially excited [S6]. At energies below the Huggins band lie the 

weak Chappiiis and Wiilf h^nds [A3], also due to two-electron transitions, however, these bands 

were not observed m the present optical data, being located below the utilised energy range. 

However, they were observed in the trapped electron data (section 4.7).
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Figure 4.5.4. The Huggins band of ozone.

Between 6 .0-7.8 eV a broad, shallow peak was apparent m the O3 absorption spectrum (feature 2, 

figure 4.5.2). This was reported previously in the literature [T5], but its assignment remained 

uncertain. Subsequent theoretical calculations of the excited states of ozone below the first 

ionisation potential predicted four optically allowed states in this energy range [T7]; these were all 

due to two-electron excitations mto the (2bi)7i* orbital (table 4.5.2).
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Symmetry 
of State

Molecular
Orbitals

Excitation 
Energy (eV)

Oscillator 
Strength, f

'B2 ...lbi"6a/4b2' W  2bi^ 6.87 0.0002

'Bi ...lbi^6a/4b2' W  2bi^ 7.26 0.0014

’Ai ...lbi"6aiM b2°W  2b]" 
+ ...lb]"6ai°4b2" laz" 2b]"

7.34 0.000005

’Ai ...Ibi"6ai"4b2"la2^2bi" 
\..lb]^6ai"4b2" la2"2b/

7.45 —

Table 4.5.2. Calculated two-electron transitions in the 6.5-7.S eV range (after [T7]).

Of these predicted states the ’Bi had the highest calculated oscillator strength, suggesting that this 

state is the main contributor to the observed absorption around 7.2 eV. The calculations of [T7] 

also predicted single electron excitations into the 7ai orbital at slightly higher energies. The 7ai 

orbital is strongly antibonding, hence each of these states were expected to dissociate. Feature 3 

in the observed optical spectrum (figure 4.5.2), characterised by a broad, structureless band 

peaking at 8.80 eV, had the shape expected for a dissociative state hence it was assigned as the 

predicted X’A]->(6ai->7ai)’Ai transition calculated at 9.29 eV [T7].

4.5.3 Rydberg states

Between 9.0-11.3 eV the optical spectrum was expected to contain excitations of Rydberg as well 

as valence states [T7]. To identify such Rydberg states, the Rydberg formula (equation 1.3.21, 

p. 31) was used with the O3 photoelectron spectrum (section 4.6), following the same method as 

that used to analyse the absorption spectrum of NO (section 3.5). For ozone, the value of n (the 

principal quantum number) for the Rydberg states was >3.

The first three vertical ionisation energies of O3 lie within a 1 eV range, having values of 

12.75 eV, 13.03 eV and 13.57 eV respectively [F4, B9, D6, K3]. The first ionisation is 

accompanied by an irregular vibrational progression in 02, the bending mode; this irregularity has 

been ascribed to an anharmonicity inherent in the cation [K3]. There is general agreement that 

this ionisation is (6arVAi. The next two ionisations are from orbitals laz and 4b2, but their order 

has been the subject of debate in the literature [S7, M il, T7 and references therein]. From the 

angular distributions of photoelectrons the order 4b2< la2 was proposed [K3], subsequently being 

supported by theoretical calculations [L4]. The results of the present work provided new evidence 

to support these conclusions.
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The structure of the overlapping first and second bands in the photoelectron (PE) spectrum 

matched well with the seven vibrational peaks observed in the photoabsorption spectrum around 

9.3 eV (figure 4.5.5), the vibrational spacmg was slightly different due to an expected 

perturbation of the lowest Rydberg orbitals by the ionic core. This clearly linked the absorption 

bands with the first two ionisations. In fitting the PE and VUV bands, a vertical ionisation energy 

of 12.75 eV was used (corresponding to peak E of the PE data, usmg the notation of [D6]).
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Figure 4.5.5. Comparison of photoabsorption and PE spectra of ozone.

The band observed at 9.01 eV (peak B) in the absorption spectrum was hence identified as the 

lowest 3s Rydberg state, (6ai->3s)’Ai, with a quantum defect of 1.03 (table 4.5.3). Therefore, 

the band observed at 9.48 eV was also a 3s state and had to have 6% symmetry since Ai<^Ai 

transitions are forbidden in the Czv point group. The observed band was hence assigned as the 

(4b2->3s)’B2 3s Rydberg state. Using the same reasoning, the absorption bands at 10.08 eV and 

10.55 eV (features 5 and 6, figure 4.5.2) were ascribed as (6ai->3p) and (4b2^3p) 3p Rydberg 

states respectively, although the symmetry of the states could not be determined. The relative 

mtensities of the vibrational peaks of these two states differed from those in the PE data because. 

It was supposed, of underlying unclassified valence states in the absorption spectrum. The 

spacing of the three peaks observed around 11 eV in the absorption spectrum were consistent with 

the promotion of a 6ai electron; these peaks were thus ascribed to the low-energy part of the
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(6ai->4s)’Ai 4s Rydberg state (figure 4.5 .6). The broad structure to the low energy side of this 

band was assigned as another unclassified valence state.

( . . .6 a / . . .3 p ')  ( . . .6 a / . . .4 s ') A i( . . .6 a / . . .3 s ') A i

25

9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5
Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 4.5.6. Rydberg states observed in the photoabsorption spectrum of ozone.

Experimental Energy 
(±0.01 eV)

Assignment Quantum 
defect, 5

Term Value 
(cm ')

Calculated 
Energy (eV)

This work This work This work This work [T7]

9.25*

(9.01, 9.13, 9.20, 9.25*, 9.31, 9.40)

(6a)-^3s) A] 1.03+0.01 28300 ± 200 9.38*

9.48* 

(9.48*, 9.63)

(4 b 2 -^ 3 s)'B 2 1.04 ±0.01 28500 ± 200 9.21*

10.28*

(10.08, 10.13, 10.20, 10.28*, 10.36, 10.45)

(6a,->3p) 0.65 ±0.01 19700 ± 200
“

10.55*

(10.55*, 10.62)

(4 b 2 -> 3 p ) 0.65 ±0.01 20000 ± 200 10.87*

11.05

(11.05, 11.12, 11.19,...)

(6ai—>4s)'Ai 0.97 ±0.02 11900 ±200

* V e r tic a l tra n sit io n  en erg y ; e n e r g ie s  in  p a ren th e sis  are  th o s e  o f  v ib r o n ic  p ea k s.

Table 4.5.3. Rydberg states assigned in the photoabsorption spectrum of O3.

Thus the present work provided further evidence that the ordering of the first three ionisations of 

ozone are (6ai) ’<(4b2) ’<(la2) '\  consistent with the conclusions of [K3] and [L4]. The first
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optically allowed Rydberg state associated with the third ionisation energy, (laz) % would be of 

p-type and was expected to lie around 11.4 eV (assuming 5-0.6), beyond the energy range of the 

present experiment, hence it was not observed.

4.5.4  Oscillator strengths

Integrated oscillator strengths evaluated across the observed energy range were compared to those 

found in the literature (table 4.5.4).

Energy Range (eV)

3.675 to 
3.956

4.13 to 
6.20

3.75 to 
6.25

6.25 to 
7.50

7.50 to 
8.90

8.90 to 
9.76

9.76 to 
10.70

10.70 to 
11.30

Experiment

This work
(±10%)

11.2x10'’ 8.99x10'^ 9.06x10'^ 8.58x10'’ 3.01x10'’ 7 .64 x 1 0 ’ 1.12x10' 5 .15x10’*

[J4J — — 8.78x10'^ 7 .70x10’ 4.59x10'’ 8 .54x10’ 1.25x10'' 7 .65x10’

[D21 — — 9.12x10'^ 8 .7x10’ 4 .0 7 x 1 0 ’ 8 .59x10’ 1.18x10' 6 .13x10’

[T5] — — — 7 .50x10’ 4 .37 x 1 0 ’ 8 .71x10’ 0 .99x10' 5 .18x10’

[BIO] 5.02x10'’ — — — — — — —

112] — 8.8x10'^ — — — — — —

IMIO] — — 9.08x10'^ — — — — —

Theory

[T7] — — 18.1x10'^ 1.60x10’ — 3 .71x10’ 1.21x10' l.O lx lO ’

ITS] — 8.9x10'^ — — — — — —

[Bll] — 8.9x10'^ — — — — — —

[N2] — — 9.31x10'^ 12.3x10’ 0 .9 0 x 1 0 ’ — 1x10'^ —

[P3] — — — -- 9 8 .7 x 1 0 ’ 19.0x10’ 2 .3x10' 28 .6x10’

[HIO] — — 23.0x10'^ -- -- -- -- --

* Energy range was 10.70 eV to 11.25 eV.

Table 4.5.4. Oscillator strengths for band structures in ozone.

The values reported by [J4] and [D2] were derived using EELS; the data of [D2] were corrected 

for background effects which may have affected the results of [J4], hence the values reported by 

[D2] are to be preferred. The other experimental studies all used optical absorption techniques. 

The theoretical treatments all used SCF-CI methods using a variety of basis sets: [T7], [P3] and 

[HIO] used gaussian basis sets, [T8] used a basis set of triple-zeta quality, [B ll] used a large
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number of atomic orbital functions as a basis set, and [N2] used a basis set of double-zeta quality. 

The algorithms employed by [T8] and [B ll] also incorporated perturbation theory into the 

SCF-CI technique.

Good agreement for the oscillator strength of the Hartley band (4-6 eV) was found between the 

present data, the NASA standard [MIG], and the other experimental determinations, emphasising 

the validity of the subtraction technique used in this work. Oscillator strengths for the higher- 

lying band structures are also show in table 4.5.4. For these, the agreement between experimental 

values was poorer, although it was noted that literature data above 6 eV was sparse. Having 

obtained good oscillator strengths for acetone vapour (studied to characterise the DLMSAA, 

section 3.4) it was assumed that the present work provided the most reliable VUV absorption 

cross-sections for O3 in the range 6.7-11.3 eV.

The theoretical calculations of oscillator strengths were of varying quality. Values obtained for 

the Hartley band were generally good, especially those of the most recent calculations [T8, B ll]. 

Of the earlier results, only those of [N2] were close to experimental values although the level of 

agreement did not carry through to the higher energy bands. Hence it was concluded that 

improved theoretical estimates of oscillator strengths are required if the high-lying valence and 

Rydberg states of ozone are to be unravelled and identified.

4.6 Photoelectron Spectroscopy

4.6.1 Data analysis

The photoelectron spectrum of ozone for binding energies in the range 12.5-14.2 eV, recorded 

using the University of Liège PE spectrometer, is shown in figure 4.6.1. The ground state of the 

molecular ion was observed to have a mean vibrational spacing of ~70 meV (peaks B-G, in the 

notation of [D6]), and the magnitude of this spacing varied across the band as observed previously 

[B9, D6, F4, K3]. The vibrational progression was in the bending mode (1)2), having a 

fundamental frequency of 692 cm^ (86 meV) in the ground state of the neutral molecule^ [B12].

 ̂ Fundamental frequencies of vibrational modes in the ground state of a molecular ion are often diSerent 

to those of the neutral species in the ground state. This is due to the removal o f an electron from an 

orbital which contributes to the bonding of the molecule; see section 1.3.4.
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The irregularity of the vibrational spacing has been ascribed to an anharmonicity inherent in the 

potential energy surface of the cation fK3],

14 -

12.5 13.0 13.5

Binding energy  (eV)

14.0

Figure 4.6.1. Photoelectron spectrum of ozone.

The first band has been well established as the (6ar’)̂ Ai ionisation due to the vibrational 

progression in U] [B9, D6, F4, K3], However, the energy positions of the vibrational peaks 

differed slightly between each experimental study (table 4.6.1). This effect could be explored 

further by studying the photoelectron spectrum as a function of ionising photon energ> , e.g. using 

a synchrotron radiation facilit) as the light source.

Vibronic

peak

Binding energy (eV)

Tbis work [B9] [D61 [F4] IK3]

B 12.572+0.002 12.56 ±0.01 12.53 ±0.01 12.53 ±0.01 12.51 ±0.01

C 12.611 ±0.002 12.61 ±0.02 12.61 ±0.01 12.59 ±0.01 12.58 ±0.01

D 12.674+0.002 12.68 ±0.02 12.67 ±0.01 — 12.65 ±0.01

E 12.752 ±0.002 12.75 ±0.01 12.75 ±0.01 12.75 ±0.01 12.73 ±0.01

F 12.830 ±0.003 12.85 ±0.02 12.83 ±0.01 — 12.81 ±0.01

G 12.926 ±0.004 — 12.92 ±0.01 — 12.91 ±0.01

Table 4.6.1. Vibronic peak positions of the ^Ai band of ozone.
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The second band (peaks H and I, figure 4.6.1) was observed to overlap with the first band, as seen 

in the previous studies. The vibrational separation of the two peaks observed in the present 

spectrum was -170 meV, concurrent with the literature values of 174, 185 and 171 meV ([B9], 

[D6] and [K3] respectively). This vibration involved the symmetric stretch mode (ui), the energy 

spacing having increased from -139 meV in the ground state of the neutral molecule [D7], The 

assignment of this band has long been a subject of controversy, since calculations using 

Koopman's theorem (section 1.6.6) predict that both the (4b2̂ )^B2 and (la 2̂ )^A2 ionisations lie in 

this energy region [D6, F4]. However, experimental observations of the angular distribution of 

photoelectrons have suggested that this band represents the (4b2*’)^B2 ionisation [K3]. This 

assignment was fully supported by the Rydberg state analysis of the photoabsorption spectrum 

presented in this work (section 4.5), giving strong evidence that this is indeed the correct 

interpretation for this band. The recorded energy positions of the vibronic peaks associated with 

this band are shown in table 4.6.2.

Vibronic

peak

Binding energy (eV)

This work [B9] [D61 [F4] [K3]

H 13.031 ±0.002 13.02 ±0.01 13.02 ±0.01 13.03 ±0.02 13.00 ±0.01

I 13.20 ±0.01 13.20 ±0.01 13.20 ±0.01 13.20 ±0.02 13.17 ±0.01

Table 4.6.2. Vibronic peak positions of the 8% band of ozone.

The third ionisation band of O3 was observed above 13.5 eV (figure 4.6.1). The band consists of 

a large peak at 13.656 eV with unresolved vibrational structure apparent as two shoulders on the 

high energy side. Attempts to resolve this structure have failed in all previous studies [B9, D6, 

F4, K3]; indeed it has been suggested that the vibrational peaks are broadened by predissociation 

[W8]. The vibrational progression had an apparent spacing of -125 meV, hence it was also 

attributed to the symmetric stretch (ui). The historical assignment of this band has also been 

uncertain, with both the ^B2 and states being likely candidates. Angular photoelectron 

distribution measurements have suggested that this band is associated with the (la2'̂ )^A2 state of 

the molecular ion [K3]. Again, this assignment has been reinforced by the conclusions gained 

from the Rydberg state analysis presented in this work.
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It is therefore believed that, from our PE and VUV experiments, the energy order of the first three 

anionic states of ozone is (in order of vertical ionisation energy): (12.75 eV), (13.03 eV)

and (13.56 eV). To date, theoretical calculations using Koopman's theorem cannot 

satisfactorily distinguish these states [D6, F4j; it remains for more intricate calculations to predict 

the correct energ} ordering of the first three ionisations of ozone.

4.7 Near-Threshold Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy

4.7.1 Data analysis

Near-threshold EEL spectra were recorded for a mixture of O3 and O2 (roughly 50% O3) using the 

Heriot-Watt University trapped-electron (TE) spectrometer (section 2.7). Matching experiments 

demonstrated that the cross-sections for pure molecular oxygen were much smaller than those for 

ozone, hence all the pronounced features observed in the EEL data could be ascribed to O3.

Figure 4.7.1 shows the total negative ion yield spectrum obtained using a well depth. W=0 V. 

The large peak observed around 1.3 eV had been previously reported in the literature, the major 

ion product of the DEA resonance being 0  [Cl 1]. However, the present data also revealed 

negative ion resonances centred around 3.5 eV and 7.4 eV for the first time. O' ions from DEA to 

molecular oxygen were observed to have a maximum intensity at 6.5 eV, hence the contribution of 

O2 to the spectrum observed for the O3/O2 mixture was found to be small (figure 4.7.1). Hence 

the resonances observed at 3.5 eV and 7.4 eV were confidently identified as DEA processes of

ozone. These resonances were explored further using the DEA spectrometer (see section 4.8).
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Figure 4.7.1. TE spectrum of O3 with zero well depth, showing negative ions.
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The near-threshold EEL spectrum of ozone recorded with a well depth of 0.2 V (i.e. residual 

energies, Er, of the collected electrons were <0.2 eV) is shown in figure 4.7.2. Negative ion 

contributions to the signal were removed by subtraction of the zero well depth spectrum (figure 

4.7.1), hence the observed peaks were all due to excitations of ozone.
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Figure 4.7.2. Near-threshold EEL spectrum of O3, Er<0.2 eV, with ion signal removed.

Figure 4.7.3 shows the spectra recorded using a well depth of 1.0 V. The spectrometer was used 

in the modulated well depth mode for these data to remove signal contributions due to electrons 

with higher energy losses (i.e. only electrons with c(W-AW) < Er < eW were detected, where 

W=1.0 V, AW«0.1 V), negative ion signals were also eliminated by this process.
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Figure 4.7.3. TE spectrum of O3 , Er=1.0±0.1 eV.
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The vertical lines in figures 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 mark the energies of optically forbidden transitions. 

Below 3 eV these energies were determined in other experimental studies [A4], and above 3 eV 

the energies were calculated [T7]; broken lines indicate triplet states (^A,, ^A:, ^B] and ^B]), full 

lines singlet states ('A2).

4.7.2 Discussion

For near-threshold electrons (i.e. low Er) the spectrum was dominated by inelastic losses around 

1.5 eV (figure 4.7.2). The Wulfhznà, being the lowest energy band observed in the optical 

spectrum, spans this energy region but does not match the energy of maximum intensity (figure 

4.7.3). The bands observed around 1.5 eV in the near-threshold spectrum were hence ascribed to 

the excitation of states other than the Wulf band (thought to be the (4b2->2bi)^A2 state [A5, 

B13]). Photoelectron studies of the ozone anion (O3 ) combined with ab initio calculations [A4] 

have proposed assignments for the excited states observed in this energy range, each involving the 

promotion of an electron into the (2b])%* orbital, i.e. ^A2 (1.20 eV), ^B2 (1.30 eV), ^Bi (1.45 eV) 

and ’A2 (1.60 eV). The present results were consistent with these assignments, revealing the 

excitation of optically forbidden states at energies below 2 eV. However, although excited states 

were observed at these energies they could not be resolved in the present work due to the relatively 

low resolutions achievable using the TE spectrometer. Subsequent studies of these bands using a 

more sophisticated instrument revealed vibrational structures associated with the absorptions 

around 1.5 eV, and allowed the ^A2, ^B2, ^Bi and ^A2 states to be resolved [A3]. Indeed, the 

results obtained using the Heriot-Watt University trapped electron spectrometer were published 

[Ml] and used as a point of reference for the more sophisticated work of [A3].

The relatively high excitation cross-sections observed for the bands around 1.5 eV, at low residual 

electron energies, suggested that these states were excited through resonant processes, i.e. 

temporary negative ion resonances were excited which subsequently decayed into the appropriate 

electronic states of the neutral molecule. At higher residual energies (figure 4.7.3) these states 

were still relatively intense although at such energies the excitation mechanism was direct, i.e. the 

energy required to excite the state was absorbed directly from the incident electron.

In the subsequent higher resolution studies [A3] the (6ai->2bi)'Bi Chappuis band was observed 

as a shoulder at 2.05 eV at high residual energies; the band was obscured in the present data.
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A broad energy-loss band, centred at -3.4 eV (figure 4.7.2), was observed for the first time in the 

present data. Previous theoretical calculations had predicted a triplet state in this region [T7], 

resulting from the excitation of two electrons into the 2bi orbital. The new experimentally 

observed band was hence assigned as the (6ai4b2->2bi^)^B2 state [Ml, T7].

As expected for an optically allowed transition, the intensity of the Hartley band was observed to 

increase with the residual electron energy (figures 4.7.2 and 4.7.3). At higher excitation energies 

(6-9 eV) the spectra recorded at different residual energies were found to vary, confirming the 

presence of several electronic states as predicted by the calculations of [T7] and suggested by the 

analysis of the photoabsorption spectrum (section 4.5). The EEL spectra obtained in the present 

work were consistent with the calculated triplet state excitation energies of (table 4.7.1, [T7]), 

however the individual states could not be resolved in the present data.

The energy losses at -9  eV and -10 eV (figure 4.7.3) were close to the optical bands assigned to 

the excitation of Rydberg states in ozone, as discussed in section 4.5.3.

State symmetry Calculated energy (eV) State symmetry Calculated energy (eV)

'A2 5.58 "Ai 8.44

6.50 'B2 8.45

"Ai 7.45 'Ai 8.66

Table 4.7.1. Calculated triplet state energies in the 5.5-9.0 eV range (after [T7]).

Full assignment of the present EEL data required recourse to accurate theoretical calculations in 

both the singlet and triplet manifolds, but only those of [T7] extended to energies above the 

Hartley band. Although the calculations of [T7] appeared to compare well with the present EEL 

data, these computations should be checked and extended by updated algorithms to provide more 

reliable estimates of excitation energies and oscillator strengths for ozone. However, whatever 

their true assignments, the cross-sections of the low-lying triplet states of O3 were observed to be 

high at near-threshold electron energies; this may be important in the D-region of the ionosphere 

where O3 and its negative ions are implicated in a number of reactions involving free electrons
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[W7]. This observation was the inspiration behind several subsequent investigations of low- 

energy electron scattering from ozone [A2, A3, A6, A7],

The negative ion resonances observed using a well-depth of zero in the TE spectrometer were 

explored further using the DE A spectrometer. From the DEA data, relative cross-sections for the 

production of 0  and O2 ions as functions of incident electron energy (figure 4.7.4) were 

determined by evaluating the area beneath the recorded energy distribution curves (shown in 

figure 4.8.1). The relative O and O2 intensities were then summed for comparison with the total 

ion signal recorded in the electron trap apparatus; this demonstrated consistency between the data 

obtained from the two experimental systems (figure 4.7.5).
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Figure 4.7.4. Relative cross-sections for O' and 0% ion production.
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Figure 4.7.5. Comparison between negative ion yields of the TE and DEA spectrometers.
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4.8 Dissociative Electron Attachment

4.8.1 Data analysis

Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) spectra were recorded for a mixture of O? and O2 

(roughly 50% 0?) using the Henot-Watt University DEA spectrometer (section 2.8). The incident 

electron energies were chosen to coincide with the negative ion resonances observed in the trapped 

electron spectrum with zero well depth (figure 4.7.1. p. 108). This data showed that, m addition to 

the known DEA resonance around 1.5 eV [Cl 1], two other resonant regions were present at 

-3.5 eV and -7.5 eV. The negative ions formed at these resonances were subsequently analysed, 

usmg the DEA spectrometer, as functions of their mass and kinetic energy to yield information on 

the dynaimcs of DEA processes in ozone.

Since the gas sample was a rmxture of -50% O3 and -50% O2, a signal from O out of O2 (written 

O /O2 m the usual nomenclature) was expected from a known O2 resonance around 6.5 eV [S8]. 

However, companson of the negative ion excitation function (figure 4.7.1) around 6.5 eV with the 

known O /O2 spectrum showed that the signal observed did not come exclusively from O2; this 

was confirmed by the mass-analysed data (section 4.8.3). Negative ion energy distnbutions at 

some selected mcident electron energies are shown in figures 4.8. la (O') and 4.8.2b (O2 )
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Figure 4.8.1. Ion energy distributions at selected incident electron energies (a) O', (b) O2'.

Most probable ion energies were subsequently extracted from such data and plotted against 

incident electron energies as shown m figure 4.8.2.
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o O produced from tail of resonance I
•  O produced from resonance II
°  O' produced from resonance III
■ O' produced from resonance III
^ O produced from resonance III

  max O energy from Ô : letter relates to equation number in table 4.8.1

  max O energy from Ô
o O2 produced from resonances II and III

 max O2' energy from O3: letter relates to equation number in table 4.8.1

Figure 4.8.2. Most probable negative ion translational kinetic energies (a) O', (b) 0%.

In these plots, the lines drawn through the data points represent the maximum kinetic energies 

available for the ground state ions when produced with the neutral fragment in the electronic state 

specified. The threshold energies for these fragmentation pathways were calculated using well 

established literature enthalpy values [R7] (section 4.8.2).

Interestingly, the second and third resonance regions of O3 (features II and III, figure 4.7.5) were 

not observed in a similar, independent study [S8, M l2]. This was attributed to two reasons: (i) 

the concentration of O3 in the mixed O3 and O2 sample used was just 0.85%; (ii) the spectrometer 

used discriminated against the fast ions produced by these resonances. This discrimination was 

later confirmed by a subsequent investigation [M l3]. However, the higher O3 concentrations used
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in the present work, combined with the Heriot-Watt DEA spectrometer, allowed these resonances 

to be observed for the first time. These observations were confirmed in later studies [A2].

4,8.2 Dissociation energetics

Threshold electron energies for possible DEA processes in ozone (table 4.8.1) were calculated 

using the energetic data of [R7] and equation 4.8.1:

Eth Ebond Eexcitation “ Egginity (4.8.1)

Data from 1R71:

Bond energies: O2-O = 1.05 eV;

Electron affinities: 0 :1 .46eV ;

O2 Excitation energies: â Ag = 0.979 eV;

A^Su = 4.356 eV; 

O excitation energies: ’D = 1.066 eV;

0 -0  = 5.174 eV; 

O2: 0.44 eV;

b^Zĝ  = 1.630 eV;
>3iB% - = 6.145eV; 

'S = 4.18eV.

Equation

number

DEA process: 

Oj + e - » [ 0 3  l ^

Threshold 

energy, Eth (eV)

4.8.2a 0  (X^PJ + 02(X%  ) -0 41

4.8.26 0'(X"P„) + 02(a'Ag) 0.57

4.8.2c O (X̂ Pu) + 02(b'Zg+) 1.22

4.8.2(f 0  (X"Pu) + 02(A %  ) 3.95

4.8.2c 0  (X"Pu) + 02(B%  ) 5.74

4.8.2/ O2 (X^Hg) + 0("P) 0.61

4.8.2g O 2  (X " H g )  + 0 ('D ) 1.68

4.8.26 02(x"ng) + 0 ('S ) 4.79

4.8.2/ 0  (X̂ Pu) + 20  (^P) 4.76

Table 4.8.1. Threshold energies for possible DEA processes in O 3.

These threshold energies were used to position the lines of maximum available kinetic energy for 

the fragments shown in figure 4.8.2, using equation 4.8.3.

Emaximum available Ejncident ” Eth (4.8.3)
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There are two possible mechanisms for the production of O along with O2 from the dissociation of 

O3: in the symmetric process the central atom is expelled and the terminal atoms combine to form 

O2, whilst in the asymmetric process one of the terminal atoms is simply ejected.

In neutral, ground state O3, the terminal atoms are 2.175 Â apart [W3]. However, the 

intemuclear separation of O2 in its ground state is 1.207 Â, whilst that of O2 is -1.36 Â [C l2]. 

Therefore, if the terminal atoms combined to form ground state O2 (or O2 ) via the symmetric 

DEA process, the molecular (or molecular ion) product would be highly vibrationally excited. 

However, only those O2 ions having u=0, 1, 2 and 3 could survive long enough to be detected 

since higher vibrational states would decay into neutral O2 molecules via autodetachment [A7]. 

Therefore, since the molecular (or molecular ion) product of the symmetric process is expected to 

be vibrationally excited, there would be less kinetic energy available to the DEA fragments.

For the asymmetric DEA process the dissociation would be rapid (within one vibrational period). 

Vibrational excitation of the O2 (or O2 ) product would be less extensive than for the symmetric 

process since the bond length of O3 in the ground state is 1.277 Â, similar to that of the product 

[W3]. However, it is expected that the molecular product would be rotationally excited: simple 

calculations predict that up to 20 % of the available energy would go into rotational energy of the 

diatomic product [W3].

The available excess energy (EavaiiaWe) of the DEA process (equation 4.8.4) would appear as 

translational kinetic energy of the fragments, apportioned as 2/3 to the atomic and 1/3 to the 

molecular fragment in conformation with the conservation of momentum.

Eavailable Ejncident " (E th  Ejnternal) (4.8.4)

Equations 4.8.3 and 4.8.4 were hence used to analyse the O /O3 and O2/O3 data obtained for the 

DEA processes of ozone.

4,8.3 Discussion

The DEA spectrometer could only sample the high-energy tail of the large negative ion peak 

observed at low energies (feature I, figure 4.7.5). However, this was sufficient to confirm the 

presence of O' ions at low electron energies (figure 4.8.2a). The accompanying O2 must have 

been internally excited: electronic and/or rovibrational excitation was energetically possible
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(equations 4.8.2a and b). Calculations have predicted that all the low-energy states of O3 have 

two electrons in the (2b])7u* orbital, which is bonding between the terminal O atoms but 

antibonding along the symmetric stretch coordinate [P4]. Therefore, it was concluded that DEA 

via the symmetric dissociation pathway was the most likely process for the 0  ions observed at 

low incident energies. Subsequent studies showed that vibrationally excited O2 ions are produced 

at the same incident energies [A7], strengthening the argument for the symmetric dissociation 

channel.

The dissociation pathway associated with the second resonance (feature II, figure 4.7.5) was 

clearly along the asymmetric coordinate, leading to ground state products with most of the 

available excess energy appearing as translational kinetic energy (figures 4.8.2a and b). The more 

exothermic process (to O as opposed to O2, equations 4.8.2a and j )  was found to be preferential 

(figure 4.7.4). The line of best fit through the 0  data points (figure 4.8.2a) had a gradient of 

-0.5, which suggested that -75%  of the excess energy appeared as kinetic energy. The missing 

25% was allocated to impulsive rotational excitation of the diatomic product, along with modest 

vibrational excitation, as expected for the bent triatomic parent molecule following the asymmetric 

dissociation process (section 4.8.2); the same conclusions were reached from analysis of the O2 

data (figure 4.8.2b). Subsequent studies suggested that the O3 intermediate in this region was a 

shape resonance of A, symmetry which was vibronically coupled to a nearby 62 shape resonance, 

providing distortion along the b2 coordinate [A2]; this slight asymmetry in the anionic potential 

surface would thus result in strongly asymmetric dissociation dynamics, supporting the arguments 

proposed from the work presented in this thesis.

For the third resonance (feature III, figure 4.7.5), an asymmetric dissociation to fast ground state 

products was observed to carry over from the previous resonance in the O2 /O3 data (figure 

4.8.2b); the energy of maximum cross-section was -7.5 eV (figure 4.7.4). Thermal 0 {  ions, 

having low kinetic energies, were also detected (figure 4.8.1); however, simple energy 

considerations showed that these ions could not have originated from primary DEA processes. To 

survive autodetachment and be collected these ions must have had an internal energy <0.44 eV; 

the only electronic states accessible to the accompanying O atoms were D and ’S, insufficiently 

high in energy to leave translationally cold O2 ions (table 4.8.1). Therefore, it was proposed that 

these ions were formed through ion/molecule reactions in the interaction region, although this
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could not be confirmed from observations of pressure effects (the ion/molecule reaction signals 

are expected to increase more rapidly with pressure than primary DEA processes).

Analysis of the O' data for the third resonance was complicated due to overlapping contributions 

from both O'/Os and O /O2 (figure 4.8.2a). However, the observed energy dependencies suggested 

a group of O' ions originating from O3 having kinetic energies close to those expected for O /O2 
but with an energy of maximum cross-section of 7.5 eV, a full electron-Volt above that for O /O2 

It was therefore proposed that these O' ions originated from O3, with the O2 by-product being 

electronically excited, either in the A^Su’ state (table 4.8.1) or another nearby state [M l4].

The other O' ions observed (figure 4.8.2a) were ascribed to three-body dissociation (equation 

4.8.2/). The lower energy ions were assumed to originate from dissociation through a wide 

asymptotic angle such that the central atom (in this case holding on to the incident electron to 

become the O' ion) gained little of the available excess energy; this process has been observed in 

photodissociation studies of neutral O3 [S9]. Those O' ions observed with kinetic energies 

between 1.0-1.5 eV were ascribed to three-body fragmentation from an angle close to 120°, such 

that there was a near equipartition of the available energy between the three nuclei. These three- 

body fragmentation pathways were supported by theoretical calculations which predicted a 

number of possible states in the region of the third resonance which are strongly antibonding 

between all three oxygen centres [T7]; each of these states had two electrons in the (2b])%* 

orbital. Consistent with these calculations, broad and structureless bands are observed in the 

optical and EEL spectra of O3 in this energy region (section 4.5), suggestive of dissociative states. 

Valence core-excited resonances, having two electrons in the (2b])%* orbital, were hence proposed 

as likely intermediates in the three-body DEA process of O3. This was later confirmed by studies 

using a higher resolution instrument [A2],

4.9 Summary

In this work, ozone has been studied using photoabsorption, near-threshold electron energy-loss, 

photoelectron, and dissociative electron attachment spectroscopy.

The photoabsorption studies provided accurate cross-section measurements over an extended 

energy range, giving new information on the valence and Rydberg states of ozone. Assignment of 

the Rydberg states, facilitated by the close match between their VUV band profiles and the 

appropriate photoelectron band envelopes, allowed an assignment of the observed photoelectron 

bands. This confirmed the suggested energy ordering of the ionic states as ^Ai<^B2<^A2, adding 

convincing evidence to an assignment which has historically been the subject of much controversy.
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The recorded data seemed to agree well with early computational predictions [T7], although a 

need for updated calculations with which to compare modem data was revealed.

Cross-sections for electron impact excitation of low-lying triplet states in ozone were observed to 

be high at near-threshold energies, which may be of importance in the terrestrial ionosphere. The 

EEL spectrum demonstrated the presence of multiple electronic states in the excitation spectmm 

of ozone, in agreement with theoretical calculations [T7] and the photoabsorption studies. The 

data presented here subsequently inspired similar studies of ozone using more sophisticated 

equipment [A2, A3, A6, A7].

Prior to the dissociative electron attachment work presented in this chapter, only one energy region 

in which anionic states of ozone decay dissociatively had been recognised. The work presented 

here identified two new resonance regions for the first time, and information pertaining to the 

energetics of the dissociative pathways was obtained. The findings of this work were 

subsequently confirmed by recent studies using the present results as a starting point of reference 

[A2]. These results may also be used in the future to improve the yield from commercial ozone 

generators, since DEA processes are likely to reduce the amount of ozone within the discharge 

used to synthesise it.

The work presented in this chapter has been the subject of various poster presentations at 

international conferences, and has also been published in internationally recognised journals: 

photoabsorption and near-threshold EEL [Ml, M l5], DEA [W3].
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Ch a pt e r  F ive  

Spe c t r o sc o py  o f  C hloreve D ioxtoe an d  

D ic h lo rine  M o n o x id e

"It is a capital mista^ to théorisé Before one has data. InsensiSfy one Begins to twist facts to 

suit theories, instead o f theories to suit facts... Tite difficulty is to detach theframewoT^of 

fact - o f absolute undeniable fact -from the embeCRshments o f theorists. ”

SherlochJlCoImes

5.1 Introduction

Research into the oxides of chlorine has intensified over the last twenty years because of their 

participation in reactions that lead to ozone depletion in the Earth’s atmosphere. 

Photodissociation of these compounds in the stratosphere is a source of free chlorine monoxide 

(CIO) radicals which are central to the catalytic ozone depletion process (equation 4.2.3, p. 94). 

In this work the electronic structures of two chlorine oxides, chlorine dioxide (OCIO) and 

dichlorine monoxide (CI2O), have been investigated using a combination of photoabsorption, 

photoelectron and electron impact spectroscopy.

In this chapter the role of chlorine oxides in stratospheric chemistry is discussed, and reactions 

leading to their formation in the atmosphere and the destruction of ozone are described. The 

results of the experiments performed in this work are then presented and discussed in detail. VUV 

photoabsorption spectra of both compounds were recorded using the DLMSAA, revealing 

Rydberg states which were assigned using information provided by photoelectron spectroscopy. 

The results of near-threshold electron energy-loss experiments on OCIO are then reported, 

providing an insight into its forbidden states. Temporary negative ion resonances were also 

studied using EELS, and DEA processes were investigated using the Heriot-Watt University
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spectrometers. For each type of investigation the results are fully discussed and compared, 

wherever possible, with previous studies found in the hterature.

5.2 The Role of Chlorine Oxides in the Earth’s Atmosphere

Oxides of chlorine are found in the stratosphere in quantities of a few parts per billion by volume

[G8], Although this is a minute fraction of the ozone concentration in this region (O3 is present in

parts per million by volume), their presence is of crucial importance because they catalyse ozone

destruction. Indeed, field observations have shown that decreases in ozone concentration in the

polar stratosphere display a temporal correlation with increases in levels of atmospheric chlorine

with the subsequent formation of chlorine oxides. In particular, chlorine dioxide (OCIO)

concentrations are greatly enhanced at sunrise when the ozone level decreases [W7]. OCIO may

be formed slowly via a sequence of reactions [G8]:

CI + O3 ^  CIO + O2
CIO + CIO ^  CI2O2
CI2O2 + AV Cl + OCIO (5.2.1)

Once formed, OCIO is slowly destroyed through collisions with other atmospheric molecules:
OCIO + M -> CI + O2 + M (5.2.2)

where M is some third body required to conserve both energy and momentum. However the

concentration of OCIO produced by these processes is small compared with the most significant

source of stratospheric OCIO [R8]:

CIO + BrO -> OCIO + Br (5.2.3)

OCIO is thus a quantitative tracer for stratospheric BrO and Br, two of the more destructive 

catalysts known for ozone depletion. Photolysis of OCIO gives mainly:

OCIO + /7V ^  CIO + O (5.2.4)

although a second, minor decomposition channel is also observed [D8]:

OCIO + Av ^  Cl + O2 (5.2.5)

These reactions are both important since the products (CIO and Cl) both contribute to O3 losses 

(section 4.2). In this sense, OCIO acts as a ten^orary night-time reservoir for active chlorine.

In contrast, dichlorine monoxide (CI2O) is not believed to be present in the stratosphere in large 

quantities; however, CI2O is the acid anhydride^ of hypochlorous acid (HOCl) which is an 

important chlorine reservoir species in the stratosphere. Therefore, the spectroscopy and

’ An acid anhydride is a non-metallic oxide which reacts with water to form an acid.
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photodissociation dynamics of CI2O are relevant to certain atmospheric processes. Also, CI2O is 

commonly used as a source in the laboratory synthesis of CIO which is strongly involved in ozone 

depletion, it is also reacted with dmitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) to synthesise chlorine nitrate 

(CIONO2) which IS one of the most important atmospheric chlorine reservoir species [G8]. The 

study of CI2O IS hence an important precursor to the study of these other compounds since it may 

be present as a contammant in the synthesised samples

5.3 Laboratory Preparations

Chlorme dioxide is a reactive gas at room temperature and pressure (RTF) which is explosive at 

high pressures and when condensed, so samples were prepared in situ and handled carefully. A 

simple synthesis method was used, involving the reaction of molecular chlorine gas with sodium 

chlorite crystals (NaC102):

CI2 + NaC102 -> 20C10 + NaCl (5 3 .1)

The NaC102 crystals were slightly moistened to enhance the reaction rate, and were packed into a 

glass U-tube together with small glass beads which provided a large surface area for the reaction 

to occur upon (figure 5.3.1). The production system was constructed largely from glass since 

OCIO dissociates less readily on glass surfaces than metal.

Baratron Pirani 
Gauge Gauge

Valve To Experiment

? U-Tube

f  NaCIOs & 
Glass BeadsTo

Pump Vent

Figure 5.3.1. Schematic diagram of the glass OCIO production apparatus.

The entire system was evacuated to -10'^ torr prior to OCIO production. After flowing CI2 at 

-150 torr through the U-tube, high concentrations (>80%) of OCIO were obtained from the glass 

production system, no purification processes were performed. The product gas, greenish-yellow
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in colour, was transported to the experimental apparatus through a PTFE tube, using this method 

there was no detectable Cb or H2O (from the moistened NaClOz) in the recorded spectra.

Dichlorine monoxide is gaseous at RTP and is also explosive at high pressures and when 

condensed, hence samples were prepared in situ and handled carefully. CI2O was synthesised by 

passing gaseous CI2 over dry red mercuric oxide, again packed into a U-tube with glass beads to 

provide a large reaction surface area (figure 5.3.2). Again, the system was evacuated prior to 

sample production to prevent contamination from the gases of the air, evacuation of the 

production system also enabled the CI2O to be handled at non-hazardous pressures.
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Figure 5.3.2. Schematic diagram of the glass CI2O production apparatus.

The gas leavmg the U-tube, after flowing over the mercuric oxide, was a mixture of CI2 and CI2O. 

This mixture was collected in a glass trap, i.e. an enclosed tube which was cooled to 77K in a 

liquid nitrogen bath, the gaseous mixture was hence frozen into crystals inside the trap After CI2 

had flowed from the bulb, over the HgO, and into the trap for several minutes, a sufficient amount 

of solid sample had collected in the bottom of the trap, this solid consisted of a mixture of 

crystalline CI2 and CI2O. The CI2 bulb was then isolated from the system and the trap allowed to 

slowly warm up to room temperature The evaporating gas was allowed to flow back over the 

HgO for several mmutes to produce more CI2O before the trap was again cooled to 77K, 

condensed CI2O appeared as dark red crystals mside the trap, whilst unreacted CI2 was observed 

as a pale yellow, almost white, solid. This warming and cooling process was repeated two or
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three times to obtain maximum CI2O yield, and the sample was finally frozen in the trap which 

was detached from the production system and attached to the experimental gas inlet system. A 

vacuum pump was then used to pump the trap whilst the fi-ozen sample was allowed to warm up 

very slowly, passing through the liquid phase, so that the unreacted CI2 could evaporate and be 

pumped away before the CI2O reached its boiling point. CI2O was observed as a cherry-red liquid 

in the bottom of the trap during this process, until brown wisps of CI2O vapour were observed to 

emanate from the sample when it reached its boiling point. The sample was then quickly isolated 

fi"om the vacuum pump, and assumed to be reasonably pure. Using this method CI2O 

concentrations as high as 90% were obtained, the remainder of the gas sample being CI2 . 

Therefore, the photoabsorption spectra showed features due to CI2 which were removed by a 

similar procedure to that used to isolate the spectrum of pure ozone fi’om an ozone/oxygen mixture 

in this work (chapter 4). To perform this operation a peak at 9.688 eV due to pure CI2 was used 

to normalise the intensities of the CI2O/CI2 and pure CI2 data, followed by subtraction of the CI2 

data to give the spectrum of pure CI2O. The error in the absolute photoabsorption cross-sections 

obtained using this method was estimated to be ±2 0 %.

5.4 Chlorine Dioxide

5.4.1 Molecular structure

Chlorine dioxide is a bent triatomic molecule belonging to the C2V point group. The ground state, 

X^Bi, has an equilibrium bond angle of 117.6° and bond length of 1.471 Â. For symmetry 

assignment the molecule was assumed to lie in the yz plane with the C2 axis colinear with the 

z-axis. The molecular orbital representation of the ground state is then:

la,: 2a,: lb;: 3a,: 5 ^ ,2  3b;: lb,: 2 b /  5 b /  l a /  8 a /  3b,'

Orbitals of symmetry a2 and bi are vr-type, and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is 

the antibonding (3 bi)7c*. Also, in the C2V point group transitions between aiO a2 and bi<->b2 are 

strongly forbidden.

Below the ionisation threshold, the singly occupied HOMO of OCIO results in a number of low 

lying valence excited states due to electron promotion fi"om lower molecular orbitals into the 

HOMO: (3 bi)7c*. At higher excitation energies, Rydberg states are excited into orbitals with 

principal quantum number, n>4 for s and p states and n>3 for d states. The lowest ionisation
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potential (IPO is -10.3 eV (adiabatic [F5]) corresponding to removal of the electron from the 

HOMO, l e (3br’)’A,

5.4.2 VUVph otoabsorption spectroscopy

The VUV photoabsorption spectrum recorded for OCIO using the DLMSAA with the variable 

temperature gas cell, and also the glass gas cell on a separate occasion, is shown in figure 5.4.1; 

the data presented in this work were recorded at room temperature.

0.10

0.05 -
3 0  -

0.00
20 -

10 -

Photon energy (eV)

Figure 5.4.1. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of OCIO (inset: low absorbancy region).

To check that residual Ch was not present in the sample after passing through the U-tube, the data 

obtained for the OCIO sample were compared to those obtamed using pure chlorine under the 

same experimental conditions (figure 5.4.2). The strong peaks in the pure Ch spectrum at 

9.23 eV and 9.31 eV were not observed in the OCIO data, thus demonstrating the absence of 

residual chlorine m the gas samples prepared in this work..
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Figure 5.4.2. Comparison of the CI2 and OCIO spectra.

In the absorption spectrum of OCIO, three valence excited states due to single electron promotion 

into the smgly occupied 3b, orbital are expected to lie at low excitation energies [P5], Of these, 

the (la2^3b,)^A2 (labelled the state) is observed as an intense, structured band around

3.5 eV, A second state (8a,^3b,)^A, is expected to have a low oscillator strength and is believed 

to be masked by the Â A% band in the absorption spectrum The third state (5bz^3b,)^B2 is 

optically forbidden.

The absorption spectrum of OCIO below ~5 eV is well known, consistmg of the well structured 

A^A2<-X^B, band which is the feature used to identify and monitor OCIO m the atmosphere. 

Many studies of this band have been performed to elucidate its structure and derive the vibrational 

constants [e.g. B14, C13-16, D9, F6, R9, RIO], although few mvestigations have measured 

absolute photoabsorption cross-sections for the whole band [HI 1, W9]; all previous studies have 

been optical except [D9] which used EELS in pseudo-optical conditions. The A^A2 band recorded 

m this work is shown m figure 5.4.3. In agreement with previous studies, four different 

vibrational progressions could be identified in the present data (table 5.4.1).
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Figure 5.4.3. The absorption band of OCIO.

Vibrational modes Symbol Range

Symmetric stretch Vp.O.O 0 < p < 29

Sy mmetric stretch + 1 bend Vp.1.0 ( ) < p <  15

Symmetric stretch +2 asymmetric stretch VpA2 2 < p <  13

Symmetric stretch + 1 bend + 2 asymmetric stretch Vp.1,2 0 < p <  10

Table 5.4.1. Vibrational progressions observed in the Â A% band of OCIO.

There was also evidence of a fifth progression in shoulders on the low energy side of the Vp,o.o 

peaks, but the structures could not be positioned with sufficient accuracy to allow assignment, hot 

bands were also apparent at energies below the Vo,o,o peak [Cl4], Furthermore, some of the 

vibrational peaks were observed to split into doublets due to the isotope effect (the natural isotopic 

abundance of chlorme is ^̂ Ck̂ ^Cl = 3:1); the different molecular masses lead to slightly different 

vibrational constants. In this work the energy of each peak was taken to be the position of 

maximum mtensity for those observed as a single peak, or the central minimum for those peaks 

split into doublets. Discrepancies between the energies reported from different studies were 

ascribed to different experimental resolutions, and/or wavelength sampling steps used with the 

experimental apparatus (tables 5.4.2a-d).
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Band
Assignment

Ui 02 O3

This work 
(1D.002 eV)

[C141
(eV)

[H ill
(eV)

[R9] 
(0""C10, eV)

[W9]
(296K,eV)

0 0 0 2.609 2.606 — 2.606 2.602
1 0 0 2.696 2.694 — 2.694 2.689
2 0 0 2.782 2.781 2.779 2.780 2.778
3 0 0 2.866 2.867 2.865 2.867 2.865
4 0 0 2.950 2.952 2.950 2.952 2.948
5 0 0 3.033 3.037 3.034 3.036 3.033
6 0 0 3.115 3.120 3.118 3.120 3.117
7 0 0 3.199 3.204 3.201 3.203 3.201
8 0 0 3.280 3.286 3.283 3.286 3.285
9 0 0 3.361 3.368 3.366 3.367 3.367
10 0 0 3.442 3.450 3.446 3.449 3.447
11 0 0 3.526 3.530 3.526 3.529 3.530
12 0 0 3.602 3.610 3.607 3.609 3.610
13 0 0 3.680 3.689 3.683 3.687 3.690
14 0 0 3.758 3.767 3.761 — 3.766
15 0 0 3.835 — 3.838 — 3.842
16 0 0 3.911 — 3.913 — 3.909
17 0 0 3.985 — 3.982 — 3.980
18 0 0 4.053 — 4.053 — 4.052
19 0 0 4.122 — 4.121 — 4.121
20 0 0 4.191 — 4.189 — 4.183
21 0 0 4.254 — 4.250 — 4.250
22 0 0 4.316 — 4.313 — 4.308
23 0 0 4.374 — 4.368 — 4.374
24 0 0 4.434 — 4.431 — 4.434
25 0 0 4.494 — 4.492 — 4.497
26 0 0 4.554 — 4.556 — 4.543
27 0 0 4.607 — 4.618 — —

28 0 0 4.667 — — — —

29 0 0 4.720 — — — —

Table 5.4.2a. Energy positions of the Vp,o,o vibrational peaks of the band.

Band
Assignment

Oi U2 O3

This work 
(±0.002 eV)

[C14]
(eV)

[H ll]
(eV)

[R9] 
(0"*C10, eV)

0 1 2 2.750 — — 2.751
1 1 2 2.835 2.836 — 2.836
2 1 2 2.919 2.921 — 2.920
3 1 2 3.002 3.004 — 3.004
4 1 2 3.083 3.087 3.085 3.087
5 1 2 3.166 — 3.169 3.166
6 1 2 3.248 — 3.249 3.252
7 1 2 3.328 — 3.332 3.334
8 1 2 3.409 — 3.412 3.415
9 1 2 3.491 — — 3.493
10 1 2 3.572 — — 3.574

Table 5.4.2b. Energy positions of the Vp,i  ̂vibrational peaks of the Â A% band.
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Band
Assignment

Oi 02 O3

This work 
(±0.002 eV)

[C141
(eV)

[Hll]
(eV)

[R9] 
(O^^CIO, eV)

0 0 2 — — — 2.716
1 0 2 — 2.802 — 2.802
2 0 2 2.882 2.887 — 2.887
3 0 2 2.968 2.971 2.969 2.971
4 0 2 3.051 3.055 3.053 3.054
5 0 2 3.133 3.138 3.135 3.138
6 0 2 3.216 3.221 3.218 3.220
7 0 2 3.297 3.303 3.299 3.302
8 0 2 3.378 3.384 3.380 3.383
9 0 2 3.458 3.465 3.461 3.464
10 0 2 3.537 3.545 3.541 3.543
11 0 2 3.618 3.624 3.621 3.623
12 0 2 3.695 3.701 — —

13 0 2 3.772 3.777 — —

Table 5.4.2c. Energy positions of the Vp,ô  vibrational peaks of the band.

Band
Assignment

Oi U2 O3

This work 
(±0.002 eV)

[C14]
(eV)

[H ill
(eV)

[R9] 
(O^^CIO, eV)

0 1 0 2.642 2.642 — 2.642
1 1 0 2.729 2.729 — 2.729
2 1 0 2.814 2.816 — 2.815
3 1 0 2.898 2.901 2.900 2.901
4 1 0 2.983 2.986 2.983 2.986
5 1 0 3.066 3.070 3.067 3.069
6 1 0 3.149 3.153 3.151 3.153
7 1 0 3.231 3.236 3.234 3.236
8 1 0 3.312 3.318 3.316 3.317
9 1 0 3.393 3.399 3.397 3.399
10 1 0 3.473 3.480 3.477 3.479
11 1 0 3.554 3.560 3.558 3.559
12 1 0 3.632 3.639 3.636 3.638
13 1 0 3.714 3.718 — —
14 1 0 3.785 3.795 — —
15 1 0 3.858 — — —

Table S.4.2d. E n ei^  positions of the Vp,i,o vibrational peaks of the A^Aj band.

The vibronic peak energies of the band were then analysed using the second order e?q)ression 

for vibronic transition energies:

^observed - E g + A
V z=l i=\ y>:

[J ] (5.4.1)



where: CO °  -  CO, +  ^ X , ;
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[s'] (5.4.2)

and: v,= co® + X/i [s '] (5.4.3)

where h is Planck’s constant, v, are the observed fundamental frequencies and Eo is the energy 

required to excite the zero point energy of the Â A% band from the ground state (see section 1.3.2, 

pp. 24-25). Also, Oi and Ui are the vibrational quantum numbers for the symmetric stretch and 

bending modes respectively, whilst ug is that of the asymmetric stretch.

Since all of the observed progressions were in the symmetric stretch mode (ui, tables 5.4.1 and 

5.4.2a-d), plots of the energy differences between the progressions (e.g. E(Vpj,o) - E(Vp,o.o)) as 

functions of Ui (or p) gave information on the vibrational parameters of the excited state; plots of 

the individual peak energies as functions of Ui (p) for each progression also gave information on 

the vibrational parameters. The peak energies and energy chfferences plotted against ui (e.g. 

E(Vp,i,o) - E(Vp,o.o)) and the functions used to perform least-squares fitting analyses on the data 

(derived using equations 5.4.1 and 5 .4.2) are shown in table 5.4.3, and examples of such plots are 

given in figure 5 .4.4. The results of these curve-fits, following the method described by [C14], 

yielded values for the parameters shown in parentheses in the second column of table 5.4.3.

Series data plotted against u i Fitting function

/ =  E(Vp̂ o,o) / =  (%ii)ui^ + (%i)oi + (Eo)
./.=.E(y.R.Q,2)................................ / =  (Xll)^l^ + +  (Eo+2X3+4%33)
.f=.E(Yp.i,o)...............................
/ =  E(Vp.,.2)

...................................
/ =  (y .n )u / + (Xi+Xi 2+ 2 x 1 3 )0 1  + (Eo+X2+2X3+X22+4X33+2X23)

/ =  E(Vp̂ i 2) - E(Vp̂ î o) - E(Vp̂ o,2) /= (- îC ii)o iH (-X i)o i  + (-Ep+2x23) .............................
f -  E(Vp̂ î o) - E(Vp̂ o,o)
f ~  E(Vp̂ o,2) - E(Vp̂ o o)

...............................................................
/=..(%13).Y.!.±.Q%3±4%33)..........................................................

/ =  E(Vp̂ î 2) - E(Vp̂ î o) / =  (2^13 )0 1  +  (2%3+4%33+2%23)
f z  E(Vr1,2) - E(Vp,o,2) ./.=..(%!.2)Y.l..t.(%2±X22+2%23)......................................................
./r..E(ypj.,2)jj(vp^o,p)................. .±.X2mt% i2)oi±(% g+2% ^ .............................
f -  E(Vp_i 0) - E(Vp,o,2) / =  (Xl 2-2 X13 )01  + (X2-2X3+X22-4X33)
f -  E(Vp+]̂ o,o) - E(Vp̂ ô o) ./.::..G%ii).Yi±.(%L±%ii).............................................................
f ~  E(Vpfi î^o) - E(Vp̂ î o) ./.= .(?.X.l.i.)l?l.^.(Xi±XLi.tIl.^......................................................
f =  E(Vpf 1 0̂,2) - E(Vp̂ o,2)
/ =  E(Vp+i,i,2) - E(Vp i 2)

....................................................
./■= (2Xii)oi +  (Xi+Xii+Xi2+2Xi3)

Table 5.4.3. Data and functions used to derive vibrational parameters of the A^Aj state.
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Figure 5.4.4. Examples of plots used to derive vibrational parameters of the state.

In this work the cubic anharmonicity terms neglected by the second order vibronic model 

(equations 5.4.1-3) were assumed to become significant above u=15, hence the peak energies for 

higher U] were not used to obtain the second order vibrational parameters. Performing least- 

squares-fitting analyses using these data and the analytical formulae shown in table 5.4.3, thus 

yielded the vibrational parameters of the state of OCIO (table 5.4.4).

Vibrational
Constant

This work 
[cni'l 
|cV|

[C14]
[cm'l

[Hill
[cm'l
IcVI

fR9]
[cm'l
IcVI

Eo 21046 + 9 
2.610 ±0.002

— 20962
2.599

21017.2
2.606

698 + 1 703.0 ±0.2 735 ± 10 705.9

Xn -2.63 + 0.08 -2.44 ±0.02 -4.9 ±0.3 -2.76
Vi=®°i+Xn 695 ± 1 701.6 ±0.2 730 ± 10 703.1

— 291.0 ±0.4 — 284.2
X22 — -1.4±0.2 — —

V2=Û-)°2+X22 265 + 3 289.6 ±0.3 291 ±6 —

2m°3 — — — 821.6
X33 — — — 13.15

2co°3 + 4X33 836 + 4 — 866 ± 5 874.2
Xl2 -3.0 ±0.4 -4.36 ±0.01 -3.9 ±0.7 -3.55
Xl3 -4.6 ±0.2 — -5.0 ±0.4 -5.47
X23 — — — -2.22

Table 5.4.4. Vibrational parameters of the Â A% state of OCIO.
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The vibrational parameters obtained were in agreement with literature values, although those 

obtained for Vi, v% and 2(o%+4%33 were a little low; this was ascribed to the poorer resolution of 

the DLMSAA compared to the instruments used by other workers. However, the values obtained 

for the anharmonicity constants were in good agreement with the hterature values, and confirmed 

that the values of Xii reported by [HI 1] and Xn by [Cl4] were too high.

Absolute cross-sections of the Â A% band were obtained by recording the amount of absorbance 

(i.e. I/Io in the Beer-Lambert law: equation 1.4.1, p. 33) at different sample pressures and 

extrapolating to zero pressure, since the cross-sections are known to be sensitive to pressure. The 

cross-sections were obtamed from the gradient of the plot:

l n ( ^ ] Æ p  (5,4.4)

where x (cell length), kg (Boltzmann’s constant) and T (temperature) were known, whilst lo/I and 

p were varied. This gave a cross-section of 9.97 Mb (±10%) at 3.445 eV (the summit of the Vio.o.o 

peak), compared to literature values of 12.21 Mb [H ll] and 12.03 Mb [W9]. Thus the cross- 

sections obtained in the present work were a factor of —1.21 too low (the value of [W9] was 

accepted as standard); this implied that the OCIO samples used were not 100% pure, leading to 

low absorption cross-sections. However, no spectral features due to CI2, H2O, O2 or any other 

contaminant gas were apparent in the OCIO data, hence the nature of the impurity could not be 

determined. Indeed, the synthesis method employed to make the OCIO has been reported to 

produce samples with unidentifiable impurities by other workers [WIO]. Therefore, the cross- 

sections obtained in the present work were normalised with the value reported at 3.445 eV by 

[W9]. Furthermore, the EEL data recorded by [D9] were normalised with the present data at

7.4 eV to provide comparative data for the optical absorption spectrum (figures 5.4.5a and b). 

The EEL data could not be normalised within the A^A2 band due to inherent differences in 

resolution between the two techniques; also, the signal-to-noise ratio of the EEL data in the low 

absorbancy region was too low to compare meaningfully with the optical data. The oscillator 

strengths obtained from the two sets of data were in agreement, within stated error limits, both 

with each other and with the few values reported in the literature (table 5 .4.5).
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This work (optical) 
Renormalised 
EEL data [D9]

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Excitation energy (eV)

4.5 5.0

Figure 5.4.5a. Comparison of optical and EEL data (after [D9]> for OCIO, 2.5-5.0 eV.

O
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Figure 5.4.5b. Comparison of optical and EEL data (after [D9]) for OCIO, 6.5-11.0 eV.

Energy range 
(eV)

This work
±10%

[D9]*
±20%

[B15]
±15%

[F6]
±15%

2.73-^3.17 0.004 0 .007 — 0.005

2 .6 - ^ 4 .4 0.036 0.050 — —

4.4 6.73 0.001 0.003 — —

6.73 ->  7.08 0.003 0.004 0.003 —

7 .0 8 - > 7 .5 5 0.012 0.012 — —

7.55 ^  8.32 0.056 0.058 0 .044 —

8.32 ^  8.86 0.044 0.051 — —

8.86 9.20 0.057 0.061 — —

9.20 ^  9.43 0.058 0.054 — —

9.43->9.61 0.044 0.036 — —

9.61 ->9.87 0.051 0.044 — —

9.87-> 10.14 0.036 0.033 — —
* renormalised values, see text.

Table 5.4.5. Oscillator strengths across the absorption spectrum of OCIO.
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In previous investigations it was reported that the cross-section between the last observable 

structure of the band and the structures commencing at ~6.8 eV did not reach zero [D9, 

HI 1], The minimum cross-section recorded in this work was also non-zero (inset, figure 5.4.1), 

although the value recorded (3><10'̂  Mb at 5 .35 eV) was subject to an error of 100% due to the 

low absorbance (i.e. I/Io«l). This region was e?q)lored further using electron impact spectroscopy 

since the absorbance was suspected to be due to forbidden states (see section 5.4.4).

At higher excitation energies (>6.5 eV), structured bands ascribed to the excitation of Rydberg 

states were observed, superimposed on a continuous background due to valence state excitation. 

Of the possible excited valence states contributing to this continuum, some were expected to result 

from promotion of an electron from orbitals below the HOMO-4 (i.e. below 2bi, see configuration 

on p. 124) into the singly occupied HOMO (3bi). From ionisation energies [F5] the lowest of 

these was expected to lie ~5 eV (the difference between the 8a% and 4bz ionisation energies) above 

the Â A% state, i.e. at ~8.5 eV. Other possible valence excited states would result from electron 

excitation from one of the occupied orbitals into an unoccupied antibonding g* orbital; in this 

case, doublet and quartet states would be expected if the originating orbital were not the 3bi. 

Energy positions of these states have been estimated by calculations which predicted that 

excitations of such states would commence at ~6 .8 eV [P5]. However, no calculations relating to 

excitation from the singly occupied 3bi state into valence states have been made prior to this 

work. Therefore, it was not possible to identify or assign the valence excited states observed in 

the present data.

In contrast, the vibrational structures of the Rydberg states enabled them to be more easily 

identified (as is usually the case for any molecule). For OCIO, the principal quantum numbers of 

the Rydberg states were defined with respect to the Cl atom, hence n was taken to be >4 for s and 

p series, and >3 for d series. The PE data used to locate the Rydberg states in the absorption 

spectrum were recorded using the University of Liège spectrometer, and are presented in section 

5.4.3. The high energy absorption bands of OCIO were labelled C-F in accord with the 

nomenclature employed in previous studies [B15, H ll]  (figures 5.4.6 and 5.4.7).
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Band C, the lowest Rydberg state (3bl^4s)^Ai, was observed at -6.8 eV, energy positions of the 

vibronic peaks were in good agreement with previous studies (table 5.4.6). The quantum defect 

determined from the present data, 5=2.05, was also in accord with previous values. As observed 

for the first ionisation band (SbfYA; in the PE data, the dominant vibrational mode was Ui 

(symmetric stretch) accompanied by 0% (bend)’. However, since the energy spacing of u, was 

almost double that of 0% the vibrational progressions could not be unambiguously determined; 

possible candidates are shown in table 5.4.6.

20  -

15 -

10 -

6.5 7.0 7.5

Photon energy  (eV)

8.0 8.5

Figure 5.4.6. The C, D and E absorption bands of OCIO.

Vibrational
assignment

Peak excitation energies (eV)
This work 

(±0.002 eV)
[B15] [F5] [H ill

origin 6.772 6.776 6.780 6.770
6.827 — — —

Ü] or 2ü2 6,894 6.903 6.905 6892
O1+U2 or 31)2 6.945 — — —

2ui or 4u2 7,013 — 7.035 7,012

Table 5.4.6. Peak energies of the C band, (3bi->4s)^Ai.

’ ui ; ~ 1 17 meV in the neutral ground state [M16], -126 meV in the singly ionised ground state [C17]. 

U2: -56  meV in the neutral ground state [M16], -64  meV in the singly ionised ground state 1C17].
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Band D was observed with an origin at ~7.6 eV, and band E at -7.9 eV in agreement with [HI 1] 

(figure 5.4.6). The D band has been ascribed to a 3bi->4p Rydberg state with quantum defect, 

5=1.76, in which vibrational activity was in Ui and 1)% as observed for the first ionisation (IPi) 

[F5]; the data recorded in this work were in agreement with this assignment (table 5.4.7). Of the 

three bi-^p transitions only two are optically allowed (i.e. (3bi->4px)^Bi and (3bi->4pJ^Ai) with 

the pz state probably being the lowest in energy [R ll]; the (3bi->4py)^B2 state is forbidden by 

symmetry. Therefore, the D band was tentatively assigned as the (3bi^4pz)^Ai state.

Vibrational
assignment

Peak excitation energies (eV)
This work 

(±0.002 eV)
[BIS] [F5] [Hll]

origin 7.619 7.586 7.618 7.620
02 7.685 7.648 7.681 7.681

O] or 2o2 I I M 7.714 7.746 7.743
01+02 or 3o2 7.816 7.782 7.812 7.817
2o] or 4o2 7.883 7.853 7.874 7.881

201+O2 or 5o2 7.956 — — 7.950
3o] or 602 8.012 7.981 — 8.013

Table 5.4.7. Peak energies of the D band, 3bi->4p.

The peak observed at 7.91 eV was the origin of band E; problems with the assignment of this 

band and its associated vibronic structure have been recognised ever since its first observation 

[HI2]. Without the benefit of PES data, the band was originally assigned as an excitation from 

the HOMO-1 (8ai) with a vibrational progression in the bending mode, Uz [HI2]; this assignment 

was also given serious consideration by [HI 1]. However, both the term value of this state and the 

vibrational structure of the (Sai'Y’̂ Bi ionisation bands in the PE spectrum (showing clear 

progressions in Oi) later conspired against this assignment. Therefore, the present data confirmed 

the assumption of [F5] that if the E band is a Rydberg state, it must relate to IPi Assignment of 

another 3b i^4p  Rydberg state followed from the quantum defect, 5=1.63 (table 5.4.8).
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Vibrational
assignment

Peak excitation energies (eV)
This work 

(±0.002 eV)
[B15] [F5] [H ll]

origin 7.910 7.876 7.907 7.908
Uz 7.973 7.939 7.969 7.972

Ü1 or  2oz 8.034 8.000 8.030 8.033
Di+Uz or 3oz 8.097 8.062 8.093 8.096

2ui or  4uz 8.154 8.123 8.154 8.155
2oi+Uz or 5uz 8.218 8.183 8.217 8.214

3u] or  6uz 8.278 8.243 8.277 8.273
3o]+Uz or 7 v>2 8.341 8.307 8.339 —

4ui or 8ü2 8.399 — — —

Table 5.4.8. Peak en ei^ es of the E band, 3bi->4p’.

The vibrational spacing of the E band (~62 meV) was close to that expected for ü2, and the 

variation in band intensities led to the conclusion that both Ui and Uz were active. However, the 

intensity profile of the Uz progression was much enhanced over those of IPi and the other Rydberg 

states observed converging upon I?i. It followed that if the E band corresponded to a single 

excited state then the dominant vibrational activity was in the bending mode (uz), hence a 

significant change in the bond angle had been made which was not apparent in the other related 

Rydberg states nor the cationic core. This was ascribed to a valence state in this region mixing 

with the Rydberg state, thus distorting the band envelope. A valence state predicted to be near

8.5 eV involved promotion from the essentially non-bonding 4bz orbital into the 3bi orbital which 

is antibonding along the 0-Cl coordinate and bonding between the two O atoms. Excitation of 

this valence state could then have led to a much reduced bond angle, consistent with the observed 

profile of the E band.

The F band was observed above 8.5 eV in accord with previous investigations [B15, F5, H ll] , 

consisting of transitions to several excited states (figure 5.4.7). The assignment of the bands 

associated with the F system has long been the subject of debate, the most extensive treatment 

having been performed by [F5]. The present results agreed with the conclusions of [F5] for some 

of the observed transitions, but notably disagreed for others.
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8̂ 1 ̂ 4p ^  _).4p-
I—I—I I—I 

8ai|->4|P I 8a.,^4p'
8a^4p"

8 a .-^ 4s
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3b .—>5s 3b. 3 b .^ 4 d ' 5b2->4s
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Figure 5.4.7. The F band absorption system of OCIO.

The F band system was observed to have its first origin at 8.584 eV, in agreement with [F5] this 

band was ascribed to the excitation of a 3bi^3d Rydberg state with 5=0.21. An origm observed 

at 8.798 eV was ascribed to the (3bi->5s)^Ai state (5=2.03), also in agreement with [F5]. 

However, [F5] ascribed the band origm observed at 8.920 eV to a 3bi^5p transition (5=1.90); 

this assignment required a large increase in 5 over that of the n=4 member at 7 .619 eV (5=1.76), 

violating accepted convention (5, if anything, tends to decrease with increasing n in a series). 

Therefore, in this work the band was reassigned as the excitation of another 3bi^3d state in the 

present work, havmg a quantum defect 5= -0.10, and the transition observed at 9.082 eV ascribed 

to the 3bi->5p excitation (5=1.71) in accordance with accepted convention. Assignments for all 

the other observed bands were made in the same manner, and are collected m table 5 .4.9 where 

they are compared with the assignments of [F5] Differences between the present work and [F5] 

arose, in part, from difficulties of identifying band origins m the congested, structured band 

systems. In the present work, careful consideration of the quantum defects (which tend to 

decrease with increasing n in a series) and band intensities (which decrease as n'  ̂within a series) 

was made, and all the relatively intense peaks m the observed spectrum were assigned.
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Proposed state 
(ui=0 in all cases)

Energy of origin 
(eV)

Quantum defect, 5 Previous assignment 
[F5]

* Linked to IPj a t 10.336 eV, (3bf^ /A i:
3bi->4s, 5s 6.772, 8.798 2.05, 2.03 3bi-^4s, 5s
3bi-^4p, 5p, 6p 7.619, 9.082, 9.606 1.76, 1.71, 1.68 3bi^4p, 5p’, 6p’
3bi->4p’ 7.910 1.63 3b, ̂ 4 p ’
3bi—>3d 8.584 0.21 3bi->4d
3bi->3d’, 4d’ 8.920, 9.531 -0.10, -0.11 3b,-^5p, 6p

* Linked to IP2 a t 12.390 eV,
8ai->4s 9.162 1.95 8a, —̂4s
8ai->4p 9.646 1.77 3bi-^6p (ui=l)
8ai—̂4p’ 9.913 1.66 8a, —>4p
8ai^4p” 9.986 1.62 peak not reported

* Linked to IP3 a t 12.436 eV,
8ai->4s 9.209 1.94 8a, —>4s (u,—1)
8ai->4p 9.696 1.77 peak not reported
8ai->4p’ 9.958 1.65 8a,—>4p’
8ai->4p” 10.034 1.62 8a,-^4p (o,=2)

* Linked to IP4 a t 12.864 eV, ( lü 2'^fB2:
la2->4p 10.374 1.66 peak not reported

* Linked to IP5 a t 13.316 eV, (5 b2'^fA2:
5bz^4s 9.930 2.00 peak not reported

* Linked to IPg a t 13.498 eV, (̂ 562 ^ ^ 2'
5b%—̂4s 10.083 2.00 8a,->4p (u,=2)

* Ionisation energies recorded in this work, section 5.4.3.

Table 5.4.9. Summary of Rydberg states assigned in the absorption spectrum of OCIO.

The discrepancies between the present work and previous assignments revealed a lack of 

theoretical guidance on the energies and nature of the excited states expected in the region above 

6 eV. In particular, comprehensive theoretical predictions of the positions and intensities of the 

valence states of OCIO are urgently required. Further e?q)erimental studies with higher resolution 

would also perhaps assist in a complete analysis of the E and F bands.

5,4.3 Photoelectron spectroscopy

Photoelectron spectra of OCIO for binding energies in the ranges 10.0-11.2 eV and 12.2-13.7 eV, 

were recorded using the University of Liège PE spectrometer and are shown in figures 5.4.8 and 

5.4.9 respectively. Whilst recording spectra for the chlorine oxides, a small air leak in the 

vacuum system prevented the collection of data above 13.7 eV since structures due to Nz and 0% 

from the air masked those of the test gas; the leak was later traced (after the production apparatus 

had been returned to UCL) to a cracked bellows inside a needle valve in the gas inlet line. 

However, although the presence of the air leak made the identification of any impurities in the
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OCIO sample practically impossible, the peaks due to and 0% allowed the binding energy axis 

of the recorded data to be accurately calibrated.
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Figure 5.4.8. Photoelectron spectrum of OCIO for binding energies 10.0-11.2 eV.
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Figure 5.4.9. Photoelectron spectrum of OCIO for binding energies 12.1-13.7 eV.

The ground state of the molecular ion, corresponding to removal of the 3bi electron (i.e. 

(3br’)’Ai), was observed between 10.0-11.2 eV (figure 5.4.8). The vibrational envelope of this
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band agreed with those of previous observations [Cl 7, F5], consisting of progressions in both pui 

and ^Oi+u2). The spacings of Ui and 0% in the cationic ground state were observed to be 

—126 meV and —61 meV respectively, also in accord with previous measurements [C l7, F5] 

(these vibrational energies were larger than those of the neutral ground state, reflecting the 

antibonding nature of the 3bi orbital). The binding energies of the vibronic peaks recorded in this 

work were in reasonable agreement with those reported in the literature (table 5.4.10). Since the 

energy scales of the PES data recorded in this work were accurately calibrated using well known 

positions of the and O2 peaks, it followed that the positions of the observed OCIO^ peaks 

were reliable (the previous data were calibrated using just two ionisation peaks of noble gases). 

Therefore, the ionisation energies obtained in the present work were used to determine quantum 

defects for the Rydberg states observed in the absorption spectrum (table 5.4.9) rather than those 

reported in the literature.

Peak 
assignment: 
(3bi‘) ‘A,

Observed binding energy (eV)
This work 

(±0.003 eV)
[F5] 

(±0.005 eV)
[C17] 

(±0.1 eV)
[CIS] 

(±0.02 eV)
D]=0 ; 1)2=0 10.336 10.350 10.35 10.36

1)1=0 ; 1)2=1 10.402 10.415 10.45 —

ui=l ; 1)2=0 10.466 10.475 10.5 10.48

Oi=l ; U2=l 10.526 10.540 10.55 —

Ui=2 ; Ü2=0 10.591 10.595 10.65 10.60

Oi=2 ; 1)2=1 10.648 10.660 10.7 —

Oi=3 ; 02=0 10,711 10.710 10.75 10.72

0]=3 ; 02=1 10.773 10.765 10.8 —

Oi=4 ; 02=0 10.837 10.825 10.9 10.85

Table 5.4.10. Binding energies of vibronic peaks in the ground state of OCIO .

The second band, observed at binding energies between 12.3-13.7 eV (figure 5.4.9), is known to 

have contributions from five distinct ionic states [F5]. On the low energy side of the band at least 

five pairs of peaks of equal intensity were observed; the spacing between the peaks in each pair 

was -44  meV and the first peaks of each pair were separated by -98 meV implying the presence 

of two progressions in Ui. Since the two progressions had similar intensities and structures they
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were assigned as a singlet-triplet pair of ionic states, and were identified as the two components of 

the (8ar')^’*Bi ionic state ([F5], table 5.4.11). Another state was observed to commence at 

12.864 eV with a progression in the bending mode (ü2, ~58 meV), corresponding to the (laz'^Bz 

ionic state [F5]; the singlet component of this state lies above 15 eV [F5] and was not observed in 

this work. On the high energy shoulder of the second band the (5b2 *)̂ A2 and (5b2' )̂^À2 states 

were observed to commence at 13.316 eV and 13.498 eV respectively, each with a progression in 

Ui (-90 meV). As for the first ionic state, the binding energies of all the peaks observed in the 

second band were slightly lower than those reported in the literature (table 5.4.11). However, 

since the energy scale of the present work was accurately calibrated using the well known 

positions of the N 2̂  and O2 peaks, some of which were close in energy to the second band of 

OCIO (figure 5 .4.9), the binding energies determined by this work were considered to be reliable 

(table 5.4.11).

Peak Observed binding energy (eV)

assignment This work 
(±0.003 eV)

[F5] 
(±0.005 eV)

IC17] 
(±t).l eV)

(8ar')^Bi, ui = 0 12.390 12.400 12.3
Ui = 1 12.490 12.495 12.45
ui =2 12.588 12.590 12.55
Oi = 3 12.686 12.690 12.65
Ü1 =4 12.780 12.785 12.75
ui = 5 12.864 12.880 12.85

(8ai'*)'Bi, ui = 0 12.436 12.445 12.4
Ui = 1 12.534 12.540 12.5
ui = 2 12.632 12.635 12.6
ui = 3 12.730 12.730 12.7
Ü1 =4 12.828 12.825 12.8
ui = 5 12.918 12.915 12.9

(la2'^)^2, U2 = 0 12.864 12.870 12.9
Ü2 = 1 12.918 12.930 12.95
Ü2 = 2 12.984 12.990 13.0
Ü2 = 3 13.040 13.050 13.05
Ü2 = 4 13.098 13.105 13.1
Ü2 = 5 13.152 13.165 13.15
Ü2 = 6 13.212 13.225 13.25
02 = 7 13.264 13.280 13.30

(5b2‘')̂ A2, oi = 0 13.316 13.330 —

Ü1 = 1 13.418 13.430 —

ui = 2 13.498 13.530 —

(5b2'*)'A2, ui = 0 13.498 13.500 —

Ü1 = 1 13.584 13.590 —

ui =2 13.678 13.680 —

Table 5.4.11. Binding energies of the first four excited states of 0 C 1 0 \
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5.4.4 Near-threshold electron energy-loss spectroscopy

Near-threshold electron energy-loss spectra were recorded for OCIO using the Heriot-Watt 

University TE spectrometer with a variety of trapping well depths. Figure 5 .4.10 shows the total 

negative ion signal, obtained using a well depth of zero.

20

O)

Energy (eV)

Figure 5.4.10. TE spectrum of OCIO with zero well depth, showing negative ions.

Cross-section maxima were apparent at -0  eV, 0.7 eV, 4.3 eV, 6 eV and 8 eV. These negative 

ion resonances were further explored using DBA spectroscopy (see section 5.4.5). The negative 

ion spectrum was also subtracted from the TE data recorded at higher well depths to obtam 

spectra free from negative ion contributions for OCIO.

Near-threshold EEL spectra recorded for well depths of 0.3 V and 0.5 V (i.e. residual electron 

energy, Er<0.3 eV and 0.5 eV respectively) are shown in figure 5.4.11, the signals from negative 

ion contributions were removed in both cases.
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Figure 5.4.11. TE spectra of OCIO, £^<0.3 eV and 0.5 eV, with ion signais removed.

The peaks observed at -0.5 eV and -1.0 eV m these data (figure 5.4.11) were ascribed to 

vibrational excitation of the ground state via the negative ion resonance observed at -1 eV (figure 

5 .4.10). Such resonance enhanced excitation competes with the dissociative electron attachment 

channel, i.e.:

e t AB > [AB]- -> AB* + e (5.4.5)

or ^  A + B'

The EEL signal was also enhanced around 4.3 eV (figure 5.4.11), again in a region observed to 

produce negative ions (figure 5.4.10). The peak observed in the EEL data was assigned to 

resonant excitation of rovibrational levels of the Â A% state, again in competition with the DEA 

channel. Electron impact excitation of the Â Az state was observed to extend to energies higher 

than those observed in the optical absorption spectrum (figure 5.4.12). This was ascribed to 

excitation of vibrational levels outside the Franck-Condon region which were not accessible to 

photoabsorption. The dark states (̂ A% and 8̂%), expected to have energies overlapping with the 

optical A^Az band, were also implicated in the EEL data bemg possible contributors to the 4.3 eV 

peak appearmg from either resonant or direct excitation processes.
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Figure 5.4.12. Comparison of the EEL and optical absorption profiles around 4 eV.

The observed photoabsorption and EEL excitations at higher excitation energies are shown in 

figure 5.4,13. Although the profiles differed there were no significant electron energy-losses 

outside the energy ranges of the optical bands, particularly in the low absorbance region between 

5-6 eV (figure 5.4.1, p. 125; also see p. 134). This showed that the optically forbidden valence 

states of OCIO, particularly the spm-forbidden quartet states, lie within the regions of optical 

absorption and not, as previously anticipated, in the low absorbance region. This was in accord 

with theoretical excitation energy estimates, i.e. 6̂% at 6.82 eV, at 7.96 eV, ‘̂ Ai at 8.08 eV and 

"B, at 8.27 eV [P5].
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Figure 5.4.13. Comparison of the EEL and optical absorption profiles above 5.5 eV.
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The EEL data recorded in this work hence suggested that the photoabsorption cross-section 

between 4,5-6.5 eV may in fact reach zero. Although a non-zero photoabsorption cross-section 

was recorded at the observed minimum in the optical data (3x10'^ Mb at 5.35 eV), the error 

corresponding to the extremely low absorbance (i.e. I/Io^l) was ±100% thus allowing for a cross- 

section of zero. This could be investigated further by recording the photoabsorption spectrum 

across this range at high sample pressures to increase the absorbance. The spectrum could also be 

recorded using intermediate energy EELS (i.e. incident electron energy —20 eV) and monitoring 

the electrons scattered through wide angles (>20°), since forbidden states are preferentially excited 

under these conditions. A combination of such investigations could finally ascertain whether or 

not the photoabsorption cross-section in the low absorbance range reaches zero at the minimum.

5.4.5 Dissociative electron attachment spectroscopy

Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) spectra were recorded for OCIO using the Heriot-Watt 

University DEA spectrometer. The incident electron energies were chosen to coincide with the 

negative ion resonances observed in the trapped electron spectrum with zero well depth (figure 

5.4.10); these data were observed to have signal maxima at -0  eV, 0.7 eV, 4.3 eV, 6 eV and 8 eV. 

In this work, the instrument used allowed only those ions appearing above an incident electron 

energy of 3 eV to be investigated. The ions observed in this work were exclusively Cl'.

The ions related to the resonance observed at -6  eV were found to be Cl' carrying excess kinetic 

energy fi-om the dissociation process. The dependence of both the ion kinetic energy and the ion 

formation cross-section on the incident electron energy demonstrated that these ions originated 

from a molecular chlorine (Clz) impurity in the OCIO sample; although CI2 was not observed in 

the photoabsorption spectrum or the near-threshold EEL data, it was feasible that it could have 

been present in the samples used with the DEA spectrometer. The presence of CI2 was confirmed 

by the match between the ions observed at -0  eV and -6  eV with previously measured total 

electron attachment cross-sections of CI2 [K4]. This left DEA resonances attributable to OCIO at 

-0.7 eV, 4.3 eV and 8 eV, in general agreement with [M l7] who reported negative ion signals 

from OCIO at 0.7 eV, 4.4 eV and >7 eV.

The 0.7 eV resonance had been investigated prior to this work [M l7]. The most abundant ion 

produced by this resonance was reported to be CIO in the ground state (X*Z^ accompanied by
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ground state atomic oxygen, 0(^P). The resonance was proposed to be a triplet anionic shape 

resonance arising from attachment into one of the normally unoccupied molecular orbitals of 

OCIO. This resonance was not studied further in this work since it appeared at incident energies 

below the operational limit of the DEA spectrometer.

In this work, the kinetic energies of the ions produced by the resonances at 4.3 eV and 8 eV were 

studied for the first time. For both resonances Cl were the only negative ions observed to form, 

having low translational kinetic energies in each case. If these dissociations corresponded to the 

formation of Cl and 0%, it was expected that the 0% fragment would be electronically excited and 

the central atom ejected with considerable translational kinetic energy, as observed for such a 

process in the O3 molecule (chapter 4, p. 117). Another dissociation channel observed for O3 
corresponded to three-body fragmentation in which the central atom gamed little of the excess 

kinetic energy (chapter 4, p .118); this process was thus ascribed to the resonances in OCIO 

producing near-thermal Cl' ions. These slow Cl' ions were hence e?q)ected to be accompanied by 

atomic oxygen, possibly in excited electronic states (*D at 1.066 eV or *S at 4.18 eV).

To date, the present work represents the only study of the negative ions produced by the 

resonances at 4.3 eV and 8 eV. The assignments made could be verified by exploring these 

resonances further using a more sophisticated instrument, such as that used to investigated the 

DEA spectroscopy of O3 [A2]. The presence of CI2 in the OCIO sample, as observed in the DEA 

but not the other studies, also suggested that the method of OCIO synthesis should be investigated 

thoroughly to identify all of the products obtained; a mass-spectrometric study might reveal the 

identity of these compounds. Since it was apparent that different contaminant species may have 

been present in each of the OCIO samples made, such an analysis should perhaps be performed in 

all future studies using OCIO so that the relevant purification procedures may be executed.

5.5 Dichlorine Monoxide

5.5.1 Molecular structure

Dichlorine monoxide (Cl-O-Cl) is a bent triatomic molecule belonging to the Czv point group. The 

ground state, X^Ai, has an equilibrium bond angle of 110.9° and bond laigth of 1.696 Â [N3]. 

For symmetry assignment the molecule was assumed to lie in the yz plane with the C% axis 

colinear with the z axis. The molecular orbital representation of the ground state is then:
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(core)... 6a,' 5bz' 7a,' 2b,' 6bz' 8a,' 2az' 9a,' 7bz' 3b,'

Orbitals of symmetry ai and bi are %-type, and those of ai and hi symmetry are (7-type. In the Czv 

point group, transitions between a io a i and bi<->b2  are strongly forbidden by symmetry,

Since the Ui and 0 % (symmetric stretch and bend) vibrational modes have slightly greater energies 

in the ground cationic state (CbO^ than in the neutral molecule, the HOMO (3bi) has been found 

to be antibonding along both the Cl-0 and the Cl-Cl coordinates [Cl9, R12]. Below the first 

ionisation energy (-10.9 eV [Cl9]) the absorption spectrum consists of continuous bands, 

ascribed to excitation of dissociative valence states, and sharp structured Rydberg bands. As for 

OCIO, the Rydberg states were labelled with respect to the chlorine atoms, hence the principal 

quantum number (n) was taken to be >4 for s and p states, and >3 for d states.

5.5.2 VUVphotoabsorption spectroscopy

The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of CI2O was recorded using the DLMS AA with the variable 

temperature gas cell; the data presented in this work were collected at rœm temperature. The 

method of preparation employed in this work yielded sanq)les of -90% CI2O with the remainder 

being residual CI2 , hence all recorded spectra contained absorption features due to pure CI2 Such 

contributions were removed by subtracting the data recorded for pure CI2  under the same 

experimental conditions from the data recorded for the CI2O/CI2  mixture. This was achieved by 

normalising the two sets of data at a peak due to CI2 at 9.688 eV (isolated from the CI2O 

absorption bands), and subtracting the CI2 spectrum from that of the mixture (figure 5.5.1a). 

From the measured absolute cross-sections of pure CI2 this normalisation pr(x?edure gave the CI2O 

concentration of the sample as -90%, thus allowing the obtained pure CI2 O data to be scaled 

accordingly (i.e. x 100/90) to give absolute photoabsorption cross-sections to an accuracy of 

±20%. The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of CI2O between 6.5-9.7 eV thus obtained is shown 

in figure 5.5.1b.
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Figure 5.5.1a. VUV photoabsorption spectra of the CI2O/CI2 mixture and pure CI2.
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Figure 5.5.1b. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of pure CI2O.

The absorption spectrum below 6.5 eV has been studied previously [K5, L5, M l8, N4], and is 

known to exhibit continuous bands centred at 2.4 eV, 3 eV and 5 eV due to the excitation of 

dissociative valence states [N4]. The absorption cross-sections of these bands are all low, bemg 

<1 Mb in each case. However, these bands were not studied in the present work.

The absorption spectrum above 7 eV has only been reported once in the literature [N5], who 

observed a broad, structureless band centred at 7.3 eV and a structured band between 7.5 eV and 

the high energy limit of this study at 8 .3 eV, although an assignment of this band was not made. 

The spectrum obtamed m the present work was m agreement with that reported by [N5] and
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extended the range of spectral knowledge up to 9.7 eV, revealing the presence of several more 

structured bands superimposed upon structureless continuum bands (figure 5.5.1b).

The broad band centred at 7.25 eV, observed previously by [N5], was assigned as an excitation of 

a dissociative valence state. On the basis of ab initio calculations, Bi symmetry was proposed for 

this state [N4], although an alternative assignment of Ai symmetry was later proposed [K6]. 

Since the spectrum of CbO was known to exhibit excitations into dissociative valence states, the 

continuous absorption bands underlying the structured bands observed above 8 eV in the present 

data were supposed to relate to similar dissociative valence state excitations. To determine the 

nature of the orbitals involved in these bands, further conç>rehensive theoretical calculations are 

now required to allow a full assignment of the observed valence transitions. EELS e?q)eriments, 

using different incident energies and scattering angles, may also provide useful information.

The vibrationally resolved electronic excitations observed above 7.5 eV were ascribed to members 

of Rydberg series, allowing assignments to be made more easily than for the observed valence 

transitions as is usually the case. For assignment of these Rydberg states, the photoelectron 

spectrum of CI2O recorded using the University of Liège spectrometer was used (see section 5.5.3) 

in conjunction with the Rydberg formula.

The structured band observed between 7.4-8.2 eV is shown in figure 5.5.2. This band had been 

observed before but not assigned [N5]. The vibrational structure of this band was similar to that 

of the cationic ground state, suggesting that the excited electronic and cationic states had similar 

potential energy surfaces. Therefore, the band was identified as the first member of a Rydberg 

series convergent on the first ionisation potential (IPi, (3br^)^Bi). Since the first ionisation energy 

was measured as 10.971 eV (vertical, section 5.5.3), the quantum defect 5=1.96 suggested that 

the observed state was the (3bi^4s)’Bi Rydberg state. The vibronic structure was ascribed to 

progressions in both pui and pui+uz (table 5.5.1)^; the vibrational peaks observed below 7.6 eV 

were assigned as hot bands.

 ̂ ui: ~79 meV in the neutral ground state [810], ~83 meV in the singly ionised ground state [C19]. 

U2: ~37 meV in the neutral ground state [810], ~38 meV in the singly ionised ground state [C19].
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Figure 5.5.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of CUO from 7.4-S.2 eV.

Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy (eV) Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy (eV)
This work 

(±0.002 eV)
1N5] This work 

(±0.002 eV)
[N5]

origin (Ou,) 7.618 7.622 U2 7.662 7.669
o. 7,703* 7.707 U1+U2 7.742 7.750

2u, 7.783 7.789 2u ,+U2 7.822 7.828
3u, 7.867 7.873 3u ,+U2 7.906 7.913
4u, 7.946 7.949 4u ,+U2 7.988 7.995
5u, 8.030 8.036 5u ,+U2 8.067 —

6u, 8.108 — — — —
* co rre sp o n d s to  th e  v er tiea l io n isa tio n  peak.

Table 5.5.1. Peak energies of the (3bi->4s)‘Bi Rydberg state of CUO.

The photoabsorption spectrum recorded from 8.5-9.2 eV is shown in figure 5.5.3; this region of 

the spectrum was observed for the first time in this work. The low intensity vibrational peaks 

located between 8.5-8.85 eV exhibited relative intensities similar to those observed for the 

(3bi^4s)’Bi Rydberg state. These structures were hence ascribed to Rydberg excitations related 

to IP, Two distinct states were identified in this region, although their origins could not be 

located due to the low mtensities of the peaks. To determine the quantum defects, the mean 

transition energy for each state (i.e. the midpoint between the lowest and highest energy peaks 

observed for each state) was taken as an estimate of the vertical transition energy. The quantum 

defects thus obtained for the two states identified in this region (0»1 55) suggested an assignment 

of two 3b,->4p Rydberg states. This was as expected, since transitions from the 3b, orbital in the
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Czv point group could only lead to excitations of (3bi^4px)'Ai and (3bi->4pz)’Bi Rydberg states, 

whilst the (3bl-^4py)’A2 state remained forbidden by symmetry. However, the symmetries of the 

two observed states could not be identified so they were assigned as 3bi^4p and 3b,^4p' (table 

5,5 .2), the first vibrational peaks observed for each state were assigned as wu,, the value of m 

remaining unknown because the band origins were not observable.

40 -

30 - (m.O) (m,1)(m4-1,0)(m+1,1) (w-2,0) (fm-2,1)

20  -

10 - (m,0) (m,1)(m+1,0){OT+1,1) (mf2.0)(^rm-2,1) {fm3,0)(m+3,1)

9.28.8
Photon energy  (eV)

8.9 9.0 9.18.5 8.6 8.7

Figure 5.5.3. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of CUO from 8.5 9.2 eV.

Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy 
(±0.002 eV)

Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy 
(±0.002 eV)

3bi->4p 3hi->4p
WUi 8 .5 5 2 WU, + 02 8 .5 9 7

(W + l)O i 8.628 (a« + 1 ) o , +  02 8.666
(/w + 2)0] 8 .7 0 9 ( /« + 2 )0 ,  +  02 8 .7 4 5

( w + 3 )u . 8.793 (A«+3)O i +  02 8 .8 3 1

3 6 ; 3 6 ; ^ '

mv>\ 8 .6 4 4 w o ,  +  0 2 8.686
( w + l ) o . 8 730 ( W + l)o ,  +  0 2 8.766
(/m+ 2 ) u , 8 .8 1 7 (W + 2)O i + 02 8 .8 5 3

Table 5.5.2. Peak energies of the 3bi->4p and 3bi->4p’ Rydberg states.

The band centred around 9 eV was observed to have a vibrational envelope different to those of 

the 4s and 4p Rydberg states associated with the cationic ground state (figure 5.5.2). The 

progression was found to be in v>2 (the bendmg mode) with an energy mterval of —35 meV. This
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band resembled the second band in the PE spectrum (section 5.5.3, [C19]), hence it was assigned 

as the (7b2^4s)’B2 Rydberg state with a quantum defect, 5=1.96 (table 5.5.3).

Vibrational Peak energy
assignment (±0.002 eV)
origin (Oua) 8.860

02 8.895
2ü2 8.929
3ü2 8.962
4U2 8.995
502 9.026*
6U2 9.056
702 9.086
8U2 9.110

* vertical peak.

Table 5.5.3. Peak energies of the (7b z^ 4s)^B2 Rydberg state.

The photoabsorption spectrum recorded from 9.1-9.7 eV is shown in figure 5.5.4; this region of 

the spectrum was observed for the first time m this work.
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Figure 5.5.4. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of CUO from 9.1-9.7 eV.

The structured band observed between 9.35-9.7 eV had a vibrational pattern similar to those 

observed for the 3bi->4s and 3bi->4p Rydberg states, hence it was also assigned as a Rydberg
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state associated with IP, The quantum defect obtained for this state, 5=0.02, led to the 

assignment of a 3bi->3d Rydberg state. A vibrational analysis of the band identified the same pui 

and PD1+U2 progressions as observed for the other 3bi Rydberg states (table 5.5.4).

Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy 
(+0.002 eV)

Vibrational
assignment

Peak energy 
(±0.002 eV)

origin (Ooi) 9.358 U2 9.398
Ol 9.438* Ü1 +Ü2 9.477

2di 9.520 2ui + 02 9.558
3ui 9.594 3oi + U2 9.635
4oi 9.675 4ui + Ü2 9.715

* vertical peak.

Table 5.5.4. Peak energies of the 3bi-»3d Rydberg state.

The low intensity peaks observed in the 9.1-9.25 eV energy range were assigned to vibrational 

structures associated with other 3bi->3d Rydberg states, although the number of states observed 

could not be determined. Indeed, the electronic transitions from the 3bi molecular orbital into the 

3dxy, 3dxz, 3d̂ 2 and 3d̂ 2_̂ 2 orbitals are all optically allowed (3bi^3dyz is forbidden by

symmetry), although the exact nature of the states observed could not be determined. A summary 

of the Rydberg states observed in the photoabsorption spectrum is given in table 5.5.5.

Proposed state Vertical energy (eV) Quantum defect, 5
* Linked to IP  1 a t 10.971 eV, ( 3 6 / % .

(3bi->4s)^Bi 7.703 1.96
3bi->4p, 4p* ~8.7 -1.55
3bi—̂3d 9.438 0.02

* Linked to IP2 a t 12.299 eV, (7 b2'^fB2 :
(7b2->4s)^B2 9.026 1.96

* Ionisation energies recorded in this work, section 5.5.3.

Table 5.5.5. Summary of Rydberg states assigned in the absorption spectrum of CI2O.

Only one other measurement of the CI2O photoabsorption spectrum above 7 eV had been reported 

in the literature [N5]. The absolute cross-sections recorded in the present work were in good 

agreement with those obtained by [N5], lying within the quoted error bars of the two e?q)eriments 

(±20% in each case). The shapes of the observed band structures were also in agreement between 

the two measurements, although the previously recorded data [N5] appeared to have been affected 

by some optical transmission limit at the higher energy range of the spectrum. The present work
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represented the only measurement of the ChO photoabsorption spectrum above 8.3 eV to date, 

hence the integrated oscillator strengths evaluated across the observed energy range shown m table

5.5.6 represent the first ever measurements. This demonstrated the need for further 

experimentation and detailed calculations to be performed in order to expand the knowledge of the 

VUV spectroscopy of this interesting molecule.

Energy range (eV) Oscillator strength (±20%)

6.501-7.501 0.0759

7.501-8.150 0.0843

8.150-9.200 0.188

9.200-9.745 0.156

Table 5.5.6. Oscillator strengths determined for ChO.

5.5.3 Photoelectron spectroscopy

Photoelectron spectra of CbO for binding energies m the ranges 10.7-11.3 eV and 11.9-13.1 eV 

were recorded using the University of Liège PE spectrometer, and are shown in figures 5.5.5 and

5.5.6 respectively.
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Figure 5.5.5. Photoelectron spectrum of CUO for binding energies 10.7-11.3 eV.
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Figure 5.5.6. Photoelectron spectrum of CI2O for binding energies 11.9-13.1 eV.

Whilst recording spectra for the chlorine oxides, a small air leak m the vacuum system prevented 

the collection of data above 13 .7 eV since structures due to N2 and 0% from the air masked those 

of the test gas, the leak was later traced (after the production apparatus had been returned to 

UCL) to a cracked bellows inside a needle valve m the gas mlet line. However, these peaks due to 

N2 and O2 allowed the binding energy axis of the recorded data to be accurately calibrated.

The ground state of the molecular ion, corresponding to removal of one of the 3b, electrons (i.e. 

(3br')^Bi), was observed between 10.3-11.3 eV (figure 5.5.5). The vibrational envelope of this 

band agreed with that of the only previous measurement found in the literature [Cl 9], consisting 

of progressions in both pu] and (pui+uj), where p=0,l,2... . The spacings of ui and 02 in the 

cationic ground state were observed to be -83 meV and -41 meV respectively, i.e. slightly greater 

than the energy spacings of the neutral ground state in accord with the previous measurement 

[Cl9], this reflected the antibonding nature of the 3bi orbital in CI2O. However, the binding 

energies of the vibronic peaks, particularly the adiabatic and vertical ionisation peaks, were 

observed to be slightly lower than those reported previously (table 5.5.7). Since the energy scale 

of the PES data recorded in this work were accurately calibrated using well known positions of 

N2 and O2 peaks, it followed that the positions of the observed CI2O peaks were reliable (no 

details of calibration are given in [C19]). Therefore, the ionisation energies obtained in the
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present work were used to determine quantum defects for the Rydberg states observed in the 

photoabsorption spectrum (table 5.5.5) rather than those values reported in the literature.

Peak 
assignment: 

(3 b ,V B ,

Observed binding energy (eV)
This work 

(±0.003 eV)
[C19] 

(±0.01 eV)
ui=0 ; Ü2 = 0 10.887 10.94
üi=0 ; U2 = 1 10.929 —
üi=l ; 02 = 0 10.971* 11.02
ui=l ; Ü2 = 1 11.010 —
ui=2 ; U2 = 0 11.054 —
ui=2 ; U2 = 1 11.094 —
U]=3 ; ü2 = 0 11.136 —
ui=3 ; Ü2 = 1 11.176 —
ui=4 ; U2 = 0 11.218 —

* vertical peak.

Table 5.5.7. Binding energies of vibronic peaks in the ground state of

The features observed in the PE spectrum in the binding energy range 11.9-13.1 eV (figure 5.5.6) 

were previously attributed to three ionisations, i.e. (7b2’̂ )̂ B2, (9ar*)^Ai and (2a2’’)̂ A2 [C19]. The 

second band was observed to have a vertical ionisation energy of 12.299 eV, and a vibrational 

progression in the bending mode (02) with mean energy spacing ~35 meV (table 5.5.8); this 

progression was not resolved in the previously reported data [C l9]. The third band had a vertical 

ionisation energy of 12 .599 eV, and also exhibited a progression in 1)2 with mean energy spacing 

~35 meV although its origin could not be located (table 5.5.8). The second and third bands were 

previously ascribed as the (7b2'VB2 and (9ar‘)^Ai ionisations respectively [C l9], although this 

ordering was only a tentative assignment. Since both bands have been found to exhibit the same 

vibrational structure in the present work, no new information on the energy ordering of these two 

states was obtained. This showed the need for detailed calculations to provide an insight into the 

e?q)ected ordering of these two excited states of C^O^

The fourth band was observed between 12.7-13.0 eV, and comprised of an intense, sharp peak 

centred at 12.747 eV (figure 5.5.6). In previous investigations, confounds containing halogen 

atoms were often observed to exhibit such intense, sharp features, ascribed to removal of an 

electron from a lone-pair orbital of the halogen [C l9]. Therefore, this band was identified with 

electron removal from the 2a2 molecular orbital, a nominally non-bonding orbital centred on the
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two CI atoms [C l9], A short vibrational progression in the symmetric stretch mode (ui) on this 

band was resolved in the present work, having an energy spacing slightly lower than that of the 

neutral ground state (i.e. -75 meV as opposed to -79 meV, table 5.5.8). This was concurrent 

with electron removal from an orbital centred on the terminal Cl atoms exhibiting a small amount 

of bonding behaviour, hence the present work verified the (2az' )̂^A2 assignment of [C l9].

Peak Binding energy (eV)

assignment This work 
(±0.003 eV)

[C191 
(±0.01 eV)

(7 b 2 ’' / B 2 ,  Ü2 =  W 1 2 .0 8 5

1)2 = m+\ 1 2 .1 2 5

U2 = m+2 1 2 .1 5 9 No
1)2 = m+'i 1 2 .1 9 4 progression
Ü2 =  f » + 4 1 2 .2 3 1 resolved:
U2 =  m+5 1 2 .2 6 5 Evertical= 1 2 .3 7

Ü2 = w+6 1 2 .2 9 9 *

U2 =  w + 7 1 2 .3 3 3

Ü2 = w+8 1 2 .3 7 0

Ü2 =  m + 9 1 2 .4 0 1

(9af’}%, U2 = « 1 2 .4 5 5

Ü2 = «+1 1 2 .4 9 1 No
Ü2 = n+1 1 2 .5 3 5 progression
Ü2 =  «  +  3 1 2 .5 6 1 resolved:
1)2 = M + 4 1 2 .5 9 9 * Evertica] 1 2 .6 5

Ü2 = n+5 1 2 .6 3 3

02 = w+6 1 2 .6 7 1

(2 3 2 '')% , O] = 0 1 2 .7 4 7 * 1 2 .7 9

O] =  1 1 2 .8 2 3 —

Oi = 2 1 2 .8 9 6 —

* vertical ionisation energy; m and n are integers >0.

Table 5.5.8. Binding energies of the first three excited states of ClzO .

The results obtained in the present work revealed a need for theoretical calculations to predict the 

e5q)ected energy ordering of the lowest excited states of C^O^. Further experimental studies are 

also required, especially those using synchrotron radiation to explore the effect of using different 

ionising photon energies, particularly those close to the ionisation thresholds, to record the PE 

spectrum of this interesting molecule.
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5.6 Summary

In this work, chlorine dioxide (OCIO) and dichlorine monoxide (CI2O) have been studied using 

photoabsorption and photoelectron spectroscopy; chlorine dioxide has also been studied using 

electron in tac t spectroscopy.

The photoabsorption study of OCIO provided information on the vibrational parameters of the 

first intense excited state, the Â A% band. The values obtained were in general agreement with 

previous measurements, and verified that some of the literature values were too high. The 

photoabsorption data also suggested that the cross-section at the minimum of the low absorbancy 

region may in fact reach 0 Mb, in contrast to previous observations. This was supported by the 

present EEL data, reinforcing the suggestion that the cross-section does reach a minimum value of 

zero. At higher excitation energies, Rydberg states were observed in the photoabsorption 

spectrum which were assigned using the Rydberg formula and the present photoelectron data. 

Some Rydberg assignments were in agreement with those of an earlier study, although some 

differences were found. Further experimental studies at higher resolution are now required to 

assist in a comprehensive analysis of these states Wiich occupy a region of spectral congestion. 

Also, the photoabsorption data recorded in this work demonstrated that unidentified contaminants 

were present in the synthesised OCIO samples. In order to determine the nature of these 

contaminant compounds, it was proposed that the samples should be analysed using a mass 

spectrometer before use in all future studies.

The near-threshold electron energy-loss data recorded for OCIO revealed temporary negative ion 

resonances at 4.3 eV and 8 eV for the first time. These resonances were subsequently studied 

using a DE A spectrometer, showing that near-thermal Cl ions were produced by both resonances. 

Three body dissociative processes were ascribed to both resonances, similar to that observed in 

DEA studies of ozone, producing slow Cl' ions acconqjanied by electronically excited free oxygen 

atoms. These assignments could now be verified by studied using more sophisticated apparatus.

The photoabsorption study of CI2O revealed valence and Rydberg state excitations above 8.3 eV 

for the first time. The PE data recorded in this work allowed the assignment of the observed 

Rydberg states, converging on the first two ionisation potentials of this molecule. However, the 

valence states underlying the observed Rydberg states could not be assigned, although they were
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all observed to be dissociative. This demonstrated that calculations are required to determme the 

expected transition energies for the valence excitations of CI2O.

The photoelectron spectra of OCIO and CI2O recorded in this work were observed to agree in 

shape with earlier studies, although the binding energies measured for CI2O were slightly lower 

than those reported previously. Since the spectrometer used in the present work was accurately 

calibrated using several well known peaks of 02  ̂ and N 2̂ , the values obtained m this work were 

preferred. Also, the present study of CI2O resolved vibrational structures on the second and third 

ionisation bands for the first time. However, these progressions were found to be in the same 

vibrational modes hence they did not aid in the assignment of these two bands; this showed the 

need for calculations to predict the energy ordering of the (7b2’*)̂ B2 and (9ar^)^A, states.

The work presented in this chapter has been the subject of various poster presentations at 

international conferences. The photoabsorption spectroscopy of CI2O has been published in an 

internationally recognised journal [Ml 9], whilst the photoabsorption, EEL and DEA spectroscopy 

of OCIO is the subject of a forthcoming publication [M20]. The photoelectron spectroscopy of 

CI2O is also the subject of a forthcoming publication [M21].
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Chapter  Six 

Spectroscopy  of Form am ide  and 

Related Molecules

‘'If the Jllmighty had consulted me Before the creation o f  the ^orCd,

I  wouCd have recommended something simpler! ”

JdphonseX the M îse (13th Century)

6.1 Introduction

Formamide (HCONH2) is an important prototype molecule being the smallest to contain the 

peptide linkage (figure 6 .1.1), the moiety that holds the ammo acids of polypeptides and proteins 

together [Ql, R13, W ll], If the spectroscopy of proteins is to be fully understood then 

knowledge of the electronic states of fomiamide and related molecules is essential. Interestingly, 

recent experiments on synthetic interstellar and cometary ices containing methanol and ammonia 

have shown that sunple amides (including formamide) are formed after UV photolysis at low 

temperatures (-2OK) and subsequent warming to ~200K [B16, C20]; such observations are 

relevant to the notion that organic materials crucial to the development of life may have been 

brought to the Earth by comets [02]. Furthermore, the buildmg blocks of formamide (ammonia 

and methanol) have recently been identified in spectroscopic observations of comets passing close 

to the Earth [L6]. Indeed, the presence of formamide itself has been identified in the interstellar 

medium [DIO] hence it is truly a molecule of increasing astrophysical interest.

/

The Peptide Formamide
Linkage

Figure 6.1.1. The peptide linkage and formamide.
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The study of formamide is also of concern to the study of liquid surfaces. Over the last decade 

the interface between the liquid and gaseous phases of matter has become the subject of 

considerable experimental attention, using such methods as UV -photoelectron spectroscopy 

(UVPES) [F7], X-ray-photoelectron spectroscopy (XPES) [HI3] and metastable impact electron 

spectroscopy [M22]; also, new studies using electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) have 

recently commenced [M23], Formamide has been used as a target in all of these experimaital 

studies since it is a liquid with very low vapour pressure at room ten^erature (0.08 torr at 20°C), 

a consequence of strong intermolecular hydrogen-bonding. The low vapour pressure makes 

formamide an ideal candidate for such studies, since e^erimental signals arising from the gaseous 

envelope surrounding the liquid surface are inherently small. However, although such signals are 

small they may be significant, hence knowledge of the vapour-phase spectrum is required for these 

experiments. Therefore, good gas-phase EEL spectra are prerequisite to the new liquid phase 

studies currently being performed.

In this chapter, the vapour phase absorption spectrum of formamide has been studied using a 

combination of photoabsorption and EEL spectroscopy. The optical data, recorded using the 

DLMSAA at high resolution, revealed Rydberg state absorption features for the first time; a full 

analysis of these states was performed. The absolute photoabsorption cross-sections recorded 

were in agreement with limited previous measurements. VUV photoabsorption studies of three 

related molecules (i.e. N-deuteriated formamide, N-methyl formamide and N,N-dimethyl 

formamide) also provided information which supported the assignments made for formamide. The 

EEL data recorded in this work extended the range of spectral knowledge of formamide, revealing 

the presence of new absorption bands for the first time. Finally, the vibrational excitation of 

vapour phase formamide by electron impact was studied for the first time. These results were 

compared to those of similar electron impact experiments using hquid phase formamide, and also 

to those of infra-red absorption studies of gaseous formamide reported in the literature.

6.2 Molecular Structure of Formamide

Formamide is isoelectronic with acetaldehyde (or ethanal, CH3CHO), however formamide 

contains a p̂ i orbital, originating on the nitrogen atom, viiich conjugates with the C=0 {carbonyl) 

% system. Consequently, the molecule is planar with Cs symmetry [F8, F9, P6, Y l] having three
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7c-type valence orbitals as opposed to the two exhibited by acetaldehyde. The valence electron 

configuration of formamide is:

(core)... Sa'2 9a': la": 2a": 10a’: 3^,0

or, in an alternative notation:

(core)... 0 /  <59 vr/ %2

The essential features of the %-type orbitals are shown in figure 6.2.1; (la”) is delocalised and

totally bonding, tü2 (2a”) is nominally non-bonding (having electron density on the oxygen and 

nitrogen atoms), and 713 (3a”) is antibonding. The doubly occupied and non-bonding no orbital 

(10a’) IS mostly localised on the oxygen atom, and lies in the plane of the molecule. Three- 

dunensional plots of these orbitals may be found m [T9].

t e

7C3 (LUMO)

1 > - |"W  0  H

no (HOMO)

t e

Til

Key: [y  poiWvtf [y  n#ga*lve

Figure 6.2.1. The frontier orbitals of formamide.

The two highest occupied molecular orbitals, no and %, are known to lie close together in energy 

[A8, B17, K7, L7, T3]. Reported adiabatic ionisation energies for IP, and IP2 are 10.13 eV and 

<10.51 eV respectively [T3], and 10.15 eV and 10.40 eV respectively [L7]; smce the bands are 

observed to overlap, the origin of IP2 is obscured. A vibrational progression of spacing -0.2 eV 

(ascribed to the C-0 stretch) has been observed in the first band, and a progression of spacing 

-0.08 eV (involving motion at the NH2 end of the molecule) observed in the second. From these, 

IP, has been historically ascribed to removal of an no electron, and IP2 to ionisation from the %
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orbital [T3]. Theoretical calculations of ionisation potentials, in general, support this energy order 

[L7, R13] but computed energies are very sensitive to the basis set and molecular geometry 

employed. In particular, small changes in the molecular geometry can lead to a switch in the 

energy order of these orbitals, hence theoretical calculations have not given an unambiguous 

assignment of the first two ionisation energies [N6].

Therefore, the true energy ordering of the two highest occupied molecular orbitals of formamide 

remained unknown; further experimental studies, it was hoped, could provide information to aid in 

the assignment of these two orbitals. It was also thought that the study of a related confound, 

N-deuteriated formamide (HCOND2), could aid in the assignment of the observed absorption 

bands; the vibrational energies of bands associated with the NH2/ND2 end of the molecule were 

expected to be different for the two molecules, whilst progressions associated with the HCO end 

would be the same for both species.

6.3 Target preparation

Formamide is a liquid at room temperature and pressure which is strongly hygroscopic, i.e. it 

readily absorbs water vapour from the air. Therefore, fresh commercial samples (supplied by 

Aldrich, 99+% pure spectrophotometric grade) were used in the different experiments. Sandies of 

N-deuteriated formamide (HCOND2, henceforth referred to as D-formamide) were 97% pure, 

supplied by Goss Scientific Instruments. Samples of N-methyl formamide and N,N-dimethyl 

formamide were also supplied by Aldrich (spectrophotometric grades).

Before use, each sample was ffeeze-thawed under vacuum several times to remove gases dissolved 

into the liquids fi’om the air. Each substance was studied at room temperature; heating was 

avoided to help prevent decomposition. Nevertheless, traces of a decomposition product, ammonia 

(NH3), were apparent in the photoabsorption spectrum of formamide and D-formamide; in the 

case of formamide these contributions were removed using a subtraction process, described in the 

following section.
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6.4 Electronic Excitation of Formamide

6.4.1 VUV photoabsorption spectroscopy

The absorption spectra of formamide and D-formamide, obtained using the DLMSAA with the 

simple gas cell, are shown in figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 respectively, the cross-sections shown are 

absolute values with an error of ±10%.
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Figure 6.4.1. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of formamide (contaminated with ammonia).
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Figure 6.4.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of D-formamide (contaminated with ammonia).

The fine structures observed from -6-7 eV in the formamide spectrum were identified as the 

A^A”2 band of ammonia [FIO], and were removed from the data as follows. A spectrum of pure 

ammonia was recorded under the same experimental conditions as for formamide; this matched 

with a literature EEL spectrum [LI] showing that it was free from line-saturation effects. This
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spectrum was then scaled appropriately and subtracted from the contaminated formamide 

spectrum (figure 6.4.3). The resultant “clean” VUV photoabsorption spectrum of formamide is 

shown in figure 6.4.4. Comparison of the two spectra (i.e. formamide and NH3) confirmed that: 

(i) the ammonia had introduced structures only in the region 6-7 eV (whilst relative intensities of 

the higher energy peaks of formamide were affected, subtraction of the NH3 spectrum did not 

mtroduce or remove any structures above 7 eV), and (ii) no peaks in the “clean” spectrum (figure

6.4.4) were attributable to ammonia. It was not possible to perform a similar operation on the 

D-formamide spectrum since suitably deuteriated samples of ammonia were not available.
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Figure 6.4.3. Subtraction of NH3 contamination from the formamide spectrum.
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Figure 6.4.4. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of formamide with historic labelling of states.
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Five previous vapour phase absorption spectra of formamide have been reported in the literature 

[B18-20, H14, K8], four being vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoabsorption spectra and the fifth 

[B20] being an electron energy-loss (EEL) spectrum of low resolution (~1 eV). Low resolution 

EEL spectra of liquid phase formamide have also been reported [B20, M23], The VUV spectra 

previously recorded covered a limited spectral range (4.9-10.0 eV); this range has been extended 

to higher energies in this work (5 .5-10.8 eV) at higher resolution. The EEL data presented in this 

work represent the first high resolution EEL spectrum of gaseous formamide, vdiich extended the 

observed transition energy range up to 14 eV.

Interpretation of the vapour phase spectrum has been summarised by [R13]: between 4.9 eV and 

10 eV the spectrum consists of five bands, historically labelled W, Ri, Vi, R2 and Q (figure

6.4.4). The W (weak) band results fi-om the («o->tü3*)*A” transition (Em«»5.8 eV, oscillator 

strength^0.002). The Ri band spans the energy range 6.2-7.0 eV. Experiments on solutions of 

formamide and related compounds have demonstrated that the upper state associated with this 

absorption must have Rydberg character [B18]; the assignment proposed by [R13] was hence 

(«o->3s)^A7(ti2^3s)*A” (unresolved). The band is unusually broad for a Rydberg transition, 

which showed that it has some valence character, a consequence of the 3 s orbital mixing with an 

antibonding a* orbital [R13]. The intense Vi band arises from excitation of the valence state 

(7ü2->Tt3*)*A’ (Emax«7.4 eV). Sharp structures on the high energy side of this band (R2) were 

ascribed to the excitation of Rydberg states [R13]. In previous studies of formamide, only a 

single Rydberg series of p-type (6=0,643, having the n=3 member at 7.71 eV) had been proposed 

[HI4]. The Q band («9.2 eV) was originally assigned as the valence state excitation (7Ci^tc3*)^A’ 

(or V2) [HI4], but subsequent arguments based on the results of core-excitation studies predicted 

a much higher energy for this transition [RI]. This view received support from recent polarised 

VUV photoabsorption studies of propanamide (CH3CH2CONH2) crystals [C21] which showed an 

absorption at 9.7 eV, interpreted as excitation of the V2 transition. This transition was thought to 

be red-shifted from the gas phase energy, and also expected to be lower than that for formamide 

[G2]. Therefore, the V2 state of formamide was e?q)ected to be significantly higher than 9.7 eV 

and hence divorced from the Q band.

Several theoretical studies of various degrees of sophistication have been made on the electronic 

states of formamide [B18-19, B21, H15-17, K8, L2, M24, N7-8, 03, Sll-14]. Those for the
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valence states have been summarised by [M24], whilst the results of ab initio treatments Wiich 

included Rydberg states have been discussed more recently by [HI6] and [SI2-14], Computed 

transition energies are compared with experimental results in table 6.4.1, which shows that the 

experimental assignments for the main optical absorption bands are, in general, supported by 

theory. Nevertheless, as discussed below, the present experimental spectra (in particular the 

observations of Rydberg states) show that more theoretical work is required in certain areas of the 

absorption spectrum of formamide.

Reference Reported energy (eV)
W Ri V, Rz 9

Experiment
This work: 

VUV 5.82 6.35 7.36 7.72 9.23
EEL" 5.80 6.35 7.37 7.73 9.25 —
TE^ — — 7.4 — — —

{B181(VUV) 5.8 6.7 7.3 7.8 9.2 ---
(B19J (VUV) 5.65 6.8 7.32 7.8 8.56 ---
[H141 (VUV) — — 7.22 7.71 9.22 ---

.JKSlIYUy.}.... — — 7.19 — — ---
1B201 (EEL) — — 7.6 — — ---

Theory
[S13] 5.61 wo3s: 6.59; W s: 6.52“ 7.41 »o3py: 7.31; 7C23py: 7.04 

wo3pn: 7.81; 7C23p„: 7.72“ 
wo3px: 7.73; 7t23px: 7.97

10.50

[S14] 5.71 «o3s: 6.81; tc23s: 6.73“ 7.66 »o3py: 7.38“; 7C23py: 7.59 
no3p«: 8.20; 7C23p,: 8.52 
»o3px: 7.88; %23px: 8.17

[H16] 5.8 wo3s: 6.49; tc23s: 6.14“ 7.94 »o3py: 7.16; 7C23py: 7.01 
wo3p,: 7.47; TC23p«: 7.40“ 
»o3px: 7.50; 7C23px: 7.57

....... [S121....... 5.85 — 7.67 — — —

........ [L21........ 6.0 — 7.6 — — 10.7

.......... 1.03].......... 5.88 no3s: 7.09 7.56 — — —
[N7] «o3s: 7.02 7.89 wo3p: 7.51®

»o3p: 8.19; 7C23p: 8.92

....... [ S i l l ....... 5.7 — 8.48 — — —

...... .[H15J....... 5.65 — — — — —

...... .[H171....... 5.22 — — — — —
[B18] 6.89 «o3s: 5.83; 7t23s: 6.53 10.50 wo3p: 6.39“; 7C23p; 7.26 — 13.98

.......[B19]....... 4.08 «o3s; 6.39 10.49 7t23p: 7.26 — 13.62
[K8] — — 7.05 — — —

pseudo-optical conditions;  ̂trapped electron; ® most intense calculated transition.

Table 6.4.1. Transition energies for the historical singlet states o f form am ide.
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The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of formamide recorded in this work (figure 6.4.4) was in 

good agreement with earlier measurements, and also revealed fine structures not previously 

resolved. The weak valence state (the W band) was just discernible in the present data, with peak 

energy, Em„«5.8 eV (figure 6.4.4) in agreement with [B18]. At these photon energies, the photon 

flux of the SEYA monochromator was low. This, combined with the low absorbance and low 

vapour pressure of formamide, resulted in poor signal-to-noise ratios for this band, hence the 

presence or absence of vibrational structure on this band could not be determined.

Excitation of the historic Vi band, corresponding to the (%->7r3*)^A' transition, was associated 

with the intense absorption observed between 7-8 eV. The sharp, intense bands on the high energy 

side of the band were ascribed to excitation of a 3p-type Rydberg state; other Rydberg states were 

also expected near to the Vi band, which presented difficulties in allocating assignments to the fine 

structures resolved in this region (figure 6.4.4). A thorough discussion of the Rydberg state 

assignments is given below. The first vibronic peak observed in the 7-8 eV region was centred at

7.09 eV and was sharp. If this represented a Rydberg excitation, then the term value would 

ordinarily have identified the upper orbital as 3s. However, as discussed above in relation to the 

Ri band, the 3 s orbital of formamide was believed to be mixed with a valence a* orbital, leading 

to the broad, structureless Ri band at lower excitation energies. It was hence assumed that the

7.09 eV peak represented the origin of a vibrational progression related to the Vi state (figure

6.4 .5). A progression spacing o f-0.14 eV was observed, which was ascribed to excitation of the 

Vg mode (ôCH-vCO: 0.17 eV and 0.16 eV in ground-state formamide and D-formamide 

respectively [B22]) accompanied by Vg (ÔNCO+rNHi or SNCO+rNDi: 0.08 eV and 0.07 eV in 

the two isotopomers respectively) \

In these descriptions: v=stretch, 5=bend and r=rock, whilst the signs indicate the relative phases [B22].
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Figure 6.4.5. Vibronic progressions in the Vi and R% bands of formamide and D-formamide.

The band around 9.2 eV (the Q band) observed m all experimental spectra was originally ascribed 

to excitation of the (tci->7ü3*)'A’ (or V2) state [H14]. However, further experimentation and 

theoretical treatments shed doubt on this assignment hence the nature of the transition remained 

uncertain. The data recorded in this work provided new evidence which suggested that the Q band 

may not be due to a valence transition, but instead results from the superposition of a number of 

Rydberg states in this energy region as discussed below.

To assign Rydberg series in the recorded photoabsorption spectrum of formamide, the 

photoelectron (PE) spectrum of [T3] was used in conjunction with the Rydberg formula (equation

1.3,21, page 31). The match between the PE band envelope and the Rydberg state band structure 

frequently does not hold for the lowest Rydberg orbital (usually the 3s state) which may be mixed 

with antibondmg a* valence orbitals. As indicated above, the 3s orbital of formamide is believed 

to be mixed with such a a* orbital, hence the broad R, band observed in the photoabsorption 

spectrum (figure 6.4.4) did not bear much resemblance to the vibronic structures observed in the 

PE spectrum (figure 6.4.6).
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Figure 6.4.6. Photoeiectron spectrum of formamide showing IPi and EP̂  (after [T3]).

The Ri band of formamide is believed to anse from overlapping excitations of the (/Iq—>3s) ‘A’ 

and (7t2^3s)* A” states. In the present work, weak vibrational structures were observed on the R] 

band m the photoabsorption spectrum (figure 6.4.3); it was proposed that these structures were 

real, smce they were also observed m a spectrum recorded on a previous occasion usmg an 

uncontammated sample of formamide (although the data were noisier), and also m the present 

EEL spectrum (figure 6 4.8. section 6 4.2) whose sample was cleared of ammonia by long-term 

pumpmg and freeze-thawmg. However, although the observed structures were thought to be real 

they could not be assigned due to their inherent weakness.

The sharp tnplet of peaks (the R] band), with an ongm at 7.72 eV m both isotopomers was 

previously ascnbed to excitation of a 3p-type Rydberg state associated with IP, [H14] smce the 

observed vibrational spacmg (0.184 eV) was similar to that of the first ionisation band [T3]. The 

present work revealed an exact match between the spectra of formamide and D-formamide, both 

m ongm and vibrational fine structure, m this energy region (figure 6.4.5). This comcidaice 

served two purposes: (i) it confirmed the identity of the predommant vibrational mode as the CO 

stretch, whose frequency is the same m the two compounds [FI 1], and (ii) it prompted the 

assumption that all Rydberg states associated with IP, would coincide in energy for both 

molecules. This second premise was used to aid m the extracticm and assignment of Rydberg 

series converging to IP, fiom the recorded, spectrally congested, absorption spectrum. Analysis 

of the spectrum usmg this assumption lead to the identification of h i^ e r members of all three p- 

type Rydberg senes associated with IP,, and implied the presence of a 3p state with an origm at
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—7.4 eV (figure 6.4.7). Rydberg states convergent upon IP2 were difficult to identify due to their 

low intensity, hence only a small number of n=3 Rydberg states were identified (figure 6.4.7). 

The Rydberg states proposed from analysis of the present data are summarised in table 6.4.2.

4 M  1 5

4 M  s M tM t—I 
M M i— 1

w 20 4

I I I I I I I I I p  r n  1 I n  T  I ] I I I I I | - r i  r - jn -  1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1

6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0
Photon energy  (eV)

Figure 6.4.7. Rydberg states in the VUV photoabsorption spectrum of formamide.

E n e r g ie s  1o f p r o p o se d  R y d b e r g s ta te s  I(e V )

n 1 s
«  11 P

6 p ’ 6 p ”
«  11 "

Ô d ’ 8 d ” 8

Associated with IPj at 10. 73 eU, n o ’ irSJ:
3 6.35 1.103 {7.40} 0.768 7.72 0.624 7.83 0.568 8.29 0.28 8.44 0.16 8.56 0.06

— — 7.92 8.03 — 8.63 8.74
— — 8.10 8.21 — 8.81 8.93
(3) (8) (9) (1) (7) (1) (8) (1) (1) (1) (I) (1) (I)

4 8.70 0.92 8.84 0.75 8.89 0.67 9.00 0.53 9.16 0.25 9.23 0.1 1 9.25 0.07
8.89 9.03 9.09 9.18 9.36 — —
9.09 — 9.30 9.38 9.56 — —
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (3) (1) (3) (1) (3)

5 9.30 0.95 9.38 0.74 9.42 0.65 9.44 0.56 9.53 0.24 9.57 0.07 9.57 0.07
9.49 9.57 9.61 — 9.73 9.72 9.76
9.68 9.78 9.79 9.83 9.91 — —
(1) (5) (1) (4) (1) (4) (1) (?) (1) (6) (1) (6) (I) (6)

6 9.61 0.88 9.63 0.78 9.65 0.68 9.68 0.50 9.72 0.23 —
9.80 9.83 9.84 9.88 9.91 — —
10.0 10.02 10.04 10.07 10.11 — —

(1) (7) (1) (7) (I) (8) (1) (9) (1) <i)

Associated with IP2 at 10. 3 7  gU, IT3J:
3 — — 8.02 0 664 8.22 0.562 8.60 0.33 8.81 0.19 — -

— — — 8.30 8.68 8.87 —
— — 8.16 — 8.76 8.94 —

(1) (7) (1) (8) (1) (V
Numbers in parentheses are errors in the least significant digit; 6 is dimensionlcss.

Table 6.4.2. Rydberg states associated with IP, and IP2 of formamide.
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Comparison of these experimental Rydberg state assignments with the results of the most recent 

computations ([H16, S I3, S14], see table 6.4.1) revealed some discrepancies. Both [H16] and

[513] predicted that the strongest Rydberg state in the R% region is the tz2->'^Vh transition, whilst

[514] calculated the «o^3py transition to be the most intense (all three calculations agreed that 

the 712^3s transition should be the strongest absorption in the Ri region). Therefore, theoretical 

studies have generally predicted that Rydberg states excited from the % orbital are more intense 

than those excited from the no orbital. However, the most intense of the experimentally observed 

3p transitions of formamide, with an origin at 7.72 eV, was clearly linked with IPi from its 

vibrational structure, but IPi has been generally assumed to correspond to electron removal from 

the no orbital. The present experimental conclusions could hence be reconciled with those of the 

sophisticated theoretical studies only if: (i) the computed oscillator strengths were consistently in 

error, or (ii) the accepted ordering of the first two cationic states of formamide were reversed. 

Studies of related molecules, N-methyl formamide and N,N-dimethyl formamide, gave preference 

to the first of these conditions and shed doubt on the second (see section 6.5). Therefore, this 

work suggested that the accepted ordering of the two highest occupied orbitals of formamide was 

correct (i.e. no lies higher in energy than %), and that the calculated intensities of Rydberg 

excitations in formamide have been consistently in error.

Integrated oscillator strengths for the bands observed in the VUV photoabsorption spectrum of 

formamide are shown in table 6.4.3, where they are compared with those values obtained in 

previous experimental and theoretical studies.

Reference Energy Ran;;e(eV)
5.5-6.0

(W)
6.0-7.0

(Ri)
7.0-8.4

(V1+R2)
8.4-9.0 9.0-9.5

(0 )
9.5-10.13 10.13-10.8

Experiment:
This work

( V U V :  ± 1 0 % )

0 .0 0 2 0 .0 4 4 0 .3 1 0 . 0 3 8 0 .0 5 9 0 .0 8 1 0 .1 2

This work
(E E L :  ± 2 0 % )

0 .0 0 1 0 .0 3 6 0 .3 1 0 .0 4 2 0 .0 6 4 0 .0 9 1 0 .1 3

.......... 1B181.......... — 0 .0 9 0 .3 7 — — — —
IB19] 0 .0 0 2 0 .0 6 0 .2 4 — — — —

Theory:
.......... [H.161.......... 0 .0 0 0 3 0 .0 2 3 0 .3 9 5 — — — —
...........[S14J........... 0 .0 0 0 4 0 .0 2 2 0 .3 6 6 — — — —
.......... .[.S13J........... 0 .0 0 1 0 . 0 2 7 0 .5 7 1 0 .0 0 4 0 . 0 5 7 0 .0 6 5 0 .1 3 1

[S12] 0 .0 0 1 — 0 . 3 1 7 — — — —
Table 6.4.3. Oscillator strengths of formamide.
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The recorded oscillator strength for the W band was in agreement with earlier experimental 

measurements. The available experimental data for other spectral regions were sparse, although 

m reasonable agreement with the present results (except for the Ri band). Likewise, there were 

relatively few theoretical estimates, most of which related to the Vi band for which the results 

were m reasonable agreement with the experimental values presented here. The theoretical 

estimates of [SI 3] were particularly good. Comparisons of the oscillator strengths obtained using 

the DLMSAA for bands of other molecules with previously published values, e.g. ozone (chapter 

4) and some small hydrocarbons (chapter 7), gave confidence that the present results were 

reliable. Therefore, it was proposed that the VUV photoabsorption spectrum recorded in this 

work represented the most reliable measurements of the cross-sections and oscillator strengths of 

formamide available (to date) over the observed energy range.

6,4.2 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy

The spectrum shown m figure 6.4.8 represents the first high-resolution, high-incident-energy and 

low-scattering-angle (i.e. pseudo-optical) EEL data recorded for formamide using the UCL EEL 

spectrometer. The relative cross-sections were placed on an absolute scale by comparison with 

the absolute VUV measurements (figure 6.4.4) and normalising to a magnitude of 5 .38 Mb at an 

energy-loss of 8.385 eV. The oscillator strengths obtamed from the EEL data are shown in table 

6.4.3, and were in good agreement with the VUV photoabsorption measurements, the two sets of 

data are plotted together in figure 6.4.9 to show the high level of correlation.
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Figure 6.4.8. Pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of formamide.
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Figure 6.4.9. Comparison of the VUV and EEL measurements of formamide.

All features observed in the VUV absorption spectrum were also apparent in the EEL data, albeit 

with poorer resolution. On the other hand, because the EEL spectrometer did not have a high 

energy limit (as experienced by the DLMSAA), the EEL data revealed three new features above

11.2 eV in the absorption spectrum These new features are labelled U, («11.7 eV), U2 

(«12.4 eV) and U3 («13.4 eV) in figure 6.4.8. One of these bands may relate to the as yet 

unidentified (7r i ^ 7i3*)’A’ state, previously ascribed to the Q band at 9.2 eV, alternatively, this 

valence state may contribute to the underlying absorption observed around 10.5 eV, as predicted 

by recent calculations [SI3] Other likely absorptions in this energy region include Rydberg 

states linked to IP3 (at 14.18 eV) and IP4 (14.75 eV),

6.4,3 Near-threshold trapped-electron spectroscopy

Near-threshold trapped-electron (TE) energy-loss spectra of formamide were recorded using the 

Henot-Watt University TE spectrometer, with residual electron energies (Er) up to -1.5 eV (figure 

6.4.10; only two spectra for Er>0 eV are shown for clarity). Spectra were also taken using zero 

well-depth, which contained contributions exclusively from negative ions formed in resonant 

dissociative electron attachment (DEA) processes. The energy of maximum DEA cross-section 

was -6.3 eV, and the mam product ion observed was H (observed using the Heriot-Watt 

University DEA spectrometer). The spectra shown in figure 6.4.10 for Er>0 eV had negative ion
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signals subtracted from them prior to analysis, hence the data shown represent scattered electron 

signals only.

20 n  
18 - W = 0  V 

W = 0.2  V
14 -  
12  -  

10 -

O)

Energy (eV)

Figure 6.4.10. Near-threshold EEL spectra of formamide.

The tnplet manifold of formamide has been summarised by [RI]. An earlier near-threshold EEL 

study of formamide showed energy losses at 5 .3 eV and 6.6 eV, which were originally attributed 

to excitations of the (i.e. the triplet component of the W band) and (7r2->7T3*)̂ A’

states respectively [SI5]. The second of these assignments was subsequently questioned on 

theoretical grounds, as molecular orbital calculations all placed the lowest transition

between 5.8-6.2 eV [HI5, 03, S llj. The experimentally observed band at 6.6 eV was later 

ascribed to the unresolved (/?o^3s)^A’ and (%->3s)^A" states [L2, RI], A third energy-loss 

feature at -10.0 eV was also tentatively assigned as either the (7Ui->3s)^A” or the (7ri-̂ 7C3*)̂ A’ 

transitions, although the assignment was quite uncertain [RI]

The energy positions of the triplet states of formamide observed in the present data are compared 

with those of other experimental and theoretical investigations in table 6.4.4. All results are in 

general agreement, although the available experimental measurements are somewhat limited.
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Reference Reported energy (eV)

(«0->7C3*)̂ A” («o->3s)^A’

(7C2->3s)^A”

(TC2->7C3")̂ A’

Experiment
This work (TE/(±0.1eV) 5.2 6.4 —

[S15] (TE)*(±0.1eV) 5.3 6.6 — 10.0
Theory
[S13] 5.34 6.61

6.30
5.69 —

.......m ....................................... 5.6 — 4.8 8.6

...... [03].................................. 5.71 6.94 6.08 —

.......I.S11] ....................................... 5.38 — 5.81 —

.......[HlSl...................................... 5.39 — 6.19 —

...... m m ...................................... 5.32 — — —

...... m m ....................................... 6.36 — 6.06 9.58
[B19] 3.80 6.28 4.41 —

‘ trapped electron; see text.

Table 6.4.4. Transition energies for triplet states of formamide.

The lowest energy-loss band observed in the data presented here (figure 6.4.10) had a maximum 

cross-section corresponding to an incident electron energy of ~2 eV. This signal arose from 

resonant vibrational excitation of the molecule via a ground-state shape resonance (anionic) in 

which the incident electron was trapped in the %3* orbital [L2, S I5]. The next band was centred at

5.2 eV for all residual electron energies, and corresponded to excitation of the («o—>tc3*)^A” state

[SI5] which has been repeatedly computed to be the lowest lying triplet state of formamide (table

6.4.4). Between 6-7 eV, the position of maximum intensity was observed to shift to higher 

energy-losses with increasing E, (figure 6.4.10), from 6.4 eV (£,=0.08 eV) to 6.6 eV (E,=1.5 eV); 

this confirmed the excitation of more than one upper state. Of the possible triplet states, the 

(«o->3s)^A’ and (tü2->3s)^A” were expected to lie close to their corresponding singlet states, hence 

these were the chosen assignmaits for these excitations (assuming that the assignments for the 

singlet states were correct).

In this study it was desired to obtain experimental information on the transition energy of the 

(7C2-»7ü3*)̂ A’ state; unfortunately, an unequivocal assignment for this state could not be made. 

However, it was noted that between the maxima at 5 .3 eV and 6.3 eV (figure 6.4.10) the energy of 

minimum intensity shifted from -5.7 eV to 6.0 eV with increasing residual energy. This showed 

an increasing contribution from an energy-loss process around 5.7-6.0 eV. Calculations have
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predicted that the (7U2-^ tc3*)^A’ state lies around 6 eV (table 6.4.4), hence this state could be 

in^licated in the observed signal around 5.7-6.0 eV. However, excitation of the 

transition (responsible for the optical W band) could not be ruled out as the cause of this energy- 

loss process. Population of the optical Vi band, (7T2->7r3*)̂ A’, was visible at ~7.4 eV for residual 

electron energies above ~1 eV.

To summarise, the near-threshold EEL data recorded in this work were in agreement with those 

reported previously [SI5]. The positions of the (Mo->%*)^A", («o->3s)^A’ and (tc2->3s)^A” 

bands were in agreement with previous experimental and theoretical studies (table 6.4.4). 

Although a peak position of the previously unobserved (%^7r3*)^A' state was not determined by 

this work, energy-loss features in the appropriate spectral range were observed by using different 

residual electron energies. Therefore, the position of this band was tentatively proposed to be 

~6.0 eV.

6.5 Electronic Excitation of Related Amides

6.5.1 Data analysis

The VUV photoabsorption spectra of N-methyl formamide and N,N-dimethyl formamide were 

expected to complement the studies of formamide, and offered a possible route to determine the 

nature of its highest two occupied molecular orbitals. The structures of these compounds are 

shown in figure 6.5.1.

H

\ K

o
Formamide

H

V v
IIo
N-methyl

formamide

CHs

IIo
N.N-dlmethyl
formamide

Figure 6.5.1. Molecular structures of N-methyl and N,N-dimethyl formamide.

Spectra for these conq)ounds have been reported previously [B17, K8, N9], albeit at relatively low 

resolution and over limited spectral ranges. In this work, high resolution absorption spectra of
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both compounds were recorded using the DLMSAA with the simple gas cell over extended energy 

ranges (figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.3).
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Figure 6.5.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of N-methyl formamide.
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Figure 6.5.3. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of N,N-dimethyl formamide.

The positions of the Rydberg states shown in these figures were determined using the 

photoeiectron spectra of [T3] (figures 6.5.4 and 6.5.5: see section 6.5.3 for discussion of Rydberg 

states).
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Figure 6.5.4. Photoeiectron spectrum of N-methyl formamide (after (T3J).

Figure 6.5.5. Photoeiectron spectrum of N.N-dimethyi formamide (after (T3|).

6.5.2 Effects o f méthylation

The effects of alkylation on the photoeiectron spectrum of these amides have beai described 

previously by [13] and [B17], Bnefly, a vibrational progression of spacing -220 meV was 

observed m the PE spectra of all three molecules, bemg ascnbed to excitation of the CO stretching 

mode. In formaimde, this progression was associated with IP, (figure 6.4.6), whilst in the 

methylated compounds it was associated with IP2 The progressions observed for the other 

ionisation (IP2 for formamide, IP, for the methylated compounds) had a spacing o f—80 meV, and 

was ascribed to excitations of either the OCN bend or a mode associated with the 

NH2/NHMe/N(Me)2 end of the molecule. The adiabatic ionisation potentials of these compounds 

were observed to decrease as the extent of methylaticm was mcreased (table 6.5.1).
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Compound Adiabatic Ionisation Energies (eV)

IPi IT3] IP2 [T3]

Formamide 10.13 (Mo) 10.51 (7Ü2)

N-methyl formamide 9.78 (712) 9.87 (Mo)

N,N-dimethyl formamide 9.14 (712) 9.72 (Mo)

Table 6.5.1. Ionisation energies and assignments of simple amides (after T 3 1 ) .

The ionisation was expected to be particularly sensitive to the extent of méthylation because 

the presence of methyl groups would exert a hyperconjugative effect on the %i orbital thus raising 

its energy, i.e. decreasing its ionisation energy by a greater amount than that e^qjerienced by the 

rio^ ionisation. The Ui orbital would be affected the most because -52%  of the orbital is centred 

on the N atom whilst only -6%  of the no orbital is similarly located [B17]. Since the ionisation 

band with the 80 meV vibrational progression was observed to move to lower ionisation energies 

more rapidly than the band with the 200 meV vibration, the former was ascribed to the band 

as reflected by the assignments of [T3] shown in table 6.5.1.

If the assignments made by [T3] were correct, then the effects of méthylation would also be 

observed in the absorption spectra of these compounds: if the % orbital was raised in energy as 

more methyl groups were added, the transition energy would be expected to shift to

lower energies more rapidly than the This effect was confirmed by the present work

(table 6.5.2).

Compound Transition Energies (eV) ^

^(no~^^3*) ‘(7l2^7t3*)

Formamide 5.82 7.36

N-methyl formamide 5.7 [N9] 6.90

N,N-dimethyl formamide 5.5 [K8] 6.22

 ̂energies shown are from this work unless otherwise stated.

Table 6.5.2. Transition energies of the no~>n3* and 7i2->7t3* bands.

This provided evidence that the first ionisation of formamide was indeed due to electron removal 

from the no orbital, whilst the first ionisations of the methylated species were due to
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6.5.3 Rydberg states

Rydberg assignments for N-methyl formamide and N,N-dimethyl formamide are shown m tables

6.5.3 and 6.5.4 respectively (also figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.3). Unfortunately, no Rydberg states 

associated with the first ionisation of N-methyl formamide (%'^) could be unambiguously located 

due to their low intensities (c/ the PE spectrum, figure 6.5 .4). A limited Rydberg assignment for 

these molecules had been previously attempted [B17] but no quantum defects were reported. 

Therefore, the work presented here represents the first methodical Rydberg assignment for these 

two compounds.

Energies of proposed Rydberg states (eV)

* « P 6 P’ 8 P” « « Ô d’ 8 d” 8
Associated with IP2 at 9.87 eV, [T3 r.

3 6.2 1 07 7.17 0.756 7.29 0,672 7.42 0,643 7.99 0.31 8.19 0.15 8.33 0 03
— — 7.48 7.60 8.19 8.38 8.52
— — — 7.77 8.38 8.56 8.71
— — — 7.92 8.56 8.74 8.91

(3) (1) (6) (1) (7) (1) (7) (1) U) (1) (1) (1) (11

4 8.26 1.09 8.60 0.73 — —
8.43 8.83 — — — — —
8.64 9.02 — — — — —

V) V) . (2)

Numbers in parentheses are errors in the least signifieant digit; Ô is dimensionless.

Table 6.5.3. Rydberg states associated with IP2 of N-methyl formamide.

Enerçies of proposed Ry dberg states (eV)

" 11  ̂ î  «  1 n ’ 8 P ” « 8

Associated with IP I at 9.14 eV, [T 5 / ;
3 5.92 I\ 0,944 — 6.77 0,604 7.51 o i l

6.01 — 6.87 7.63
6.10 1 — 6.97 7.74

(M J1 (5) (1) . (7) (1) (1)

Associated with IP2 a/ 9.72 eK [T3]:
3 6.52 0,938 7.05 0.743 7.25 0,653 8.01 0,18

6.72 7.32 7.51 8.25
6.93 7.51 7.74 8.45
7.14 7.74 7.96 8.62

(5) (1) (6) (1) (71 (2) . . .  1 ? 2 .-
Numbers in parentheses are errors in the least significant digit: 6 is dimensionless 

Table 6.5.4. Rydberg states associated with IPi and IP2 of N,N-dimethyl formamide.
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The 3 s Rydberg states of N,N-dimethyl formamide were observed to have vibrational structures 

similar to the IPi and IP2 ionisation bands, as observed for the higher Rydberg states. However, 

the 3s states of formamide and N-methyl formamide were observed as nominally broad, 

structureless absorption bands, attributed to mixing of the 3s orbitals with a* dissociative states. 

Therefore, it was suggested that the effects of such mixing are not as great in N,N-dimethyl 

formamide, leading to the vibrationally structured bands observed. The quantum defects 

determined for the 3 s states of N,N-dimethyl formamide were in close agreement for those 

obtained for the 3s states of formamide and N-methyl formamide. This agreement confirmed the 

historical assumption that the 3 s bands of formamide (Ri) and N-methyl formamide coincide with 

the broad bands observed on the low-energy side of the intense absorptions (e.g. the

intense Vi band of formamide with the weaker Ri band on its low energy side, figure 6.4.4). 

Indeed, the close agreement between all of the quantum defects determined for the three amides 

gave confidence in the Rydberg assignments made for each individual molecule (table 6.5.5).

State Quantum defect
Formamide N-methyl

formamide
N^-dimethyl

formamide
Associated with no^:

3s 1.103+0.008 1.07 ±0.03 0.938 ±0.005
3p 0.768 ±0.009 0.756 ± 0.006 —

3p’ 0.624 ± 0.007 0.672 ± 0.007 0.743 ± 0.006
3p” 0.568 ±0.008 0.643 ± 0.007 0.653 ± 0.007
3d 0.28 ±0.01 0.31 ±0.01 —

3d’ 0.16 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.01 0.18±0.02
3d” 0.06 ±0.01 0.03 ±0.01 —

Associated with
3s — — 0.944 ± 0.005
3P — — —

3p’ 0.664 ± 0.007 — —

3p” 0.562 ± 0.008 — 0.604 ± 0.007
3d 0.33 ±0.01 — —

3d’ 0.19 ±0.01 — 0.11 ±0.01
3d” — — —

Table 6.5.5. Quantum defects determined for the n=3 Rydberg states.

6,5.4 Comparison with theory

Recent theoretical calculations on the electronic states of the three amides studies in this work 

have predicted transition energies of the observed states [SI 3]. The results of these calculations.
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which incorporated both valence and Rydberg states, were in good agreement with the 

experimental values obtained in this work, allowmg the symmetries of some of the Rydberg 

orbitals to be tentatively ascribed (table 6.5 .6).

Transition Transition Energy (eV)

Formamide N-methyl formamide N,N-dimethyl formamide

This work

(VUV)

[S13]

(theoiy)

This work

(VUV)

[S13]

(theory)

This work

(VUV)

IS13]

(theory)

Valence:

* (Wq— 582 5.61 — 5.52 — 5.64

* (7I2—>713*) 7.36 7.41 6.90 6.71 6 22 6.50

Rydberg:

Mo—>
..................... ........................

3s 635 659 6.2 6.51 6 52 6.48

3p 7.40 7.31 Cv) 7.17 7 12 60 — 6.81 (/.)

3p’ 7.72 7.73 (.\) 7.29 7.29 (y) 7.05 7.09 (y)

3p” 7.83 7.81 (/) 7.42 7.38 (\) 7.25 7.20 (X)

3d 829 8.94 (/-) 7.99 8.12 (/-) — —

3d’ 8.44 9 .17(.\-y“) 8.19 8 .1 9 ( .\V ) 8.01 7.94 (xy)

3d” 856 9.26 ( \ \)  8.33 8.24 (.\y) — —

7l2->

3s — 652 — 6.08 5.92 592

3p — 7.04 (y) — — — —

3p’ 8.02 7.72 (/.) — — — —

3p” 822 7.97 (.\) — — 6.77 6.77 0 )

3d 860 8.02 (.\/) — — — —

3d’ 8 8 Î 8.98 (/-) — — 7 51 7.48 ()/.)

3d” — — — — — —

For these calculations, the molecules were assumed to lie 

Table 6.5.6. Comparison between experimental

in the x>' plane IS 13],

and theoretical transition energies.

The agreement between theory and experiment was excellent in most cases, although the computed 

transition energies for the 3d Rydberg states of formamide did not agree with experiment so well. 

Overall, the high level of agreement gave support to the excited state assignments made in this
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work and showed that the computational algorithm used by [SI3] was of remarkable quality. 

This prompts for the experimental study of other amides for comparison with those studied in the 

present work, particularly those for which calculations are provided by [SI3] (i.e. acetamide, 

propanamide and N-methyl acetamide).

6.6 Vibrational Excitation of Formamide by Electron Impact

The vibrational excitation spectrum of vapour phase formamide by electron impact was recorded 

at an incident electron energy of 10 eV and a scattering angle of 15° using the UCL EEL 

spectrometer. The data obtamed are shown in figure 6.6.1.

0.016
0.014
0.012
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004 J0.002
0.000

O  LU

n  n I T I n I T I I I I I I I I I I I T'T j I I I I I I r I I I I I I I

-200-100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
E nergy-loss (meV)

Figure 6.6.1. EEL vibrational excitation spectrum of gaseous formamide, Ei=10 eV, 0,=1S°.

This was the first such data to be recorded for gaseous formamide, although similar experiments 

using the surface of liquid formamide have recently been reported [E3]. In fact, the study of [E3] 

provided the mcentive to make the measurements presented here: although numerous infra-red (IR) 

and Raman vibrational studies of gaseous formamide have been reported in the literature (e.g. 

[B22-23, E4, HIS, K9, M25, R14, S16]), no EEL studies had been performed with which the 

liquid surface spectrum of [E3] (figure 6.6.2) could be compared.
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Figure 6.6.2. EEL spectrum of the surface of liquid formamide, Ej=16 eV, 9,=90° (after (E31).

The liquid surface EEL spectrum of formamide was recorded usmg an mcident energy of 16 eV 

and a scattermg angle of 90°, usmg a conventional EEL spectrometer which had been adapted for 

use with liquid samples [E3], The mam differences between the EEL data measured for the gas 

phase and the liquid surface were the relative mtensities of the vibrational peaks to the elastic 

scattermg peak (at 0 eV energy-loss): for the gas phase the vibrational peaks had ~1% of the 

elastic peak mtensity, whilst for the liquid surface they had -10%. This was attnbuted to three 

mam factors: (i) the different mcident electron energies (10 eV and 16 eV), (ii) the different 

scattermg angles (15° and 90°), and (in) the differences between the scattermg targets of the gas 

phase and the condensed liquid phase. However, these different mtensity ratios were not of direct 

concern to the present study

The vapour phase spectrum recorded m this work (figure 6.6 .1) was smular to the ER spectrum, 

although It was inherently of much lower resolution. However, the vibrational structures observed 

m the data presented here were almost identical to those obtamed usmg EELS with the liquid 

surface (figure 6.6.2), because the two spectrometers used had smular resoluticms (UCL: 

-60 meV, [E3]: -130 meV) For both the vapour phase and liquid surface EEL studies, the IR 

bands (table 6.6.1) were observed as broad, unresolved peaks betweai 0-450 meV aiergy-losses.
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IR Vibrational Energy (meV) Vibrational Mode
36 NH2 inversion
70 NCO bend + NH2 rock
82 NH2 torsion
130 CH out-of-plane bend
135 NH2 rock - CN stretch
156 CN stretch + NH2 rock - NCO bend
172 CH bend - CO stretch
196 NH2bend
218 CO stretch + CH bend
354 CH stretch
428 NH2 symmetric stretch
443 NH2 asymmetric stretch

Table 6.6.1. Fundamental IR vibrational enei^ies of formamide (after [B22]).

The energy-loss signals observed in the vapour phase data above 450 meV (figure 6.6.1) were 

also observed in the liquid surface data. These signals in the liquid surface data had been 

previously ascribed to the effects of multiple scattering within the target [E3]. However, the 

scattering conditions involved in the UCL spectrometer, which utilised a diffuse gas beam, 

minimised the probabilities of multiple scattering, hence the features observed above 450 meV 

were ascribed to the excitation of overtone and/or higher energy combination bands via electron 

impact. However, some signal intensity due to multiple energy-losses is e?q)ected in all condensed 

phase e?q)eriments. Therefore, a thorough interpretation of these structures is essential if the 

liquid surface spectrum is to be properly understood, hence a full study of the vapour phase 

vibrational excitation spectrum should now be performed, using a wide range of incident electron 

energies and scattering angles.

6.7 Summary

Studies on the electronic excitation of formamide have yielded information on its neutral, cationic 

and anionic energy levels. The resolution of new Rydberg state structure in the VUV 

photoabsorption spectrum offered an approach to the assignment of the first two ionisations of 

formamide, which have proved to be too close together in energy to be unambiguously separated 

by theoretical calculations. The vibrational structure of these Rydberg states have been used to 

link the most intense 3p-state with the first ionisation of formamide. Computations have predicted 

that the most intense 3p-Rydberg transition of formamide is out of the % orbital, suggesting that 

IPi is due to electron removal from % (hence IP2 is rio^); this was contrary to the generally
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accepted energy ordering. However, studies of other amides performed in this work provided 

evidence to support the accepted energy ordering (i.e. IPi is no’\  IP2 is %2'̂ ). This evidence was 

strengthened by the agreement between experimental assignments of the observed bands with 

recent, sophisticated theoretical energy predictions for each of the compounds. This suggested that 

the transition intensities computed in the earlier theoretical treatments were consistently in error, 

and prompted for fiirther studies of the amides using a combination of both experiment and theory.

The near-threshold EELS data recorded in this work were in gaieral agreement with those 

reported previously: the positions of the («o^3s)^A’ and (tc2̂ 3s)^A” bands were in

agreement with previous experimental and theoretical studies. An objective of this work was to 

locate the energy position of the previously unobserved (7C2->7r3*)^A’ transition, but unfortunately 

this remained unachieved. However, although a distinct energy-loss band for this transition was 

not observed, absorption processes in the appropriate energy region were observed by performing 

investigations using different residual electron energies. Therefore, the position of this band was 

tentatively proposed to be ~6.0 eV. This EELS study remains to be followed up by a full DEA 

investigation of the anionic states observed using the TE spectrometer.

The vibrational excitation of formamide vapour by electron in tac t was studied using an incident 

energy of 10 eV and a scattering angle of 15°. This was the first time that such an investigation 

had been performed. The structures observed were almost identical to those observed in a similar 

study of the vibrational excitation of the liquid surface. Energy-loss signals were observed in this 

work above 450 meV, as observed for the condensed phase. These peaks had been previously 

ascribed to multiple losses within the liquid sample, however this could not have occurred in the 

gas phase experiment hence the observed peaks were ascribed as overtone bands and/or 

combination bands. The data presented in this thesis represent a preliminary study of a full 

investigation of the vibrational excitation of formamide vapour by electron impact using a wide 

range of incident energies and scattering angles, vdiich has yet to be performed.

The data described in this chapter have been presented as poster contributions at many 

international conferences, and have been the subject of a recent pubhcation on the electronic state 

spectroscopy of formamide [G2]. A publication concerning the spectroscopy of the other amides 

studied is also in preparation [G9].
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Ch a pter  Sev en  

Stud ies o f  Sim ple  H y d r o c a r b o n s

"My Brain hurt [ihe a warehouse, it had no room to spare, 

I  had to cram so many things to store everything in there. ”

(David (Bmvie

7.1 Introduction

Photoabsorption of the smallest alkanes and alkenes is of importance in atmospheric science and 

astrophysics due to the presence of these molecules in many planetary atmospheres. Methane 

(CH4) and ethane (CiH^) are two of the most abundant coirqiounds in the upper atmospheric layers 

of the outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune), whilst ethene (C2H4) has been found in 

the atmospheres of Jupiter and Titan (one of the largest moons of Saturn) [C22, SI 7]. The rapid 

photolysis of ethylene to form acetylene (C2H2) is one of the most inqiortant chemical processes in 

the atmospheres of the giant planets [W7], and has also been used to explain the existence of 

Jupiter’s Great Red Spot [HI9], Low energy electron-molecule collisions are also thought to be 

of importance in the chemistry of these exotic atmospheres [B24],

The alkanes and alkenes also play an important role in the terrestrial atmosphere. Ethane and 

propane (CgHg) are both scavengers of free chlorine atoms in the lower stratosphere, thus 

interrupting the ozone depletion cycles linked to chlorine. Reactions of the alkenes with O3, OH 

and NO3 also play an important role in the chemistry of the Earth's troposphere [W7]. Methane 

also acts as a greenhouse gas in the troposphere where it absorbs infra-red radiation that would 

otherwise have been radiated away from the Earth’s surface into space. At higher energies, all the 

simple alkanes and alkenes absorb continuously in the ultra-violet from ~7 eV upwards, i.e. they 

absorb some UV wavelengths vdiich the normal constituents of the air do not, hence their presence 

can have a considerable influence on the chemistry of the atmosphere.
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Saturated ring molecules have also proven to be of great interest to chemistry since the high 

degrees of strain within the smaller species yield reactive properties which are usually attributed 

to unsaturated species [NIG], Cyclopropane (CsHô) is the smallest of these cyclic hydrocarbons, 

and is thus the prototype molecule on which models of the larger compounds are built [GIG], 

Cyclopropane is also a possible originator of two small ring molecules which have been identified 

in interstellar gas clouds (i.e. c-CgH and C-C3H2 [SI8-19, V2]), being thought to participate in 

various ion-molecule reactions which yield these compounds via proton transfer [S2G],

Therefore, the spectroscopy of simple alkanes and alkenes is of interest to atmospheric science and 

astrophysics. In particular, accurate photoabsorption and electron scattering cross-sections are 

required for these simple hydrocarbons so that reliable theoretical models can be constructed to 

describe the physics and chemistry of planetary atmospheres. Such models are particularly 

topical in the scientific climate at the time of writing this thesis, i.e. shortly after the well 

publicised collision between comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 and Jupiter in 1994 [Dll]; m order to fully 

understand the atmospheric effects observed in the aftermath of the collision (e.g. figure 7 .1.1), an 

accurate model of the Jovian atmosphere is crucial.

Figure 7.1.1. Obsen ations of Jupiter after the comet collision of 1994 (after [H20]).

In this chapter, spectroscopic studies of methane and some other simple alkanes and alkenes are 

presented. The vibrational excitation of methane by electron impact is also discussed, and 

compared with the results of another investigation conducted simultaneously at the University of
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Liège. Finally, experiments to study the spectroscopy of cyclopropane are presented and 

described in detail.

7.2 Methane

7.2.1 Molecular structure

Methane (CHj) is the simplest of the alkanes, i.e. those compounds which fit the en^irical 

molecular formula CnHin+z- The molecule consists of a single carbon atom bonded to four 

hydrogen atom in a tetrahedral arrangement via a hybridised sp  ̂molecular orbital (figure 7.2.1). 

The C-H bond length is 1.094 Â, the H-C-H bond angle is 109.6°, and the molecule belongs to the 

Td (tetrahedral) point group [B2].

Figure 7.2.1. Molecular structure of methane.

The ground state valence shell electronic configuration is:

(core)... 2ai  ̂ Itẑ

where the t% orbital is triply degenerate, i.e. it contains three pairs of electrons. The system is in a 

closed-shell configuration, i.e. the n=2 level of the carbon atom is fully occupied by electrons. In 

this sense, the methane molecule is isoelectronic with the neon atom (configuration: [He] 2s^ 2p^).

Ionisation of methane due to electron removal from the Itz orbital results in three distinct bands in 

the photoelectron spectrum since the degenerate energy levels are spht in accord with the Jahn- 

Teller effect ([Dl], also see chapter 1, p. 32). Therefore, the first three ionisation energies of the 

molecule are due to l t2‘̂  and are 13.6 eV, 14.4 eV and 15.0 eV respectively [KIO].

7.2.2 Electronic excitation

The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of methane recorded in this work, using the DLMSAA with 

the simple gas cell, is shown in figure 7.2.2. The cross-sections shown are absolute 

measurements, and the resolution used to record these data was ~1 Â.
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Figure 7.2.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of methane.

A pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of methane was also recorded in this work. The electron energy- 

loss signal was converted into DOS using the Bethe-Bom conversion law (chapter 1, p. 39) so that 

it could be compared directly with the optical data; the EEL data were normalised with the 

absolute VUV photoabsorption data to a cross-section of 19.8 Mb at a transition energy of 

10.5 eV (figure 7.2.3).

50 i

40 ^

30 ^

2 0  -E

10 ^

Energy loss (eV)

Figure 7.2.3. Pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of methane.

The obtamed DOS data had a signal-to-noise ratio that deteriorated as the energy-loss increased. 

This was due to the conversion process, which involved multiplication of the data by a factor
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proportional to the energy-loss cubed (E )̂ which preferentially increased the noise at the high 

energy-loss end of the spectrum, the original energy-loss signal, recorded directly from the 

channeltron detector within the spectrometer, had a uniform statistical error across the entire 

energy-loss range. However, although the signal-to-noise ratios of the recorded data were 

modified by the DOS conversion process, it was a necessary part of the analysis in order to 

compare the EEL data with optical data

The EEL and optical data recorded in this work are compared with other EEL measurements 

(those of [A9] and [D2]) m figures 7.2.4a and 7.2.4b, The EEL data shown have all been 

converted into DOS: the data recorded in this work and that of [D2] were converted using the 

method described in chapter 1 (p. 39), whilst the data of [A9] were converted directly into DOS 

(without the need for normalisation) using the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule’ [B25]

c0
1 </)
J)</)
2 

o

30 EELS (This work) 

V U V (This work) 

EELS [D2]

EELS [A9]
25
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8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0
Transition energy (eV)

Figure 7.2.4a. Comparison of methane spectra in the range 8-12 eV.

' The TRK sum rule involves recording EEL data from threshold to high energ>-losses (e.g. -200 eV) 
where the excitation function drops to near-zero values. The data are then subjected to a Bethe-Born 
com ersion, and the area beneath the energy-loss spectrum equated to the number of valence electrons in 
the molecule. The obtained spectnun is thus placed on an absolute scale without normalisation.
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Figure 7.2.4b. Comparison of methane spectra in the range 12-18 eV.

Good agreement is found between all four measurements between 8-12 eV, demonstrated by a 

comparison of integrated oscillator strengths for the data (table 7.2.1); the OS values between 

8-12 eV were the same withm the quoted experimental errors. However, above 12 eV a difference 

between the data of [D2] and [A9] had been previously reported [D2] as shown in figure 7.2.4b. 

The EEL data recorded in this work verified the spectrum of [A9], and confirmed that the cross- 

sections obtamed by [D2] were too low at high energy-losses. This was attributed to an erroneous 

removal of background signal (i.e. those signals not due to electrons scattered from methane 

molecules) prior to DOS conversion by [D2].

Energy

Range

(eV)

Integrated Oscillator Strength

This work 

VUV (±10%)

This work 

EEL (±20%)

[D21 

EEL (±20%)

IA9] 

EEL (±5%)

8-10 0.134 0.131 0.135 0.129

10-11 0.170 0.173 0.178 0.167

11-12 — 0.248 0.242 0.238

12-13 — 0.345 0.327 0.340

13-17 — 1.69 1.49 1.67

Table 7.2.1. Comparison of oscillator strengths for methane.
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The interpretation of the methane absorption spectrum was summarised by [A9], Briefly, five 

broad features were observed, the energy positions of which are shown in table 7.2.2. There was 

close agreement (+0.1 eV) between the experimental data shown in figures 7.2.4a and 7.2.4b, 

suggesting that the energy calibrations performed in the present work were adequate.

Assignment Transition Energy (eV)

(from [A9]) This work 
VUV

This work 
EEL

[D2]
EEL

IA9]
EEL

lt2—̂3s 9.7 9.8 9.8 9.7
lt2—>3s 10.5 10.6 10.5 10.5
lt2^4s — 11.8 11.7 11.8
lt2-^4s
lt2->4d
lt2~^3d

12.8 12.8 12.8

lt2~>3d 
lt2~>4d

-- 13.5 13.5 13.5

Table 7.2.2. Central band energies of the methane absorption spectrum.

All the observed absorption features below -14 eV have been ascribed to Rydberg states [A9] 

since the valence states are all unbound (i.e. above the first ionisation potential) [J5]. The Iti'^ 

ionisation of methane is split into three bands in the photoelectron spectrum (due to the Jahn- 

Teller effect), hence three discrete Rydberg series were associated with this ionisation, one for 

each of the photoelectron bands [A9]. Therefore, the same Rydberg state labels (e.g. It2->3s) 

were ascribed to more than one absorption band (table 7.2.2).

The broad features of the spectrum have all been reported to have unresolved vibrational structure 

associated with them [A9, D2, L8]. However, the optical absorption data recorded in this work 

show little or no vibrational structure associated with the first band (at 9.7 eV, figure 7.2.2), 

whilst vibrational structure was observed on the second band (at 10.5 eV). The energy spacing of 

the progression observed on the second band was -125 meV (±8 meV), Wiilst previously reported 

spacings were -140 meV (±10 meV) [D2] and —160 meV (±10 meV) [A9]. The lack of 

vibrational structure on the first band observed in the optical data was interesting, and should be 

followed up by further studies of this band using VUV spectroscopy and EELS. Unfortunately, 

the EEL data recorded in this work were too noisy to allow the isolation of such structures (figure 

7.2.4a). Therefore, more EEL data are required, and VUV photoabsorption spectra could be
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recorded at different sample pressures to determine whether or not the structures previously 

reported on the first absorption band of methane are indeed real.

7.2.3 Vibrational excitation by electron impact

Electron-impact vibrational excitation processes are important in planetary atmospheres, and are 

also relevant to gaseous discharge phenomena and gaseous laser media. Absolute measurements 

of vibrational differential cross-sections are hence important if  the dynamics of the electron- 

molecule interactions are to be fully understood. Moreover, the accurate measurement of absolute 

cross-sections are also essential if recent, sophisticated theoretical calculations are to be tested 

[AlO]. In this work the vibrational excitation of methane by electron in tac t was studied to 

provide new information on electron interactions with this important atmospheric molecule.

Differential cross-sections for the bending and stretching fundamental modes of methane have 

been measured previously over the impact energy range between 3-20 eV, where the vibrational 

excitation cross-sections are quite high and are enhanced by the 7.5 eV shape resonance [C23, 

M26, S21, TIG]. The range of scattering angles covered by these investigations was 30°-140° in 

most cases [M2 7]. The vibrational excitation of methane has also been investigated at very low 

impact energies to characterise threshold structures in the vibrational cross-section [R15, S22].

In this work, the vibrational excitation of methane by electron impact was studied at intermediate 

impact energies, i.e. 15 eV and 30 eV, in the scattering angle range 10°-40°. This study was 

performed at UCL whilst a similar investigation was performed simultaneously at the University 

of Liège using the same impact energies over the 8°-95° scattering angle range [M27]; the two 

studies were performed to confirm the observations of both measurements. The measurements 

using an impact energy of 30 eV provided the first data recorded for such scattering conditions. 

The validity of these data was verified by recording data with an in tac t energy of 15 eV and 

comparing with the results of previous studies at this energy [C23, M26, S21, TIO]. The 

agreement between the available data at 15 eV suggested that the differential cross-sections 

recorded at an impact energy of 30 eV in this work were rehable.

The data recorded at the University of Liège were obtained using a commercial EEL spectrometer 

adapted for the investigation of gaseous targets, having an energy resolution of ~40 meV [FI2,
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M2 8]. The spectrometer was fitted with mass-flow meters coupled with precision gas-flow valves 

which allowed accurate control of the mass-flow rate into the spectrometer. This facility was 

incorporated so the relative flow  technique could be used to obtain absolute scattering cross- 

sections [N il, S23, T il] . Briefly, this method is based on the measurement of the ratio of the 

elastic differential cross-section (DCS) of the gas under study to the known absolute elastic DCS 

of a reference gas at a given impact energy and scattering angle. To obtain this information, 

identical scattering conditions must be experienced in the interaction region of the spectrometer for 

both gases; this may be achieved by ensuring that the mass-flow rates of the gases entering the 

interaction region are the same [N il]. Once these data are recorded, the data obtained for the gas 

under study can be normalised to an absolute cross-section by comparison with the known 

absolute value of the reference gas. This allows the elastic DCS for the test gas to be recorded 

over the desired range of in tac t energies and scattering angles. The vibrational excitation DCS 

of the test gas may then be placed on an absolute scale by comparing the observed inelastic peak 

intensities to those of the elastic peak. Using this technique, absolute elastic and vibrational 

differential cross-sections of methane were measured using the University of Liège EEL 

spectrometer for impact energies of 15 eV and 30 eV in the angular range 8°-95°; the reference 

gas used was Nz.

The data recorded using the UCL EEL spectrometer were recorded for impact energies of 15 eV 

and 30 eV over the scattering angle range 10°-40°; the angular range employed was smaller than 

that used with the Liège spectrometer due to the inferior signal-to-noise ratio of the UCL 

spectrometer at large angles. The recorded vibrational excitation DCS was then placed on an 

absolute scale by comparing the intensities of the inelastic peaks with those of the observed elastic 

peaks; absolute cross-sections of the elastic peaks were known fl-om the measurements made using 

the Liège spectrometer (table 7.2.3).
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Scattering Angle
o.(°)

Elastic Differential Cross Section 
(10‘® cmVsr; ±18%)

Ei=15eV Ej = 30 eV
8 9.01 14.5
10 8.6 12.4
15 7.3 9.6
20 6.0 6.8
30 4.6 2.8
40 3.0 1.1
50 1.5 0.57
60 0.92 0.37
70 0.73 0.26
80 0.58 0.22
95 0.50 0.14

Table 7.2.3. Absolute elastic DCS of CH4 at 15 eV and 30 eV (after [M27]).

The methane molecule has nine normal vibrational modes distributed among three irreducible 

representations Wiich are degenerated into four vibrational energies. The Vi stretching mode has 

Ai symmetry, the v% bending mode is of E symmetry and is doubly degenerate, whilst the V3 

stretching and V4 bending vibrations are both of T% symmetry and are triply degenerate. The 

associated frequencies have been previously determined by infrared and Raman spectroscopy and 

are: 362 meV (v,), 192 meV (v^i, 374 meV (V3) and 162 meV (V4) [HI]. In the EEL spectra 

recorded in this work (e.g. figure 7.2.5), the V2 and V4 modes were observed as unresolved 

shoulders on the elastic peak, centred at ~175 meV, whilst the Vi and V3 modes contributed to 

unresolved peaks centred at —370 meV. These observed peaks were hence labelled V2,4 and Vi,3 

respectively (figure 7.2.5).

A typical spectrum recorded for methane using the UCL EEL spectrometer is shown in figure 

7.2.5; the impact energy used was 15 eV and the scattering angle was 10°. The intensity ratios of 

the vibrational energy-loss peaks to the elastic scattering peaks were obtained by measuring the 

ratios of the areas subtended beneath the peaks in the observed energy-loss spectra. Before these 

areas were evaluated, contributions to the recorded signal from background scattering (i.e. 

electrons reaching the detector which had not scattered from the test gas) were removed by fitting 

estimated *background-loss' curves to the spectra (indicated by the dashed curve in figure 7.2.5).
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These background curves were then subtracted from the signal; this method was also adopted in 

the analysis of the Liège data
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Figure 7.2.5. Vibrational excitation spectrum for CH4 using EELS: Ei=15 eV and 0s=lO°.

Once the background contributions had been subtracted, the areas of the remaining peaks were 

determined by fiittmg gaussian curves to the spectra using a non-linear least squares error 

technique (outlined by [M26]) as follows:
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It was assumed that each of the observed elastic and inelastic peaks could be represented by a 

gaussian function of the form:

'  - ( x - c Ÿ ^
y  = a exp 7.5.1

where y  was the observed signal at energy-loss x, a was the maximum height of the peak, b was a 

factor proportional to the width of the peak, and c was the position of the peak centre along the 

energy-loss axis The areas beneath the peaks (A) were then given by;

A = {yln^ab 7.5.2

The melastic/elastic peak mtensity ratios could hence be determmed for both the V2.4 and v,,3 peaks 

for each impact energy and scattermg angle.

The absolute differential cross-sections of the v%,4 and V13 modes were thus obtained by 

substituting for the known elastic scattering cross-sections determined using the Liège 

spectrometer. The vibrational excitation differential cross-sections for methane thus obtained are 

shown in table 7,2.4.

Angle Absolute Vibrational Differential Cross-Section (10 "  cmVsr)

(h(°) E.= 15 eV E, = 30 eV

This work (±20%) Liège (±20%) This work (±20%) Liège (±20%)

V2.4 j V1.3 V2.4 V t,J V2.4 V1.3 V2.4 i V l .3

8 —  i — 5.33 2.91 — — 2.80 i 1.80
10 4.28 i 2 25 4.61 2.27 — — 2.60 I 1.30
15 3.52 i 1.98 4.10 1.77 2.00 0.52 2.41 ! 0.63
20 3.20 i 1.49 3.90 1.57 1.69 0.48 2 22 ! 0.44
25 3 23 i 1.76 — — 1.59 0.48 —

30 3.16 i 2.20 3.91 2.03 1.38 0.54 1.77 i 0.48
35 3.04 i :Z39 — — 1.07 0.50 — i —

40 2 53 ! 2 23 359 2.16 0.91 0.44 1.37 i 0.45
50 -—  I — 2.59 1.81 — — 1.10 I 0 3 6
60 —  i — 2.10 1.50 — — 0.99 ! 0.31
70 —  I — 2.21 1.48 — — 0.70 i 0.14
80 —  j — 2.50 1.40 — — 0.77 i 0.13
95 —  : — 3.43 1.75 — — 0.92 I 0.17

Table 7.2.4. Absolute vibrational DCS of methane measured at UCL and Liège.

The data obtamed m this work are compared to the available literature data in figures 7.2.6 and 

7.2.7.
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The absolute vibrational DCS measurements of [TIO] were normalised to their absolute elastic 

DCS values [T12], The vibrational DCS values of [C23] were also normalised with the elastic 

DCS values reported by [T12], The vibrational DCS measurements of [M26] were normalised to 

their own relative elastic DCS values [M29], which in turn were also normalised to the absolute 

values reported by [T12], Alternatively, the absolute vibrational DCS measurements of [S21] 

were normalised to their own previously published absolute elastic DCS values [S24], More 

recently, the absolute elastic DCS values of [T12] were superseded by more accurate 

measurements made by the same group [B26], therefore, in this work the vibrational DCS values 

which had been normalised to the original elastic DCS values of [T12] (i.e. [C23, M26, TIO]) 

were renormalised to the absolute elastic DCS values reported by [B26].
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Figure 7.2.6. Absolute vibrational DCS for methane at Ei=15 eV: v%̂ and v^  ̂modes.

The absolute DCS for excitation of the Vi,3 modes at Ej=15 eV is shown in figure 7.2.6. A sharp 

minimum was observed at -20° along with a broader minimum centred at -70°. The present data, 

and also those recorded at Liège, were in agreement with those reported by [M26] in shape but not 

in magnitude. Similarly, the agreement between the present data (and the Liège data) and those 

reported by [TIO] was reasonable with respect to shape, but not with respect to magnitude. In
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contrast, the data presented here were in reasonable agreement with those reported by [S21] in 

terms of magnitude, although it was noted that no minima were observed in this data. Since the 

amount of data recorded below 30° was sparse, the close agreement between the present data and 

those recorded at Liège suggested that the minimum observed at -20° was indeed real. The Liège 

data also confirmed the presence of a now well-established broad minimum in the DCS centred at 

-70°. The differences in magnitudes of the DCS measurements were attributed to systematic 

errors inherent in all the e?q)erimental studies, prompting for new experimental and theoretical 

investigations to determine the correct absolute values.

The DCS values recorded for the V2,4 modes at 15 eV followed a similar (but not identical) trend 

to those of the Vi,3 modes. A smooth plateau at small scattering angles (-20°) was observed in 

both the present data and the Liège data (figure 7.2.6), whilst a broad minimum was observed 

centred at -60°. Again, the present data (and those recorded at Liège) were in agreement with 

those reported by [M26] and [C23] with respect to shape, although the lowest part of the 

minimum was observed at shghtly smaller angles in the Liège data; the magnitudes of the DCS 

values were not in such good agreement. Again, the close agreement between the data recorded in 

this work and those recorded at Liège suggested that the observed shape was correct, and that the 

observed differences in DCS magnitudes were due to systematic errors. Indeed, the cross-sections 

recorded in this work for the V2,4 modes were slightly lower than those determined from the Liège 

data in contrast to the good agreement obtained between the two studies for the vi,3 modes (table 

7.2.4, figure 7.2.6); this was attributed to the poorer resolution of the UCL spectrometer, resulting 

in an error in the background subtraction from the V2,4 peak vdiich lay closer to the elastic peak 

than the v%,3 peak.
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Figure 7.2.7. Absolute vibrational DCS for methane with Ej=30 eV.

The vibrational excitation DCS of methane at an impact energy of 30 eV was recorded for the 

first time m this work (table 7.2.4, figure 7.2.7). Both the V2,4 and v ^  vibrational cross-sections 

showed a minimum at -75°, whilst the v ^  stretching modes exhibited a second, shallow minimum 

at low scattermg angles (-20°) observed m both the UCL and Liège data, a mmimum at low 

scattermg angles was also observed for the v ^  peak at 15 eV (see above). Again, the DCS values 

for the V2,4 modes recorded in this work (using the UCL spectrometer) were slightly lower than 

those of the Liège data, whilst the v,,3 values were m good agreement This supported the notion 

that the poorer resolution of the UCL spectrometer led to systematic errors in the background 

removal process. No other data were available with which to compare the results of the present 

studies at 30 eV, hence the need for further experimental and theoretical studies was emphasised.

To summarise, the EEL studies of methane performed in this work in conjunction with similar 

studies performed at the University of Liège revealed the presence of a new, sharp mmimum at 

-20° m the vi,3 excitation DCS at 15 eV, and confirmed the presence of a broad minimum at 

-70°; a smooth plateau was also observed at -20° for the V2,4 modes and a broad minimum 

observed at -60° at the same impact energy. The vibrational excitation DCS at an impact energy
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of 30 eV was recorded for methane for the first time, and the two measurements were in general 

agreement: both the V2,4 and Vi 3 DCS measurements showed a minimum at -75°, whilst the vi,3 

stretching modes exhibited a second minimum at low scattering angles ( - 20°), similar to the 

observations at 15 eV. Although the results of these studies confirmed the shapes of previously 

recorded DCS measurements at 15 eV [C23, M26, TIO, S21], a general discrepancy was 

observed in the reported absolute values. This prompts for further experimental and theoretical 

investigations to determine the correct absolute vibrational excitation differential cross-section 

values of methane at impact energies of 15 eV and 30 eV.

7.3 Other Simple Alkanes and Alkenes

In this work, VUV photoabsorption spectra were also recorded for the next three simplest linear 

alkanes after methane (i.e. ethane, propane and n-butane) and the first three simple linear alkenes 

(i.e. ethene, propene and but-l-ene: figure 7.3.1).

H H H H H H H H H
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

H—C—C—H H—C—C—C—H H“"C'“ C“ C“ C“ H
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

H H H H H H H H H
Ethane Propane N-butane

H. H
" v  3 3 "y

C=C C—C“ C“ H C " 0 " “C ^ C ^ H

J :  :
Ethene Propene But-1-ene

Figure 7.3.1. Simple linear hydrocarbons studied in th is work.

The spectra were all recorded using the DLMSAA with the simple gas cell. These 

photoabsorption spectra were recorded for comparison with previously recorded pseudo-optical 

EEL measurements from UCL [D2]. This conq)arison served two purposes: (i) to check that the 

UCL EEL spectrometer was functioning correctly, and (ii) to ensure that the DLMSAA could be 

used to obtain reliable absolute cross-sections for a wide variety of molecular systems.
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7.3.1 Linear alkanes

The three smallest linear alkanes after methane (CH4) are ethane (CiHô), propane (CsHg) and 

n-butane (C4H10), and have point group symmetries D^, Czv and Cih respectively, the Dgj point 

group contains degenerate irreducible representations whilst Czv and Cih do not. The VUV 

photoabsorption data obtained for these molecules in this work are shown in figures 7.3.2, 7.3.3 

and 7.3 .4 where they are compared to the previously recorded EEL data of [D2]; these data are 

also compared with absolute cross-sections reported in the literature by [A9], determined using 

EELS and the TRK sum rule.
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Figure 7.3.2. Comparison of optical and EEL data for ethane.
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Figure 7.3.3. Comparison of optical and EEL data for propane.
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Figure 7.3.4. Comparison of optical and EEL data for n-butane.

The data were found to be in close agreement in most cases, although the cross-sections recorded 

for n-butane using the DLMSAA were observed to diminish above 10 eV (figure 7.3.4). This was 

attributed to the use of a different set of monochromator gratings and mirrors when recording the 

n-butane spectrum, which produced considerably lower incident light fluxes at high photon 

energies which m turn caused the observed “tailing-off ’ in the absorption data. This demonstrated 

the importance of comparing the obtained optical data with EEL data whenever possible. 

However, the agreement between the optical data recorded in this work and the available EEL 

data showed that the DLMSAA could provide rehable cross-section measurements below 10 eV, 

and also above 10 eV using appropriate combinations of monochromator optics. Such a set of 

optical components were used to record all of the photoabsorption data presented in the other 

chapters of this thesis.

The absorption spectroscopy of these molecules has been reviewed by [A9] hence will not be 

repeated in full here. Briefly, the absorption bands observed for each molecule were ascribed to 

the excitation of Rydberg states convergent on the lower ionisation energies, with the lowest 3p 

Rydberg state giving rise to the first intense absorption band for each molecule centred at 9.4 eV 

(CiHg), 8.9 eV (CsHg) and 8.6 eV (C4H10). The lowest 3s Rydberg state was observed as a 

shoulder on the low-energy side of the lowest 3p absorption band of each molecule (figures 7 .3 .2, 

7.3.3 and 7.3.4).
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7.3.2 Linear alkenes

The three smallest linear alkenes are ethene (C2H4), propene (CgHg) and but-l-ene (C4H;). In 

contrast to the simple alkanes, the available data on electronic excitation of the simple alkenes are 

sparse; although several studies have been performed on the spectroscopy of ethene (both 

theoretical and experimental, e.g. [C24, 13, Kll,  M30-31, P7, Z2]) knowledge of the higher 

alkenes is much more limited (e.g. [J6, Kll,  S25, W12]). The VUV photoabsorption data for 

these molecules recorded in this work are shown in figures 7.3.5, 7.3.6 and 7.3.7 where they are 

compared to the previously recorded EEL data of [D2]. The spectrum of ethene is also compared 

with absolute cross-sections reported in the literature by [C24] (determined using EELS and the 

TRK sum rule) in figure 7,3.5.
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Figure 7.3.5. Comparison of optical and EEL data for ethene.
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Figure 7.3.6. Comparison of optical and EEL data for propene.
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Figure 7.3.7. Comparison of optical and EEL data for but-l-ene.

As for the alkanes, the optical data obtained for the alkenes were found to be m close agreement 

with the available EEL data. However, as for n-butane the photoabsorption cross-sections for 

but-1-end were observed to dimmish above ~10 eV; this was due to the use of the same set of 

monochromator optics to record data for both of these molecules. The data recorded for the other 

alkenes were obtained usmg a more suitable set of monochromator optics, hence they were in 

agreement with the EEL data across the entire energy range, this set of optics was used to record 

the data presented m the other chapters of this thesis

Although the molecular structures of the alkenes are similar to those of the alkanes, the 

spectroscopy of the former is more complicated due to the presence of %-type molecular orbitals 

associated with the double bond These Ti-orbitals lead to intense absorptions in the observed 

spectra which have upper states of mixed Rydberg/valence (%*) character [P7], As for the 

alkanes, intense Rydberg states convergent on the lower ionisation energies are also observed, 

although precise assignments of these states have been the subject of much controversy and debate 

[C24, P7]\ This suggests that a thorough investigation of the small linear alkenes should now be 

performed, usmg the data presented here as a preliminary basis, a full analysis of the recorded 

absorption features may then be possible by observing trends in the spectra as the length of the 

molecule increases

A  d e ta ile d  r e v ie w  c o n c e r n in g  th e  sp ectroscop e o f  th e  a lk e n e s  is  g iv e n  b y  l D 2 f
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7.4 Cyclopropane

7.4.1 Introduction to cyclopropane

Saturated ring molecules have proven to be of great interest to chemistry since the high degrees of 

strain within the smaller species yield reactive properties which are usually attributed to 

unsaturated molecules [NIG]. Cyclopropane (CsHe: figure 7.4.1) is the smallest of the cyclic 

hydrocarbons and is thus the prototype molecule on which models of the larger compounds are 

built [GIG].

H— C

Figure 7.4.1. Molecular structure of cyclopropane.

Cyclopropane is currently thought to be a possible originator of two small ring molecules 

identified in the interstellar medium (i.e. C-C3H and C-C3H2 [SI8-19]); the proposed formation 

mechanisms of these compounds are ion-molecule reactions which undergo proton transfer to the 

ionic species [S2G].

On the Earth’s surface, cyclopropane is gaseous at room temperature and pressure, having a 

boiling point of -34 °C. The gas has anaesthetic properties \\iien inhaled and produces 

unconsciousness, making it a useful anaesthetic agent for medical science. However, the use of 

cyclopropane as an anaesthetic carries the disadvantage that its mixture with air may explode if 

ignited by an electrostatic spark, thus causing fatal injuries to the patient; fortunately though, 

accidents of this kind are rare [P8].

The electronic structure of cyclopropane has been the subject of a large number of theoretical 

studies [B27-29, D12, GlG-11], the most recent of which [GIG] predicted vertical transition 

energies of the lowest lying singlet and triplet states as well as estimates of the integrated 

oscillator strengths of these transitions. These results were used by [GIG], in conjunction with 

previously recorded photoabsorption data, to assign the observed band structures; however, it was 

commented by [GIG] that there was a lack of high resolution e?q)erimental data and oscillator 

strength measurements with which to compare the results of theory. Indeed, the reported absolute
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VUV photoabsorption data prior to this work were limited to the older, photographic 

measurements of [B27] and [R16], the low resolution (~8 Â) data of [S26], and the more recent 

data of [Kll] which were restricted to transition energies above 10.3 eV. Although EELS data 

for cyclopropane have been reported in the literature [FI, S27], these data were of inherently low 

resolution. Therefore, new high resolution experimental data were required with which to 

compare the results of recent theoretical estimates; this need was addressed in this work by the 

measurement of absolute photoabsorption cross-sections for cyclopropane at high resolution 

(~1 Â) using the DLMSAA, and the measurement of EEL data with which to compare the optical 

absorption band profiles.

7.4.2 Electronic excitation o f cyclopropane

The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of cyclopropane, recorded using the DLMSAA with the 

simple gas cell, is shown in figure 7.4.2.
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Figure 7.4.2. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of cyclopropane.

A pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of cyclopropane was also recorded in this work. The electron 

energy-loss signal was converted into DOS usmg the Bethe-Bom conversion law (chapter 1, 

p. 39) so that it could be compared directly with the optical data. The EEL data were normalised 

with the present absolute VUV photoabsorption data to a cross-section of 12.95 Mb at a transition 

energy of 7.87 eV (figure 7.4.3).
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Figure 7.4.3. Pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of cyclopropane.

The data recorded m this work are compared with values extracted from the available literature 

data in figures 7.4.4 and 7.4.5. The previously reported EEL data had not been converted into 

DOS, hence in this work they were multiplied by the appropriate Bethe-Bom factors and 

normalised with the present optical data at 7.87 eV to facilitate comparison. The energies shown 

in figures 7.4.4 and 7.4.5 for the EEL data refer to the incident impact energies used in each case
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Figure 7.4.4. Comparison of cyclopropane absorption data: 7-10 eV.
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Figure 7.4.5. Comparison of cyclopropane absorption data: 9-15 eV.

The VUV photoabsorption cross-sections recorded in this work were consistently lower than those 

reported by [B27], [S26] and [R16] This was attributed to systematic errors inherent in the 

photographic methods of [B27] and [R16], whilst the data recorded for other small hydrocarbons 

by [S26] were previously reported as being too high [A9], In contrast, the present optical data 

were in excellent agreement with the cross-sections reported by [Kll], although their values above 

13 eV were greater than those derived from the normalised EEL data in this work (figure 7.4.5); 

this may have been due to second-order light effects in their optical spectrometer.

The cross-section values obtained from the Bethe-Bom converted and normalised EEL data (both 

recorded m this work and reported in the literature) were in good agreement across the entire 

energy range (figures 7,4.4 and 7.4.5). Therefore, since the values were obtained from three 

independent EEL studies were found to be in such good agreement, it was proposed that these 

EEL data provided the most reliable estimates of the cross-sections for cyclopropane in the energy 

range 6-15 eV.

Integrated oscillator strengths of the cyclopropane absorption spectrum are shown in table 7 .4 .1, 

comparing the results of experimental and theoretical studies.
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Reference Integrated Oscillator 8trength

Band I
7.0-8.3 eV

Band II
8.3-9.0 eV

Band m
9.0-11.0 eV

Below IPi
<10.6 eV 11.0-12.5 eV

Band IV
12.5-14.0 eV

This work (VUV) 0.087 0.063 0.636 0.650 — —

This work (EEL) 0.088 0.069 0.547 0.630 0.440 0.797
[R1](VUV) 0.12 0.04 0.7 >0.86 — —

[GIO] (Theory) 0.13 0.0016 0.55* 0.69** — —
* Includes the valence transition calculated to lie at 11.1 eV.
** Includes the valence transitions calculated to lie at 10.8 eV and 11.1 eV.

Table 7.4.1. Comparison of measured and calculated oscillator strengths for cyclopropane.

Although the available data was sparse, the recent calculations of [GIO] predicted the same trend 

of OS values as observed experimentally. However, the theoretical oscillator strength of band II 

was particularly low, suggesting that some of the intensity computed to lie in the region of band I 

was misplaced. Further theoretical studies are now required to refine the existing estimates.

The ground state electronic configuration of cyclopropane is [FI];

(core)... 2 a f  2e' '' la 'Y  3 a f  le" “ 3e' “

The electronic state spectroscopy of cyclopropane was summarised by [R ll], [R13] and [827]. 

The first intense band in the absorption spectrum (band I, figure 7.4.4) was ascribed to excitation 

of the 3e'->3s and 3e’->3p Rydberg states (Jahn-Teller split) from considerations of the core

excitation spectrum [827]. This was confirmed by the fact that the entire band vanished in 

condensed-phase studies [B27], showing that the upper state had no valence character. A weak 

vibrational structure associated with band I had been reported in the literature [B27, R16], 

ascribed to the Vn' vibrational mode (~60 meV), a mixture of the ring deformation and CH2 wag 

motions. This presence of this vibrational structure was confirmed by the present optical data 

(figure 7.4.2); this structure was also suggested in the present EEL data, although the inferior 

resolution prevented a clear observation. In agreement with experiment, the recent calculations of 

[GIO] predicted that all the transitions below 8.2 eV were due to excitations out of the HOMO 

(3e') orbital into Rydberg states, having large computed values of < />

Band II, centred at 8.6 eV, was proposed to be predominantly Rydberg in character, consisting of 

a mixture of 3e '^3d  and 3e'->3p transitions convergent upon IP, and IP2 respectively (the two 

Jahn-Teller components of the 3e' ’ ionisation) [827]. In this work, weak vibrational structures 

on this band were suggested in the VUV photoabsorption data for the first time with spacing
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~55 meV (figure 7.4.6). This structure was consistent with excitation of the v ,/ combination 

mode, thus supportmg the previous assignment of the band. The recent computations of [GIO] 

also predicted the presence of 3e'->3d and 3e'^3p transitions in this energy region, adding 

support to the assignment of [S27]
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Figure 7.4.6. Vibrational structure on absorption band II.

That band II consists entirely of Rydberg excitations had long been the subject of debate, smce an 

absorption band was observed to persist in the same energy region m the condensed-phase 

spectrum [B27]. However, present consensus is that the band is purely Rydberg in nature, and the 

paradox of the condensed phase absorption band was ascribed to a valence transition (from band 

III) red-shifted to lower energies upon condensation [Oil,  S27]. The data recorded in this work 

were concurrent with this assignment.

Band III is thought to contain contributions from both valence and Rydberg states. Experimental 

studies have shown that a band persisted at ~I0 eV in the condensed phase spectrum [B27], 

suggesting the presence of valence excitations which are not appreciably red-shifted upon 

condensation On the other hand, the vibrational structures (spacing ~60 meV) observed 

previously in the vapour phase spectrum at -9  .5 eV (on the shoulder of band III) were ascribed to 

3e’-^4s and 3e’-^4p Rydberg excitations [B27, RI6], The recent theory of [GIO] predicted these 

transitions to lie in the energy region of band III, and also suggested several valence states which 

could account for the observed valence character of the band. These computations also predicted
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that the n=5 members of the 3e’ Rydberg series should lie within band III. These Rydberg states 

were expected to exhibit vibrational structures similar to those observed for the n=3 and n=4 

members at lower transition energies [B27], However, such structures associated with band III 

had not been explicitly observed prior to this work although the presence of weak structures had 

been suggested by [S28], The VUV photoabsorption data recorded in the present work clearly 

resolved vibrational structures near to the peak of band III for the first time (figure 7.4.2), 

exhibiting a spacing (-55 meV) consistent with the proposed n=5 Rydberg states convergent upon 

the 3e’ ionisations.

The EEL data recorded in this work revealed band IV of the cyclopropane absorption spectrum, 

centred at -13 eV (figure 7.4.3). A vibrational progression was suggested by the EEL data, 

although the low signal-to-noise ratios at such high energy-losses prevented a precise evaluation of 

the vibrational spacing. Band IV had been observed in previous investigations [FI, K l l ,  S26-27] 

and was ascribed to one of the allowed valence (3e’->la2’)^E’ transitions, with the other expected 

intense Jahn-Teller component contributing to the valence character of band III [FI]. However, 

although the recent theory of [GIO] predicted an intense ^E’ valence state in the region of band III, 

no excitation energies higher than 11.1 eV were reported. Further theoretical work is hence 

required to investigate the valence state spectroscopy of cyclopropane.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, experimental studies on the electronic excitation of methane using both VUV 

photoabsorption spectroscopy and electron energy-loss spectroscopy have bear presented. The 

obtained data were in good agreement with those reported by [A9] and confirmed that the EEL 

cross-sections of [D2] were low above 12 eV. The optical data recorded in this work showed 

vibrational structures associated with the second and third absorption bands of methane, but not 

with the first as previously reported. Since the present data resolved the progressions on the 

higher bands, there were no apparent reasons why the previously reported structures associated 

with the first band should not have been observed. This lack of structure in the optical data was 

interesting, and should now be followed up by further VUV and EEL studies of the absorption 

spectrum of methane; such studies should be recorded at different sample pressures to determine 

whether the structures previously reported on the first absorption band are indeed real.
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The vibrational excitation of methane by electron impact was also studied in this work in 

collaboration with the University of Liège; incident electron energies of 15 eV and 30 eV were 

used. The two independent measurements produced data which were in good agreement, 

confirming the observations of each study. At an impact energy of 15 eV, a minimum in the DCS 

of the vi,3 vibrational modes was observed at ~20° for the first time, and the previously reported 

minimum at 70° was confirmed; a smooth plateau around 20° was observed in the DCS for 

the first time in this work, and a broad minimum at larger scattering angles was also observed in 

agreement with previous studies. The studies reported in this work at an in tac t energy of 30 eV 

yielded the first such measurements for methane: both the V2,4 and Vi  ̂DCS measurements showed 

a minimum at ~75°, whilst the v,,3 stretching modes exhibited a second minimum at low scattering 

angles (-20°), similar to the observations at 15 eV. Although the results of these studies 

confirmed the shapes of previously recorded DCS measurements at 15 eV, a general discrepancy 

was observed in the reported absolute values. This prompts for further e?q}erimental and 

theoretical investigations to determine the correct absolute vibrational excitation differential cross- 

section values of methane at impact energies of 15 eV and 30 eV.

Photoabsorption spectra of several simple linear alkanes and alkenes were also studied in this 

work. The data obtained were in good agreement with hterature EEL data, showing that the 

DLMSAA could provide reliable photoabsorption cross-sections. However, it was discovered that 

an appropriate combination of optics was essential if good data were to be obtained above 9 eV.

The electronic excitation of cyclopropane was also studied in this work, using a combination of 

optical and EEL spectroscopy, for comparison with the results of recent theoretical calculations. 

A con^arison of the available experimental photoabsorption cross-sections revealed discrepancies 

across the observed energy range. However, the available EEL data converted into DOS values 

were in general agreement across the entire energy range. This suggested that the EEL data 

provided the most reliable estimates of the cross-sections for cyclopropane in the energy range 

6-15 eV. Further experimentation is now required to determine more precise values.

Vibronic structures were observed on bands II, III and IV in the cyclopropane absorption 

spectrum for the first time in this work. The progression observed on band II was consistent with 

Rydberg states predicted to he in this energy range. Previous studies had predicted Rydberg state
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structures in the region of band III, however such structures had not been ejqjlicitly observed prior 

to this work although the presence of weak structures had been suggested. The VUV 

photoabsorption data recorded in this work clearly resolved vibrational structures near to the peak 

of band III for the first time, exhibiting a spacing consistent with the proposed n=5 Rydberg states 

convergent upon the 3e’ ionisations.

The EEL data recorded in this work revealed band IV of the cyclopropane absorption spectrum, 

centred at ~13 eV. A vibrational progression was suggested by the EEL data, although the low 

signal-to-noise ratios at such high energy-losses prevented a precise evaluation of the vibrational 

spacing. Band IV had been observed in previous investigations and was ascribed to one of the 

allowed valence (3e’^ l a 2’)^E’ transitions, with the other e?q>ected intense Jahn-Teller component 

contributing to the valence character of band III. However, although recent theory predicted an 

intense ^E’ valence state in the region of band III, no excitation energies higher than 11.1 eV were 

reported. Further theoretical work is hence required to investigate the valence state spectroscopy 

of cyclopropane.

The data described in this chapter have been presented as poster contributions at international 

conferences (appendix A). Also, the vibrational excitation of methane by electron inqjact was 

reported in a recent publication [M27] whilst the studies of cyclopropane will be the subject of a 

forthcoming short publication [G12].
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8.1 Introduction

Benzene (CôHô), due to its ring-structure and the associated delocalised %-type molecular orbitals, 

is one of the most studied organic molecules in physical chemistry. However, simple derivatives 

of benzene, having some or all of the benzenoid H atoms substituted with different functional 

groups, have received less attention; this is particularly true in the case of benzyl alcohol 

(C6H5CH2OH), the main subject of this chapter.

In recent years, studies of the topmost layers of liquid surfaces have received an increasing 

amount of e)q)erimental attention. Investigations have employed a variety of techniques, including 

those of electron impact [M23]. Benzyl alcohol is commonly used as one of the targets in such 

studies because of its low vapour pressure at room temperature (and similarly formamide, chapter 

6). Before EEL investigations of the surface of liquid phase benzyl alcohol can be performed, the 

spectroscopy of the gaseous phase needs to be thoroughly understood so that inferences about the 

properties of the liquid surface can be made. Therefore, the VUV photoabsorption spectroscopy 

and EEL spectroscopy of benzyl alcohol were studied in this work to provide the first such data 

for this molecule.

Benzyl alcohol, in each phase of matter, has been the subject of recent experimental studies. 

Infrared and Raman spectra of the solid have been reported [PI I] as has the infrared spectrum of 

the bulk liquid phase [FI 3]. Infrared and Raman spectra of the molecule adsorbed onto a Pt(l 11)
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surface have also been reported [K12], whilst more recently the vibrational excitation of the liquid 

surface by electron impact has been reported [E3], These studies have shown that all of the 42 

possible vibrational modes are infrared and Raman active. He(I) photoelectron spectra of both 

gaseous and hquid phase benzyl alcohol have been recorded and conq)ared in the hterature [B30- 

31, F7]. The observed bands were similar to those reported for benzene [All-12, L9], although 

an additional band was observed between the first two benzenoid peaks which was interpreted as 

electron removal from a lone-pair orbital introduced by the alcohol group [B30]. Finally, the 

structure of liquid phase benzyl alcohol has been investigated using X-ray spectroscopy [M32], 

suggesting the presence of hydrogen-bonded dimer associates in the bulk. The electronic state 

spectroscopy of benzyl alcohol remained to be investigated prior to this work, hence this need for 

data was addressed by the experimental studies reported in this chapter. The vibrational 

excitation of vapour phase benzyl alcohol by electron impact was also studied in this work, over 

the incident energy range 5-10 eV, to provide data with which to con^are the results of the 

literature study of the hquid phase [E3].

The absorption spectroscopies of simple benzene derivatives are known to be related to that of 

benzene itself; indeed, the observed spectra often resemble that of benzene although various 

systematic shifts in transition energy and absorption intensity are observed [A 13, G13, H21, 

S29-30]. Therefore, the VUV photoabsorption spectrum of benzene and some simple 

monosubstituted benzenes were also recorded in this work for direct comparison with the benzyl 

alcohol data. In this aspect, the spectroscopy of benzyl alcohol is also relevant to the study of 

polycychc aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), relatively large molecules thought to exist in particular 

regions of the interstellar medium (e.g. [W13]). Therefore some of the sinqiler PAHs were 

studied using VUV photoabsorption spectroscopy in this work, the absolute absorption cross- 

sections of these compounds being of great interest to interstellar astrophysics. The spectra 

obtained provided preliminary data for a more detailed investigation of the PAHs yet to be 

performed, and highhghted the typical e?q)erimental problems which may be encountered Wien 

studying larger PAHs in the future work.
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8.2 Molecular Structures of Benzene and Simple Monosubstituted Derivatives

The molecular structure of benzene is well established as bemg hexagonal m shape, the six carbon 

atoms m the rmg-plane are bonded via sp̂  hybridised orbitals, whilst the six remaining out-of- 

plane p-orbitals (one from each carbon atom) combine to form delocalised Ti-orbitals above and 

below the molecular plane (figure 1.2.17, chapter 1 : p. 16, [H22, T9]). The molecule is a member 

of the Deh point group and the ground state electronic configuration is (figure 1.2.18,p. 17):

(core)... la ;.' le,s'* lej.” Ibzg"

The ground state symmetry is 'A,g Many careful studies of the absorption spectrum of benzene 

vapour have been performed (summarised in [Rl]), and the three lowest energy transitions to 

states of 'B2u, and Êiu symmetry are well documented. In the work presented here, the VUV 

photoabsorption spectrum of benzene was recorded to show these transitions (figure 8.2.1) for 

comparison with those of the substituted species.
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Figure 8.2.1. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of benzene.

The first of these bands (4 .5-5 .5 eV) is ascribed to excitation of a B̂zu state from the *Aig ground 

state. Such transitions in the Dôh pomt group are formally forbidden by symmetry but, in the case 

of benzene, the transition is observed due to changes in symmetry caused by vibrations in both the 

upper and lower states, the (viower =0)^(vupper =0) transition is not observed
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The band observed in the 6.0-6.5 eV range has most commonly been assigned to the ’Aig->^Biu 

transition (e.g. [H21, J7, K13, LI, R13, R17, W14]). However it has also been suggested, from 

trends observed in EEL data recorded at different impact energies and scattering angles [LI], that 

the band involves excitation of two electronic states (^Biu and Êzg).

The strongest absorption band, observed between 6.5-7.5 eV, is due to the symmetry-allowed 

^Aig->*Eiu (7c->7u*) transition; the vibronic structure observed on this band has been attributed to 

the excitation of Rydberg states [H22, W14]. Since the upper state is of degenerate symmetry 

(Elu), the absorption band was e?q)ected to split into two components due to the Jahn-Teller effect. 

However, since such a splitting is not observed the intense absorption band centred around 6.9 eV 

was ascribed to excitation of a pair of degenerate states. The absence of Jahn-Teller splitting has 

been attributed to accidental cancellation effects [Rl], i.e. the Jahn-Teller active vibrational mode 

(of ezg symmetry) is not excited [K14]. The higher energy absorptions (>8 eV) observed in the 

benzene spectrum have been attributed to Rydberg states, and are summarised in [D13].

Single monosubstituted benzenes (e.g. toluene) have lower orders of symmetry than benzene, 

formally allowing by symmetry some of the forbidden benzenoid transitions in the substituted 

species. However, since the orbital structures of the substituted molecules are expected to be 

dominated by the aromatic Tc-orbitals it is expected that those %-orbital transitions which become 

allowed upon substitution will remain weak. Experimental observations of the absorption spectra 

of such molecules have shown that this is usually the case (e.g. [A13, H21, Y2]).

The simple monosubstituted benzene derivatives studied in this work were benzyl alcohol, toluene, 

ethyl benzene and tert-butyl bmzene (figure 8.2.2). These molecules all strictly belong to the Ci 

point group (containing only the identity element), although they can be approximated to having 

Czv symmetry if the substituent groups are assumed to be representable by spherical bodies as 

they freely rotate about the bond to the aromatic ring [G13]. However, since the absorption 

spectra of the monosubstituted benzenes tend to be dominated by transitions between the aromatic 

ring orbitals (although these are perturbed), the observed absorption bands are usually labelled 

according to the relevant bands of benzene, i.e. B̂zu, *Biu and ^Eiu from the Deh point group. The 

use of such labels is not formally correct, since the molecules do not belong to the Deh point 

group, however their use is common in practice.
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Figure 8.2.2. Structures of monosubstituted benzenes studied in this work.

8.3 Target Preparation

Benzene, benzyl alcohol, and the other monosubstituted benzenes studied in this work are all 

liquids at room temperatures and pressures. Fresh commercial samples of each compound were 

used in this work to maximise their purity (pure spectrophotometric grade samples were supplied 

by Aldrich). Since benzyl alcohol is strongly hygroscopic, each sample was freeze-thawed under 

vacuum several times prior to use to remove dissolved gases from the air. The liquid samples 

were placed in a glass bulb connected to the apparatus and the gas cell was filled using their 

natural vapour pressures. Heating of the compounds was avoided to prevent condensation within 

the spectrometer.

8.4 Electronic Excitation of Benzyl Alcohol

8,4.1 Data analysis

The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of benzyl alcohol, recorded using the DLMSAA with the 

simple gas cell, is shown in figure 8.4.1. The cross-sections shown are absolute values and have 

an estimated error of ±10%. The pseudo-optical EEL spectrum, recorded using the UCL 

spectrometer, is shown in figure 8.4.2; these data were converted into DOS and normalised with 

the present optical data to a cross-section of 23.8 Mb at 8 eV. The estimated error of the EEL 

data was ±20%. The spectra presented here are the first such data recorded for benzyl alcohol. 

Comparison of the two sets of data showed them to be in excellent agreement (figure 8.4.3).
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Figure 8.4.1. VUV photoabsorption spectrum of benzyl alcohol.
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Figure 8.4.2. Pseudo-optical EEL spectrum of benzyl alcohol.
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Figure 8.4.3. Comparison of optical and EEL data.
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As expected the shape of the benzyl alcohol spectrum was remarkably similar to that of benzene, 

bemg dominated by an intense absorption band related to the benzenoid ’Eiu peak (figure 8.2.1). 

The less mtense benzenoid ’Biu band was also observed on the low energy side of the main peak, 

the weak benzenoid band was not observed in this work. Since the benzyl alcohol spectrum 

was so similar to that of benzene and other benzene derivatives, some other simple compounds 

were also studied m this work for comparison.

8.4.2 Comparison with related molecules

VUV photoabsorption spectra of toluene, ethyl benzene and tert-butyl benzene were recorded 

using the DLMSAA with the variable temperature gas cell (at room temperature) in this work for 

direct comparison with the benzyl alcohol data. These data are shown in figure 8.4.4.
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Figure 8.4.4. VUV photoabsorption spectra of some monosubstituted benzenes.
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The benzenoid bands of all the substituted molecules studied in this work were observed to be 

broader than that of the parent molecule (table 8.4.1). This was ascribed to splitting of the 

degenerate upper states in the benzene derivatives, indeed, the band was observed to split mto two 

discrete maxima in the spectrum of tert-butyl benzene

Molecule

Benzene
Toluene

Ethyl benzene
Tert-butvl benzene

Benzyl alcohol

Band Centre 
(±0.01 eV)

6 95
6,77

673
6 74*
6.79

Energy Shift 
w.r.t. Benzene 

(±0.02 eV)

0 .18

0.22
0.21
0.16

Band Width (FWHM) 
(±0.02 eV)

0 .30

0 .38

0 .45

0 .45

0 .48
* Position of central minimum.

Table 8.4.1. Characteristics of the observed *Ei„ bands.

The energy position of the Êiu bands were also observed to shift to lower energies in the 

substituted species relative to benzene. This effect had been observed before, and the magnitude 

of the shift was known to depend on the substituent group [H21, R17, W15]. However, no 

measurement of the shift exhibited by benzyl alcohol had been made prior to this work.

The energy shifts are brought about by interactions between the substituent group and the ring. 

For the alkyl-substituted benzenes it had been suggested that C-H hyperconjugation between the 

ring and the alkyl group was responsible for the energy shifts [H21]. The hyperconjugative model 

involved weak interactions between the Tu-orbitals of the ring and the orbitals of the alkyl group 

during rotations about its bond to the ring (e.g. figure 8.4.5). This allowed delocalisation between 

the alkyl group and the benzene ring, leading to slightly enhanced resonance stabilisation of the n- 

orbitals which m turn led to a decreased HOMO—>LUMO transition energy (for a fiill discussion 

see [D14, H21,T9]).

Plane of

Figure 8.4.5. Hyperconjugating “Ti-orbital” of the methyl group.
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However, objections have been raised against this interpretation and the akemative mechanisms of 

induction and resonance effects suggested [R17],

In this work, it was proposed that in the case of benzyl alcohol an inductive mechanism is 

prevalent. In this model the presence of the -CH2OH group exerts a negative inductive effect, 

drawing electron density away from the aromatic ring. This would increase the effective nuclear 

charge e?q)erienced by the electrons in the out-of-plane p-orbkal on the carbon atom of the ring to 

which the -CH2 OH group was bonded, thus increasing their binding energy. Therefore, the energy 

of this orbital would be lowered with respect to the other p-orbkals contributing to the delocalised 

7i-orbkals, thus disrupting the resonance stabilisation of the aromatic 71-orbitals. The net effect 

would be to raise the energy of the HOMO and lower that of the LUMO, resuking in a redshifted 

transition energy for the *Eiu band with respect to benzene [M33].

The integrated oscillator strengths across the spectra obtained for benzyl alcohol, benzene and the 

other substituted benzenes are shown in tables 8.4.2-8.4.4; the values obtained from this work are 

compared with literature values wherever possible.

Energy Range 
(eV)

Oscillator Strength
VUV (±10%) EEL (±20%)

5.6-6.3 (’B,u) 0.100 0.097
6.3 - 7.9 OEiu) 0.987 1.006

7.9-8.6 0.155 0.156
8.6-10.0 0.477 0.463
10.0 -10.8 0.388 0.356
10.8-11.9 — 0.644
11.9-13.9 — 1.433
13.9-14.8 — 0.694

Table 8.4.2. Recorded oscillator strengths of benzyl alcohol vapour.

Molecule Oscillator Strength for Band 
(This work ±10%):

'Bi„ 'Bi.+'Eiu
Toluene O il 0.93 1.04

Ethyl-benzene 0.052 0.50 0.55
Tert-butyl benzene 0.066 0.53 0.60

Table 8.4.3. Oscillator strengths of toluene, ethyl benzene and tert-butyl benzene vapours.
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Reference Oscillator Strength for Band:
‘B2, ‘Bi„ 'Bi.+'E,.

Experiment 
This work (±10%) 0.0014 0.096 0.84 0.94

[H23] ------- 0.094 0.88 0.97
[P91 ------- 0.120 1.23 1.35
[Rl] 0.0013 0.090 0.93 1.02
[R131 — 0.10* — 0 79*
[W161 — — 1.25 —
Theory
[D15] 1.33
[K15] — — 1.03 —

[LIO] — — 0.82 —

[N12] — — 1.32 —

[PIG] — — 0.61 —

[R18] — — 1.05 —

[R191 — — 0.82 —

* Recorded in n-heptane solution.

Table 8.4.4. Oscillator strengths of benzene vapour.

The absorption bands observed at higher energies than the *Eiu band in the benzyl alcohol 

spectrum could not be assigned in the present work due to the total lack of theoretical calculations 

with which to compare the data. The observed bands were expected to consist of both valence and 

Rydberg excitations, but their distribution remained indeterminate. This revealed a need for 

theoretical calculations on benzyl alcohol of the type already performed for other substituted 

benzenes (e.g. [G13, S29-30]). However, although proper assignments of the higher electronically 

excited states of benzyl alcohol could not be made, the data recorded in this work provided the 

necessary information with which preliminary spectra of the liquid surface can now be compared.

8.5 Vibrational Excitation of Benzyl Alcohol by Electron Impact

8.5.1 Data analysis

The vibrational excitation of vapour phase benzyl alcohol by electron impact was studied in this 

work for the first time, at incident energies in the range 4-10 eV and a scattering angle of 15°. 

Scattering angles above 15° were not used since the low vapour pressure of benzyl alcohol led to 

low scattered electron signals at larger angles. A typical spectrum is shown in figure 8.5.1.
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Figure 8.5.1. EEL vibrational excitation spectrum of benzyl alcohol: Ej=6.4 eV, 8,=15°.

To analyse such data, a gaussian function was fitted to the elastic scattering peak (around zero 

energy-loss) to determine its area (see chapter 7, p. 200). However, the inelastic peaks could not 

have gaussians fitted to them since they were superimposed upon a continuum of energy-loss 

signal which was believed to be due to excitation of unresolved modes. Therefore, a mean DC 

background was subtracted from the inelastic data and the areas subtended by the data points over 

selected energy ranges were determined usmg the trapezoidal-sum-rule. Relative inelastic/elastic 

peak intensity ratios were then determined by comparmg the areas obtained at each mcident 

energy (table 8.5.1. figure 8.5,2).

Incident 
Energy 

(±0.2 eV)

Inelastic/Elastic Peak Intensity Ratio
Energy Range

112-280 meV 280-415 meV 415-625 meV 625-751 meV
4.9 0.028 ± 0.004 0.020 ±0.003 0.025 ±0.003 0.012 ± 0.002
5.4 0.022 ± 0.003 0.016 ± 0.002 0.018 ± 0.002 0.010 ± 0.001
5.9 0.022 ± 0.002 0.013 ±0.002 0.013 ±0.002 0.007 ±0.001
6.4 0.019 ±0.002 0.012 ± 0.001 0.013 ±0.001 0.006 ± 0.001
6.9 0.018 ± 0.002 0.011 ± 0.001 0.011 ± 0.001 0.006 ± 0.001
7.3 0.021 ± 0.002 0.013 ±0.002 0.014 ±0.002 0.008 ± 0.001
7.7 0.022 ±0.003 0.014 ±0.002 0.015 ±0.002 0.009 ±0.001
8.2 0.019 ±0.002 0.012 ± 0.002 0.014 ±0.002 0.007 ±0.001
8.7 0.016 ± 0.002 0.010 ± 0.001 0.011 ± 0.002 0.006 ± 0.001
9.2 0.014 ±0.002 0.008 ± 0.001 0.009 ±0.001 0.005 ±0.001
9.7 0.014 ±0.002 0.008 ± 0.001 0.009 ±0.001 0.004 ±0.001
10.2 0.014 ±0.002 0.008 ± 0.001 0.008 ± 0.001 0.004 ±0.001

Table 8.5.1. Relative inelastic/elastic peak ratios for benzyl alcohol at 0,=15°.
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Figure 8.5.2. Relative inelastic/elastic peak ratios for benzyl alcohol at G,=15°.

8.5.2 Discussion

These data revealed a broad peak m each of the relative inelastic/elastic peak intensity 

distributions centred at an impact energy of ~7.8 eV, possibly due to a temporary negative ion 

resonance which enhanced the vibrational excitation cross-section at this energy. This was 

concurrent with expectation, since similar broad resonances are known to exist in benzene at 

—8.8 eV and in other monosubstituted benzenes at -8.2 eV [M34], Further investigation is now 

required to explore this resonance further. Other resonances at lower impact energies (<4 eV) 

were also expected (from comparison with benzene [M34, W17]), but the spectrometer used m 

this work was unable to operate at such low energies.
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This data presented in this thesis were the first electron impact vibrational excitation data recorded 

for gaseous benzyl alcohol. However, vanous mffa-red (IR) and Raman vibraticmai studies of the 

vapour phase had beoi reported in the literature [F13, P11-12] as had an EELS study of the liquid 

surface usmg an impact energy of 16 eV and a scattermg angle of 90° [E3] (figure 8.5 .3).

C-H stretching in aromatic ringI
I 0-H S tre tc h in g

i I
II I iR aosorotion oanos

B enzyl a lco h o l |

-0.2 0 .0  : . 2  0 . 4  0 .6  0 .8  1.0

Electron energy lo ss  (eV)

Figure 8.5.3. EEL spectrum of the surface of benzyl alcohol: E(=16 eV, 0,=9O° (after (E3|).

The EEL study of the vapour phase reported m this thesis, and also that of the liquid surface [E3], 

were similar to the IR data [PI 2] although the EEL data were inherently of much lower resolution. 

The vibrational structures observed m the vapour phase EEL data were almost identical to those 

observed m the liquid surface EEL data smce the two spectrometers used had similar resolutions. 

For both EEL studies the IR bands (table 8 5.2) were observed as broad, unresolved peaks 

between 0-420 meV energy-losses.

IR Vibrational Energy (meV) Vibrational Mode

86 1 Alcohol COH bend
91 ! Ring CH out-of-plane bend
93 ! Ring CH out-of-piane bend
113 1 Ring CH out-of-plane bend
125 1 Ring CC stretch
128 1 Alcohol CO stretch
150 Ring CC stretch
180 Alcohol CH-) deformation
185 Ring CC stretch
354 Alcohol CH stretch
382 Ring CH stretch
413 Alcohol OH stretch

Table 8.5.2. Fundamental ER vibrational energies of benzyl alcohol (after [PI 1-121).
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The energy-loss signals observed in the vapour phase above 450 meV (figure 8.5.1) were also 

observed in the liquid surface data. These signals in the liquid surface data had been previously 

ascribed to the effects of multiple scattering within the target [E3]. However, the scattering 

conditions involved in the UCL spectrometer, which utilised a difiuse gas beam, minimised the 

probabilities of multiple scattering hence the features observed above 450 meV were ascribed to 

the excitation of overtone and/or combination bands via electron impact. However, some signal 

intensity due to multiple energy-losses should be expected in all condensed phase experiments. 

Therefore, a thorough interpretation of the observed structures is essential if the liquid surface 

spectrum is to be properly understood, hence a full study of the vapour phase is required. The 

data presented here represent the first such study; further experimentation using a wider range of 

impact energies and scattering angles is now required.

8.6 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)

8.6.1 Introduction to PAHs

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are molecules built up of benzene rings which resemble 

fragments of single layers of graphite. They have planar structures and come in a wide variety of 

shapes and sizes (figure 8.6.1).

Catacondensed

Naphthalene Anthracene

1̂4*̂ 10

^14^10

Phenanthrene Chrysene
CigHi2

Paricondansed

Pyrene Coronene
CieH|o 2̂4*̂ 12

Perylene Antanthrene
^20^12 ^22^12

Figure 8.6.1. Some typical PAH structures.
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On Earth these compounds are quite common, bemg formed durmg mcompiete combustion of 

almost any kind of orgamc material hence they are contmually bemg released mto the envircmment 

[S31], They are present m coal extracts, internal combustion aigme exhaust fumes, cigarette 

smoke, soil, marme sediments, soot, smoke from wood bummg, and evai fried food! Since some 

of the PAHs are known carcmogens [B32. Z3] their presence m the environment (particularly m 

food) IS a cause of concern to health authorities; although certam plants are able to convert 

benzene and toluene vapours into non-volatile orgamc acids m their leaves [Ul], they are unable 

to process larger compounds hence the PAHs remam m the environment.

In recent years it has been proposed that P.AHs are also present m the mterstellar medium (ISM) 

m relatively high abundances [A14-15, C25-26. J8-Q. 04] Astronomical observations of the ISM 

have revealed three mam sources of mystery [\VT 3]:

(i) Unidennfied Infra-Red emission banas flJlRs) have been observed at the same

wavelengths (i.e. 3.3. 6.2. 7.7. 8.6 and 11.3 um) along many Imes of sight. These are 

molecular in ongm, but the molecules concerned are unknown.

(11) Di ffuse Interstellar Banas (DIBs) are absorption bands observed m the visible part of the

spectrum at the same wavelengths (numerous) along many lines of sight. Agam, these are 

molecular m ongm although the nature of the molecules remams unknown.

(ill) The Ul'exnncnon oiimp (figure 8 6 2) is an intense absorption feature m the UV centred at

'-220 nm (5.6 eV) along many different Imes of sight: the cause of the bump is unknown.

2
I/A

Figure 8.6.2. The UV extinction bump (after (W13|).
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Recently, the PAHs have been shown to be good candidates for each of these observations.

Two main mechanisms have been proposed to account for the possible formation of PAHs in the 

ISM. First, collisions between dust grains (thought to consist of graphite and/or silicates) could 

fracture the graphite planes thus releasing free PAHs [L ll]. Secondly, PAHs could ‘grow’ from 

reactions between smaller unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules and radicals in the remnants of 

carbon rich stars [H24]. Once formed the PAHs would be remarkably stable, and would resist 

dissociation from UV absorption (unlike most other polyatomic molecules in the ISM) since they 

are extremely efficient at rapidly re-emitting the absorbed energy at infra-red wavelengths [L ll].

The PAHs have been shown to have infra-red emission bands that coincide closely with 

astronomically observed unidentified infra-red emission bands (UIRs) [C27, F14, J8, JIO, K16], 

thus providing evidence of their existence in the ISM. Similarly, PAH cations have been shown to 

have absorption bands that coincide with some of the DIBs in the visible region of the spectrum 

[H25, S32] thus strengthening the argument.

The UV photoabsorption spectroscopy of the PAHs is also known to be related to that of benzene 

since the delocalised rc-orbitals are dominant, hence they have very strong absorption bands 

between 4-7 eV. These bands occur in the region of the astronomically observed UV extinction 

bump (-220 nm « 5  .6 eV), hence it is thought that the PAHs may be the cause of this mysterious 

astronomical feature [C28, 111, L12, S33, V3, Z4]. Therefore, the accurate measurement of 

photoabsorption spectra of the PAHs has become an experimental goal in recent years. However, 

reliable measurements of absolute cross-sections remained sparse due to the difficulties involved 

in handling PAH sangles. Therefore, the measurement of such spectra were attempted in this 

work to provide cross-section values for astrophysical modellers.

8.6.2 Electronic excitation o f PAHs

VUV photoabsorption spectra of some small PAHs were recorded in this work, using the 

DLMSAA with the simple gas cell and also the variable temperature gas cell. Several different 

PAHs were investigated using the spectrometer with a variable degree of success. The main 

difficulty e?q)erienced was that the PAHs, being solids at room temperature, had very low vapour 

pressures hence it was difficult to obtain sufficient sample pressures within the gas cell. When the
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samples were heated to increase the vapour pressure, the hot vapours evolved from the crystals 

were found to condense within the cell and subsequently resisted attempts to remove them. 

However, despite these problems reliable data were obtained for some of the smaller compounds 

(figure 8,6.3).

Naphthalene
CioHg

2-methyl naphthalene 
1̂1*̂ 10

Anthracene
1̂4*̂ 10

Fluorene
1̂3*̂ 10

Figure 8.6.3. Small PAHs studied in this work.

The spectra obtained for these compounds are shown in figure 8 .6.4; absolute cross-sections were 

obtamed for all compounds except anthracene, for which relative cross-sections were obtamed. 

Due to difficulties in measuring low pressures accurately within the gas cell, the estimated error m 

the cross-sections recorded for these molecules was ±30%.

The shapes of the observed spectra were in agreement with those of previous measurements 

(where available: naphthalene [S33, K17-18, G14, H26], anthracene [J12, K17-18]). The spectra 

of naphthalene, 2-methyl naphthalene and anthracene were all observed to have strong absorption 

bands around 5-6 eV, this was in the energy region of the astronomically observed UY extinction 

bump, hence these molecules may be contributors to that feature. The strong bands represented 

transitions between the Ti-orbitals of the molecules, and were reminiscent of the benzenoid *Eiu 

transition. However, the spectrum of fluorene was observed to be different to the others, showing 

that absorption spectra of the PAHs are sensitive to the presence of non-aromatic groups (figure 

8.6.3). Nevertheless, although the overall shape of the fluorene spectrum was different, it still 

showed strong absorptions in the region of the UV extinction bump hence it may be present in the 

interstellar medium.
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Figure 8.6.4. VUV photoabsorption spectra obtained for small PAHs.

Oscillator strengths for the obtained photoabsorption data of the PAHs are compared with the 

available literature values in tables 8.6. la-c.
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Reference Oscillator Strength Energy Range (eV)
57-6.4 6.4-6.6 6.7-7.1 7.1-8.2 <8.2

Experiment 
This work (±30%) 1.03 0.084 0.10 0.48 1.80

[G14] 1.3 0.1 — — —

[H261 1.3 0.092 0.103 0.58 2.25
[K18I 1.2 — — — —

Theory
[PIO] 1.62
[R201 1.34 — — — —

Table 8.6.1a. Oscillator strengths of naphthalene.

Reference Oscillator Strength Energy Range (eV)
5.6-6.3 6.3-7.0 7.0-8.2 <8.2

This work (±30%) 1.10 0.17 0.45 1.78
Table 8.6.1b. Oscillator strengths of 2-methyl naphthalene.

Reference Oscillator Strength Energy Range (eV)
3.0-4.0 4.0-4.3 4.3-53 5.3-65 6.5-8.0

This work (±30%) 0.31 0.17 0.65 0.61 0.45
Table 8.6.1c. Oscillator strengths of fluorene.

The data recorded for naphthalene in this work were in good agreement with previous 

measurements, giving confidence in the data recorded for the other PAHs studied in this work. 

This suggested that reliable photoabsorption spectra could be obtained for other small PAHs using 

the DLMSAA in the future. However, to obtain data for the larger species would require 

modifications to the gas cell to allow the entire system to be heated to increase the vapour 

pressures of the samples without their condensation inside the spectrometer. Designs for such a 

device are currently being contrived so that further investigation into the spectroscopy of the 

PAHs can be performed to provide more data of astrophysical interest.

8.7 Summary

In this chapter, experimental studies on the electronic excitation of benzene, benzyl alcohol and 

several other aromatic molecules have been presented. The VUV photoabsorption spectrum of 

benzyl alcohol was recorded for the first time, as was the pseudo-optical EEL spectrum; the 

excellent agreement between the two spectra gave confidence in the rehability of these data. The 

benzyl alcohol spectrum was observed to be similar to that of benzene and the other
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monosubstituted benzene derivatives which showed that its spectroscopy is dominated by the 

presence of the aromatic ring. The data obtained for benzyl alcohol in the vapour phase provided 

the necessary information with which similar spectra of the hquid surface can now be compared.

The vibrational excitation of benzyl alcohol vapour by electron impact was also studied for the 

first time, using in tac t electron energies in the range 4-10 eV at a scattering angle of 15°. The 

data obtained revealed a broad peak in the inelastic/elastic peak intensity distribution at an impact 

energy of ~7.8 eV. This was attributed to a temporary negative ion resonance of benzyl alcohol at 

this energy. Further investigation is now needed to e?q)lore this resonance. Studies at lower 

in tac t energy and larger scattering angles are e^qjected to reveal more resonances since they are 

known in other small benzene derivatives.

Finally, the photoabsorption spectroscopy of some small polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

molecules was studied to provide data required by astrophysical modellers. Reliable cross- 

sections were obtained for naphthalene, 2-methyl naphthalene and fluorene, suggesting that good 

data could also be obtained for other small PAHs using the apparatus enqjloyed in this work. 

Modifications to this equipment might also enable larger molecules to be studied so that their 

photoabsorption cross-sections may be accurately recorded for the first time.

The data described in this chapter have been presented as poster contributions at several 

international conferences (appendix A). Also, the studies of benzyl alcohol will be the subject of a 

forthcoming publication [G15].
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Ch a pt e r  N ine  

C o nc lu sio n s  a n d  Fu tu r e  W o r k

'Eternity is very Cong, especiaCCy near the end. "

^oody^CCen

9.1 Summarised Conclusions of Chapters 4-8

9.1.1 Chapter 4: Ozone

•  Photoabsorption studies of ozone have provided accurate cross-section measurements over an 

extended energy range, giving new information on its valence and Rydberg states.

•  A Rydberg state analysis allowed an assignment of the observed photoelectron bands. This 

confirmed the energy ordering of the ionic states as ^Ai<^B2<^A2, adding convincing evidence 

to a historically controversial subject.

•  The recorded data seemed to agree well with early computational predictions [T7], although a 

need for updated calculations with which to compare modem data was revealed.

•  Cross-sections for electron impact excitation of several unresolved low-lying (<2 eV) triplet 

states in ozone were observed to be high at near-threshold energies.

•  EEL studies demonstrated the presence of multiple electronic states in the range 5-9 eV, in 

agreement with theoretical calculations [T7] and photoabsorption studies.

•  DE A studies of ozone identified two new resonance regions centred at 3.5 eV and 7.5 eV for 

the first time, and provided information pertaining to the energetics of the dissociative 

pathways.

9.1.2 Chapter 5: Chlorine oxides

•  Photoabsorption studies of OCIO provided information on the vibrational parameters of the 

first intense excited state, the A^A2 band. The values obtained were in general agreement with 

previous measurements but indicated that some earlier literature values are too high.
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•  Photoabsorption data of OCIO suggested that the cross-section reaches zero at the minimum of 

the low absorbancy region, in contrast to previous observations. This observation was 

supported by the EEL data.

•  Rydberg states were observed in the photoabsorption spectrum of OCIO which were assigned 

using the Rydberg formula and photoelectron data. Previous assignments of the lower 

Rydberg states were confirmed, whilst new assignments were proposed for the higher energy 

states.

•  Near-threshold EEL studies of OCIO revealed tenporary negative ion resonances at 4.3 eV 

and 8 eV for the first time. DE A studies of these resonances showed that near-thermal Cl ions 

were produced from both resonances.

•  Photoabsorption studies of CI2O revealed valence and Rydberg state excitations above 8.3 eV 

for the first time.

•  Photoelectron data of CI2O allowed an assignment of Rydberg states converging on the first 

two ionisation potentials.

•  Photoelectron studies of CI2O revealed vibrational structure on the second and third ionisation 

bands for the first time. However, these progression did not aid in the symmetry assignment of 

the bands.

9.1.3 Chapter 6: Formamide and other amides

•  Photoabsorption studies of formamide resolved new Rydberg state structures, offering an 

approach to the assignment of the first two ionisations. The most intense Rydberg states were 

observed to be associated with IP)

•  Studies of other amides suggested that IPi of formamide is due to «0'̂  and IP2 is in 

contrast to the results of earlier theoretical calculations but in agreement with more recent 

computations.

•  The vibrational excitation of formamide vapour by electron impact was studied for the first 

time, using an incident energy of 10 eV and a scattering angle of 15°. Overtone and/or 

combination modes were observed above 450 meV, suggesting that the structures observed in a 

similar study of the liquid surface [E3] were not just due to multiple energy-losses.
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9.1.4 Chapter 7: Simple hydrocarbons

•  Photoabsorption and EEL spectra of methane were recorded, and found to be in agreement 

with most previous data.

•  The photoabsorption data of methane did not show the vibrational structure on the first band as 

previously reported; this band now requires further investigation.

•  Vibrational excitation of methane by electron impact was studied in collaboration with the 

University of Liège. At 15 eV impact energy a minimum in the v^ DCS was observed at ~20° 

for the first time, and the previously reported minimum at 70° was confirmed. A smooth 

plateau around 20° was also observed in the v%,4 DCS for the first time. The first 

measurements at 30 eV impact energy were made, showing a minimum at ~75° for Vi,3 and V2.4 

whilst a second minimum at ~20° was observed for V13.

•  Photoabsorption and EEL spectra were recorded for cyclopropane for con^arison with recent 

theoretical calculations. Comparison with available experimental data revealed discrepancies 

across the observed energy range; the spectrum of cyclopropane hence requires further 

experimentation to confirm the obtained cross-sections. Vibrational structure consistent with 

the excitation of Rydberg states was observed in the optical data for the first time in this work. 

A need for theoretical work to aid the identification of valence states was demonstrated.

9.1.5 Chapter 8: Benzyl alcohol and benzene derivatives

•  VUV photoabsorption and EEL spectra of benzyl alcohol were recorded for the first time. 

Excellent agreement between the two spectra gave confidence in the reliability of these data.

•  The benzyl alcohol spectrum was observed to be similar to that of benzene and the other 

monosubstituted benzene derivatives vdiich showed that its spectroscopy is dominated by the 

presence of the aromatic ring.

•  The vibrational excitation of benzyl alcohol vapour by electron inq)act was studied for the first 

time, using impact electron energies in the range 4-10 eV at a scattering angle of 15°. A broad 

peak at an impact energy of ~7.8 eV was revealed in the inelastic/elastic peak intensity 

distribution. This was attributed to a temporary negative ion resonance at this energy. Further 

investigation is now needed to explore this resonance. Studies at lower impact energy and 

larger scattering angles are expected to reveal more resonances since they are known to occur 

in other small benzene derivatives.
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•  The photoabsorption spectroscopy of some small PAHs was studied to provide data required 

by astrophysical modellers. Reliable cross-sections were obtained for naphthalene, 2-methyl 

naphthalene and fluorene, suggesting that good data could also be obtained for other small 

PAHs using the apparatus employed in this work. Modifications to this equipment might also 

enable larger molecules to be studied so that their photoabsorption cross-sections may be 

accurately recorded for the first time.

9.2 Future W ork

In addition to the studies required to extend the results obtained in this work, as described in the 

individual results chapters, the plans for future experiments are outlined below.

9.2.1 Effects o f  temperature on absorption spectra

Excitation cross-sections of polyatomic molecules are depaident upon the temperature of the 

target, since this determines the initial population of the rotational, vibrational and electronic 

states of the molecule; the initial population of states may be determined using the Boltzmann 

distribution (equation 1.3.20, chapter 1, p. 27).

Excited rotational states are always heavily populated in effusive molecular gas beams, e.g. a 

state with 1 meV rotational energy will be significantly populated at room temperature (>60% of 

the ground state population). Similarly, a vibrational state with excitation energy of 100 meV will 

have ~2% of the ground state population at room temperature. Absorption spectra recorded at 

room temperature will hence contain peaks due to excitations from these thermally excited states 

leading to the observation of hot bands ', such hot bands were observed in some of the spectra 

reported in this thesis. To remove the contributions of these bands from absorption spectra the 

target gas must be studied at lower temperatures.

Since molecules such as ozone and chlorine dioxide are present in the stratosphere at a 

temperature of —200 K, absorption measurements at similar temperatures in the laboratory would 

be useful because the initial population of states would be similar to those experienced in the 

atmosphere. Such data may then be used directly in realistic models of the atmosphere.
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Therefore, it is proposed to record photoabsorption spectra of selected molecules at low 

temperatures using the DLMSAA with the variable temperature gas cell. Similarly, studies of 

these molecules at elevated temperatures might also prove interesting.

As described in chapter eight, experiments involving polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are 

complicated by the low vapour pressures of these compounds which are sohds at room 

temperature. Efforts to increase the pressure by heating the samples were confounded by the 

vapours condensing at cold points within the rest of the absorption apparatus. Therefore, it is 

proposed to construct an absorption cell that may be heated throughout to prevent local 

condensation of the PAH samples. Absolute photoabsorption cross-sections of this interesting 

family of compounds may then be recorded. Additionally, it may be easier to construct a heated 

molecular gas beam so that pseudo-optical EEL data may be obtained for these compounds, 

although absolute cross-sections could not be measured using this technique.

9.2.2 Other molecules and radicals to be studied

The apparatus used in this work may also be used to study many other molecules. In particular, it 

has been proposed to record data for several other atmospheric species such as dinitrogen 

pentoxide (N2O5), chlorine nitrate (CIONO2), bromine dioxide (OBrO) etc. It has also been 

proposed to study atmospheric radicals such as CIO and BrO. Preliminary studies have proven 

that CIO radicals, prepared via microwave discharge of OCIO, can be studied using the 

DLMSAA although further work is required to increase the concentration of the radical species 

within the absorption cell.

It has also been proposed to study selected molecules of astrophysical interest using these 

experimental apparatus, e.g. derivatives of cyclopropane, larger PAHs, the amines (i.e. -NH2 

compounds such as methylamine: CH3NH2) and linear carbon chain molecules (e.g. 

H2C=C=C=CH2>.

9.2.3 Condensed phase studies

As described in chapters 6 and 8, the gas-liquid interface has recently attracted e^erimental 

attention using a wide variety of techniques. Both formamide and benzyl alcohol have been 

popular choices for targets since they are hquids of very low vapour pressure at room
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temperatures. However, if EEL studies of the liquid surfaces are to be performed it is essential to 

have knowledge of the vapour phase spectrum. The data presented in this thesis have provided 

this information, hence EEL investigations of the surfaces of liquid formamide and benzyl alcohol 

may now be performed. To enable these studies, a new EEL spectrometer has been designed, and 

is currently under construction, to allow electron scattering experiments from a flowing hquid 

beam. Once complete, this spectrometer will be used to increase the range of knowledge on the 

expanding field of research into liquid surfaces.

9.3 A New Cosmic Chemistry Experiment

Although the interstellar medium is known to host a population of a rich variety of often complex 

molecular systems and clouds of carbon like dust (as described in chapter 8), it is not well 

understood how, or even where, these molecules form. Current thought is that the presence of 

dust grains (and perhaps large molecular clusters, or even large PAH molecules) are essential, 

since atoms and small molecules may absorb onto their surfaces leading to an increased local 

concentration. Once on the surface, these atoms and small molecules may react to form new 

species which desorb from the surface. Indeed, the surface may also absorb some of the excess 

energy of the reactions, enabling molecules to be formed which would otherwise have rapidly 

dissociated due to their internal energy of formation from gas-phase reactions.

To investigate the formation processes of astrophysical molecules, a new project has been 

commissioned at UCL in the new Centre for Cosmic Chemistry to address the particular problem 

of Hz formation from free hydrogen atoms on dust grain surfaces. To do this, a new e?q)erimental 

apparatus is under construction which will enable synthetic dust grain surfaces to be cooled to 

cryogenic temperatures (~20K) under ultra-high vacuum (~10'*® torr) to simulate the ISM 

environment. An atomic hydrogen beam will then be made incident upon these surfaces, and any 

Hz product formed which desorbs from the surface will be monitored. The monitoring system will 

incorporate a tuneable dye-laser to photoionise the Hz and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer to 

detect the ions thus formed; the tuneable laser will allow the rovibrational state population of the 

molecular hydrogen product to be recorded. By understanding how molecular hydrogen, the 

simplest of all molecules, is formed in space it is hoped that theoretical models may be constructed 

to aid in investigations of larger, more conq)lex molecular formation using different surfaces
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(perhaps those of PAH clusters). Ultimately, these studies may help to explain one of the great 

remaining mysteries of the cosmos.
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\h s t r a c t

i'lie V L V p h o to a h so m t io n  spec i rum  oi d i c h lo n n e  r n o n m i u e  ha>, neen recorded  b e tw e e n  o.5  and v " eV  p h o ton  ene rg ies  
..Nine the L'K D ares b u rc  S \n c h r o t r o n  Radia tion  tacii its  . I 'he s pec t ru m  co ns is ts  o t a n ro au  ' i r u c tu re ie s s  nand cen tred  at 7.25 

t 'oilowed bv several  v ibra tionails  rc 'O ived  h ieh- in tensi tv  bands . The 7 25 eV band nas o een  in t e r r re te d  in te rm s  o t the 
.-■\cuation or a d issoc ia t ive  valence  ev e n e d  state while  the h ie h e r -en e rg y  e lec tron ic  - . n d s  (abo v e  ' . 5  e \  I have  been 
.la ss i t ied  in to  several  I/i  =  ,v 4)  Rvdbere  states li nked  with  the ionic  g rou n d  state and  i t '  low es t- energv  exc i ted  states.  .An 
-iiaivsis o t the vib ra tiona l p r o c e s s i o n s  associa ted  witn  the exc i ta t ion  or the var ious  R v j b e r g  s tates  nas  neen co m p le ted .

1947 E lse v ie r  S c ience  B . \

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

The chemistrx' ot ch lo n n e  ox ides  is an ac tive area 
ot research because ot their panic ipation in the 
reactions that lead to ozo n e  depletion in the Earth s 
stratosphere. In this work,  we  report new  results on 
the spectroscopy  and absolute photoabsorption cross  
sections ot d ich lo n n e  monoxide .  C L O .  .Although 
Cl , 0  is not be l ieved  to be present in trie stratospnere 
in signit lcant quantit ies , an understanding ot its sp e c 
troscopy and photodis soc ia t ion dvn am ics  does  im 
pinge upon atm ospheric  processes . Thus, it is the 
..cid a n h y d n d e  ot HOCI which is an im nonant c h lo 
nne  reservoir  spec ies  in the stratospnere. It is widely  
used as a source ot CIO (either through direct ptio- 
toivsis  111 or reaction with atomic O L | .  F Cl [4]

a no Br (5)) in laboratorv experim ents;  CIO is central 
to the cata lytic  loss p ro cesses  ot o z o n e  in the strato
sphere. C'UO is a lso  used,  through reaction with  
.W IL. Ill the laboratorv preparation ot C I O N O .;  this 
last IS one  ot the m ost  important chlorine reservoir  
species  m the stratospnere. In industry, d ich lo n n e  
m on ox id e  is used as an intermediate  m the m an u fac
ture o f  h y p o ch lo n te -b a se d  dis in fectant pow ders  and 
as an e tfec t ive  reagent for the b leachin g o f  w ood  
pulp and textiles.

The first absorption spectra  o f  C K Ü  in the v is ib le  
and ultraviolet regions  were  reported by G o o d e v e  
and W allace  |b |  and b> Finkelnburg et al. [7]. More  
recent measurem ents  nave  been made by Lin [x |  
between 2 and b.p e \  < 190 nrn -c A v b40  nmJ. by 
Molina and .Molina p-0 b e tw een  2.S and b.5 eV  (2 0 0

.«09-2614, <r sr.no < r.i 'L w ie r s . i c n c c  0 \ 
Pll SOOOa- Zo I 41 l o i r - a . a

VII ngni '  rcserveu.
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VUV optical-absorption and electron-energy-loss spectroscopy of  
formamide
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\b s tra c t

\b so iu te  aosom tion  cr()\\-\dLU on\ lo r ro rm am ide have neen m easureo  u sin e  a sy n ch ro tro n  rad ia tio n  source (5 -1  1.2 eV; 
2 fO - l  10 nm i. a lone  w itn e iec irnn-enercy-ioss iE E L ) spectra at u )  h ieh  inciden t e lec tro n  en erg ies  and  low scatien n e  aneles 
and (ii)  near-thresnold  incident energies and  laree  sc a tten n e  angles. In tne ODDcal- and  h ig h -en erg y  E E L  data, the e.xcitauon 
en e rc ies  o t the h isto n ca l am iue ansoro tion  hanus t\V  R V  , R ,  and Q I a re  in ag reem en t w ith  expecta tion . V ibrauonal 
'iru c tu re  is assigned  to the V ( -: r  ) hanu. It is nronoseu that the 0  b an d  ( - 0 2  eV ) a n s e s  from  superposinon o f 
ransitions to several R vdberg Mates, w ith the second  t: r  Mate ( \  . nee re la ted  to  the Q  ban d ) Iving at a higher energy;

ihe V, state mav De visiole in tne EEL data . A num ner ot R vdberg senes co n v e rg in g  to the low est lon isauon  potent:a) are 
'U ggesied  and the possib ility  ot using tnese R vdbere  data  to assign  tne tw o tlrs t (c lo se ly  sp aced ) io n isanon  potentials is 
d iscussed . The near threshold  EEL data  tail to reso lve tne low -lving Mate (the  V. sta te  tn p le t)  because o t spectral
congestion. D issociative electron a ttacnm ent <ccurs in torm am ide utxin im oact w ith  e lec tro n s  o t energy  around b.3 eV.

19*J7 E lsevier S cience B .\

1. I n tr o d u c t io n

In this paper, vve rep o n  tne resu lts ot' sp ec tro 
sc o p ic  m ea su rem en ts  on lo rm a m id e  ( H C O N H -)  

m ade u sin g  both  o p tica l and e le c tr o n -e n e r g y - lo s s  
tech n iq u es . F o rm a m id e  is an im p ortan t p roto typ e  

m o le c u le , b e in g  the sm a lles t  to c o n ta in  the pep tid e  
l in k a g e  (F ig . I), the m o ie ty  that h o ld s  the a m in o  acid  

units o f  p o ly p e p tid e s  and proteins to g e th e r  (I) . If w e  

are to  und erstand  fu lly  the sp e c tr o sc o p y  o f  p rotein s, 
then e lu c id a tio n  o f  the e lec tro n ic  sta tes o f  fo rm a m id e

' C iirresDonoing author. Fa.x: - a a ( l |3 1  451.3181).

and related  sm a ll m o le c u le s  is e sse n tia l. Interest
in g ly . recen t e x p e n m e n ts  o n  sy n th e tic  in terstellar  
and c o m e ta r y  ic e s  c o n ta in in g  m eth a n o l and am m o n ia  

h a v e  sh o w n  that s im p le  a m id e s  (in c lu d in g  for
m a m id e) are fo rm e d  a fter  L V  p h o to ly s is  at lo w  

tem peratu re ( 2 0  K ) and  su b se q u e n t  w arm in g  to 2 0 0  
K. [2]; su ch  o b s e r v a tio n s  are r e lev a n t to the n otion  

that o rg a n ic  m a te n a ls  cr u c ia l to  th e d e v e lo p m e n t o f  
l ife  m ay h a v e  b e e n  b ro u g h t to  th e Earth by c o m e ts .  

W e h ave  an a d d it io n a l c o n c e r n  w ith  form am id e . as 
w e  are em b a rk in g  o n  an e x p e n m e n ta l  research  pro

g ra m m e d ir ec te d  at a p p ly in g  e le c tro n -e n e r g y -lo s s  
sp e c tr o sc o p y  (E E L S )  to th e stu d y  o f  liq u id  su rfaces  

(c f .  [3]). In th is , o n e  o f  the first target liq u id s  w ill be

0 3 0 1 -0 1 0 4  • 97 $17.00 C 1997 FIvevier sc ience  B.V' \ l i  risn is reservea. 
P/1 S 0 3 0 l - 0 l 0 4 ( 9 7 > 0 0 l 3 7 . "
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Vibrational excitation of m ethane by 15 and 30 eV intermediate-energy 
electron impact

F. Motte-Tollet ana J. Hemescn
luw oraioire a t  Sp tctroscopie d  E lectrons aiffuses. L ruversite de Lieee. Institu t de Chim ie-Bât.Bôc.
S a n  rUman par 4OÛ0 Ue%et. Belgium

J. M. Gingeil and N. J. Mason
D epartm ent or P hvtics ana Astronom v. Liniversirv C ollege London. u u M tr  Street.
London W C -IE 6BT. United K ingdom

Received 9 O ctober 1996; accepted 31 D ecem oer 19961

Absolute measuLTcments o t ditferenuai electron-coiiision  cross secuons have been pcrtbrm ed for the 
v ibrauonai excitation or m ethane in its electronic  ground state at im pact energies o f 15 eV and. for 
the n n t  time, at 30 eV. m the 8‘’-9 5 "  angular range. The norm alizauon  to the aosolu te  scale has 
heen ea rn ed  out using tne ineiastic/eiasnc rauos and the absolute e lasuc  d itfe ren u a i cross secnon 
Obtained from a relative liow tecnnioue recentiv  deveiooea in o u r laboratorv. m w hich the elasuc 
differcnuai cross secuon o t m ethane was com oarco  to that of n itrogen at each im pact energy and at 
each scattenng angle. Soecial attention has been given to tne sm all scan en n g  angular range t« 4 0 “) 
where m inim a have been observed in the vibrauonal cross sections and where sim ultaneous 
indeucndent m easurem ents have been m ade on two d ifferent electron  spectrom eters, d  1997 
.\m en c a n  institute or P h\sics. [50021-9606(97101813-8)

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-im oact \ib rationai excitation processes are im- 
xirtant in the atm osoncres oi both ihe eartn and oiner oian- 
cLS. O ther applications are also lounu in gaseous laser m edia, 
n gaseous di.scharees. and in eiectron-im pact induced 

vhemical reactions on sunaces. .Absolute m easurem ents oi 
sinrational differential cross sections are aiso verv im portant 
if the dvnam ics ot the eiecuon-m oiecule interactions are to 
■'e better understood. .Moreover, with the developm ent o t tne 
com putauonal methods, aosoiuie values lor the vibrational 
scattering snouid also allow  a good test tor tne vaiiditv ot the 
iheoretical m odels.'

The present worx reports a new experim ental determ ina
tion o f the aosolute ditferentiai cross sections tor the vm ra- 
iional excitation ot the Pending and stretching lunaam entai 
m odes o f m ethane in its ground electronic state. This m ol
ecule IS panicuiarlv  interesting since it has oeen identined  as 
a source ot strong intrared apsorption in the upper aumo- 
spheres of outer planets, sucn as Jupiter. Saturn. Uranus, or 
N ep tu n e ." ' M oreover, m ethane oiays a role in the terrestrial 
atm osphere as a greenhouse ’ m olecule, and it is involved 
in the ozone depletion problem  as a scavenger ot ch lo n n e  
atom s.

Differential cross sections tor the bending and soetch ing  
fundam ental m odes o f m ethane nave been m easured in the 
e iecuon  im pact energy range Cietween 3 and 20 eV . where 
the vibrauonal cross sections are uuite high and enhanced  by 
the 7.5 eV shape reso n a n c e .'"  .A sum m ary ot the previous 
studies reported in the literatiue on the vibrauonal d iffe ren 
tial electron-collision cross secuons o t m ethane is presented 
in Table I. The angular range explored bv earner authors was 
set in m ost cases oetween j U and 140“. V ibrational ex c ita 
tion o f m euiane has been also investigated at verv low im 

pact energ ies to characterize threshold suuctures in the vi- 
orauonai cross sections. ^

>Ve have m easured the aosolute vibrauonal differcnuai 
cross sections ot m ethane at im pact energies ot 15 eV and. 
tor the n rst tim e, at 30 eV. in the 8“-9 5 °  angular range. .Most 
ot the m easurem ents have been perform ed at Laece i Labora
toire de S pectroscopie d E lectrons diffuses. University of 
Liegei; how ever, in o rder to confirm  the ooservauon of 
m inima in the vibrational angular cross secuons at the small 
scattenng  angles i s - h ) “l. sim ultaneous m easurem ents have 
also oeen ea rn ed  out in the .Molecular Phvsics Laboratorv o f 
ihe L n iversitv  C ollege London.

II. EX PERIM EN T

A. T h e  electron energy loss spectrometers

1. The electron spectrometer at Liège
Tlie apparatus used at Liège is a Vacuum  G enerator 

SEELS 44X) specuom eter. adapted for tlic investigauoa o f 
gaseous targets, a detailed  descn p u o n  o f which has been 
reponed  earlier. "̂  "  A 150° herm sphencal-sector energy n i
ter ntted w ith a tfiree-elem ent lens produces an electron 
beam  ot the required im pact energy. Its intensity, as m om- 
toted by a Faraday cup  m ounted on tfie spectrom eter, is typ i
cally ( 5 - I 0 ) x  1 0 " '“ .A. T his e lectron beam intersects tfie m o
lecular beam  at 90°. the m olecular beam being produced by 
dow ing the  gas tfirough a needle w ith a 1 mm internal d iam 
eter and a 136.5 mm length. The analyzer is of the sam e type 
as the m onocfirom ator and can rotate perpendicularly around 
the m olecu lar beam betw een 0° and -i-120°. The signal is 
detected  by an electron  m uluplier o f  the conunuous dynode 
type, am p iih ed  and stored using a data acquisiuon system

5990 J. Chem  Phvs 106 ( ia i  8 Aon! 1997 0021-9606/97/1061141/5990/11/S10 00 3  1997 Amencan institute ot Phvsics
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Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) in ozone 0-10 eV
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A b s tra c t  D issocianve electron attachm ent (D EA ) in ozone has been explored for incident 
eiectron energies betw een 0 and 10 eV. Three resonant regions are  observed centred around 
1.4. 3.5 and 7.5 eV . respectively. O nly the nrst o f these had been reported p n o r to  this work. 
For the 3.5 eV resonance, a single anionic stare appears to be involved; decay is rapid, along 
•-he asym m etric stretch coo ruinate to 0 ~  +  O i and OT -r O . each m its ground elecirom c state. 
Within the 7.5 eV resonance region, both two-body and three-oody dissociations are active.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

T h e  n e e d  to  u n d e r s ta n d  th e  p r o c e s s e s  a n d  r e a c u o n s  in  w h ic h  o z o n e  is  im p lic a t e d  in  

a t m o s p h e n c  c h e m is tr y  h a s  d r iv e n  m a n y  ia b o r a to r v - o a s e d  s t u d ie s .  R e le v a n t  to  th is ,  w e  are  

c o i la b o r a u n g  in  a n u m o e r  o r  s p e c t r o s c o p ic  s tu d ie s  o n  o z o n e ,  u s in g  b o th  o p t ic a l  a b s o r p t io n  

a n d  e le c t r o n  s c a t t e n n g  m e t h o d s  ( J o h n s to n e  e t a i 1 9 9 2 .  D a v i e s  e t a l  1 9 9 3 .  N e w s o n  et ai 
1 9 9 5 ,  M a s o n  et ai 1 9 9 6 .  A l la n  e t a i 1 9 9 6 a .  b ) . In th e  e le c t r o n  im p a c t  w o r k , e le c t r o n s  

h a v e  b e e n  o b s e r v e d  to  e r r e c t  a  n u m o e r  or  d i s s o c i a u v e  e le c t r o n  a t ta c h m e n t  (D E .A ) r e a c d o n s  

M a s o n  e t a l  1 9 9 6 . .A lla n  et a i  1 9 9 6 a ,  b );  th e  p r e s e n t  p a p e r  is  c o n c e r n e d  w ith  th e  fu r th er  

s tu d y  o f  t h e s e .

T h e  le a d in g  m o le c u la r  o r o ita l  r e p r e s e n ta u o n  o f  o z o n e  in  its  g r o u n d  e le c t r o m c  s ta te  is

c o r e  ( 5 a ,  ) * ( 3 t h ) T  l b ,  ) ' ( 6 a ,  ) ‘ (4 h H )-(  1 a : ) ‘ ( 2 b ,  ) '^ (7 a ,) ° .

In D E A . s ta b le  n e g a t iv e  io n s  a re  p r o d u c e d  ( e q u a t io n s  l ( a H c ) )  in  c o m o e u t io n  w ith

a u t o d e ta c h m e n t  ( e q u a u o n  KdO) th r o u g h  d i s s o c i a u v e  d e c a y  o f  an  a n io n ic  s t a l e  (a n  e l e c t r o n -

m o le c u le  r e s o n a n c e )

O-AO2 (Id)
0 7 + 0  ( 1 6 )

0 - 4 - 2 0  ( I c )

o; + e .  (Id)
D E A  in  o z o n e  w a s  f ir s t  r e p o r te d  b y  C u rr a n  ( 1 9 6 1 )  w h o  o b s e r v e d  a  la r g e  c r o s s  s e c t io n  fo r  

n e g a o v e  io n  fo r m a t io n  a r o u n d  1 .5  e V  e l e c P o n  e n e r g y .  B o t h  0 “  ( h a v in g  a t m o s t  0 .3  e V  

k in e u c  e n e r g y )  an d  0 7  ( th e r m a l)  w e r e  d e t e c t e d  w ith  a p p e a r a n c e  e n e r g ie s  o f  a b o u t  0  an d

0 .4 2  e V ,  r e s p e c u v e ly ;  th e  r a u o  o f  th e  c r o s s  s e c t io n  m a x im a  w a s  1 .5 7  ( w i t h  O ”  th e  la rg e r ) . 

T h e s e  d a ta  h a v e  s u r v iv e d  c o m p a n s o n  w it h  th e  r e c e n t  r e s u lt s  o f  S k a ln y  e t a l  ( 1 9 9 6 )  w h o

O j - e -  [ 0 7 ]
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VUV optical absorption and electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy of ozone
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R e c e iv e a  12 F ebru arv 1996

a b s tr a c t .  .A b so lu te  V U V  c c t ic a i  a b so r c n o n  c r o ss  s e c t io n s  to r  o z o n e  nave  o e e n  m ea su red  

b e tw e e n  .'25  an a  i 10 n m  l i . O - i  1.3 e V i  u s in g  a s y n c n r o tr o n  r a a ia n o n  sou rce. V lb ranonal tine  

structure is r e so iv e a  in R v a o e r g  o a n a s  an a  c o m c a n s o n  o t  th is  w itn  the l in u n n z  b an d s in the  

p n o to e iec tro n  s o e c tn im  c o n n r m s  tnat tn e o raer  i in c r e a s in g  lo n iz a n o n  e n erg y ; o t th e th ree  lo w e s t  

io n iz a t io n  o a n a s  i s ‘.AI <  * 3 :  <  * A v  .N ear-tn resn o id  e le c tr o n  e n e r g y - io s s  so ectra  h a v e  a lso  b een  

r e co ro eo . In tn e se . in a d d itio n  to tn e  K nown tn c ie t  s ta te s  o e tw e e n  i a n a  2 e V . a io w - iy in g  trip let  

sta te  nas o e e n  lo c a te d  arou nd  3 .4  e V  an a  se v er a l o th e r s  o e tw e e n  o  a n a  9 e V  C h a r a o c n z a n o n  o f  

i.he v a len ce  sta tes  lo o tn  o o n c a i lv  a l lo w e d  ana fo r b id d e n i are d i s c u s s e d  in re ian on  to  tfie  resu lts  

ot eariv  tn eo re tica i c o m o u ta t io n s  w n ic n  s e e m  to  g iv e  a g o o d  a c c o u n t  o t tne o z o n e  so e c tn im .

1. Introduction

.Althougn ozone is oniv a minor constituent of the Eann s atmosonere. its presence in 
the terrestnai siratosonere is crucial in controlling the intensity o f biologically harmlul 
LTV radiation reacning the Earth's sunace. Ozone absoros virtually all of the solar UV  
between wavelengths of 290 ana 240 nm (4.3 eV ^  E ^  5 .2  e V \  the region in which 
biom oiecuies sucn as DNA ana cr-crvstailine (the major protein in the mammalian eye lens) 
have their strongest LW absorption cross sections (BoeKer ana Von Grondelle 1994). It 
IS because o f the ozone layer that there is little overlap between the absorption spectra of 
such biom olecules and the solar raaiation spectrum reaching the Earth’s sunace. Should the 
ozone layer decrease signmcanily. increasing amounts o f U V  radiauon will reach the Earth’s 
sunace leading to severe damage of geneuc matenal; in the case o f mammals increased 
UV radiauon levels can ieaa to increasea occunence o f skin cancers by erythema (sunburn) 
and possibly an increase in the numtxr o f cataracts.

Ozone IS also an imponant troposohenc species since it is a dangerous pollutant. Its 
strong oxidizing propenies make it hazaraous to both plant and animal tissues. In addition. 
It is a greenhouse gas. .A 'natural' infrared transmission w indow  centred at about 10 /um, 
away from strong H :0  and CO? absorption bands, allows som e o f the terrestrial ‘blackbody’ 
radiation to escape from the Eartn’s sunace so that a radiauve balance is reached with the 
Earth’s sunace temperature at a stable average 298 K. Ozone has a strong infrared absorpnon 
band at 10 jxm within this 'window . Increased ozone concentrations in the troposphere will 
therefore have important consequences to the global radiation budget and possibly contribute
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THE SPECTROSCOPY OF ATM OSPHERIC MO L E CU L ES  PROBED  
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D e o a n m e n t  o f  Physics  an a  A s tro n o m v  
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate  quantitative anaivsis o f  the com pos it ion  a n a  d v n am ics  o f  the a tm osphere  is 
crucial in our assessment o f  the oualirv o f  the e n v iro n m en t  ana  ou r  ju d g e m e n t  o f  the success 
o f  those  m easures taicen to reau ce  ooilution Manv o f  the tecnn iques  used to analyse the 
e n \ ’i ronm ent are basea uoon o u r  k n o w ieag e  o f  the m o lecu la r  soec troscooy  o f  a tm ospneric  
oecies  H ow ever  tnere remain  manv a tm o so n e n c  m olecu les  for w hich  data  is. at best. 

rVagmentarv ana  often is com oie te iv  absent
The absorption spec trum  o f  a m o iecu ie  orov ides a u n iau e  f ingerpr in t  covering a wide 

-oectrai  range Rotational states in the fu n aam en ta i  v iorat ionai  b a n as  are dom inant  in the 
m ic row ave  or far infrarea region Rotation-v ibration t rans it ions  in the fundam enta l  vibration 
b an as  cover the m ia  in tra rea  range while e lectronic  t rans it ions account  for the obse rved  
spec tra  in both the visiole ana  L’\ '  wavelengtns .  To u n a e rs ta n a  the cnem ist rw  dynam ics ana  
m oiecu iar  concentra tions witnin tne t rooosonere  ana  s t ra tosonere  it is therefore  necessary to 
' t u a v  the whole  spectral region For exam ple,  while  LA' 'Spectroscopy is o f  particular  
im oortance  to the environm ental  o rob iem  o f  o zone  deple t ion ,  in f rarea  spec troscopy  is essential 
:n s tua ies  o f  the greennouse  effect ana  giooal warm ing.

To date, most experim ental  stuaies  c ro o in g  m o lecu la r  spec troscopy  have involved 
optical absorption m easurem ents ,  but these are limited to p ro v id in g  information  on those 
transit ions obey ing  eiectron d ipole  se lection rules. In con tras t  the proDing o f  'forbidden 
transit ions requires the studv o f  interaction o f  e lectrons with  m o lecu la r  targets. Forbidden 
transit ions produce  long lived exc i tea  m oiecu ia r  states w h ich  are a m o n g s t  the most  chemically  
reactive  species in the a tm ospnere  Sucn states are p ro d u c ed  by photo-d issoc ianon ,  
recom pina tion  and coll isional excitation in the s tra tosphere  an a  ionosphere  and are also 
responsib le  for the emiss ions in a irg iow  and auroral p rocesses  ye t  there have been few  
experimental  studies of  the spec troscopy  o f  such fo rb idden  states

In this review recent experim ental  results  using syn ch ro tro n  radiation and e lectron 
impact  spectroscopy to s tuav electronic,  v ib ron ic  and f ragm en ta t ion  o f  a tm o sp h e n c  molecules  
Will be presented  Particular em pnasis  will be p laced  upon  UV and  infrared  spectroscopy o f  
stratospheric and tropospheric  molecules,  but in addit ion  the role o f  v ibronicailv  excited or

A le r te d  T o in a  nn E iectrnn  E h vn rs
E dited  hv T am nt^eil an d  K lcm n o n n en . Plenum Pres.s. . \e w  'r o rk . 19^6 441
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.ABSTRACT;

T h e u s e  or syn ch rotron  ra a ia n o n  and e ie c tr o n  im o a ct to  p r o b e  th e s o e c tr o s c o p y  o f  m o le c u le s  
p e m n e n t  to tne s tu a v  o f  p h y s ica l an a  c h e m ic a l  p r o c e ss e s  w ith in  th e  E arth 's a tm o sp h ere  is  
d is c u ss e a . R ecen t resu lts  for o z o n e  are p resen ted  a s  an illu s tr a t iv e  e x a m p le  o f  th e se  
tec n n iq u es .

1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

T h e c o m o o s it io n  o f  the Earth's a tm o sp h e r e  and  th e c h e m ic a l  p r o c e ss e s  o c c u r r in g  w ith in  it 
h a v e  o e e n  tne o b ject o f  s c ie n t it le  resea rch  s in c e  m e  t im e  o f  th e  a n c ien t  G re e k s . For cen tu rie s  
the fo rm a n o n  an a m o v em e n t o f  th e c lo u d s , th e  fer o c ity  o f  e le c tr ic a l s to r m s  a n a  th e sp len d o u r  
o f  th e  A u rorae  h a v e  ooth  e x c ite a  and  in tn g u e o  m a n x m d , y e t  o n ly  in  th is  cen tu ry  h as ou r  
s c ie n n t lc  k n o w le d g e  b een  su cn  as to e x p la in  m e s e  p h e n o m e n a . T o d a y  s c ie n t is t s  w o r ld -w id e  
are in v o iv e a  in d e ta ile d  s tu a ie s  o f  h o w  m a n k m d  m ay i t s e l f  b e  in f lu e n c in g  th e  a tm osp h ere;  
e n v iro n m en ta i p r o o lem s  su cn  as  m e  o z o n e  h o le ', g lo b a l w a r m in g  a n d  a c id  rain  h a v e  a il b een  
w id e ly  reported  and d isc u sse a  at the h ig h e s t  p o lit ic a l l e v e ls .  H o w e v e r , m u c h  research  rem a in s  
to b e  d o n e  o e fo r e  th e s c ie n c e  o f  th e se  p r o b le m s  is  fu lly  u n d er sto o d  an d  s c ie n t is t s  can  p ro v id e  
p o lit ic ia n s  w ith  a c o m p le te  m e th o d o lo g y  fo r  ta ck lin g  s u c h  p r o b le m s.

•Many o f  the tec h n iq u es  u sed  to a n a ly z e  th e a tm o sp h e r e  are b a se d  u p o n  s p e c tr o sc o p ic  
t ec h n iq u es . The a b so rp tio n  sp ec tru m  o f  a  m o le c u le  p r o v id e s  a u n iq u e  t in g e r p n n t c o v e n n g  
a w id e  sp ectra l range. M o le c u la r  s o e c tr o s c o p y  m ay b e  b r o a d ly  d iv id e d  in to  th ree  w a v e le n g th  
r e g io n s . T he tlrst. and that req u irin g  th e le a s t  e n e r g y  tra n sfer , i s  d u e  to  th e  m o le c u le s  a b ility  
to ro tate: su ch  m o le c u la r  tra n sit io n s d o m in a te  at m ic r o w a v e  a n d  far in fra red  fre q u en cie s . T h e  
s e c o n a . in v o lv in g  m o ie c u ia r  v ib ra tio n , is  d o m in a n t in  th e  in fra red  ra n g e  and in fra  red  
s p e c tr o sc o p y  is  param ou nt in th e s tu d y  o f  th e  g r e en h o u se  e f f e c t  a n d  th o se  p r o c e sse s  le a d in g
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Abstract. The oropemes of a laser-moucea aerosol formed in carbon olsulpmde 
vapour are discussed. It is shown tnat it is possioie to transport sucn an aerosol 
through a glass vacuum system Dv introducing a pressure gradient across the 
production ceil.

1. in t roduc t ion

■\erosols p lay  an im p o rtan t ro ie  in h o in  tne p n v s ic s  a n a  
e h e m ts irv  o t the  te rres tn a i a tm o sp n e re  i W ayne 19911 
an d  o v e r  recen t years  have n e c o m c  tne suDiect o t m anv 
h e ld ' s tu d ie s . In the te rres tn a i a tm o sp n e re . ae ro so ls  are  

a b u n d an t in the  low er s tra to sp n e re  ia ltitu d e  ~  2Ü k m i 
and  are  m o stlv  c o m p o se d  o t p a n ic le s  u. 1 -1 0  a m  in size . 
.A dditional ae ro so ls  are fo rm ed  su b seq u e n t to v o lcan ic  
e ru p tio n s  and . by .Mie s c a tte n n e  oi 'o ia r  rad ia tio n , 
p ro v id e  the b n llia n t  sun sets  o n se rv e d  in tne  m o n tn s  
I 'o liow m g the  actual vo lcan ic  ev en t. T he  in cre a sin g  
c o n c e n tra tio n s  o t su lpha tes in tne  a tm o sp n e re  n av e  led 
to  s tu d ie s  o t the  ch em istrv  o t th eir  d e n v e d  a e ro so ls, and  
th e ir  p o ss ib le  ro le  in the o zo n e  d ep le tio n  p ro b lem .

T h e  d isc o  verv  or nob le  gas and  c a ro o n  c lu s te rs , 
and  the  su b seq u e n t e.xpansion o t c lu s te r  sc ien ce , has 
led  to  the  d isc u ss io n  o t w hen  a p a rtic le  sh o u ld  be 
d e h n e d  as a  sm all po ly  ag g reg a te  (i.e . an  a e ro so l)  ra th e r  
th an  as a  large c lu ste r. T he  s u n a c e  ch e m is try  and  
f ra g m e n ta u o n  p a th w ay s  o f c lu s te rs , an d  the  p ro p e n ie s  o t 
th e ir  c o n s titu e n t a tom s and m o le c u le s , are  the  su b tec ts  
o f  m u ch  c u rre n t resea rch  (e .g . B re n n e r  1992). S tu d ies  o f  
th e  c h e m ic a l an d  physical p  rope  ru e s  o f  a e ro so ls  w n h in  
the  lab o ra to ry  are  less w ell d e tin e d . b e in g  c o n n n e d  
m a in ly  to  e x p e rim e n ts  on ice  d e n v a u v e s . T h e  to rm a u o n  
o f  su ch  p a n ic le s  by p h o to ch e m ic a l p ro cesses  (e .g . 
by so la r  u ltra v io le t rad ia tio n ) has b een  o n ly  p a n ia l lv  
in v e su g a te d  (H o fm a n n  and S o lo m a n  1989) an d  m ay  
h av e  rep e rc u ssio n s  in both  the a p p lie d  sc ien ces  and  
b io ch e m is try  (W ayne 1991). In th is  p a p e r w e d isc u ss  
the  p ro p e n ie s  o f  a la se r-in d u ced  iC S ) ,  ae ro so l, an d  h o w  
It m av  be f lo w ed  th rough  a g lass  v acu u m  sv stem .

2 . T h e o r y

W h en  c a rb o n  d isu lp h ld e  v a p o u r  is ex p o sed  to  u ltra v io le t 
rad ia tio n  o t w a v e len g th  b e tw e e n  3 30  nm  an d  3 6 0  nm . 
a p h o to ch e m ic a l rea c tio n  o c c u rs  (E rn s t and  H o ffm an  
1979. 1980. B e v e n n i e t a l  1981). E ach  rea c tan t c a rb o n  
d isu lp h ld e  m o le c u le  a b so rb s  a  s in g le  p h o to n , leav in g  it 
in an e x c ite d  sta te :

C S i  - r  l iv  —- C S ,.

T he  life tim e  o f  the  e x c ite d  s ta te  is such  th a t, in a 
h ig h -d e n s itv  e n v iro n m e n u  th e  e x c ite d  m o le c u le  m ay 
c o llid e  w ith  a g ro u n d  s ta le  m o le c u le  and  u n d e rg o  the 
d isscxnative reac tio n :

C S " -b C S ;  —► 2 C S  -r  S t.

T h e  c a rb o n  m o n o su lp h id e  m o le c u le s  th en  p o ly m e riz e  to  
form  a e ro so l p a n ic le s :

r t(C S )  ^  ( C S ) , .

O b v io u s ly , th is  fo rm a u o n  p ro c e s s  is p ressu re  d e p e n d en t. 
If  the  p re s su re , a n d  h e n c e  th e  n u m b e r  d ensicy  o f  
c a rb o n  d isu lp h ld e  m o le c u le s ,  is  to o  low , th e  e x c ite d  
m o le c u le s  w ill d e c a y  b e fo re  rc a c n n g  to  fo rm  th e  c a rb o n  
m o n o su lp h id e  p ro d u c e  T h e r e fo re a th re sh o ld  p re ssu re  
e x is ts , b e lo w  w h ic h  n o  a e ro s o l  is fo rm e d  a n d  o n ly  
la se r- in d u c ed  f lu o re sc e n c e  o c c u rs  (a s su im n g  th e  u se  o f  a  
lase r  as th e  u l tra v io le t  r a d ia d o n  so u rce ) . T h is  th re sh o ld  
p ressu re  is d e p e n d e n t o n  a  m y n a d  o f  e x p e n m e n ta l  
p a ra m e te rs , in c lu d in g  th e  la s e r  b e a m  in te n s ity  / ,  its 
rad iu s  Rq, a n d  the  ra d iu s  o f  the  g lass  c o n ta in m e n t 
c e ll R . E rn s t an d  H o ffm a n  (1 9 7 9 . 1980) d e n v e d
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